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ABSTRACT

This report presents the status of the Controlled Thermonuclear Research
Program at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory for calendar year 1976.
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I. INTRODUCTION

F. L. Ribe, G. A. Sawyer, K. S. Thomas

During 1976, the Scyllac experiment was

operated as an 8-m sector with derated plasma

parameters to allow for greater feedback control

of the plasma column motions. Experiments were

conducted using discharge tubes both with and

without helical distortions. In both cases, im-

provements in the feedback system and the addition

of helical trimming windings extended plasma

confinement from 10 S to 25 S. An improved

theoretical and experimental understanding of the

variations in plasma equilibrium with time was

obtained indicating that the loss of plasma

confinement was the result of loss of equilibrium.

Design and fabrication was begun on an =1,2

helical system which should greatly reduce the

equilibrium problems.

The Staged Theta-Pinch experiment achieved

its primary goal of producing large diameter,

high-temperature theta-pinch plasmas using sepa-

rate implosion and compression capacitor banks.

In addition, the experiment operated at full

design voltage much more reliably than could be

expected of a IIstateof the artw device. Results

from the Resonant Heating experiment motivated

several important improvements in the hybrid

computer code and provided a better understanding

of the plasma behavior during the first

microsecond.

In the Reversed Field Pinch program, experi-

ments were carried out on ZT-S, a scaled-up ver-

sion of ZT-I. Plasma confinement time was found

to scale as the square of the plasma minor

diameter. A new larger device, ZT-40, was pro-

posed, reviewed,and given approval for construc-

tion. The basic objectives of the new experiment

will be to extend the confinement time to a few

hundred microseconds, operate in a regime of low

impurities so that the radiation barrier is

overcome, and explore the production and mainte-

nance of stable configurations for both field

programming and self-reversal modes of operation.

The Scylla IV-P experiment began operation in

January. Plasma parameters and stability char-

acterist~cs were determined. Plasma end loss was

measured and a detailed study of plasma flow out

the ends was conducted. Initial end-stoppering

experiments using quartz end plugs were carried

out. The results indicate that the insertion of

the plugs eliminates particle loss from the ends

of the theta pinch and increases the energy

confinement time.

The Gun Injection experiment, which is

studying the possibility of using a gun plasma to

replace the implosion-generated plasma in a theta

pinch, became operational. Studies of the plasma

produced by the gun and of its penetration into a

steady-state magnetic field produced by a solenoid

were begun and preliminary results obtained.

Experiments on the Interaction of a C02 laser

beam with a dense, independently produced target

plasma continued in the Scylla I-C experiment.

Both classical (heating, refraction) and non-

classical (stimulated backscatter) processes were

studied. Experiments were concluded in October so

that the experiment could be converted to another

geometry.

A Fi’eld Reversal Theta-Pinch program was

begun in July. This configuration has recently

shown unexpectedly favorable stability character-

istics which are of special interest to the mirror

program. ‘fwo existing experiments, the Resonant

Heating experiment and the Scylla I-C experiment,

were converted to the field-reversal theta-pinch

geometry to study this configuration in different

plasma regimes.

The Implosion Heating experiment operated

reliably throughout the year. Extensive measure-

ments of density and magnetic field as a function

of radius and time were obtained for a varieky of

experimental conditions. These measurements were

found to agree remarkably well with numerical

simulations performed at LASL and elsewhere.

The experimental plasma physics group

continued their studies into the physics of the ac

electrical resistivity and the thermal conduc-

tivity along magnetic field lines. The weak-field

resist.ivity of a plasma, in which controlled

levels of plasma wave turbulence are maintained,

1



was measured with a new dual mode microwave

resonator technique. In another set of

experiments, the actual growth In time of the

parametric Instabilities was observed. In addi-

tion, an experiment was begun to study the effect

of a steady electron drift on plasma ac

resistivity and has yielded the experimental

observation of negative inverse bremsstrahlung

absorption due to electron drift.

In the plasma diagnostics area, the spatially

resolved Thomson scattering experiment obtained

data on Scylla IV-P. High-frequency, gas-laser

heterodyne interferometry was extended to longer

wavelengths and development was begun on a new

system which utilizes the high time resolution

thus available for repeated spatial scanning of

plasmas whose temporal changes occur on a micro-

second time scale.

A proposal waa prepared for the construction

of a High Beta Tokamak. This experiment would use

LASL high-voltage capacitor bank technology to

produce a tokamak-like plasma with high beta

values.

The theory group continued to make important

contributions to the understanding of results from

the experimental programs. The major success

occurred in MHD theory where a much clearer

understanding of the Scyllac experiment was

achieved. Calculations were carried out to study

equilibrium and impurity radiation in the ZT-40

experiment, to determine the effects of end plugs

on a linear theta-pinch plasma and to study

plasma compression by imploding liners. Work in

the area of microtheory indicated that the lower

hybrid drift instability may not be as dangerous

as previously thought. The hybrid codes were

improved and continued to have remarkable success

in reproducing experimental results.

Use of the CTR PDP-10 oomputer and network

link to the MFE Computer Center 7600 increased

dramatically during the year. There were also

significant advances in the use of both

microcomputers and the PDP-10 for experiment

control and data collection.

The primary activity of the engineering group

was the design of the ZT-40 experiment. Other

activities included the design and building of a

quartz tube-forming machine, work on the end-fed

coil, and tests on various electrical components.

Significant progress was made toward

development of the superconductingmagnetio energy

transfer and storage system for use in future

pulsed plasma devices. Two new programs were

initiated in the last quarter of the year. The

first was a development program to fabricate a

large-energy, fast-discharge homopolar machine.

The second program deals with the development of .

switches and superconducting coils for the pulsed

ohmic heating associated with large-scale tokamak

devices.

The work of the magnetio confinement.systems

studies group was primarily concerned with the

continuing reassessment of pulsed, high-beta

systems. Areas of general research included

thermal-shock analyses, MHD effects in

reactor-like, high-beta plasmas, transient neutral

gas charge exchange, and more realistic plasma

engineering modeling. The neutronics task was

supportive of both RTPR blanket redesign and the

more general needs of the national fusion

community. The chemical, structural, and

electrical effects In CTR-related insulators were

addressed by the Insulator research task, and the

alloy reasesrch task pursued the thermal-shock

testing of various first-wall specimens.

Design and engineering work continued on the

Intense Neutron Source Facility. Primary emphasis

during the year was the final design and testing

leading to the operation of a Beam-On-Target test

stand which will utilize a proton beam on a

hydrogen gas jet target.
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II. SCYLLAC FEKDPACK SECTOR EXPERIMENTS

R. R. Bartsch, E. L. Cantrell, 1?.L. Freeman, K. B. Freese,
R. F. Gribble, F. C. Jahoda, K. J. Johnson, R. Kristal,

K. J. Kutac, G. Miller, W. E. Quinn, R. E. Siemon

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The purpose of the Scyllac experiments is to

study and achieve plasma equilibrium and stability

of a theta-pinch plasma In the toroidal geometry

of a large aspect ratio, high-beta Stellarator.

The fundamental idea is to bend a theta pinch into

a toroidal configuration in such a way as to

retain as nearly as possible the advantages of a

linear theta pinch, while eliminating particle

end loss and thermal conduction to the ends. In a

torus the combination of plasma pressure and the

gradient of the toroLdal compression field produce

an outward force on the plasma column. In Scyllac

this toroidal force is compensated, and a

high-beta toroidal equilibrium is achieved by

superimposing on the main toroidal theta-pinch

field a small ~.1 helical field along with an even

smaller 1=0 and/or 1=2 field. Suoh a configu-

ration is MHD unstable for long wavelength m.1

modes, which moves the plasma bodily off the

equilibrium circle. Higher order m modes (m<Z)

are stabilized by finite-Larmor-radius effects.

Stabilization of m.1 modes can be provided by

either feedback or wall stabilization, and the

physics is similar for both cases. The present

confinement experiments use a conventional,

unstaged, highly compressed theta-pinch plasma,

and therefore feedback control is being used for

plasma stabilization.

Scyllac equilibrium using ~.1,0 fields has

been studied experimentally at LOS Alamos in

several configurations, the 5-m sector’

(R=2.38 m), the 8-m sector‘ (R=4 m), the full

torus2 (R.4 m), and the feedback sector3 (R.4 m).

In each of these experiments it was possible to

change the plasma motion from toroidally outward

(roughly uniformly around the length of the

machine), terminating in an outer wall hit, to

inward, terUIinating in a inner wall hit, by

adjusting either

the current in

assumption was

the initial filling pressure, or

driven trimming windings. The

that for some intermediate

adjustment, there existed a perfect, although

unstable, m=l, k.O equilibrium. However, with the

help of experiments with feedback, understanding

has progressed and the situation is perceived as

being more complicated. ‘he Fl,o equilibrium

force depends both on the applied magnetic fields

and the diamagnetic response, or equivalently the

~fs, of the plasma. Transient oscillations of the

bumpy ~=0 and helical 1.1 plasma distortions, 60

and 61, develop in setting up the plasma equilib-

rium.4 An oscillatory axial plasma motion (period

10 #s in the feedback sector) results between

regions of maxima and minima in the magnetic field

with a corresponding oscillation Of 6.. Thus an

oscillation of the equilibrium compensating force,

F1,O, occurs which makes it difficult to control

the plasma during the transient phase and to

achieve the desired equilibrium at later times.

The 60 transient occurs because the plasma is

produced in a discharge tube with uniform

cross section beginning with a homogeneous gas

fill. The plasma implodes to an approximately

uniform column on the discharge tube axis with the

subsequent development of the plasma distortions

60 and 61 which overshoot their equilibrium values

and oscillate. The use of a helical discharge

tube has eliminated the 61 helical oscillations

and the use of a bumpy helical tube could

eliminate the slower more troublesome .30

oscillations.

Experiments show a correlation between the IS.

osc~llation and an oscillation of the net force

acting on the plasma as measured by the column

acceleration. The measured magnetic flux excluded

by the plasma column also shows the 60
oscillations. Both experiment and theory indicate

that the 60 plasma distortion is nonsinusoidal

with a peaking in the regions of magnetic field

minima. A possibly quite significant observation

is that both luminosity and excluded flux

measurements indicate a decay of the 60 distortion

3



in time, owing to a decrease of plasma radius in

the field minimum region.

Barnes and Brackbill have succeeded in

finding 1.1,0 diffuse profile equilibria with a

?-D MHD code.5 These equilibria re~uire approx-

imately 605 larger applied helical fields for L3=

0.65 than predicted by the MHD sharp-boundary

theory, from which the present f?.1,0compression

coil was designed. This implies that long-term

force balance requires a higher plasma beta andlor

additional equilibrium trimming fields. Force

analysis of plasma trajectories in the derated

sector experiment show a long-term equilibrium

force imbalance in approximate agreement with the

difference between diffuse-profile and sharp-

boundary theories.

At the present time, new .2 equilibrium

trimming circuits which provide a greater variety

of field waveforms are being used to obtain a

better long-term equilibrium. Since the calcula-

tions of Barnes and Brackbill show that 1=1,0

equilibrium does indeed exist, the equilibrium

problem reduces to being able to survive the

initial transient phase.

The plasma is unstable to the long wavelength

m.1 mode. The growth rates and scaling of the m.1

instability have been measured in several experi-

ments and are in agreement with small 6 sharp-

boundary MHD theory.4 Feedback stabilization is

being used to control the m=l instability and

provide corrections to the plasma equilibrium.

The feedback system has been improved over the

initial design and now has a delay-risetime

response of 1.0 #s to (l-l/e) of peak current,

with a maximum 1=2 feedback field of - 80 G at a

radius of 1 cm. ‘IMs results in a force which is

20$ of the outward toroidal force. A new

segmented photodiode position detector has been

developed which provides a fast position signal

having an accuracy of 2 1 mm.6

In the earlier feedback sector experiments,

with a uniform toroidal tube and with an 1.2

prepulse applied during the preionization phase by

the feedback system, closed-loop feedback stabi-

lization controlled the plasma motions in w the

horizontal and vertical planes and extended the

plasma confinement from 10 to 25 pa. In the

feedback stabilization controls the plasma motions

in both the horizontal and vertical planes and

extenda the plasma confinement from 10 to 25 PS.

Experimental observations indicate that the loss

of plasma confinement at 25 ~s results from

equilibrium problems related to 60 and long-term

force imbalance as discussed above, and perhaps to

end effects. These phenomena cause the plasma

column to move around with an amplitude that is

outside the range of feedback control.

Nevertheless, the data clearly show feedback

control of the m=l instability.

The propagation velocity of plasma motions in

the end regions becomes a factor in the interpre-

tation of results in these feedback stabilization

experiments carried out in a sector rather than in

a full torus. The propagation of m.1 waves,

launched near the center of the sector, was

observed at approximately the Alfv& speed in good

agreement with the theoretical predictions of the

small 13 sharp-boundary model.7 These experiments

indicate that the plasma motions near the ends of

the sector do propagate and appear in the center

region as additional nonequilibrium forces.

In Scyllac a small change in the plasma beta,

owing to losses of particles or energy either

through the ends or radially, can cause a loss of

toroidal equilibrium. A theoretical study of

radial particle losses by resistive diffusion

indicate that radial particle losses can have a

significant effect in the feedback sector with its

derated plasma temperatures of 100 to 140 eV. The

effect of possible anomalous resistivity caused by

the lower hybrid drift instability would be to

produce a low-density halo surrounding the plasma

column.

A magnetohydrodynamic model of the Scyllao

plasma based on small 6 dynamics and a sharp-

boundary plasma has been developed8 and used to

reproduce the observed plasma trajectories and to

predict the plasma confinement time with feedback

stabilization. Given the known mechanisms for a

decrease of plasma beta, the model predicts a con-

finement time of 30 MS without the use of

auxiliary equilibrium trimming fields. Using

nonlinear ~.O MHD the equilibrium of a constant

pressure theta-pinch plasma column has been

calculated in the presence of a long wavelength
helical discharge tube the use of only closed-loop
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~=0 field without the assumption of small plasma

distortions. The calculated plasma equilibrium

shape has a nonsinusoidal axial bumpiness with a

local bulging in the minimum magnetic field

region, which is in good agreement with the

overloading of the groove regions with plasma

observed in the experiments. The calculated

equilibrium force, with the 60 oscillatory effects

included, is very similar to the measured force

obtained by computing the acceleration from the

plasma trajectories.

A modification of the plasma position

detectors to a 16-element quasi-quantized type,6

which is sensitive only to the most intense

portion of the plasma luminosity has improved the

feedback system accuracy and capability. A new

feedback signal processor-analyzer has been

developed which analyzes the toroidal mode

structure of the plasma column and drives each

power module according to the weighted mode sum

that represents the actual plasma position

corresponding to the toroidal position of its !=2

coil. An equilibrium trimming circuit has been

developed to provide a current step with a

waveform having a sinusoidal rise of 3.7 Ws

followed by a variable rise or fall of current

with almost constant slope for 50 PS.

An 1.1,2 equilibrium configuration has been

designed and fabricated for the feedback sector.

This design uses a large helical plasma

distortion, Al - 3, in combination with a 62 el-

liptical plasma distortion, which is produced by a

rotating quadruple field, to achieve high-beta

toroidal equilibrium. The 1.1,2 equilibrium con-

figuration has advantages over the 1.1,0 system:

it eliminates the 60 plasma distention and its

associated transient and anomalous effects; the

equilibrium is independent of the 1.2 diamagnetic

field of the plasma in contrast to the strong

dependence on the 1=0 diamagnetic field in the

~=1,0 configuration; there is a weaker equilibrium

dependence on plasma beta; and the parameters of

the plasma will be uniform along the column. The

larger 61 helical distortion is advantageous

because it leads to plasma equilibria with smaller

growth rates of the m=l instability and also to a

greater feedback stabilization force. The

arc length of the 1=1,2 sector will be increased

by 40%, from 8.4 to 11.7 m, over that of the

present sector to help in the disentanglement of

equilibrium problems from end effects.

B. REVIEW OF SCYLLAC THEORY

The simplest theoretical model that explains

the important features of Scyllac is the

sharp-boundary MHD model. In this model the

theta-pinch equilibrium consists of a constant

pressure plasma of radius a, confined by a

longitudinal magnetic field Bo. The plasma

pressure is (3B02/2and the magnetic field inside

the plasma is B. ~. The Scyllac concept is to

bend a theta pinch into a torus to eliminate end

loss, with the radius large enough so that this

basic configuration is only slightly perturbed.

1. Toroidal Force. Owing to the gradient in

the magnetic field produced by toroidal curvature,

a toroidal theta-pinch plasma experiences an

outward force per unit length (divided by the mass

per unit length) given by

FR = ~ VA2/Ii (1)

where R i? the radius of the torus and VA the

Alfven velocity, using the outside magnetic field

and the constant plasma density. Eecause of the

toroidal force, for plasma confinement in a torus

additional magnetic fields must be applied to

produce a compensating inward force.

2. Interference Force. Helical magnetic

field perturbations B .VX with x - sin(~O-hz) in

general produce a body force on the plasma. The

force results from the interference of 1 and 1+1

helical fields. If the plasma shape is given by

r.a [l+Z6pcos(!0-hz)], the body force is

‘1=0‘~=1
Fo, l . hvA2 ~ —

o B.

ha ‘1.0-— —Jl+w,o,
2 B. B.



(2)

where Bj=~ is the modulation of the vacuum

magnetic field on axis and B is the l-helical

amplitude of the radial vacuum field at r.a. This

force depends only on the shape of the plasma and

Is the force that would be experienced by a copper

rod with the same shape as the plasma placed in

the same magnetic field.

~. Helical magnetic

fields applied to a theta-pinch plasma column

cause helical deformations of the plasma shape.

These are given by

perturbation appears, in the plasma centered

coordinate frame, to have additional ~+1 and 1-1

components. These produce a body force on the

plasma that is destabilizing.

The least unstable configuration involves a

large ~=1 and smaller 1.0 or 2.2 to produce the

toroidal equilibrium. The m=l growth rate is

given by

712=h2 VA2
[

~12(ha)2 6(2-8)(4-39)
8 1-B

- k2 VA2(2-L?) . (5)

B.1.o
60.-

2 BO(l-(3) ‘

‘he ~ ~o~2 term (small because 60 and 62 are

small) indicates that the growth rates are

B! different for displacements in the plane of the

‘]= B ha(l-B/2)
,~~1. (3) torus (+) and out of it (-).

o
5 . m > ? Instabij&y . As in the case of m.1

a long wavelength m~2 deformation of the plasma

Substituting these values in Eq. (2) the equilib- couples with an ~-helical magnetic field to

rium interference force is obtained, produce ~tm helical fields. These produce a long

wavelength m~2 force that is destabilizing. For

mz2 the growth rate is given by

Fo,l = ;h2VA2 a /3(3-26)6.61 , ~=o

Fi,f+l ❑
h2vA2a (3(2-6)3162, ~zl. (4)

In Scyllac, toroidal equilibrium is achieved by

Y,2 . h2 ~A2
[.
622+6(3-26) 6021 ,-(3

1+~(2-j3)622 - k2 VA2 (2-(3). (6)

using inward directed interference

balance the outward toroidal force.

4, m= 1 Instabilitv. A theta

forces to 6. FLR Stabilization of m > 2 Nodes. Finite

Larmor radius effects, outside of the scope of

pinch with MHD, stabilizes m>2 modes. The equation of motion

helical fields is MHD unstable for perturbations ~ for a long wavelength deformation of the plasma is

=VUJwith 0 - COS(rnO-hz). The ml, k=O instabil- modified by the addition of a ehear viecous

ity is of greatest importance and can be damping term due to finite Larmor radius as

understood in terms of a body force produced by ~ follows:

and ~~1 helical magnetic fields.

shifts aideways an ~-helical

6

As the plasma
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where u= is the ion cyclotron frequency and rL the

ion Larmor radius using the magnetic field inside

the plasma. This results in stability for large

enough damping. The most stringent requirement

for stability is for m=2. The stability criteria,

neglecting the small 602 and 822 terms in the

growth rate and assuming Te . a Ti, is

Ti(keV) (2-19)3

a(cm)2 82(1-6)
~ 0.4 (l+a) B~=l (kG)2 . (8)

?. Stabilization of m.~. Two methods of

providing m.1 stability are being pursued, wall

stabilization and feedback stabilization. Using

wall stabilization, the problem is to produce a

hot plasma in a theta pinch with alb sufficiently

large. Feedback stabilization consists of

detecting long wavelength m=l displacements and

using a controlled 4=2 field (~.2 is to be

preferred over 1.0) to produce an F, p force

proportional to the plasma displace~ent to

counteract the unstable force. For stability the

delay time 7 of the feedback system must be

sufficiently small and in practice for successful

feedback 71T must be less than about ~/2.

c. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

1. Feedback Sector. The Scyllac feedback

sector was specifically designed to minimize the

m=1 growth rate and hence to accommodate

technological limitations in the existing feedback

system.4 The time response and the output-current

capability of the feedback amplifier system were

insufficient to control the unstable motlcn with

the full torus plasma parameters, Table II-I. In

order to reduce the instability growth rate to a

value compatible with “the response time of the

feedback system, the main compression field was

reduced from - 40 kG to - 17 kG and the plasma

parameters derated accordingly as shown in Table

II-I. A 120 sector (8.4-m arc-length) of the

full torus (R=4 m) was modified for the initial

feedback experiments.

TABLE 11-1

SCYLLAC PARAMETERS

Full Torus Derated Sector
Yi3rameterg Exner men.!ii J?xoerimeti

E(kG) 40 17

T/4(/.Is) 3.7 3.5

a(cm) 1.0 1.0

n x 1016(cm-3) 2.7 2.0

Te(eV) 500 120

Ti(eV) 800 120

B 0.8 0.65

‘A(cm/#s) 37.6 18.5

Al,o(cm) 41.9 62.8

al 0.71 1.4

60 0.16 0.2

Y, x 10-6(~-11 0.70 0.3

71‘FB 1.0 0.33

The ~.1,0 equilibrium field configuration for

the sector was designed using MHD sharp-boundary

theory and 13. 0.65, consistent with the lower

plasma temperature.4 The equilibrium fields,

B~l/B = 0.4095 and B~=o/B . 0.147, were produced

by machining the inner surface of the compression

coil to coincide with a computed t.1,0 flux

surface. The theoretical value of the vertical

field component, Bv/Bo = E~_lB~=o/4 B2, was also

included in the flux surface calculations. Figure

11-1 shows a section of the compression coil which

has an average inner diameter of 24 cm. The 1.1,0

flux surface of the coil was machined by the

profile-tracer method on a lathe, using a master

profile produced by a three-dimensional milling

machine from a computer-generated tape.

The magnetic fields generated by the shaped

compression coil were probed to verify the design

fields. The measurements showed that the coils

produced the design value of B~=o and B~=l within

the measurement error and that the 1.2 feedback

coils do not perturb these fields. Figure II-2

shows the waveform of the main toroidal field.

The discharge tube for the sector consisted

of four quartz tube sections, each with a uniform

toroidal bore of 8.8 cm and an arc length of 2.5

mg and a special short section with polished

regions for side-on holographic interferometry.

The sections were butted with an outer ceramic

7



Figure II-1
Section of the 1.1,0 shaped compression coil and a
length of the helical, toroidal discharge tube.
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Figure II-2
of the toroidal magnetic field in regions
maxima (Land) and minima (Groove).

o-ring seals, and pumped from the ends

which were electrically isolated from ground. No

external path for axial z-currents was provided.

Figure II-3 shows a plan view of the sector

with its various diagnostic viewing slots. The

following measurements were used to study the

high-beta toroldal plasma: (a) as many as six

high-speed streak cameras are used to record the

transverse motions of the plasma column at various

locations around the torus; (b) the five feedback

position detector pairs alao provide plasma column

trajectories in each of the sector coils; (c) a

coupled-cavity He-Ne laser interferometer is used

to measure the time-history of the plasma electron

density along a chord of the plasma cross section;

(d) two twenty-channel luminosity profile

apparatuses provide self-luminous profiles of the

plasma column. These luminosity profiles give the

plasma radius, and in conjunction With the

coupled-cavity interferometerdata, give absolute

density profiles; (e) balanced magnetic loop and

probe arrangements measure the magnetic flux

excluded by the plasma column. Combined with the

relative density profiles from the luminosity

measurement, the excluded flux can be expressed in

terms of the plasma beta; (f) Thomson scattering

of laser light is used to determine the plasma

electron temperature; (g) a side-on holographic

interferometer gives space and time resolved

absolute plasma electron density profiles; and (h)

numerous magnetic-field probes and Rogowski loops

are used to monitor the machine and feedback

system.

Figure II-3
Plan view of the Scyllac feedback sector showing
the various diagnostic viewing slots and the
collector plate current feeds.
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2. Feedback Stabilization Sv*. The feed-

back stabilization system, Fig. 11-4, consists of

four basic components: (a) plasma position

detectors, silicon photodetectors, designed to

detect plasma motion away from the equilibrium

position; (b) intermediate amplifiers containing

signal processing units, which produce an output

voltage proportional to the sum of plasma position

and velocity with separate gain controls; (c)

power amplifier modules, each of which consists of

five separate stages of amplification ending in

the push-pull operation of two ML-8618 high-power

triodes operating with outputs as high as 1 kA at

a Plate voltage of 35 k’J;and (d) 1=2 feedback

coils located

driven by the

inside the main

power modules.

compression coil and

I

s

Schematic diagram
lization system.

6 w

Figure II-4
of the Scyllac feedback stabi-

Figure II-5 is a photograph of the derated

sector with the feedback stabilization system

installed. Five position detector stations are

approximately equally “spacedaround the five-rack

sector. Two orthogonal detectors at each station

view the plasma at ~ 45° to the horizontal plane

of the torus at toroidal positions hz . 7x/8 and

hz . 9./8 in a wavelength so that thel.1 helical

displacement of the plasma column should, in

theory, be purely in and out along the position

detector viewing direction and not be apparent to

the position detectors. In practice, however, a

remnant of the ~=1 oscillation still appeared on

the position detector signals. These detectors

sense the position of the plasma column and feed

the analogue processing circuits, which drive the

feedback amplifiers. ‘he outputs of the power

modules are coupled through output transformers to

the 1=2 feedback coils.

Thirteen !.2 feedback coils, each an ~=1,0

wavelength long (62.8 cm), Fig. II-6, are

positioned over the quartz discharge tube inside

the main compression coil. Two feedback power

modules are used for each 4=1,0 wavelength; one

module drives one of the /=2 windings and provides

the transverse force in one of the Position

detector directions while the second module

energizes the other J!.2winding, which is rotated

45° relative to the first winding, and produces

Figure II-6
~=2 feedback coils wound on Scyllac helical
discharge tube with 61 a = 1.4 cm.

9
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the force in the perpendicular direction. Each

position detector controls several power modules.

The electrical performance of the feedback system

Is monitored by the Sigma II computer by a data

acquisition channel for each power module and 6

channels for each position detector and analogue

processor.

The delay plus risetime, r, of the feedback

system has been measured to be 1.4 Ps, to 90$ of

full output current. This is for a transformer

turns ratio of 9:7 (27-PH module load) and

standard operating conditions: 9-V filament

voltage and 32.5-kV plate volta6e. The delay time

to 10$ current output was measured to be 0.5 PS

and the 90.Srisetime, 0.9 PS. In computing yr it

ia more reasonable to use a time somewhat shorter

than the time to 90$ of full output since the

current has appreciable values before that time.

Using the time for (l-l/e) . 0.63 of full output

as an effective time we find reff . 1 PS and YT -

0.3 to 0.4.

Auxiliary 1.0 windings were also used in the

initial experiments to assist in trimming the

~= 1,0 plasma equilibrium. Single-turn windings

installed in groove and land regions were

connected in series opposition in each 1.1,0

wavelength to provide an auxiliary force on the

plasma column In the plane (horizontal) of the

torus. Similar windings located midway between

land and groove regions produced a force in the

plane (vertical) perpendicular to that of the

torus. These windings were energized by two small

capacitor banks with independent triggering

systems.

3. Feedback Sector with Helical Discharrze

m. Ideally the walls of the vacuum vessel in

the Scyllac torus should coincide with a magnetic

flux surface of the toroidal equilibrium field

configurations to optimize the development of the

plasma equilibrium distortions and the plasma to

wall separation. In all the previous Scyllac ex-

periments a quartz discharge tube with a uniform

toroidal bore was used. In this arrangement, the

theta-pinch plasma Implodes to the axis of the

discharge tube followed by the development of the

~1 and 60 equilibrium plasma distortions. Tran-

sient effects involving 61 helical oscillation

and b. axial variations result and complicate the

achievement of the toroidal plasma equilibrium.

In a discharge tube which Ls shaped to a magnetic

flux surface, the plasma should implode to the

appropriate equilibrium distortions without

transient oscillatory behavior.

A mechanical device for shaping a straight

cylindrical quartz tube into a helical, toroidal

tube has been constructed and used to fabricate

helical discharge tubes, Fig. II-1 (helix radius =

1.4 cm), for the present ~.1,0 coil configuration.

The device incorporates the original tube forming

development at the Max-Planck Institute for Plasma

Physics in Garching, and is also designed to have

sufficient flexibility to form quartz tubes with

diameters in the range of 5 to 20 cm into major

toroidal radii in the range of 3 m to infinity

with helical radii up to 7 cm.

The compression coil has the same 1.1,0

shaped inner surface used in the previous feedback

sector experiments with the uniform toroidal

discharge tube. There are 13 ~.1,0 wavelengths of

the periodic 1.1 helical and 1=0 bumpy equilibrium

fields.

The arrangement of the feedback stabilization

system is essentially the same as in the previous

feedback experiments with a uniform toroidal

discharge tube. !=2 feedback coils have been

wound directly on the helical quartz discharge

tubes, Fig. II-6. Each coil consists of two

four-turn sinusoidal sections which are connected

in series by external leads and have an installed

series inductance of 16 ~H including 1.2-m leads.

Additional single-turn 1.2 coils were also

installed to provide fine adjustment of the

toroidal plasma equilibrium. Two sets of coils

separated by 45° and rotated 22.5° with respect to

the feedback coils can be used to provide equilib-

rium correction forces in the horizontal and

vertical directions. Each coil has an inductance

of 3 PH. These coils are not strongly coupled to

the 1=2 feedback coils which are oriented to

provide forces at +/- 45° to the horizontal.

Small, slow-rising capacitor en~rgy storage

circuits were used to drive these ./=2 trimming

coils. Fast-rising current pulses were also

available to null the slow fields at the time of

the main implosion or for independent trimming.

Six separate combinations of fast and slow

10



circuits were used to energize three sets of four

adjacent wavelengths of the 1.1,0 field configu-

ration in both the horizontal and vertical planes.

Each circuit had an independently adjustable

output of B~=2 = 24 G/kA.

D. RESULTS WITH FEEDBACK STABILIZATION IN A UNI-
FORM TOROIDAL DISCHARGE TUBE

In initial experiments with the closed-loop

feedback stabilization system applied to the

Scyllac derated sector, the feedback system was

successful in controlling plasma motions and the

m. 1 instability in the vertical plane,

perpendicular to that of the torus.4 In these

initial experiments feedback was less successful

in the horizontal plane because plasma m.1 motions

in the plane of the torus were influenced by

nonequilibrium forces of substantial magnitude

which caused a loss of equilibrium. Experimental

results and analyses of the plasma trajectories

indicated that the loss of equilibrium resulted

from transient effects in setting up the equilib-

rium plasma distortions, 60 and 61, in the uniform

toroidal discharge tube. A transient force

results from the oscillations of the 60 and 61

plasma distortions. The 60 oscillations, which

are slower (r - 10 #s) and involve a “sloshing” of

plasma between land and groove regions, make it

difficult to achieve toroidal equilibrium. The

application of an ~=2 programmed field pulse

during the initial plasma preionization phase

resulted in a substantial improvement in setting

the initial plasma column into an equilibrium

position on the minor toroidal axis following the

implosion phase of the main discharge. Subsequent

application of the closed-loop feedback system

resulted in improved plasma confinement to 25 PS

With the feedback stabilization system

successfully controlling the plasma motions in the

vertical plane and extending the plasma confine-

ment in the horizontal plane of the torus.

1, Plasma Tralectorv Analvsis and Eouilib-

~. The streak photographs of

Fig. 11-7 chow simultaneous plasma trajectories in

land and groove regions in the horizontal plane of

the torus without and with auxiliary fields and

feedback. Upward in the streak photographs is

outward away from the major axis of the torus. In

LAND

GROOVE

LAND

GROOVE

LAND

GROOVE

Streak

l----i
Figure 11-7

w/fj

AUX. FIELDS

W/ REVERSED

BIAS FIELD

~/ AUX. B2=0

AND FEEDBACK

photographs showing plasma motion In
toroidal (hor~zontal) plane:- upper streak in each
photograph is taken in region of maximum magnetic
field and lower streak in region of minimum field.

each streak photograph the plasma motion is

characterized by the following: (a) initial 61

helical oscillations which damp out; (b) a stably

confined period of apparent equilibrium; (c) the

helical plasma distortion 611 which is directly

proportional to the separation of the plasma tra-

jectories in land and groove regions; (d) a fatter

plasma column in the groove region relative to the

land indicating the bumpy plasma distortion 6.;

and (e) an outward m.1 motion terminating the

plasma confinement. These streak photographs show

that the application of auxiliary fields prolongs

the onset of the outward m=l motion.

During the initial stable period, the

application of either a programmed 1=0 or ~=2

field drives the plasma column inward in the

toroidal plane to the discharge tube wall.

However, once the onset of the outward motion

occurs, a force comparable to an appreciable

fraction of the FR toroidal force is required to

overcome it. The magnitude of the force causing

the outward m=l motion indicates a loss of equi-

librium in the toroidal plane, rather than just

the m=l instability. Hence the inability of the

feedback system to control the outward motion.

Experimental results and analyses of the plasma
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trajectories indicate that the loss of equilibrium

may result from the transients in setting UP the

equilibrium plasma distortions, 60 and ~1” ln
particular, the time variation of the bumpy

distortion 60 owing to variation between land and

groove regions appears to be a ❑ajor factor.

The trajectory of the centroid of the plasma

column 1s obtained from the simultaneous land and

groove streak photographs and is used to determine

the net body force on the plasma column. The data

are smoothed by fitting to a high-degree

polynomial to facilitate taking the second

derivative of the trajectory which gives the

acceleration of the column. The net force, FNET,

acting on the plaama column required to produce a

typical observed trajectory, upper plot of

Fig. II-8 includes the destabilizing force, FY,

which is a function of the displacement of the
2centroid, t, and the m=l growth rates 78 Fy a ‘Y

[. The force, FX, producing the loss of equi-

librium in the derated sector experiments is Fx =

FNET - F7. The lower plot of Fig. II-8 shows the

time dependence of Fx obtained by correcting the

net force

1!

#
!3

for the position dependent F7. The
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Figure II-8
Centroid position of plasma column in hor-

izontal plane (upper plot) and tbe net force, Fx
(lower plot), derived from the above trajectory.

force approaches an asymptotic value of 20$ of the

toroidal force, ‘R“ For successful feedback

stabilization, it is required that the plasma

column be located near tbe equilibrium posttion at

a time when it has reasonably small momentum.

BOth the rapid variations as well as the

magnitudes of the force and plasma excursions

indicate that feedback control is marginal in the

horizontal plane.

This analysis of the observed plasma trajec-

tories, which yields the net force acting on the

plasma column, indicates that transients which

develop in setting up the equilibrium plasma dis-

tortions make it difficult to achieve equilibrium

at late times. The effect of the reverse bias

field Fig. II-7 is to produce a nearly UnffOrm

inward directed force. This permits the column to

survive the initial outward force, however an

increase in the reverse bias field to compensate

the late time force imbalance causes the plasma to

strike the inner wall owing to the inward directed

transient. Similar results were obtained with

programmed auxiliary fields (1.0 or 1=2). If the

auxiliary fields were applied at early times, the

combined effects of these fields and the inward

transient caused the plasma to strike the Inner

wall of the discharge tube. On the other hand,

the rapid reversal of the transient force,

Fig. II-8, required that a programmed field

actuated after the inward transient has a risetime

less than was available with the existing system.

Thus, the presence of the inward transient

prevents the application of programmed fields or

increased reverse bias which would bring the

column into equilibrium at later times.

A set of experiments were undertaken with the

objective of cancelllng or suppressing the inward

directed transient force so that an increaaed

reverse bias field andlor programmed field could

be applied to correct the imbalance at later

times. The ~=0 auxiliary windings were driven in

the programmed mode using a small capacitor bank

with switching times arranged so that the field

was crowbarred on the peak of the second half

cycle. When combined with the 1=1 equilibrium

field, this ~.O field provided an initial outward

force followed by an inward force. In addition to

the programmed 1=0 field, the reverse bias was

12



increased to a range of values which would

normally drive the plasma to the inner wall at

early times. Figure II-9 compares streak

photographs of the plasma with and without the

programmed field. Both had reverse bias; however,

there was a larger reverse bias field in discharge

9467 which also had the programmed ~.O field.

The streak photographs were analyzed to give

the net force on the plasma column. Figures 11-10

and -11 show the result

w/ REVERSED

S4971

‘“’’”L-

VERTICAL
PLANE

-

4

I

of the analysis. The

‘/BIASFIELD.PROGRAMMED
2=0 FIELOANO FEEOBACK

Figure II-9

l—25/LS-l

Streak photographs showing plasma motions without
and with 1.0 programmed field and feedback.
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Figure 11-10
Plasma trajectories in horizontal plane (upper
plot) and corresponding calculated net force on
the plaama column (lower plot) for the indicated
auxiliary fields.
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Figure 11-11
Plaama trajectories i; vertical plane (upper plot)
and corresponding calculated net force on the
plasma column (lower plot) for the indicated
auxiliary fields.

trajectories for the three cases are quite

different. In discharge 9878 with neither reverse

bias nor programmed fields, the plasma moves

rapidly outward striking the wall in . 10 - 12 Ps.

The column in discharge 4972 with reverse bias

only swings inward initially but succumbs to

outward forces and strikes the outer wall at . 20

- 22 #s. The shot with the programmed field,

9467, moves outward until - 10 - 12 FS and then

moves back to the axis. The force analysis in

Fig. II-lo (lower) shows the suppression of the

inward transient by the programmed ~.O force.

Analysia similar to that done for the hor-

izontal behavior was performed for the motion in

the vertical plane. With the exception of m=l

unstable motion, the plasma column has generally

been well behaved in the vertical plane. The

force analysis of the vertical motion, Fig. II-11

(lower), reveals that there is surprisinglystrong

coupling of the horizontally phased applied 1.0

field to the vertical plaama motion. In fact

unless the feedback system was operating, the

plasma would move in the vertical plane, striking

the wall in - 12 Ms. The reasons for the cross-

coupllng between the horizontally phased 1.0 field

13
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and the vertical force are not clear. Possible

explanations include imperfections in the phasing

of the ~.O windings (due to viewing ports, etc.)

and ‘tphase shiftingtf of the ~.1 equilibrium

distortion during the 61 oscillations.

The results of these experiments and analyses

of the transient force behavior suggest that

suppression of these forces is possible using

programmed auxiliary fields.

2. Feedback Stabilization Experiments with

h.
!IpreconditlonedttPlasma. A ~tudy of the

effect of an applied ~.2 field on the plasma in

the Scyllac Feedback Sector Experiment during the

preionization and implosion phases was motivated

by proposed experiments which would use capacitor

driven ,?=2fields to “trim” the plasma equilibrium

and might necessarily be applied during these

times of the discharge. The i.2 field was

generated by operating the feedback power

amplifiers in a programmed mode to provide pulses

of variable time width and amplitude. The

presence of the ~.2 field during the implosion

phase did not improve the plasma behavior.

The results obtained when the 1=2 field was

aPplied during the initial plasma preionization

phase were quite different from previous

observations made on the preionlzation itself and

in subsequent plasma column motion after

implosion. Characteristically, a ringing theta

preionization field will cause plasma Ionization

during the first zero crossing of the field. With

the 1=2 prepulse, ionization did not begin until

the second zero crossing and continued to increase

through the third and fourth zero crossings. With

the onset of the i.mploalonand subsequent plasma

formation, the compressed column formed more in

the central portion of the discharge tube,

Fig. 11-12 (# 9933), without the characteristic

outward shift (Fig. 11-12, # 9878), and the

terminating motion was of a different nature than

that observed without the 2=2 programmed pulse.

An interesting aspect of this behavior is that the

spatial phase of the ,!.2field relative to the 1.1

helical equilibrium field was unimportant. This

lead to early speculation that the net effect of

the presence of the 1=2 field at preionization

time was to cause the Ionization to take place
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Streak photographs o? plasma motions showing the
effects-of a–prepulse of an ~.2 field withou~ and
with feedback stabilization.

from the center of the tube toward the wall which

would tend to exclude trapped magnetic fields. In

order to test this hypothesis, a Z-pinch pre-

ionization method was employed. The net result

was that the enhanced plasma behavior was not

reproduced, although the prelonization was lower

than with the theta preionization, and, in fact,

the behavior was poorer than normal. Thus, the

improved compressed plasma column behavior is

probably not due to the exclusion of fields in the

preionized plasma and will require further study

before it is well understood.

The plasma behavior resulting from the

application of the ~=2 programmed field with the

theta preionization more nearly satisfied

requirements for feedback stabilization. Hence, a

series of experiments were undertaken in which the

feedback amplifiers were first turned on in the

programmed mode for - 7 PS during prei.onlzatlon,

turned off for about 20 ps, and then turned back

on under the control of the position detectors,

i.e., closed-loop feedback operation. The closed-

100P condition was initiated after the imploslon

and initial 61 helical oscillations. This

resulted in much improved plasma confinement over

previous attempts with definite indications that

the feedback system was following and controlling

the plasma behavior. Confinement was terminated

at . 25ps.
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The streak photographs showing ‘normal!!

sector behavior, Fig. 11-12 (# 9878), are to be

contrasted with streaks displaying plasma behavior

with feedback system operating in a programmed-

closed loop configuration, Fig. II-12 (# 403).

Figure 11-13 shows the plasma motions, heavy

lines, observed by the plasma position detectors

and the feedback output current for discharge

8403. The lower plots are the average of the

plasma trajectories recorded by the five position

detector stations. These data, Figs. II-12 and

-13, show successful feedback control of the

plasma motions and extend the confinement time of

the plasma in the Scyllac Feedback Sector without

the addition of auxiliary bias orfl=O fields.

However, force analysis of the plasma trajec-

tories continued to indicate that transients fron

the equilibrium dynamics still play a dominant

role in determining the plasma trajectory. The

excursions in the forces are more than twice the

maximum force available from the feedback power

amplifier system. While the plasma confinement

times are increased, the feedback stabilization

system cannot overcome and control these large

equilibrium force imbalances.
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Figure 11-13
Plasma position plots and feedback output currents
observed at the Lndicated positions around the
sector on the same discharge as the lower streak
photographs of Fig. 11-12.

E. RESULTS WITH A HELICAL DISCHARGE TUEE

The plasma equilibrium and stability have

been studied in a helical discharge tube with fl.2

trimming fields and closed-loop feedback stabi-

lization. The helically shaped toroidal quartz

tube, which has a helical radius of 1.4 cm, was

fabricated for the existing f?.1,0equilibrium con-

figuration (cf. section C~). The experiments were

performed with deuterium filling pressures in the

range of 10 to 20 mTorr. The discharge cleaning

of the helical tube required more plasma

discharges than in previous tubes. Initial ex-

periments with a 40-kV bank voltage, P z 17 kG,

gave plasma temperatures of 90 to 110 eV. Experi-

ments at 45 kV gave plasma temperatures of 110 to

140 eV. Subsequent operation at 40 kV yielded

temperatures in the 120 to 150 eV range.

1. Transient Plasma Oscillationns. The use

of the helical discharge tube eliminated the $1

helical oscillations observed previously in

uniform toroidal tubes. Figure 11-14 compares a

set of dual streak photographs showing the plasma

motions at half wavelength separations near the

center of the sector in the previous experiments

with the uniform toroidal tube, Fig. II-14A, and

in the helical toroidal tube, Fig. 11-14E. The
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Figure 11-14
Dual streak photographs comparing plasma motions
in the uniform toroidal tube (A) and the helical
discharge tube (B). Horizontal plane: each dual
streak shows plasma column in regions of maximum
magnetic field, hz.O (upper streak), and minimum
field, hz.r (lower streak), separated by one-half
on 1=1,0 wavelength. Vertical plane: dual
streaks taken one-half wavelength apart, hz=r/2
and 31r/2,at positions of intermediate magnetic
field.
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helical oscillations, Fig. II-14A, develop because

the plasma implodes to the axis of the uniform

discharge tube rather than to the equilibrium

helical magnetic axis as in Fig. II-14P with the

helical tube. The helical tube also improves the

plasma to wall separation by the resulting

concentricity of the plasma column and the tube

wall as well as by the elimination of the 61

helical oscillations.

The glower 60 axial Oscillations,@o = hVA

~~), remain and appear in the atreak

photographs of Fig. 11-14B as a time variation of

the plasma diameter. Miller has reproduced the

observed plasma trajectories in an MHD sharp-

boundary dynamical model and confirmed the

existence of the 60 oscillations, (cf. section

G).a The sharp-boundary equilibrium force produced

by the 1.1 and ~.O fields varies with the

transient ~o plasma oscillations making the

achievement of the proper plasma equilibrium dif-

ficult. The 60 oscillations result from the

development of a bumpy plasma column in a

discharge tube with a uniform cross section.

These oscillations could probably be elimlnatd by

the use of a ‘nbumpyffdischarge tube, i.e., a

ahaped discharge tube whose walls follow a

magnetic flux surface of the ~.1,0 configuration.

7. Results with !.2 Equilibrium Trimming

lZLel&i. The application ofl.2 trimming fields to

produce correcting forces in both the horizontal

and vertical planes resulted in cross-coupling

which made it difficult to achieve a good plasma

equilibrium. Six separate small capacitor banks

were used to drive three sets of ~.2 coils in each

the horizontal and vertical planes. Each set con-

sisted of four ~.2 windings in adjacent

wavelengths of the horizontal plane connected in a

series-parallel arrangement and driven by a alow-

rising sinusoidal current (r/b - 50-90 gs) with

the option of a fast “notch!!pulse to null the 1=2

field during the plasma implosion. A considerable

effort waa expended in attempting to adjust the

trimming fields to provide the best equilibrium

and plaama confinement. Figure 11-15 shows plasma

trajectories on one of the better discharges with

both horizontal and vertical 1=2 trimming fields.
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Figure 11-15
Plasma trajectories on one of the better
discharges with ~.2 trimming fields producing
correction forces in horizontal and vertical
plasma.

The slow sinusoidal ~.2 equilibrium trimming

fields are not sufficient to completely overcome

the effects of the 60 transient oscillations. The

1=2 field magnitude required for equilibrium near

the end of the transient phaae is too large at

earlier times when 60 oscillates to a maximum and

results in an inner wall collision of the plasma

column. This phenomenon is partially compensated

by the application of a fast sinusoidal 1=2 pulse

phased such that the resulting force pushes

outward as 60 approaches a maximum.

The observed cross-coupling of the forces

produced by the equilibrium trimming fields

between the horizontal and vertical planes Is not

understood. Errors in the discharge tube position

within the compression coil can result in such

cross-coupling which leads to plasma column motion

partially in a direction orthogonal to an applied

1=2 force. If the discharge tube is displaced

from the helical axis of the ~=1,0 field config-

uration, the equilibrium position of the plasma

column will not be at the center of the 1.2 field

generated by coils wound directly on the tube.

Analysis showa that a horizontally displaced 1=2

field leads to 1=1 components which are phaaed to
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vertical displacement of the ~.z fields with

respect to the 1=1,0 fields, leads to an ~=1

component which beats against the k.O field to

provide an orthogonal force for either vertical or

horizontal 1.2 fields. However checks of the

discharge tube and !t=2coil positions show them to

be approximately centered in the compression coil.

l.—F&edback Stabilization Results with the

Helical Discharze Tube. Closed-loop feedback sta-

bilization was applied to the sector with both the

horizontal and vertical !L.2 trimming windings

energized. The magnitude of the 9..2 trimming

fields were in the range of 10 to 50 G. Figure

11-14B is a dual streak photograph showing the

plasma motion in the horizontal plane of the torus

at positions of maximum (upper, land region) and

minimum (lower, groove region) magnetic field

separated by a half wavelength of the 9,.1,0field.

Figure 11-16 shows the plasma column trajectories,

in both the horizontal and vertical planes,

observed by the plasma position detectors at five

locations approximately equally spaced around the

sector. The data of Figs. 11-14B and -16 were

taken on the same discharge and at a deuterium
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Figure 11-16
Plasma trajectories (heavy lines) and feedback
output current (light lines) with 1=2 equilibrium
trimming fields and closed-loop feedback
stabilization.

filling pressure of 16 mTorr. These data suggest

that the feedback stabilization is controlling the

plasma motion for 20 to 25 P.s. The plasma con-

finement is terminated by a disturbance that

develops in the end coil section (1}6), upper tra-

jectories. It appears that this disturbance

propagates into coil section # 7 and results in a

motion in the vertical plane. There is concern

that such end effects in the toroidal sector limit

the plasma confinement time. A “shorting-outtfof

the electron sheath may be occurring in the sector

and inducing a rotational wobble as in the linear

theta-pinch experiments. Such a development in a

toroidal sector would very likely terminate the

plasma confinement in approximately an Alfven

time, which is - 20 PS in the feedback sector.

The plasma equilibrium improved with the

number of discharges in that the magnitude of the

f.2 trimming fields required for toroidal equilib-

rium decreased. The phenomenon was attributed to

continued discharge tube cleaning and a resulting

higher plasma beta. Figure 11-17 shows plasma

column trajectories obtained from the plasma

position detectors on a discharge without

auxiliary equilibrium trimming fields and in the
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Figure 11-17
Plasma trajectories without auxiliary fields and
with feedback stabilization after approximately
2000 plasma discharges in the helical tube.



absence of feedback stabilization. The deuterium

filling pressure was 16 mTorr. The plasma column

remains approximately centered on the toroidal

axis In the horizontal plane for 15 us. A

downward plasma motion develops in the vertical

plane which eventually terminates the plasma con-

finement. This motion appears to be the m.1

instability and Is likely initiated by a small

displacement of the column from its equilibrium

position.

Figure 11-18 shows plasma column trajectories

with feedback stabilization applied to discharges

of the type shown in Fig. 11-17 without additional

equilibrium trimming fields. In this case the

closed-loop feedback system is controlling the m.1

instability observed in Fig. 11-17 and confining

the plasma for times of up to 25 VS. In

Fig. 11-18, the plasma column in the end regions,

coil sections 6 and 10, begins to move outward

near the end of the trajectories. This may be an

end effect manifesting itself In terms of a

decrease in the plasma beta or an onset of the

rotational plasma wobble discussed above.

A comparison of Figs. 11-17 and -18 shows

that the feedback stabilization system extends the
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Figure 11-18
plasma trajectories (heavy lines) and feedback
output current (light lines) with closed-loop
feedback stabilization and without other auxiliary
fields.

plasma confinement time from 10 PS to times

greater than 20 vs without other auxiliary fields.

4. Force Analvsis of PlasunsTralectorie~.

Force analyses of the plasma trajectories with

feedback stabilization and without additional

equilibrium trimming fields as typified by

Fig. 11-18 give the net force on the plasma

column. The net force determined from the central

plasma trajectories of Fig. 11-18 is shown in

Fig. II-19. The net force in the horizontal plane

oscillates undamped about the equilibrium values.

These force analyses of discharges in the

helical discharge tube, with feedback stabili-

zation and without additional equilibrium trimming

fields, show that the net force on the plasma

column in the horizontal plane is oscillating

about the equilibrium value without an average

force imbalance in contrast to some of the earlier

results in the uniform toroidal discharge tube,

Fig. 11-10. The oscillations are believed to

derive from the 60 plasma oscillation or end

effects in the sector. A significant result in

these experiments is that plasma equilibrium is

achieved
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Figure 11-19
Average plasma trajectories (upper plot) on two
separate discharges in horizontal plane of central
region of sector and corresponding calculated net
forces (lower plot) on the plasma column on the
discharge of Fig. 11-19 (solid line).
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designed on the basis of UHD sharp-boundary

theory. Of course the plasma beta may be higher

than the 0.65 design value, which would reduce the

equilibrium fields required for equilibrium.

The Increase of the equilibrium F,,O force

noted above (section 3) and attributed to dis-

charge tube cleaning continued beyond the plasma

behavior characterized by Figs. 11-18 and -19.

After a few hundred additional discharges, the

plasma was terminated by an inward rather than an

outward motion of the column. This was

compensated by applying an S.2 trimming field

pulse which resulted in an outward force on the

plasma column.

F. EXCLUDED FLUX MEASUREMENTS

The excluded flux in adjacent land and groove

regions have been simultaneously meaaured for

shots with filling pressure in the range 5-40

mTorr. The data are shown in Fig. 11-20. Setting

up the optimum equilibrium at these different

pressures using trimming windings is difficult and

was not done so there was generally an early wall

hit. However previous experience indicates that

wall hits do not have a large effect on excluded

flux, and this is borne out by the general

similarity of this data to previous excluded flux

measurements without wall hits.9~1° A significant

feature of the data shown in Fig. 11-20 is that at

high filling pressures, a sinusoidal 60

oscillation is apparent. This iS direct

experimental evidence for the existence under some

conditions of such an oscillation. An oscillation

of ~o, if it occurs, would cause the F,,. toroidal

equilibrium force to be strongly time dependent.

For comparison with the data the excluded

flux has been calculated using the nonlinear

dynamic model [see section G.2] and the results

shown in Fig. II-21. In this model the excluded

flux is simply

‘$ex = ra2B - bin , (9)
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Figure 11-20
Plots of the magnetic flux excluded by the plasma
column measured simultaneously in adjacent land
and groove region at various initial deuterium
filling pressures: (a) P = 41 mTorr; (b) 21
mTorr; (c) 10 mTorr; and (dl 5 mTorr.

‘$.In = ma2Bo ~ . (lo)

where a is the plasma radius and B the magnetic

field at that z position, and @in is the constant

included flux,
Thus for B constant, the oscillations in included

flux are simply those of the plasma radius.
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Figure 11-21
Excluded flux calculated using the nonlinear
dynamic model for the indicated plasma betas in
land (L) and groove (G) region9.

The parameter values used were B. . 13 kG,

Bt=o/Bo = 0.147, h = 0.1 cm-l, VA = 15 cmlus, a =

1 cm, T . 2.5 !JSand B as indicated in Fig. 11-21.

The parameters VA, T, a, and 6 are not known well

and one can imagine adjusting these to achieve a

fit to the measured excluded flux, however, this

has not been done.

G. PROPAGATION OF m.1 WAVES

The propagation of an m.1 displacement of the

plasma column along the minor toroidal axis of the

Scyllao sector is of interest because of possible

limitations of the plasma confinement time in the

sector due to end effects. It ia known from

numerous experimental observations that the ends

of the sector behave quite differently than the

central sections. The end behavior is charac-

terized by large accelerations and displacements

with generally early wall hits. This is probably

the result of the abrupt transition from the

toroidal field geometry which results in a lack of

equilibrium in the end regions. The confinement

in the central region is likely to be limited by

the propagation time of these displacements to the

central region of the sector. The propagation

velocity of this wave thus becomes an important

factor for interpreting the results of the Scyllac

feedback stabilization experiments carried out in

a toroidal sector rather than a full torus.

In order to experimentallymeasure the propa-

gation of m.1 waves, a disturbance was launched in

the central region of the sector by locallY

accelerating the column in the vertical direction.

This was done by driving a single wavelength of

the k.2 equilibrium trimming coils. The “Jones”ll

circuits (cf. Sec. J 5) used to deliver the

current waveform shown in Fig. II-22. Different

wavelengtha were activated, and the resulting

displacements were observed with the feedback

position detector stations located at different

points along the sector. The vertical direction

for the launched m.1 wave was chosen to elimlnate

the additional complication due to imperfect
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Figure II-22
Waveform of the llJones!fCirCUft OUtpUt current

used to drive the 1=2 equilibrium trimming coils
in the m.1 wave propagation experiments.

Figure II-23
Schematic of the feedback sector showing the
location of the plasma position detectors and the
nomenclature of the trimming coil wavelengths.
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horizontal equilibrium. Figure II-23 shows the

relative location of the position detector

stations and the nomenclature of the trimming coil

wavelengths.

Position detector signals are routinely

recorded on biomations and the data transferred

after every shot to the disk of the SIGMA 2. This

information was then transferred via magnetic tape

to the PDP-10 which was used for the analysis.

To reduce the influence of shot-to-shot

variations in the experiment, the data were

collected in two sets with each aet composed of

several ahots. One of the acts included shots

without the localized vertical acceleration and

the other set of shots had the single 2.2

wavelength activated. The trajectories contained

within each set were then averaged. Figure 11-24

shows the comparison of the two seta of data as

observed at the five position detector stations

for wavea launched in the ‘Jn wavelength

(cf. Fig. II-23). The error bars on these figures

are the maximum deviations within the set from the

mean and represent the range of the data.

The small 6 sharp boundary model provides a

theoretical framework for the wave propagation ex-

periments. The equation of motion for m=1

displacements is the following:

2
a c + (2-6) vp-2 a2C
~

—-yoZg = f(t) 6(Z), (11)
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where f(t) is the force which is applied at z=O

and Y. Is the m=l, k.O instability growth rate.

‘e force ‘as ‘he F1,2 interference force produced

by driving a current in a one wavelength 2=2

winding. In terms of the applied .L=2field,

4 ‘nV*2 ~ Bt=l Bt=2(t)
f(t) ==_—-.

2-6 B. B.

I POSITION OETECTOR 3
t

-4 ! I I 1
,
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TIME(/.K)

Figure II-24
Comparison of two se~s of data as observed at the
position detector station No. 3 for waves launched
in the J (No. 10) wavelength.

B1=2(G) = 0.8 a(cm) I(A)/rw(cm)2 ,

where I is the current in amperes.

The solution of Eq. (11) is as follows:12

t

E(z,t) =
/

G(z,t-tt) f(t’) dt’ , (13)

-m

where

.

G(z,t) ❑ e(t)
j

g Cos !?2s(t) ,

0

ainh Yt
s(t) =— ,k<kc

Y

sin ut
s(t) =— ,k>kc

u

The ~.2 field was produced by a four-wire winding

with radius rw . 5.8 cm and the magnitude of the

1.2 field in Gauss is given by

(12)

u= k2vA2(2-~) - yo2 ,

kc = Yo/vA WE .
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The theory of Grossmann and Tataronls’3

applies to m=l oscillations of a uniform plasma

column (without the k.O instability term) and

shows the existence of damping when the plasma

pressure profile is diffuse. For an oscillation

with wave number k there is an imaginary part of

the frequency which leads to damping . exp(-nkt)

with

,=,-2($(; -1) . (14)

(d)

-1
ao 2.5 5.0 7.s 10.012.515.017.020.0

TIME(/&S)

In this model the plasma pressure is assumed to be

constant out to a radius al and then to drop

linearly to =ero at a ‘adius %“ The observed

damping of the 1.1 oscillations (k.O.l cm-l, r z

2.5 Fs) determines ~ to be z 4 cmlvs, which from

Eq. (3) gives a2/al ~ 1.2. The dispersion

relation in the Grossmann-Tataronis theory is

quite complicated but if the unstable term is

added in a simple way it implies that there is no

damping of the unstable part of the spectrum.

Another, less physical, method of introducing

damping is to add a term -V330 2z3t to the left-

hand side of Eq. (11). This allows the effect of

damping on the entire spectrum to be calculated in

a straightforward way. The damping of the stable

part of the spectrum in this case is -

exp (-pk2t/2) and while the unstable growth rates

are reduced the critical wave number kc remains

exactly the same. The coefficient p is determined

phenomenologically from the observed dampfnK of

the %1 oscillations and has the value u = 80

cm2/pa. In Fig. II-25 are shown the differences

between the measured plasma trajectories with and

without the applied force. The errors bars

include the rms deviation of the data and an

estimate of absolute position detector accuracy.

Also plotted are the displacements calculated from

Eq. (12) assuming the following parameter values:

Bt.1/B. = 0.0946, h = 0.1 cm-l, B. = 13 kG, a = 1

cm, Y. = 0.3 IJs-’,VA = 20 cm/ps, and 8= 0.7.

There is no damping since the damping would

produce a hardly perceptible effect in Fig. II-25.

The effect of damping ie shown in Fig. II-26 which

has the same parameter values as Fig. II-25 excePt
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Figure II-25
Plots of the differences between the measured
plasma trajectories with and without the aoDlied
force and the calculated displacements tsolid
lines) at various distances, z, from the location

of the applied force: (a) z = 31 cm; (b) z = 94
cm; (c) 22o cm; and (d) z = 408 cm.

that Y. is zero and the damping factors ~ or P are

as shown. The damping actually reduces the

arrival time of the disturbance which in the

unstable case leads to a greater displacement with

damping than without. In general, the application

of a constant force to the end of the plasma
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Figure II-26
Effect of damping on the wave propagation is shown
for the indicated values of n and v with the same
parameter values as Fig. II-25 exceptyO . 0.

column produces at some location z, a pulse of

acceleration which in the damped case is smaller,

but arrives earlier.

The question of what effect propagation of

nonequillbrium forces from the ends has on feed-

back stabilization Is complicated because of the

nonlinear nature of the feedback system. The

simplest point of view is to assume that the

forces involved are much larger than the maximum

feedback force so that feedback has a negligible

effect and the situation is as already described.

The conclusion from this study is that forces

applied to the sector plasma at the ends do indeed

propagate and would appear in the center region as

additional nonequilibrium forces. The measured

propagation time over the 4-m distance from the

ends to the center of the !.1,0 sector is 17 PS k

2 !lS.

H. DIFFUSION

In Scyllac,

causes a loss of

a relatively small change in beta

MHD equilibrium. Beta (- nT) can

decrease in time owing to losses of particles (n)

or energy (T), either through the ends or

radially. Radial particle losses by resistive

diffusion are considered in this section. The

conclusion is that radial particle diffusion is a

significant effect for the derated experiments.

For Te . 100 eV and a plasma radius of 1 cm, the

time required for a 10$ decrease in beta is 11 US.

For the early stages of diffusion of an

equilibrium theta pinch the temperature can be

assumed constant in time and it will be assumed

constant in space as well. With constant tempera-

ture it can be shown that the following equation

descrLbes the diffusion process,

aB aB 1

m+ m (Bo2-B2)p

r

J

aB2
r— dr

at
0

B02-B2
la rq aB—. .

= B02+B2 r ar z“

The equilibrium condition,

B2 B02
nT+—=—
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(15)

(16)

holds at all times (neglecting small acceleration

terme) and this relates n to B. A completely

equivalent equation can be written for n instead

of B. Equation (15) is actually simpler than it

first appears since the integral term is small and

as a first approximation can be neglected.

In Eq. (15) the resistivity has the units

(length)2/time. The conversion for Gaussian cgs

or MKS units is a follows:

ri(cm2/ps). ?lCgs(see) 7.16 x 1013 ,

n(cm2/vs) . n~s (ohm-m) 7960 .

From Eq. (1!5) it is seen that if B is

measured in units of Bo’ r ‘n ‘nits ‘f a

characteristic length a, and t in units of a2/tl,

Eq. (15) assumes a universal form depending only

on the shape of B (or n or 6 ) as a function of r.

In Fig. II-27 are shown numerical solutions of

Eq. (15) for B profiles of the rigid rotor type

corresponding to various central beta values 6..

The rigid rotor profile14)15 is given by
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1/2
B=BO tanh ~ + tanh

;
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In Fig. II-28, are shown the times for 10%

and 25% loss of f3on axis for rigid rotor and
(17)

Gaussian (density) profiles versus 6.. It is

clear from these results that the basic resistive

time a2/n gives the time scale for high-beta

diffusion. Since the usually discussed low-beta

diffusion time (a2/n)(E2/p) vanishes in the high-

1.0. 1 t I 1 I , I 1 I
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Figure II-27
Graphs of calculated plasma beta profiles of the
rigid-rotor type corresponding to the indicated
central beta values so.
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Figure II-28
Plots of calculated timss for 10% and 25% 10SS of
plasma B on axis for rigid rotor and Gaussian
density profiles ~ ~o.
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beta limit (B+O) it is important to clarify this

point.

1. Classical Resistivity. The formulas for

the reslstivity will be given in Gaussian cgs

units. Classical resistivity is due to a drag on

the drifting, current carrying electrons due to

electron-ion Coulomb collisions. The resistlvity

is given by’6$’7

4 (2m me)l/2 e2 in A
n.

~ ~e312

q = 2.5 X 10-4
kn A/10 2

(Te/l keV)3/2 cm ‘Vs ,
(18)

EnA. 13.8 + log(Te/l keV)

0.5 log(ne/1016 CM-3) .

For the derated Scyllac sector experiment,

aasumhg Te . 120 eV the resistivity is 0.007

cm2/ps and the classical resistive diffusion time

for a = 1 cm is 140 us.

2. Anomalous Resistivitv.

Of the many possible microstabilities that might

be responsible for an anomalous resistivity in a

theta pinch, the general consensus at the present

time seems to be that the lower hybrid drift

instability is the most important. This Is an

unstable electrostatic oscillation of the plasma

driven by the diamagnetic drift of the ions. The

diamagnetic drift velocity is the fluid velocity

in a coordinate frame where the electric field is

zero,

1 a(nTi)

vDi =~~ “

The resistivity depends on the level of

fluctuating fields ultimately produced by the

instability, that is, the saturation level. The

calculation of Davidson and Gladd18 assumes the

maximum conceivable fluctuation level and results

in a very large resistivity, so large as to be

inconsistent with theta-pinch experiments. For

example for the conditions of the present derated

sector experiment, which happen to be very similar

to those of the Culham diffusion experimentlg the

resistlvity calculated using the Davidson-Gladd

formula is greater than 0.2 cm2/ps over the range

0.2 cm ~ r ~ 2 cm, which leads to a diffusion time

for a . 1 cm of less than 5 PS.

A model for the saturation process based on

the electrostatic trapping of Ions in the

potential well of the unstable wave20,21 gives

more reasonable diffusion times and is favored by

numerical simulation results.22 The resistivitY

for saturation due to ion trapping is given by

llancjm‘-(W3 (.c~iwz‘

(Ti/l keV)4

‘anom = 1.35 x 10-’5
(BJ1O kG)7(N/10’6 cm-3)

(19)

However,there is an uncertainty in the Ion trap-

ping saturation condition of a numerical factor of

about n. Unfortunately, in the resistivity,this

numerical factor enters as n 4 = 100. The more

pessimistic case has been assumed and the

resistivity would be 100 times less in the

optimistic case.

In Fig. II-29 are shown B profiles versus

time for the conditions of the present derated

sector experiment and the Scyllac full torus
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Figure II-29
Graphs of calculated plasma 6 profiles M times
for the parameter of the derated feedback sector
experiment (upper plot) end the Scyllac full torus
experiment (lower plOt).

experiment. The central 6 is 1 since this was the

caee for both experiments at hz = n (groove).

Diffusion of the central plasma calculated using

the sum of anomalous and classical reslstivlty is

about the same as for classical reslstlvity alone.

This Is somewhat surprising since in Fig. 11-30 it

is shown that the actual anomalous reslstlvity can

be ordera of magnitude greater than classical.

However, the large anomalous resistivity occurs

only in the outer plasma region and in fact the

only reason it remains finite is that a minimum

density (- 1% of the central density) was assumed

outside the main column. The anomalous

reaistivity has a tendency to decrease with time

eince plasma moves to the outer region and thereby

decreases ~ ~ . This seems to be the main effect

of the anomalous resistivity given by Eq. (19),

CLASSICAL+ ANOMALOUS
RESISTIVITY

— t=o

LO :

Bo=17kG
TO=Ti=lOOeV }

Ici’~

102—

7

10’ 1 1 I 1 i I 1 1 1
0 I 2

r (cm)

Figure 11-30
Plots of the calculated sum of anomalous and
classical resistl.vityfor the parameters of the
feedback sector and full torus experiments. The

large anomalous resistivity occurs only outside
the main plasma column where a density of - 1% of
the central column was assumed.

namely, to cause formation of a low-density halo

surrounding the main plasma column.

3. Resietive TearinE Moales. Since in some

of the feedback sector experiments a reveree

magnetic bias field has been used, an estimate Of

the growth rate of the resistive tearing mode is

of interest. The growth rate is approximately

given by23
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(20)

with

()
an 1/4
—— <ka <l,
VA a2

where VA is the Alfven velocity, and k is the

wave number of the mode in the z direction. Using

parameter values for the sector feedback ex-

periment, a/vA . 0.1 Ps, a2/n . 140 us, the growth

rate is 0.13 !.s/(ka)2’5. The minimum permissible

k for a . 1 cm is 0.16 cm-l, thus Ymax - 0.3 VS-l.

This growth rate is approximately equal to that of

the ml, k.O instability, so if this mode actually

occurs it would have an important effect.

4. Effeet of Diffusion on Exeluded Flux.

Using the solutions of Eq. (15) shown in

Fig. II-27, it is possible to calculate the

excluded flux as a function of time. This is done

to see if resistive diffusion can account for the

decrease of excluded flux observed experimentally

in the groove region. Surprisingly the flux

through an area larger than and including the

plasma is found to be an approximate constant of

the motion.

Excluded flux through a

given by

00P of radius R is

‘$ex =Jo (BO-B) 2xrdr

where B(r,t)

Eq. (11). In

to the value

is the magnetic field solution of

Fig. 11-31 this quantity, normalized

at t=O is plotted as a function of

time. The radius R is 2 cm and the initial

central beta is 0.7. The pressure profiles as a

function of time are as shown in Fig. II-27.

Figure 11-31 shows that the decrease in excluded

flux is quite small, only 6% after one

characteristic diffusion time. Thus resistive

diffusion cannot explain the large decreases in

excluded flux observed in the groove region.

0.5
TlME(02/q)

Figure 11-31

I .0

Calculated magnetic flux excluded by the plasma
column as a function of time.

I. SCYLLAC MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

1. Calculafiions Usinu the Small 6 Dvnamic

M@!21, In the approximation that the plasma shape

is nearly cylindrical (small 6’s) and that the

plasma pressure is nearly constant (sharp-

boundary), a fairly simple set of differential

equations completely describing the motion exist.8

A computer code using this model, which also

incorporates a time varying $, has been written.

The changes in 8 are attributed to: 1) a decrease

of the main B= magnetic field; 2) a decrease in

temperature; and 3) particle diffusion, using a

separate characteristic time for each of these

processes. The decrease in the main field

actually increases B, while the other processes

decrease it. The plasma radius was also allowed

to vary, in response to the change in magnetic

field and temperature, but for ha small, as is the

case, changes in radius have practically no

effect.

The object of these calculations was first to

attempt to reproduce the characteristic in-out

trajectories observed in the experiment and second

to estimate the longest confinement time with

feedback to be reasonably expected given the known

mechanisms for a decrease of 6. The results are

inconclusive on the first point and on the second,
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30 us seems to be about the confinement time limit

without the use of auxiliary equilibrium trimming

fields.

The model assumed very simple initial

conditions with the plasma a stationary column In

the center of the discharge tube.at the initial

time. This corresponds to idealizing the

implosion-compressionas being instantaneous while

in fact it takes several microseconds. The effect

of m=O, k.O transients that would be excited is

also neglected. The data seem to indicate that

the tiplosion compression reduces the outward ml,

k.O motion that the model predicts during this

initial period.

In Fig. II-32 are shown calculated ml, k.O

trajectories and accelerations for the conditions

of the uniform discharge tube experiments without

auxiliary fields. The parameters used in the cal-

culatl.onswere as follows: B. = 17 kG, BE=OIBO =

0.147, B&l/Bo . 0.0946, ne = 2 x 1016 cm-3, a = 1

-1cm, h = 0.1 cm , R . 400 cm, and Yad = 5/3. The

t, and to oscillations were assumed to have

exponential damping with characteristic times ‘i =

3 us and To . 5.6 Ps, with the first time fairly

well determined by the data, but the second

i’
-3

a.a 25 sa 7.8 n.o 12s ha 17.5za.a
TINE(/ts)

I.a
:
->*as
~

y -05

8
~ +.a

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 Ia.o 125 ma 17.5 za.a
TIME [fts)

Figure II-32
Calculated plasma trajectories and accelerations
for the conditions of the uniform discharge tube
experiments without auxiliary fields.

unfortunately not. The I/e time for decrease Of

the main field was taken as 190 pa and that for

the temperature 100 pa, determined by a crude fit

to Thomson scattering data having only a few

points at later times and these with a large

spread. The diffusion time was assumed to be 60

pa corresponding to classical diffusion with Zeff

. 1 and Te . 70 eV, somewhat lower than the

measured temperatures of 100-120 eV so as to

overestimate the diffusion if it is purely

classical. The remaining parameter 6 was adjusted

to give the longest confinement time. Three 6

values near the optimum are shown in Fig. II-32.

The values of $ necessary for long confine-

ment times using this model are greater than the $

limit given by pressure balance without curvature

effects, fimax= (l-BL=o/Bo)2 = 0.73. However for

small changes in near 1, of most importance is

the changein 6., since 60 and not 6 directlY

affects the body force on the plasma. In the

nonlinear theorY, do becomes very large as 6 +

Bmax just as It does in the linear approximation

as 6 + 1. Thus it is reasonable in a linear model

to allow any B up to 1. This is taken up in more

detail in subsequent sections that discuss the

nonlinear MHD theory for the L=O case.

In Fig. II-33 are shown graphs of calculated

plasma trajectories with feedback but otherwise

,.L

\

lp = 0.82

-3~
o 5 10 15 20 25 30

TIME(~S)

Figure II-33
Graphs of calculated plasma trajectories with
feedback stabilization for the conditions of the
uniform discharge tube experiments.
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under the same conditions as in Fig. II-32. The

delay time and the maximum feedback field give YT

= 0.3 and &ax . 1.5 cm, approximately the

experhental values. The position and velocity

gains were roughly optimum, a . 1.5, Tl = 2.3 T.

The feedback system was turned on at 4 PS and

no additional programmed fields were used. The

turn–on time has an important effect. Obviously

too late a time does not allow for much improve-

ment using feedback and surprisingly, too early a

time also is not optimum. For example turning on

the feedback system at t.O leads to tracking of

the ~=0 force transient and an actual shortening

of the confinement time.

As usual, with complicated numerical calcula-

tions having many poorly determined parameters, it

is mainly a guess whether or not the calculation

corresponds to reality. There is an in-out

behavior of the calculated trajectories for 6 =

0.8 in Fig. II-32 in quite good agreement except

for an overall outward shift with observed trajec-

tories. hoh’ever,it is believed that too delicate

a balance of large unstable forces is required in

the model for it to be precisely the in-out effect

observed in the experiment. The real physics

probably involves a suppression of the initial

outward force transient, smaller unstable forces,

a more precipitous loss of equilibrium involving a

decrease of 60 in addition to that caused by

decrease of e, as suggested by excluded flux

measurements, and propagating end effects.

?. Nonlinear !2.0Mafmetohvdrodvnamicg.

~ The equilibrium of a

constant pressure theta-pinch plasma column in the

presence of a long wavelength 9,=0 field can be

calculated quite easily without assuming the

plasma deformation is small. The pressure balance

condition is

f3B02 Bout2 Bin2
P. —. —- —,

2 2 2
(21)

where Bout is the external bumpy field, Bout . B.

+B &O COS hz, and Bin> the mgnetic field inside
the plasma, is determined by flux conservation,

Here

beta

B. r2 = BO(l-!30)1’2a2 .In (22)

it iS necessary to distinguish 6., the plasma

before application of BA=O, from f3,the final

equilibrium beta. Finally there is the adiabatic

law, since it is necessary to allow for an overall

expansion of the plasma,

(23)

where

v=
J

wr2dz ,

and

V. . ~a2L .

If we imagine applying an .0 field to a straight

plasma column with radius a, in a field Bo, with

initial pressure oBo2/2, Eqs. (21) and (22)

determine the plasma shape,

r=
1 - 6i 1/4

(-) 1

B
a.

out 2

BO-6

(24)

The final beta value is obtained using Eq. (23)

(25)

which must be solved in conjunction with Eq. (24).

This can be done by calculating Eqs. (24) and (25)

for a sequence of decreasing f3’s start”ng very
dout 2

near the maximum permissible value 6 . —
B. “min

The radius as a function of z starts out with a

large bulge occurring where (Bout/Bo)2 z 6 and a

large total volume. As 6 decreases Eq. (25) is

eventually satisfied for some B < 130.
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In Fig. II-34 are shown examples of the is given by r . R(z,t). To relate R to Vz the

plasma equilibrium shape for B&O/BO . 0.147, h . incompressibilitycondition V “ v = O is used,

0.1 cm-l, a = 1 cm, Y= 5/3, and the 6 values as

indicated. The 60 values were 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and

0.9.
av

A local bulging out of plasma in the minimum
~$(rvr)+*’O .

magnetic field region (groove) results when B is

near its limiting value. This is probably

undesirable because it enhances the unfavorable This is integrated over r from r = O to r . R to

curvature in this region. It is possible to obtain

speculate that this may be related to the decrease

in excluded flux observed in the groove but not

the land regions. R2 a ‘Z
Rvr. -T———— ,

b. Dvna In the case of incompres-
az

mics<

sible flow, a simple dynamic theory of plasma

motion in a long wavelength bumpy

constructed without using the small

The z- component of Euler’s equation

field can be aR aR
which together with ~ Vr - ~ Vz gives the

6 assumption. result

is

av~
L ap

(

1 a Bout2 a ‘in2
—= -—-
at

)

(26)
az .2~—— ‘az

where

Bin2 = B02(1-6) (a/R)4

from flux conservation. The shape of the plasma

3

2

I
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L
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z(2dh)

Figure II-34
Plots of the calculated plasma equilibrium shape
for various values of the plasma beta with the

~~d~~ ‘ector ‘alues of ‘&O/B. . (I.147 end h .
. .

aR R avZ aR
—=- .—. —
at 2 az az Vz “ (2,7)

Equations (26) and (27) can be solved

numerically and the results are given in

Fig. II-35 for Bt=o/Bo = 0.147, B= 0.7, VA = 18

cm/us, h

(a)

❑ 0.1 cm-l and a . 1 cm. An additional

‘w
:~
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

z(zwhl

!I

3
s
n 0.6.-

r

o.o~
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Lo

Z12r/hl

Figure II-35
Graphs of the calculated, 60 plasma shape as it
approaches equillbriun! for the feedback sector
parameters.
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term - P vz/~ with T = 2.5 us has been added to

the right-hand side of Eq. (26) to provide

damping. With damping the solution R(z,t) of

Eqs. (26) and (28) becomes constant as t +M and

agrees with the equilibrium solution discussed in

the previous section if in the equilibrium

solution ~o ‘s identified with the present

quantity s and y+ -.

The nonlinear 9,.0 theory accounts for the

aPParent overloading of the groove regions with

plasma observed in the experiment. In Fig. II-36

are shown measured values of line density at two

times for an initial filling pressure of 19 mTorr.

The measured line density at 5 ps is about twice

the value predicted by small 6 equilibrium theory

and to explain the line density in the groove

using Small 6 theory would require so z 1, which

implies a total squeezing off of the land region.

The plasma shape R(z,t) can be Fourier

analyzed to obtain an equivalent ~o(t), the

quantity that enters into the F,,. interference

force. This is plotted in Fig. II-37 (actually

-60 is plotted), which shows a behavior quite

similar to that obtained from the linear model

HF INTERFEROMETER
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1
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Figure II-36
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Figure II-37
(a) Plot of to(t) obtained from a Fourier
analysis of the plasma shape R(z,t). (b) Plot of
the variation in F, o owing to the ~. oscillation
(dashed lines) compared with the measured force
derived from the plasma trajectories (solid line).

where 60 undergoes a simple damped sinusoidal

oscillation. me Fl,o force is given by

%.0 Bt=l
F,,o. nBo2ha2LF —

o B.

[
1

ha ~1 60
‘~ Btil/Bo + BE=OIBO1— . (28)

So that for C$l= Bt=l/[ha Bo(l-8/2)] ,

1-$ 60
Fl,o -m+ B@o/Bo “

(29)

The variation in F,,. due to the 80 oscillation is

plotted in Fig. II-37(b). This is remarkably
Is

similar in shape to the measured force obtained by

computing the acceleration of the plasma trajec-

Measured values of the Dlasma line densitv in a tories.

groove region at two times for an initial ;Illing
pressure of 19 mTorr compared with theory.
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J. SCXLLAC FEEDBACK SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

J. Feedback Power Modules. The modified

Scyllac Feedback System has been in full operation

on the sector experiment for the past year. Due

to the addition of a fourth vacuum tube stage in

the power amplifier, the system reliability has

been greatly improved. There have been no

transistor and few vacuum tube failures during

1976. The major problem that has existed from the

development period ia the arcing of the power

amplifier output tube due to the intense, local

surface heating of the anode that occurs with

operation in the unique feedback system appli-

cation. This difficulty is reduced by ti -

exercising of the smplifiera and by operating at

less than maximum levels of plate voltage and

current. During the year the system was operated

at high filament power for 84 hours during which

there were about 1200 Scyllac feedback shots and

84 module failures. About 30$ of these failures

resulted from loss of cathode emission of the

amplifier output tube; the rest were mainly

component faults owing to external arcs in the

confined module space where voltages to 120 kV

were produced. A recent addition of silicon

carbide variators between the output tube anodes

has reduced the external arc probability by about

a factor of three without affecting output current

riaetime.

?. New Feedback pOS ition Detectora. A sig-

nificant improvement in the feedback system

accuracy and capability was the change in plasma

position detectors to the 16-element quasi-

quantized type that is sensitive only to the

position of the most Intense portion of the plasma

luminosity. The previous plasma position detector

suffered from variation in sensitivity and loss of

accuracy owing to variations in the plasma

background light. Figure II-38 shows the

comparison of the detector output as compared with

that from the 20-channel luminosity device for two

different levels of plaama light. A beam splitter

was used so that both devices viewed the same

plasma light. Differences between the two methods

are due to the fact that the luminosity radius is

the center of a computer Gaussian fit to the lumi-

nosity data that is not always symmetrical. A

third generation OC 16-element position detectors
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Figure II-38
Comparison of the output from the feedback
position detectors with that from the 20-channel
luminosity device for two different levels of
plasma light.

is being fabricated that incorporates an automatic

gain control to improve sensitivity. The present

system requires constant operation monitoring of

the detector to ensure that the plasma light level

variation falls within a window whose upper and

lower bounds are about a factor of 1.5 above and

below the optimum level. In addition, tha new

system will provide a signal approximately

proportional to the plasma radius for diagnostic

of the plasma column.

3. New Feedback SiRnal Processor-Analvzer.

The last major alteration to the feedback system

is replacement of the intermediate amplifier that

processes the detector eignals and distributes

them to the power amplifier modules. At present

the system consists of 10 independent (five for

each coordinate) units connecting the 10 detectore

to a like number of groups of modules, a grose

approximation to the actual z-dependence of plasma

position. Each intermediate amplifier has a

switch for programmed closure of the feedback



loop, a differentiation for introducing damping,

and means for remote control of gain and damping.

The new system consists of a single chassis with

provisions for up to 22 detector signal inputs to

compute up to 9 axial modes for each coordinate.

Each module will be driven by a summing amplifier

that reconstructs from the mode signals the

weighted mode sum that represents the actual

plasma position corresponding to the z position of

the driven f..2 coil. There are independent

controls for gain and damping for each mode.

Since with the 9.=1,2equilibri~ configuration the

position detectors will view horizontal and

vertical motion whereas the L-2 force coordinates

are 45° to the vertical, the independent module

amplifier will also perform a coordinate rotation.

A feedback loop closing switch is provided in the

mode analyzing amplifiers, also included in the

system is a built-in test signal generator to

simulate detection signals for testing the mode

analyzers and module drivers. Signal delay time

should be about the same as for the present.

system, the amplifiers are faster but the signal

paths are longer.

4. Other I)SWS1ODment Items. There were

several areas of development related to feedback

carried out by feedback personnel during the year.

An energy conserving pulsed feedback system using

fast switching silicon controlled rectifiers was

investigated. Such a system using presently

available components would be appreciably more

expensive than that of the present vacuum tube

type but would offer the considerable advantages

of greater feedback force, greater reliability and

essentially zero power consumption. Evaluation of

the power amplifier modules for possible use as

driving sources for 12 currents, traveling wave

mirrors, etc., was carried sufficiently to indi-

cate that with some modification a module could

provide 500 A at 25 kV over the frequency range

from 0.3 to 1.5 hHz. Construction was begun on a

100-Mlz, I-MW pulsed, ~-kii (X power oscillator ~or

preionization sndlor plasma tube cleaning.

5. Equilibrium Trimming Circuit. A system

was designed and fabricated to drive .%yllac !Z.2

equilibrium trimming windings. This system

employs a l!Jones!r circuitll to provide a CUrrent

step of up to 7 kA to 4 series 1.2 windinga with a

wave shape having a quarter-cycle sine wave rise-

time of 7 ps followed by a variable rise or fall

of current of almost constant slope (t 10%) for 50

us. To obtain a wide range of amplitudes, one

vacuum gap and two ignitrons are used. For

accurate control and reproducibility of the wave

shape, separately controlled vacuum tube voltage

regulators with constant current charging are

used: one 50 kV at 5 mA and one 12 kV at 100 mA

per circuit. The simplified circuit is shown in

Fig. 11-39 where S1 is an ignitron triggered by a

maater firing set; S2 is an ignitron fired by S3;

S3 is a GE vacuum gap triggered by a Scyllac 8-kV

pulser; Cl is 180 PF at 10 kV; C2 ia 1.8 UF at 60

kV; L1 is 25 uH; and L2 is the !2.2trimming coil

load of about 16 PH. Figure II-39 shows some

possible wave shapes where S3 is fired 160 l.IS

after S1 and V(C2) is varied from 20 to 40 kV.

Fifteen units were constructed.

IEi4—

-H-5ps

m
II

4 I-IO*S

Figure II-39
Schematic diagram of !!Jones!! circuit connected tO

!2.2 trimming coils and waveforms of the current
produced in the trimming coils.
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K. PREPARATIONS FOR !=1,2 EQUILIBRIUM EXPERI-

MENTS

An L.1,2 equilibrium configuration has been

designed and fabricated for the Scyllac Feedback

Sector. This design uses a large helical plasma

distortion, ‘$1 - 3, fn combination with a 62

plasma distortion, which is produced by a rotating

quadruple field (!.2), to achieve high-beta

toroidal equilibrium. This equilibrium configu-

ration has the following advantages: (1) It

eliminates the bumpy 60 plasma distortion and its

transient effects, which have contributed to

equilibrium difficulties in the L=l,O experiments.

in addition 60 produces a nonsinusoidal asYmmetrY

in the relative plasma cross sections which

appears to produce undesirable effects including

the 60 transient oscillations and an anomally in

the magnetic flux excluded by the plasma column;

(2) The equilibrium is independent of the 62

plaema distortion and has a weaker dependence on

the plasma beta; and; (3) The parameters of the

plaema colunm such a~ plasma beta and density will

be uniform along the column.

In addition, the larger 61 has significant

advantages In the stabilization of the m=l insta-

bility. In feedback stabilization, the larger 61

reduces the growth rate of the m.1 instability and

thereby relaxes both the delay-risetime

requirement and the magnitude of the feedback

field. The required feedback field is further

reduced since it also depends inversely on 61.

The utilization of the larger helical plasma

distortions 61 requires the use of a helically

shaped discharge tube in order to set up the

toroidal plasma equilibrium and maintain an

appropriate region between the plasma column and

the tube wall. The present quartz forming device

(cf. section C.?) with minor ❑edifications has

the capability for producing a tube with a larger

helical radius.

of the !t=l.2EauilIbrium

~atlon. The design of an &l,2 equilibrium

field configuration was based on MHD sharp-

boundary theory. Theoretical work by Barnes and

Brackbill at LASL and by Betancourt and Garabedian

at NYU on diffuse-profile equilibria for Scyllac

indicate that the sharp-boundary description gives

equilibrium fields which are low by 605 in the

34

case of the !.1,0 configuration and 20$ for the

L=1,2 system. However, at the time this design

was carried out there were unresolved questions in

the diffuse profile theory concerning the t.l,?

configuration. Therefore, since the diffuse-

profile correction for the Q.1,2 system was =all

and equilibrium trimming fields were planned, the

design proceeded on the basis of sharp-boundary

theory.

In the sharp-boundary theory of an !.1,2

equilibrium configuration, the L=2 field produces

an elliptical plasma distortion,

62 . BL=2/ha(l-B/2)B,

and the 2=1 field a helical distortion,

61 = B1_l/ha(l-6/2)B,

which results in a z-independent equilibrating

force,

‘1,2 = 6(1-6/2) B2h2a3 6162/4 . (32)

Equating this F, ~ force to the outward toroidal

force, ‘R . f3B’2a2/4R,gives the equilibrium

condition

The

6162 ~ l/(1-B/2) h2aR .

growth rate of the m=l instability is

Y2 -
222h2vA2[Rl(!3)ha 61 + g2(S)6221,

where

g,(b) = !3(4-3B)(2-f3)/8(1-f3)

and

132(s)❑ (1-13/2).

( 30)

(31)

(33)

given by

(34)



The equilibrium parameters for the 9..1,2con-

figuration were determined as follows. A 61

plasma distortion of approximately three is

assumed and the growth rate of the m=l instability

is minimized with respect to h, the 1=1,2

wave number, and the 62 plasma distortion. The

minimization procedure gives

()g2 1/6
h=

1
~

(35)
(1-5/2)1’3 (&1a)2’3 R1’3

and

62 = 1

(1-fV2) h2R61a “
(36)

From a practical viewpoint, it is desirable

for the wavelength of the L.1,2 configuration to

be an integral number of the arc length of the

existing compression coil sections. These

considerations result in the following discrete

E=1,2 wavelengths of interest: Al z = 83.776 cm, h

. 0.0750 cm-l; 1, z = 10U.72O cm; h = 0.060 cm-’;
-1and Al z = 125.664 cm, h = 0.050 Cm . Since the

P
wavelength choice as well as the wave number h are

being limited, Eq. [6) is solved for ~la,

() 1/4
$a . -2_ 1

2s31
(37)

(1-8/2)1/2h3/2 ~1/2 “

Figure 11-40 graphs the growth rate of the

m=1 instability as a function of the helical

plasma distortion, 61, for various values of h

computed from Eqs. (34), (37), and (38). An

Alfven speed of 20 cmlps and a plaama beta of 0.6

are assumed. Considering the discrete values of h

above and the desired 61 value of approximately

three, the m=l growth rate is a minimum for h =

o.(I6 cm-l, Fig. 11-42. These considerations

combined with the projected plasma parameters,

particularly the plasma beta, and the planned use

of 8=2 equilibrium trimming fields resulted in the

selection of the following equilibrium design

OPERATING POINT>
8,.3.1s7
82.0.314

- DESIGN LIMIT OFx
k I OUARTZ-FORMINQg

MACHINE
~

o
0 1.0 2,0 30

0.075cm+

h.0.06 cm+

B .0.6
0. LOcm

4.0 3.0 60

HELICAL PLASMA DISTORTION: 81

Figure 11-40
Grapha of the growth rates of the m=l instability
as a function of the helical plasma distortion 61
for various values of the 1.1,2 wavenumber h.

parameters: h = 0.06 cm-l; B= 0.6; 61a = 3.157

of the objectives in this design is to be

achieve plasma equilibria over a wide

plasma beta values through the use oft.2

fields. Computing ~la from Eq. (31) with

cm; 62a = 0.314 cm; Btil/B . 0.1326; and Bi=2/B =

0.0132.

One

able to

range of

trimming

Bg=l/B fixed above, 62 from the equilibrium

condition, Eq. (33), and the B1=2 equilibrium

field from Eq. (30), Table 11-11 gives the

expected working range of the parameters for this

1=1,2 design with a possible limitation on

achieving the higher plasma beta values. The

feedback field required for stabilizing the m=l

mode is calculated from BF~=2 = (YIVA)2 C B/f3h61,

where < is the displacement from equilibrium and B

is the magnitude of the main toroidal field. POr

the Table 11-11 computation, ~=1 cm and B=15 kG.

7. comD resaion Coil w thi !t=l.2Flux Surface.

The inner surface of the compression coil is

machined to coincide with an !.1,2 magnetic flux

surface to generate the t.1 and k.2 equilibrium

fields.

An approximate analytic solution for the coil

flux surface has been determined following the

procedure used by Ueitzner for an !=1,0 system.24

In the case of the t.1,2 system it is necessary to

retain both L.1 and t=2 fields to zeroth order in

an expansion solution of B . v+ . 0, since the

amplitude of the &.2 field required for toroidal
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TAELE II-II

PARAMETERS FOR ‘IHESELECTED L=1,2 CONFIGURATION

~ Cld 9A!i Q& o_J 024

~la (cm) 2.762 2.947 3.157 3.400 3.683

62 0.314 0.314 0.314 0.314 0.314

~t.2/Bo 0.01508 0.01414 0.01320 0.01225 0.01131

Y (MHz) 0.245 0.273 0.299 0.328 0.368

BL=2(G) 34.1 31.5 29.6 28.3 28.8

I ‘1=1 ‘~=2’ r2 ~os(3e-2ha) ,
-.— ——
ha B. B. 2

rw

equilibrium near the minor axis is on the same

order as the A=l field at the position of the

compression coil surface. For a magnetic field

system consisting of !3=1, !2=2, vertical and

E.3/m=2 fields in addition to the main field, Bo,

the fields and flux function as determined from
where rw is the average radius of the inside of

the expansion solution to B “ V@ . 0 are given by
the compression coil.

(h<< 1), The amplitude of the vertical field given

above, (l/ha) BE=lIBO Bt=21Bo, for a sYstem with

IT= B07Z+V$ (38) ~1 = 3.157, 62 = 0.314, B = 0.6, A = 104.72 cm,

$=-J-

Bk2

+ B.

and a = 1.0 cm is calculated to be 0.029. This is

to be compared with the value determined by

Bl=l ‘L=2 r sine + ~ utilizing the flux surface program of 0.03. The
——
B. B. B.

r sin(e-hz)
vertical field amplitude is determined by the

beating of the !L.1and 1=2 fields. The E.3/m.2

component is added to beat againat the !.2 field

r2
sln(2%hz) to counteract the vertical field beating against

% the !=2 field. The amplitude of the k=3/m=2 field

zrs ‘L=l ‘A=2 ..— sln(30-2hz) ,
3rw2 ha ‘o ‘o

and

1 B&l BI.2$=$; -———
ha B. B.

cos(2&hz)

Bk=1 BL=.2
‘~

Cos(e-hz) = :—
ha B.

cos(2&hz)

is - 2 times the amplitude of the vertical field

at the mean coil radius. At the location of the

plasma, r - 1.0 cm, the amplitude of the required

L.3/m.2 component is a factor of - (a/b)2 smaller

than the vertical field. The amplitude of the

9..3/m.2component will therefore be - 0.no06 B. at

r . a and should be negligible.

The flux function given above checks approx-

imately with an analytic expression for a rotating

displaced ellipse with dimensions given in

Fig. 11-41.

A new computer code utilizing the above

equations for the magnetic fields and many of the

techniques of the original L=l,O code has been

written to compute the magnetic flux surfaces of

the 8.1,2 configuration. The flow diagram for the

code is given in Fig. II-42. The flux surface
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Figure 11-41
(A)~=1,2 elliptical flux surface profile at
Z = 0.3 h (hz=o.6 m). (B) Location of origin and
orientation of axes of the k+l,2 rotating ellipti-
cal flux surface.

I k= O, 1, 2 system parameters 1
*

I Azimuthal flux surfaces in torroidal coordinates 1
t
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rrays regularized in cylindrical coordinates
\
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/

I Regularize in end mill coordinates J

Figure II-42
Flow diagram of computer code to generate tape
mill instructions for fabricating Scyllac coil
mandrels.

output data from the 76OO was transformed to

produce the tape drives for controlling a three-

dimensional milling machine. The mill produced

mandrels of the coil flux surface which were used

with a hydraulic profile-tracer arrangement on a

lathe to machine the inner surface of the

single-turn compression coils. Figure II-43 is a

photograph of a section of the new coil. A

typical coil cross section is shown in Fig. II-44

with the helical quartz tube, tube support.,and

f,=2windings.

The primary field components of the new 1.1,2

coils have been measured with single wavelength

!2=1,9..2,end vertical-field probe coils wound on

a section of a toroidal discharge tube. The

measured values agree with the design values to

within the measurement error.

3. Status of the !2=1.2Feedback Sector. The

plans for the modification of the 1=1,0 feedback

sector to the !2=1,2configuration have been worked

out in detail. During the changeover the arc

length of the feedback sector will be increased by

40% from 8.4 to 11.7 m through the addition of two

energy storage racks. The modifications will

begin as soon as the present i.1,0 experiments are

completed.

The fabrication of the !L=1,2 compression

coils have been completed. The quartz-forming
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Figure II-43
Photograph of the !=1,2 flux surface machined in
the Scyllac compression coils.
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Figure 11-44
Compression coil cross-section showing the inner
bore shaped to an k?.1,2flux surface. The helical
qusrtz discharge tube and its support, L.2 feed-
back and trimming windings, and vertical field
windings are also shown.

device has been modified and helical quartz

discharge tubes fabricated with a helix radius of

3 cm for the L.1,2 configuration. The t=l,2

sector is being assembled off the Scyllac sector

in order to fit the discharge tubes into the

sector and wind the !.2 feedback and equilibrium

trlmmlng windings directly on the discharge tube.

L. SIMILARITY BETWEEN WALL STABILIZATION AND !2=2

FEEDBACK

It has been postulated that wall stabiliza-

tion is similar to !Z.2 feedback. The following

gives a relatively quick demonstration of the 9.=2

nature of WS1l stabilization. Consider a straight

1.1 system with a plasma centered in a coil. The

fields

E

o

of this system

=Bo [~z+v$]

are given by (hr << 1)

1- (ha)2 !3/2 sin(f3-hz)

(1-!3/2)hr h“

If the plasma column is displaced transversely by

Xo, the column sees the compression field as a

combination of 1=1,0 and two fields

rsino =r~ sine! +X. ; rcose = r! COSO t

Jj=l

[

hr, ain(et-hz) h X. sin hz
$(r’ ,0’) =—

B. h- h

h X.
+~ (hrI)2 ‘in(2~’-hZ) + ....

1+ reaction terms in displaced system .

The 1=0 and E=2 fields seen by the displaced

column can be shown to lead to the m.1 instabil-

ity. The reaction term for the t.1 field

unchanged in amplitude (since the 9.=1field in

displaced system has the original amplitude).

fields of the displaced, helical plasma column

given by the following potential including the

reaction term

- (ha)2 (!3/2)sln(f3’-hz)
(1-B/2) hr’

+ 1=0 and 9.=2reaction terms due

1to displacement .

is

the

The

are

1=1

The In(hr) fields have been reexpressed in terms

of the r,8 (undisplaced) coordinate system.

Fields derived from the above expression do not

completely match the boundary condition at the

compression coil surface (B.n = O). Transforming

the 2=1 reaction term to the r,e coordinates
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- (ha)2 6/2 sin(e-hz) h ‘o sin(2e-hz)

(1-6/2) hr h ‘—(hr)2 h

(ha)2 6/2

(1-f3/2
+ 1.0 and E.2 reaction terms

1
dueto displacement .

The first two terms are the original !=1 field

which satisfies B-n . 0 at the compression coil

surface. The third term is an %.2 term which must

satisfy Ben . 0 at the coil surface by the

addition of a second-order reaction term of the

form

‘g=2‘2 sin(20 hz)A+=——
B. 2a - “

For a nearly circular compression coil surface,

the normal is approximately a unit vector in the

radial direction. B-n . 0 means that the radial

reaction field (L.2 component) must be matched by

the radial component 6r (A+) at r.b. Therefore

%.2 a—= -.
B. b

=- 2

The F1,2 force

reaction field

2hxo_ (ha)2 6/2 ‘!.1
hb3 1-8/2 B.

on the plasma

from the wall

column due to

is given by

the E .2

h2a36162 ha261
F1,2 = S(1-8/2) B: ~ = !3B~r

The

the

Bk2 - ~

()

6; z2 a4(ha)2TBoxo -—.
B. F

equation of motion therefore includes terms of

form

2=+=%D+-]-
This is the standard wall stabilization term aa

given by sharp-boundary theory. The 9..2 surface

current in the nearly cylindrical surface is given

by

K

()

s

–()–

‘L=l ~x a 2 6/2

~t=2=2 B. o~ l-13/2
coa(29-hz)

[1212
—-
hb ‘e “

Currents of this form end the corresponding form

for a ‘Y” displacement should not be disturbed by

flux conserves, etc., if wall stabilization is to

be effective.
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III. STAGED THETA-PINCH PROGRAM

K. S. Thomas, W. H. Borkenhagen, C. J. Buchenauer, D. L. Call,
J. N. Downing, C. F. Hammer, A. R. Jacobson, R. K. Linford,

E. M. Little, D. A. Platts, and E. G. Sherwood

A. INTRODUCTION

Previous theta pinches have performed initial

implosion heating of the ions and subsequent

adiabatic compression with a single capacitor bank

power supply. Projected theta-pinch feasibility

experiments and fusion reactors, however, will

require separation of the two functions to achieve

greater implosion heating and less adiabatic

compression. The Staged Theta-Pinch program is

designed to study the technological and physics

problems associated with separating the two

functions.

The principal experiment in the program is

the 4.5-m-long linear Staged Theta Pinch (STP).

The experiment uses a low-energy, high-voltage

capacitor bank (PFN I) to produce the Plasma and a

lower voltage, higher energy capacitor bank to

provide a variable amount of adiabatic compres-

sion. A second low-energy, high-voltage capacitor

bank (PFN 11) is available to shape the implosion

magnetic field and to assist in containing the

plasma before it contacts the wall of the

discharge chamber. The STP experiment produces

high-temperature plasmas with a much larger ratio

of plasma radius to discharge tube radius than

theta pinches which utilize a single capacitor

bank for both implosion heating and adiabatic

compression. By adjusting the relative timing

between the three capacitor banks, the effect of

magnetic field amplitude and time history on the

properties of the STP plasma have been

investigated.

Initial plasma studies have concentrated on

optimizing the plasma temperature and radiua while

minimizing the plasma outside the main plasma

column. Plasma behavior has been studied for

initial D2 fills of 5 mTorr to 15 uiforrand PFN-I

voltages from 65 kV to the full design voltage of

125 kV. Plasmas have been produced with a ratio

of plasma radius to discharge tube radius of 0.45

to 0.55 and ion temperatures of up to 1300 eV.

The other experiment in the program was the

0.9-m-long Resonant. Heating Experiment (RHX).

During 1976, the experiment was used primarily to

study the effect of preionization levels on plasma

sweep-up during the initial implosion and to make

a detailed comparison of the experimental plasma

density profiles with the predictions of a

numerical code developed by Sgro and Nielson.l The

experiment was terminated in JU~Y 1976.

B. STAGED THETA PINCH

1. DescriDtion. The layout of the STP

experiment in the old Scylla-IV experimental area

is shown in Fig. III-1 and two photographs of the

experiment are shown in Figs. III-2 and III-3.

The Staging bank, which is the Scylla-IV main

bank, is located on a platform .above the

high-voltage implosion circuit. The start

switches for the staging bank have been moved down

to the collector plate in order to isolate the

load cables from the high-voltage circuit. This

necessitated the replacement of the start switch

in the Scylla-IV capacitor gaps with a shorting

column. The crowbar system was left intact. The

high-voltage gaps are connected directly into the

collector plates to minimize source inductance.

The 22-cm-id. main coil is fed from two sides to

0123

SCALE METRES

Fig. III-1.

Layout of the Staged Theta-Pinch experiment.
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Fig. 111-2.
Photograph of Staged Theta-Pinch experhnent
showing top of collector plates and compression
coil.

Fig. III-3.
Photograph of Staged Theta-Pinch experiment showing
side view of the experiment.

increase the magnetic field risetimes. Becauae

the components are the same on both sides of the

machine, the two sides of the experiment operate

at different voltage polarities.

A circuit diagram of one-half of the

experiment is shown in Fig. III-4. Table 111-1

gives the electrical parameters of the various

capacitor banks when they are operated alone with

nO Plasma in the discharge tube.

0.4nH , 0.6nH

I 5nH

1
I 3nH

20mIl

i
3.3PF

I I
STAGING SANK PFN II PFN I

45 kV 125 kV 125 kV

Fig. III-4.
Circuit diagram of one-half of the Staged Theta
Pinch experiment.

TABLE III-I

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

PFN I PFN II

Capacitance 6.6 PF 12.6 PF

Voltage 125 kV 125 kV

Energy 52 kJ 98 kJ

Risetime (7/4) 0.26 pe 0.35 IIS

Peak Magnetic field 5 kG 6 kG

Staging

675.2 MF

45 kV

684 kJ

3.7 Ps

14.5 ko

.2. Enaineerin~. In September 1976, the

Staged Theta Pinch first operated reliably at its

full design voltage of 125 kV on the implosion

banks (pFN I and II). Also, under these con-

ditions, magnetic field waveforms were produced

which generated large-diameter, high-temperature

plasma columns with only a low level of plasma

outside the main column. To achieve these results

three improvements in the experiment were

necessary.

a. Resistance was added to the PFN circuits.

This was necessary in order to reduce late time

modulations of the magnetic field which caused

magnetic

discharge

resistors

flUx to move into end out of the

tube, creating !tsecondaryff plasma. The

used were liquid resistore which mounted

on top of the capacitors under the PFN gaps.

Initially the value of the resistors was 0.2 Cl.

In November 1976, the value of the resistors in

the PFN-11 circuit was raised to 0.5 fl. This

further reduced

oscillations.

b. The new

the 1975 Annual

eliminated corona

the late time magnetic field

Staging spark gaps described in

Report2 were installed. This

problems which had limited the

voltage at which the experiment could be operated.

The gapa installed were cast out of fiber glaas and
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epoxy. A gap made of fiber glasa-filled poly-

propylene was developed and these gaps will be

used in the future as spares are needed.

c. Submaster trigger gaps made from modified

PFN gaps were installed on the PFN I and II banks.

Also it was found that to operate at 125 kV it was

necessary to trigger the negative PFN banks with

positive triggers and the positive PFN banks with

negative triggers. The different polarity sub-

masters are triggered by a common master by

inverting the master trigger pulse between the

master and one of the submasters.

3. ExDerimental Prorzr~.

3. ODeratinR Conditions. In early 1976, two

plasma studies were conducted. The implosion

phaee was studied over a range of about a factor

of two in initial magnetic field rise and from

5-15 mTorr initial D2 fill. Also, magnetoacoustic

heating of the plasma column was studied by

generating a plasma column with the Staging bank

end then modulating the magnetic field at the

plasmavs natural oscillation frequency with the

PFN I bank.

After the resistance was added to the PFN

circuits, a series of data runs were conducted

with PFN voltages from 70 to 125 kV. Initial D2

fills of 5-15 mTorr were used end the magnetic

field waveform was varied to study the effects of

various waveforms on plasma behavior.

b. Di una ostics. The principal diagnostics

used to measure plasma behavior were two
~nkerferometeps3 ,4 and an excluded flux appara-

tus.5 Various magnetic probes, both external and

internal to the diecharge tube were used. Also ,

streak pictures of the plasma column were made

end-on end side-on.

Plasma density profiles were measured with a

holographic interferometer which made inter-

ferograms at two times during each plasma

discharge. A diagram of the apparatus is shown In

Fig. III-5. To determine the absolute density at

one radial position, a new quadrature int.er-

ferometer4 was developed. A diagram of the

Interferometer is shown in Fig. III-6. The

interferometer differs from an ordinary

Mach-Zehnder in that the reference beam is changed

from plane to circular polarization. Both

TWO EXPOSURE
HOLOGI?APHIC
INTERFEROMETER

1

Fig. III-5.
Diagram of the holographic interferometer.

BEAM SPLITTER

LASER PLASMA

TELESCOPE
OETECTOR I

MIRROR

LENS w

OETECTOR 2

Fig. III-6.
Diagram of the quadrature interferometer. Dashed
lines indicate displacement of beams during cali-
bration procedure.

interfere with the scene beam. Thus, with proper

separation of the beams, the device becomes two

interferometerswhich are always 90° out of phase

with each other. This eliminates many of the

problems associated with ordinary Mach-Zehnder

interferometers. A full description of the

apparatus is being publlshed.4

c, Plasma Results.

(1) Plasma Studiev of Staued Plasma Columns.

For the studies reported here, the preionization

level at the time of the main discharge was ~ 60$

for radial positions less than 9 cm. From this

position outward it decreased monotonically to a

value of 20-30$ at the discharge wall. Also for

all cases the plasma 3 on axis at the peak of the

components of the circularly polarized beam
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main compression field was equal to 1 within

experimental error.

In all cases some plasma remained outside the

main plasma column. The minimum value for this

plasma was 0.5-1 x 1014 cm-3. When the plasma

outside the main column was held to this level,

plasma columns were produced with radii of 4.5-5.0

cm. Because the plasma column had a diffuse

profile, the plasma radius was chosen as the l/e

point in the density profile. This approximates

the radius of a sharp boundary plasma with the

same peak density and line density (particles/unit

length of plasma column). In addition, this

radius is the one which would be used in

determining if the plasma could be wall stabilized

in a helical geometry.6 The sum of the electron

and ion temperatures (Te + Ti) was determined from

pressure balance at the peak of the compression

field and ranged from 400 eV to 1500 eV. If it is

assumed that electron temperature is determined by

the transfer of energy from the ions to the

electrons and subsequent loss by thermal

conduction out the ends of the experiment,7 then

the electron temperature should be 100-150 eV.

This fmplfes a range of

300-1350 eV. A typical

Fig. III-7, which shows the

ion temperatures of

example Is shown in

plasma density profile

EiJ[m
R8Dm [cd RbJxls [Cal)

05s,s 087,s

R9L8n tam) - [.1
L95* 3.7.0,.

lIW (.,1

Fig. III-7.
Density vs radius for the four times indicated on
the magnetic field waveform shown. PFN voltage -
100 kV, Staging voltage - 20 kV, fill - 10 mTorr

‘2.

at four times during the plasma discharge along

with the magnetic field waveform.

In optimizing plasma temperature and radius

in combination with a low level of plasma outside

the main column, two factors were found to be

important.

(a) The most Important parameter in the

production of plasma outside the main plasma

column was the amount of magnetic flux which left

the discharge tube after the initial implosion.

This is illustrated in Fig. III-8, which shows the

magnetic field, a holographic interferogram, and

the reduced data from the interferogram for two

cases. Figure III-8(a) is for a ‘lstep-func-

tionn waVeform8 where no flux leaves the discharge

tube. In Fig. III-8(b) the dip in the magnetic

field caused flux to ❑ove outward. This flux

carried low-density plasma into the wall and

caused the creation of additional plasma.

(b) The magnetic field waveform which

produced the optimum results involved a certain

amount of “field programming.“8 After the initial

field rise the external field dipped, but because

of the change in plasma area, no magnetic flux

left the discharge tube. Numerical code

re~u1tsl,9 show that the plasma ions have a

complicated spatial and velocity distribution. It

is probable that the highest energy ions are

moving outward at the time of the magnetic field

dip so less work is done by them on the magnetic

field than would be the case if the field did not

dip. Thus more energy is left in the plasma after

the implosion and reexpansion phase than would

Fig. III-8.
Magnetic field waveform, holographic inter-
ferogram, and density vs radius for (a)
~!step-functionnwaveform and (b) !Ifield program-
mingtfwaveform. PFN voltage - 70 kV, Staging
voltage - 15 kV, fill - 10 mTorr D2

.
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occur for a ‘step function” magnetic field

waveform. This theoretical prediction is sup-

ported by the experimental results. As measured

by the excluded flux apparatus, the more the

plasma reexpanded after the initial Implosion, the

larger the plasma radius and temperature. Of

course if the field dip was too large, magnetic

flux was drawn out of the discharge tube and

‘tsecondaryvtplasma was formed. These points are

illustrated in Fig. III-9, which shows the plasma

column density vs radius for the three magnetic

field waveforms shown. The experimental con-

ditions were those for which the Sgro-Nielson code

predicted resonance between the electric circuit

and the plasma column. In all cases f?= 1 so the

plasma density on axis was inversely proportional

to the plaama temperature. As seen from the

center example, a certain amount of l!field

programming” increased the plasma temperature and

radius without producing a large amount of

!Isecondary!!plasma. In the lower example, the

plasma temperature and radius were even larger but

‘Isecondaryftplasma was produced by the plasma

drawn into the discharge tube wall as flux was

removed from the discharge tube.

42) ImDlosion Studies. Implosion studies

were conducted under a range of experimental con-

ditions. Unlike the studies on Scylla I-B and IHX,

which concentrated on studying the implosion

dynamics, the purpose of these experiments was to

III :m

TIME (+99c) mows k.)

Fig. III-9.
Plasma density vs radius at peak magnetic field
for the three magnetic field waveforms shown.
PFN I voltage - 125 kV, PFN 11 voltage - 100 kV,
Staging voltage - 25 kV, fill - 15 mTorr D2.

determine the amount of plasma outside the main

column after the initial implosion. One set of

experiments was run at 65 kV on the PFN banks and

for initial D2 fills of 5 and 10 mTorr. For these

cases PFN I and PFN II were sequenced so that the

external magnetic field rose to 2.9 kG in 200 ns

and then was constant for 700 ns, after which time

it decreased to zero. In other studies PFN I and

PFN II were fired simultaneously. Charge voltage

was 100 kV and initial fill levels were 5, 10, and

15 mTorr D2. This produced an initial magnetic

field rise which was equal to that expected if PFN

I was operated alone at 125 kV. In these cases,

the magnetic field rose to 6 kG in 180 ns. The

waveform was almost flattopped as a result of the

varying inductance of the circuit resulting from

the plasma Implosion and reexpansion.

Results of these studies are shown in

Figs. 111-10 and 111-11 where plasma density is

plotted vs radius for six representative times.

Figure 111-10 shows the results for 65-kV PFN

voltage and 10-mTorr initial fill. Figure 111-11

presents the results for 100-kV PFN voltage and

10-mTorr fill.

The two experimental cases differ in the fol-

lowing ways: (1) Peak density on the discharge

tube axis is higher for the 100-kV case. (2) For

the 100-kV case a well-defined reexpansion of the

plasma column is observed. This does not occur at

65 kV.

density

0
To
z
TE
.2

g
In
E
0

Plasma

(3) The radial distribution of the low

plasma outside the main column is

{w PxL_l
02468100 246810

RADIUS (cm)

Fig. 111-10.
density vs radius at six times

for PFN voltage of 65 kV.
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Fig. 111-11.
Plasma density vs radius at six times for PFN
voltage of 100 kV.

different. In the lower voltage case the density

decreases monotonically to the discharge tube wall

while for the 100-kV case a minimum occurs approx-

imately halfway between the main column

wall. Minimum plasma densities are about

(m 10% of initial fill) in both cases.

(3) Msunetoac ustio c Heatinu Studies.

magnetoacoustic heating studies conducted

and the

the same

The

in April

1976 showed that externally driven magnetoacoustic

plasma oscillations can be an effective method of

providing auxiliary heating for theta-pinch

pl.asma8. The magnetic field waveform with and

without resonant modulation is shown in Fig.

111-12(a). Figure 111-12(b) shows the effect of

the external modulation on plasma radius. At

later times the area of the plasma column has

increased by approximately 50$ due to the field

modulation. A more complete description of these

studies has been published.’l”

c. RESONANT HEATING EXPERIMENT

J. Description. During 1976, the RHX

operated in two configurations. For the first

three months it was arranged as a 0.9-m version of

the implosion circuits on the STP. The only

difference was that the RHX had a secondary 0.4 PF

preionization bank which was fired a short time

before the initial implosion. In April the

machine was changed to the resonant heating

configuration. This involved replacing one of the

PFN-I 0.2-BF capacitors on each side of the
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Fig. 111-12.
(a) Magnetic field without (solid curve) and with
(dashed curve) resonant modulation. The arrow
indicates when Te + Ti is inferred from pressure
balance. (b) Effective B = 1 radius, as derived
from excluded flux data, without (solid curve) and
with (dashed curve) resonant field modulation.
The timing is the same in 111-12(a).

experiment with a 0.4-PF capacitor. These

capacitors then became part of the PFN-11 circuit.

The two PFN-I capacitors nearest the coil on each

side of the machine were replaced with shorts,

turning these PFN gaps into crowbar gaps.

?. Enuineering. Three engineering changes

were incorporated into the RHX to enable the

experiment to perform its experimental program.

a. When the secondary preionization bank was

inetalled it was found that the bank prefired when

the primary preionization bank was fired. The

problem was solved by installing low-inductance

liquid resistors across the collector plates to

dampen out the high-frequency electrical tran-

sients. These resistors did not appreciably

affect the main magnetio field waveform.

b. Cable shorting trigger systems were

developed for both the pulse-charged master

trigger gaps and the de-charged preionizatlon

banks. These systems are much simpler than the

previously used Scyllac buffer systems, and they

operate with much less jitter.

c. When the PFN gaps were converted for use

as crowbar gaps it was found that the trigger

system energy was insufficient to trigger them

properly. Numerous modifications were made to the



trigger system to increase the energy. The

understanding developed during the implementation

of these changes led to greatly improved

performance of the crowbar system. These design

changes were incorporated and extended during the

modification of the experiment to the Field

Reversal Theta Pinch (see Sec. VIII of this

report).

3. Experimental prouran.

a. ODeratinu Condition~. The objectives of

the preionization study were twofold. First, to

determine the effect of the secondary

preionization on plasma sweep-up during the

initial implosion. Secondly, to provide data for

a detailed comparison of the experimental results

1 In order to reduce thewith a numerical code.

variables in the experiment the following

conditions were held fixed. Capacitor bank

voltages were 70 kV on the preionization banks and

65 kV on the PFN banks. Initial D2 fill was 10

mTorr. The only parameters changed were the

timing of the firing of the banks. Data were

taken both with and without the secondary

preionization bank.

The data were compared with the output of a

numerical code which contained the hybrid

1 developed by Sgro and Nielson andsimulation code

11 developed by Nielson for ana circuits code

earlier hybrid code. Several modifications were

made in the code to improve its correlation with

the experiment. The three modifications which

made the most significant improvement were: (1)

making the initial density profile in the code

agree with the experimentally measured preionized

profile just prior to the implosion, (2) including

the effects of axial electron thermal conduction

to the ends, and (3) including an appropriate

time-varyfng resistance for the spark gaps in the

circuit code.

Before these improvements were made, the code

predicted that, when the RHX was modified to the

resonant heating mode, it would produce marginal

but interesting experimental verification of the
11 The ,,improvedncoderesonant heating concept.

however, predicted that the RHX was not adequate.

Because of electron thermal conduction,the RHX

is not long enough to prevent serious field

diffusion by the time of plasma reexpansion. In

addition, a Properly designed crowbar system in

conjunction with a Marshall coil would be required

to overcome the bad effects of the “turn-onv~

resistance of real crowbar gaps. Both of these

effects resulted in the code predicting that the

plasma would hit the wall after the initial

implosion.

In spite of this pessimistic prediction, the

RHX was modified in April to the resonant heating

mode in hopes that the experimental results would

at least provide an important check on the

validity of the code. The next two months were

spent Improving the behavior of the crowbar

system. During this process the magnetic field

behavior approached that predicted by the code on

the occasional shot when the crowbar worked well,

but the lack of repeatability prevented careful

plasma diagnosis.

The crowbar problem was finally solved just

when the RHX was scheduled to be converted to the

Field Reversal Theta Pinch (FRTP). The hurriedly

obtained data then showed a new problem of

unrepeatable plasma inventory and behavior.

Because of this unexplained problem as well as the

pessimistic code predictions, further delay of the

conversion did not appear wise. The conversion to

the FRTP begen in mid-July.

After the experiment had been disassembled it

was discovered that a sticking valve on the D2 gas

fill system was probably the reason for the

nonreproducible results. No conclusions could be

drawn from the data obtained so no results are

given below.

b. Diaunostics. Plasma diagnostics included

magnetic probes, both internal and external to the

discharge tube, and two interferometers. A

double-pass holographic interferometer3 gave the

plasma density profile at one time during the

plasma discharge. A HeNe laser interferometer12

in a double-pass geometry gave plasma density vs

time at one radial position. For the plasma

studies reported below, data were taken at l-cm

increments in radial position.

c. Plasma Results. The highly repeatable

temporal end spatial behavior of the plasma

density when the RHX was operated in the STP

implosion mode ia shown in Fig. 111-13. The

circles are HeNe interferometer data that have
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Fig. 111-13.
A sequence of density profiles showing the
temporal evolution of the plasma. The circles are
He-Ne data and the lines are computer reduced
holographic interferometer data. fndl can be
interpreted as density by dividing it by the
nominal plasma length of 90 cm.

been averaged over at least three shots. The

lines are computerized reductions of holograms and

each profile represents a single shot. The time

labeling each profile is measured from the

initiation of the implosion field. Thie par-

ticular series of data was obtained with the

secondary preionization turned on.

The following is a brief summary of the

results obtained from analyzing data like that in

Fig. 111-13 with the output of the computer code.

(1) Application of the secondary

prelonization bank about 200 ns before the main

implosion increased plasma sweep-up by about a

factor of two. It also began to push the plasma

off the wall (see the T . -15 ns profile in

Fig. 111-13) and probably increased the plasma

temperature near the wall. The use of secondary

preionizatlon also changed the characteristics of

the Implosion so that the use of classical

resistivity in the code gave a better agreement

between experiment and theory than the Chodura

mode113 which most accurately predicts results in

the STP and IHX.2

(2) Comparison with the numerical code

indicates that Ionization of neutrals is not as

rapid in the experiment as the code predicts.
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This Is probably due to

high- energy tail of

velocity distribution

conduction effects in

Included In the code.

(3) The sign of

either a depletion of the

the MaxwellIan electron

or to greater thermal

the experiment than is

the flux trapped in the

plasma during the initial preionization strongly

affected the implosion even though a variation

from 20-80 G in the magnitude of the trapped field

made little difference. Positive trapped flux

resulted In a smaller but a longer time-duration

density peak on axis. This indicated that the

ions were either less energetic, or the magnetic

field in the plasma core was larger, or both.

Negative trapped flux resulted in lower pre-

ionization in the center and is observed as the

only meaningful discrepancy between the HeNe and

holographic interferometer data shown in

Fig. 111-13. Only shots with positive trapped

flux were used to obtain the averaged HeNe data,

but the holograms obtained at t . 280 ns, 565 ns,

and 770 ns were apparently obtained when the

trapped flux was negative.

(4) Essentially no neutrals are ionized

during the implosion aa shown by the temporal

behavior of the electron inventory in Fig.

111-14. The inventory begins to rise when the

small quantity of plasma is pulled out toward the

wall by the escaping flux. Note the increased

density outside the main column at t = 565 ns in

Fig. 111-13 and the corresponding rise in

25 s
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Fig. 111-14.
A comparison of the temporal behavtor of the
external B field and the total plasma inventory as
determined from the holographic interferometer
data shown in Fig. 111-13.



inventory between 600 and 700 ns. The next sharp

rise in inventory occurs at about 850 ns and is

localized for r >8 cm as seen in Fig. 111-13.

This time corresponds to the arrival near the wall

of the fastest ions as seen in the phase space

plots generated by the computer code. The code

indicates that these ions are successfully turned

around by the second magnetic field peak (see

Fig. 111-14) but they (or the associated

electrons) apparently ionize the neutrals left

behind (r > 8 cm) by the initial implosion.

D. SUMMARY

During 1976, the Staged Theta-Pinch Experi-

ment achieved its primary goal of producing

large-diameter, high-temperature theta-pinch plas-

mas using separate implosion and compression

capacitor banks. In the process it was found that

some !Ifreeexpansionttheating of the plasma column

could be achieved without producing extra plasma

outside the main plasma column. In addition, the

experiment operated at its full design voltage of

125 kV much more reliably than could be expected

of a !Istateof the art!!device.

The data obtained from the RHX in the STP

implosion mode motivated several important im-

provements in the hybrid code and provided a

better understanding of the plasma behavior during

the first microsecond. The results indicate that

the use of secondary preionization would probably

reduce, but not eliminate, the formation of

secondary plasma in the STP when large modulation

is allowed as shown at the bottom of Fig. III-9.

The results of the improved code also show that a

longer theta pinch with an improved crowbar system

would be required to adequately test the resonant

heating concept.
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IV. TOROIDAL REVERSED-FIELD PINCH

D. A. Baker, L. C. Burkhardt, J. N. DiMarco, A. Haberstich
R. B. Howell, H. J. Karr, M. D. Machalek, S. Ortolanl, A. E. Schofield

A. SUMMARY

The reversed-field pinch (RFP) with its MHD

stable, high beta configuration offers the possi-

bility of leading to relatively small fusion reac-

tors. The current LASL RFP program has aa its

basic objectives determination of favorable

operating parameters and scaling properties of

heating, diffusion, and lifetime of the pinch.

This past year experiments were carried out

on ZT-S, the scaled-up version of ZT-I. The two

experiments differed primarily in the fact that

the minor diameter of the discharge tube was in-

creased from 10.3 cm on ZT-I to 15.4 cm on ZT-S.

The magnetic cores, the control system and field

energy supplies of the ZT-I experiment were

retained for ZT-S. A 15.&cm bore was the largest.

vacuum tube that the old magnetic cores could ac-

commodate. The primary object of the new experi-

ment was to determine the scaling of the

confinement of the pinch with increased minor

diameter of the discharge vessel. Because the

confinement time of the experiments la limited by

field diffusion, one expects confinement time to

scale as the field diffusion time, i.e., as d2/D

where d is the minor diameter of the plasma region

and D is the field diffusion coefficient.

The confinement time has been found to in-

crease from the 10-15 PS in ZT-I to 25-30 PS in

the larger bore ZT-S device. Thus the confinement

time scales approximately as the square of the

minor diameter. The field diffusion, as expected,

was observed to proceed at a slower rate. The

time taken for the toroidal current to become uni-

form over the cross section increased about a

factor of two and decay of the programmed reversed

field was reduced by a larger factor.

Electron temperatures as measured by Thomson

scattering are low, 12-15 eV, and are probably

limited by the line radiation from impurities.

The impurity level measured in ZT-S was found to

be mainly oxygen in amounts of 0.3 to 0.5$. Mass

spectrometer measurements indicated that after a

discharge the dominant impurity Present was H2Q

(not D20), which is evidently escaping from the
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walls of the discharge tube. No high mass species

corresponding to hydrocarbons from O-ring seals

were observed.

Ideal MHD analysis of the magnetic probe data

showed that, by suitable field programming, the

desired stable configurations can be produced.

These favorable plasma-field profiles degrade due

to finite resistivity. A resistive tearing-mode,

stability analysis of the profiles indicates that

there can be unstable resistive modes at wave

numbers which are either stable or weakly unstable

according to ideal MHD theory. The resietive mode

analysis doee not reveal any unstable modes at

radii. outside the zero point in the toroidal

field. The nonideal MHD calculations indicate

that growth rates of the resistive modes are

slowed considerably by viscosity.

The encouraging scaling results have led to a

proposal to build a next generation reversed-field

Z-pinch experiment called ZT-40. During this year

the larger device was proposed, reviewed, and

given approval for construction. The basia

objectives of the new, larger (40-cm bore)

experiment will be (1) to extend the confinement

time to a few hundred microseconds, (2) operate in

a regime of low impurities so that the radiation

barrier is overcome, and (3) explore the

production and maintenance of the stable

configurations for both field programming and

self-reversal modes of operation. The experiment

is to have sufficient flexibility to allow

operation with field risetimes ranging from a few

microseconds to a millisecond, and for average

total current densities up to - 3 kA/cm2.

The present goal is to have the ZT’-4Oexperi-

ment operating without power crowbara in calendar

year 1979. The power crowbars for sustaining the

fields will be added at a later date, in 1980.

B. COMPARISON OF ZT-I AND ZT-S STABILITY RESULTS

One conclusion derived from the ZT-I results

is that pinch stable time la limited by the

diffusion of the magnetic field. All other

parameters being equal, ZT-S should have an



increased stable the proportional to the square

of the scaling factor S, assuming a simple

isotropic model for diffusion. S . 1.5 is the

ratio of the minor bore of the ZT-S discharge tube

to that of the ZT-I tube. To obtain comparison

data, the gas filling pressure of 35 mtorr and the

rates of change of I
4

and 44 (toroidal flux) were

approximately the same. The magnitude of 1$

scaled as ,Sis 40 kd for ZT-I and 60 kd for ZT-S.

The streak photographs, $$, B+, and B@ Fourier

cosine-sine probe traces shown in Figs. IV-1 and

IV-2 show that the stable time is increased by a

factor of approximately two. The Fourier probes

have an initial signal due to the l/R effect of

the toroldal magnetic field, the larger signal

ZT- I

I

“P--l
“1+7’1

I I I I 1

0 5 10 15

Time (p see)

Fig. IV-1.
Data obtained from ZT-I. Shown vs time are streak
photograph, toroidal flux ~$! toroidal magnetic
field at the wall B@, and fourler probe signals of
the plasma displacement.

ZT-S

“0P!Kz4

?~

o 10 20 30

Time (psec)

Fig. IV-2.
Data obtained from ZT-S. Shown vs time are streak
photograph, toroidal flux +4, toroidal magnetic
field at the wall B@, and fourier probe signals of
the plasma displacement.

obtained for ZT-S in Fig. IV-2 being due to an

increase in gain. ZT-I shows an unstable per-

turbation developing at - 13ps while the

equivalent time for ZT-S iS - 28 US. This

increase in stable time then generally confirms

classical S2 scaling.

A further illustration of the reduced time

scale for diffusion is shown in Figs. IV-3, IV-4,

and IV-5. Again, in these experiments the rates

of change of I and $4 were approximately constant
$

for both cases. The magnitude of 1$ was 32 kA for

ZT-I and 72 kd for ZT-S, and the bias field was

adjusted to give approximately the same compres-

sion ratio, as measured on streak photographs.

Figure IV-3 shows the poloidal magnetic field

profile obtained from ZT-I. From the slope it can
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Fig. IV-3.
Profiles of the radial dependence of the poloidal
magnetic field for selected times in the ZT-I
experiment.

be seen that at 2 US in ZT-1, the toroidal current

density has penetrated to the axis and is uniform

out to the pinch radius of 2.5 cm. Figure IV-4

ahowa that in ZT-S at least 5 pa are required to

produce an approximately equivalent profile but,

even then, the toroidsl current density is not yet

uniform out to the pinch radius. The maximum

current den8ity occurs at - 2.5 cm, still well

away fro~ the axis. Another indication of current

diffusion can be seen in Fig. IV-5,

the 10% to 90$ width of the rising

pololdal magnetic field profile.
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experiment.
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Fig. IV-5.
Comparison of the sheath width measured in ZT-I
and”ZT-S vs time.

is ueed to obtain a measure

current sheet rather than

of the width of the

attempt to take



derivatives of the magnetic field profile.

Figure IV-5 shows that during the implosion time

(- 3 US) the approximate width of the current

density profile is the same for ZT-I and ZT-S.

Afterwards the profile for ZT-S is slightly wider.

For the same initial conditions in both

experiments, the sheath width and the diffusion

time of the toroidal current were greater in ZT-S.

However, for ZT-S the plasma electron temperature

is higher (- 12 eV compared to - 7 eV for

comparable conditions in ZT-1). The diffusion

time of the reversed field should then be expected

to be even longer than calculated from geometrical

scaling. In comparing the B+ traces shown in

Figs. IV-1 and IV-2 it is noted that the reversed

field has indeed taken longer to decay to zero

than predicted from .S2scaling.

The above work used spark gaps as crowbar

switches. Some additional work was done with

metal-to-metal crowbar switches,1 which were

located right in the feed plates that drive the

toroidal current. The metal-to-metal switches

themselves have an inductance of - 1 nH and the

inductance between these switches and the pinch is

quite small. In contrast, the spark gap crowbar

switches are located at the capacitor bank. The

spark gaps themselves have a higher inductance

than the metal-to-metal switches, and the spark

gaps are isolated from the pinch by a larger

inductance and resistance, which influence the

pinch current decay. A comparison of the current

vs time for the two crowbars is shown in

Fig. IV-6. Also shown are streaks obtained with

the two types of crowbars. The metal-to-metal

TIME(P) TIME(PS)

(a) (b)

Fig. IV-6.
Comparison of the toroidal current for (a) spark
gap crowbar and (b) metal-to-metal crowbar on
ZT-S. The pinch behavior is shown in the streak
photograph below the current.

crowbar is very effective in reducing the electric

field at the surface of the discharge tube, which

at 7 US is 117 V/m, compared to 670 V/m for the

spark gap switches. The moat noticeable effect

observed with metal-to-metal switches [Fig.

IV-6(b)] is the reduction of light outside the

main pinch and an increase in the number of

bounces that can be discerned. The stable time

for this mode ia - 32 US and the toroidal current

I/e decay time is - 40 vs.

c. FIELD DIFFUSION AND IDEAL MHD STABILITY

The ZT-S results presented here have been

obtained with peak toroidal currents of 60 kA and

filling pressures of 18 or 34 mtorr of 90$ D2

+ 10% He. The prei.onizationvoltage was 5 kV at

18 mtorr and 4 or 5 kV at 34 mtorr. The 4-and

5-kV cases at the higher filling pressure are

referred to as low and high PI conditions, respec-

tively. The risetime of the toroidal current to

maximum amplitude was of the order of 6 p, and

that of the reversed toroidal magnetic field was

approximately 8 pa.

Plasma radii defined as the radii containing

80$ and 50$ of the plasma kinetic energy are shown

in Fig. IV-7 as functions of time for the high PI

condition. The corresponding result at 18 mtorr

indicates an 80% radius of 0.045 m and a 50%

radiua, of 0.035 m. The 18-mtorr radii remain

essentially constant for the 22-pa duration of the

data analysk.

WALL RADIUS # 19443

m I I
= 0.06
n
a
m

a 0.04
z
m
a
-1
: 0.02

34 mtarr
60kA,HlGHPI

o 5 10 15

TIME (~S)

Fig. IV-7.
Plasma radii containing 50% and
transverse plasma kinetic energy as
time.

20 25

80$ of the
functions of
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An estimate of the diffusion time of the

poloidal field in the two cases is obtained by

comparing the value of the toroidal current den-

sity on axis with that of the highest current den-

sity in the discharge. The current penetration

time is found ta be of the order of 10 PS at

34 mtorr and 121.Jsat 18 mtorr. The longer time

could be due to the higher electron temperature

observed at 18 mtorr.

In Fig. N-8 are plotted the growth times of

the fastest m .

are calculated

magnetic field

1 modes.

on the

profiles

These ideal MHD modes

basis of experimental

measured by means of

100

34 mtorr # 19443
60 kA HIGH PI

o 5 10 [5 20 25

TIME (@)

100- _ 1

#19516
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_*

$
*
x 10- :
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w
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I , t
r
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Fig. IV-8.
Growth times of ideal m . 1 modes as functions of
time for three discharge conditions indicated in
the figure.
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internal magnetic probes. Eaoh data analyels is

based on an average of five or six shots.

The ideal MHD stability results are similar

to those predicted in ZT-I at somewhat larger

toroidal current densities, in the sense that the

discharges show favorable stability shortly after

the implosion. This phase is followed by a

gradual deterioration of the stable field configu-

ration until a gross instability is observed on

streak photographs as well as on the sine-cosine

probe signals. The observed stable configuration

time is approximately 20 IM at 34 mtorr, high PI,

25 BS at 34 mtorr, low PI, and 25 ps at 18 mtorr.

Streaks at 34 mtorr, low PI, show a slow upward

drift of the discharge. This upward drift

occurred in each of the discharges used in the

stability analysis, and resulted in a gradual

shift of the measured magnetic field profiles.

The assumption of cylindrical symmetry was

therefore violated at late times thus requiring

the 34 mtorr, low PI analysis to be terminated at

17.5 p.

Figure IV-9 shows the poloidal betas as

functions of time for the three discharge con-

ditions. The beta values are seen to be generally

rising in time, thus making it increasingly dif-

ficult to control the MHD stability of the

pinches. Plots of the plasma energy content as

functions of time show that most of this increase

is due to a drooping of the toroidal current

rather than an increase in plasma internal energy.

The toroidal current decays by 20$ during the time

interval shown, resulting in a 40$ increase in

beta. The dipe in the poloidal beta at 8 to 12 US

coincide with the appearance of a ‘haloilon the

streak photographs. This suggests that some of

the plasma kinetic energy is released to the wall

at these times. The affected region appears to be

near the outer edge of the pinch. The electron

temperature near the center of the discharge is

not noticeably affected by these dips.

The gradual deterioration of the MHD stable

time during the late phaee of the pinches is due,

as in ZT-1, to the evolution of the magnetic field

configuration, which is believed to be caused by

diffusion. An estimate of the parallel resietiv-

‘ty ’11
responsible for this diffusion is obtained
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Fig. IV-9.
Poloidal betas as functions of time for the three
discharge conditions of Fig. IV-8.

by solving the generalized Ohm’s law in the linear

cylindrical discharge approximation

71
‘z ‘z+ ‘e ‘e

‘jzBz+jOBB ‘

where E, B, and j are the electric field, the

megnet.ic field, and the current density,

respectively. The electric fields are obtained

from the time derivatives of the magnetic fields

and the value of the axial electric field is

inferred from the voltage applied to the experi-

ment. Figure IV-10 shows the parallel resistivity

profile obtained in this fashion during the time

L , , 1 ,

- #19443
-!

-4
10

-5
10

-6
10

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

RADIUS(m)

Fig. IV-10.
Parallel reslstivity as function of radius during
the post implosion interval of 5.5 to 9.5 W, with
34 mtorr, high PI. Solid curve: as calculated

with the generalized Ohmts law. Dashed curve:
value used in the MHD simulation.

interval of 5.5 to 9.5 us of the 34-mtorr high-pi

discharge condition.

The expression for the perpendicular compo-

nent of the resistivity,

Ez Be
-%PZ+U

n~ ‘
B’

jz Be - j~ Bz ‘jzBO-j6Bz ;

contains the radial plasma velocity urs which is

not directly available experimentally. If, how-

ever, a certain ratio of the perpendicular to the

parallel resistivities is assumed, then the gen-

eralized Ohmvs law can be solved for Ur.
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Figure IV-n(a) shows the time dependence of

the calculated plasma velocity at a given radial

position of 0.04 m for the cases rll. 0 and

n* =59,. The variations in plasma velocity cor-

relate well with the oscillations in the decaying

axial current plotted in Fig. IV-n(b). In fact,

the oscillations of the axial current are felt

throughout the radius of the discharge.

The calculated plasma velocity profiles have

been used to initiate postimplosion MIiD simula-

tions under the assumption of dynamic rather than

static equilibrium. Figure IV-12 shows the result

of such a simulation performed by means of a

one-dimensional two-fluid code. The solid curves

represent measured magnetic fields at 34 mtorr,
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Fig. IV-11.
Comparison of radial plasma velocity (a) and
toroidal current (b) as functions of time. The
plasma velocity is calculated for two ratios of
the perpendicular to parallel resistivities.
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Fig. IV-12.
Measured poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields as
functions of radius, at 5.5 and 9.5 US, in the
discharge. The dashed lines, at 9.5 ps, indicate
the result of the MHD simulation.

high PI. The experimental profiles at 5.5 US are

used as initial conditions and the simulation is

carried out for 4 us, using the value of parallel

resistivity indicated by the dashed line in

Fig. IV-10. The result represented by the dashed

lines in Fig. Iv-12 is then compared with the

measurement at 9.5 ps. The best fit, in this

particular case, is achieved with a ratio ~ IQ of
1 [1

5. The good agreement between calculation and

measurement confirms that the observed evolution

of the magnetic field configuration can be

interpreted in terms of plasma motion and

diffusion.



Figure IV-13 shows classical electron

temperature profiles corresponding to the q,,

profile of Fig. IV-10 and to a perpendicular

resi.stivityequal to five times rlll. The predicted

temperature is seen to be higher at the edge of

the plasma than at the center of the discharge.

This behavior is also present in the measured

electron temperature represented by the data

points in the figure. These temperatures were

obtained by Thomson scattering on discharges

having a slightly smaller radius than those used

during the profile measurements. Comparison of

predicted and measured temperatures shows that

under this mode of operation, the postimplosion

resistivity of ZT-S is close to classical.
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Fig. IV-13.
Classical electron temperatures as functions of
radius corresponding to the parallel resistivity

91 ‘f Fig._IV-lO- and to a perpendicular
resistivity tl~ equal to 5 times nll. Data Points
are temperatures measured by Thomson scattering.

D. RESISTIVE MHD STASILITY

The stability of three ZT-S configurations to

resistive MHD modes has been investigated by means

of two codes written by Dibiase.2 The first code

assumes compressibility, resistivity, viscosity

and thermal conductivity. The other, incompressi-

ble code includes resistivity only. The codes

have been modified to read experimental

distributions of the magnetic fields. As in the

ideal MHD case, the calculations have been re-

stricted to m . 1 modes. The configurations that

have been examined are the 60-kA, 34-mtorr, high

PI case at 5.5 and 7.5 ps, and the 60-kA, 18-mtorr

case at 5.5 ps.

Results for the two 34 mtorr cases are shown

in Fig. IV-14. The shaded areas are regions in

k-space (k is the wave number along the major

circumference of the torus) which are predicted to

be stable according to ideal MHD stability theory.

The regions immediately to the left of the ordin-

ates may contain unstable modes localized near the

axis of the experiment, depending on the

reliability of the data near the magnetic axis.

The region located to the left of the two shaded

areas, in Fig. IV-14(b), contains slowly growing,

localized Suydam modes. These ideal localized

modes are somewhat faster growing at 5.5 VS.

Their growth rates are indicated by the dashed

curve in Fig. IV-14(a).

The results of the resistive mode analysis

are represented by the solid and dotted curvee in

the figure. The solid curves are obtained with

resl.stivityand viscosity, and the dotted curves

with resistivity only. The value of the magnetic

Reynold’s number in the first case was set at 100.

The resistivity was chosen to be uniform, so that

the results pertain to resistive tearing modes.

To assign a time scale to the calculated growth

times, a resistive diffusion time of 10 ps has

been postulated.

The results reported in the figure indicate

the presence of resistive instabilities at wave

numbers which are either stable or only weakly

unstable according to ideal MHD theory. The

growth rates of these resistive modes are

relatively slow, if one includes viscosity in the

analysis. The resistive mode analysis does not

reveal any positive-k modes. The same general
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Fig. IV-14.

Growth rates of m = 1 modes as functions of
longitudinal wave number k, (a) at 5.~a~;id(~\n~t
7.5 W, with 34 mtorr, high pI.
ideal MHD, dotted lines: resistive modes, solid
lines: resistive modes with viscosity. The shaded

areas are fully stable according to ideal MHD.

behavior occurs for the 18-mtorr configuration.

However, the ideal modes have somewhat faster

growth ratea, and the resistive modes have less

impact on the overall stability than in the first

two cases.

E. TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY MEASUREMENTS ON ZT-S

1. Electron Temperature

3. Thomson Scatteriw. The electron temper-

ature in ZT-S has been messured by Thomson scat-

tering as a function of time at two radial posi-

tions, under the discharge conditions described in

Sec. C.

Figure IV-15 shows the electron temperature

at 1.5-cm radius of the 18-mtorr discharge. The

error bars are statistical error bars representing

the standard deviations of two or more shots. A

temperature of more than ICIeV is seen to be

maintained for 25 ps, the stable configuration

time of the discharge. The maximum electron

temperature is of the order of 15 eV.

Figure IV-15 also shows the time dependence of the

electron density on an arbitrary scale.

Instrumental scattering prevents an absolute

measurement of the density at this time. The
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Fig. IV-15.
Thomson scattering measurements of the electron
temperature (upper graph) and relative electron

density (lower graph) as fUnctiOns of time at
1.5-cm radius. Arrows indicate the onset of an
instability on streak photographs. Filling

pressure,18 mtorr.
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slight dip in density at 12 US might be related to

the appearance of the “halo” on the streak

photographs. The temperature, however, does not

seem to be affected.

Electron temperatures for the 34 mtorr,

high PI case are shown In Fig. IV-16 at 1.5-and

3-CD radii. Reasonably high temperatures are,

again, maintained for the entire 20-ps duration of

the grossly stable discharges. The electron

temperature is seen to be peaked initially at the

edge of the plasma and to become uniform towards

the end of the stable configuration time. The

maximum temperature is of the order of 12 eV and

the subsequently uniform temperature is 7 or 8 eV.

Ae mentioned earlier, the temperature measured at

the edge of the discharge between 7 and 11 ps is
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Fig. IV-16.
Thomson scattering measurements of the electron
temperatures at 3-cm radius (upper graph) and
1.5-cm radius (lower graph). Filling pressure,
34 mtorr.

in good agreement with the classical temperature

derived from the diffusion of the magnetic field.

Figure IV-17 shows a plot of the electron

temperature at l-cm radius in ZT-I for a discharge

current of 36 kA with an 11-mtorr filling pressure

of 80% D2 + 20$ He. The toroidal current density

was somewhat higher than the current density in

ZT-S, whereas the filling density was lower than

that of the 18-mtorr discharges in ZT-S .

Comparison of the ZT-I with the 18-mtorr ZT-S

results shows an electron temperature increase in

ZT-S by a factor of 2.5.

b. X-Rav Neasurement~. The production of

higher energy x rays in ZT-S is of interest

primarily because any x-ray background can impair

the measurement of electron temperatures by the

differential x-ray method being used for

measurements of Te at low plasma density

operation. On the basis of the data so far, as an

x-ray source, ZT-S does not differ grossly from

ZT-I.

The emanations appear to occur in the 50-to

500-keV range, with the softer x rays coming

earlier, the harder coming later in the discharge.

Greater reproducibility is observed at pressure

> 10 mt.cwr. Signals tend to be extinguished-by a

small ceramic probe on the axis of the machine.

Signals also are suppressed by as little aa

0.7$ N2 impurity gas added to the D2. At least a

few tens of gauss B= are needed for the machine to

produce x rays but yields continue with fields as

high as a few kilogauss. A local dc magnetic

field on the order of ten gauss, perpendicular to

o~
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

TIME (#S)

Fig. IV-17.
Thomson scattering measurement of electron
temperature at l-cm radius in ZT-1. Filling
pressure,ll mtorr.
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the B= field, substantially reduces and alters

x-ray generation.

The time histories of x-ray yields for two

pressures, 19 and 35 mtorr, are shown in

Fig. IV-18. Traces were taken with a detector

sensitive to lower energy radiation, with a

preionization bank voltage of 5 kV, and a forward

Bz of 0.1 T.

?. Ion ‘femoerature. Ion temperatures were

msasured on ZT-S using the Doppler broadening of

the HeII 0.4686-pm line. The variation of Ti

versus time is shown in Fig. IV-19 for two shots

at a filling pressure of 18 mtorr. Also

measurements of Ti for the same conditions but at

3&mtorr filling pressure yielded about 11.0 eV.

X RAY
0.5 V/div

Iz

30 kA/div

X RAY

0.1 V/div

Iz

30 kA/div

19 mT

No. 20587

35 mT

NO 20601

10 ps/div--

ZT-S

Fig. IV-18.
The time history of x-ray production in ZT-S for
two pressures of D2 with a NaI type detector whose
shielding allows detection into the lower
(- 60 keV) energy range of x rays.
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Ion temperature vs time for

1+
= 60 kA,

B+ . 0.059 T and P. = 18 mtorr.

These are averages radially since the observed

emission comes from a chord of the plasma. The

Stark corrections were made using the recently

obtained density measurements dtscussed in the

next section.

. Electron Densitv. Radial density meas-

urements were made using the coupled cavity Ashby

Jephcott interferometer at 3.39 p. Measurements

were made for 17 chords across the minor diameter

of the torus and the density profile then obtained

by an Abel inversion. A typical profile 1s shown

in Fig. IV-20 in the postimplosion phase of the

discharge. Assuming a reasonable density gradient

on the outside, this profile represents - 60%

ionization. The general indication of hollow

profiles agrees with other diagnostics, although

the return to zero on axis ia probably an artifact

of the Abel inversion technique.

F. PLASMA IMPURITIES

1. Residual Gas Analvsis Befo e andr After

~ r. Mess scans of the residual impurity

gas In ZT-S were made with a Veeco GA-4 Vacuum Gas

Analyzer over the range from 10 to 300 mass units.

Although - 25 ion species were observed within the

range (logarithmic scale) of the analyzer,

approximately 95$ of the total existed in 8 ion

types as listed in Table IV-I. Due to the

different sensitivities of the analyzer for

different gases, the relative peak heights are
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Fig. IV-20.
Density profile at 10 US after Z current of 60 kA
is applied; Bz bias field is 0.06 T and the
filling pressure is 14 mtorr.

only a rough indication of the partial pressures

of the impurities.

TABLE IV-I

MASS IMPURITY ANALYSIS FOR ZT-S AFTER DISCHARGE

(Corrected for Impurities in Detector and

Auxiliary Vacuum Line)

Ion Mass Possible Peak Amplitude $ of
(M SSa Unit~ Ion Identitv (Relative Units) 312&a.L

12 c 2.1 1.7%

14 “ CH2’ CD 6.1 4.9%

16 0, CD2, NH2 6.8 5.5%

17 OH, NH3 2.6 2.1%

18 H20, ND2, CD3, CH4 82.9 67.0%

19 DHO 4.8 3.9%

28 N2, CO 9.8 7.9%

32 02 2.2 1.8%

Mass 18, probably water vapor, is the major

impurity. Notably absent in the mass scan were

high mass peaks above - 40 mass units. The

presence of heavy hydrocarbon molecules from

O-rings in the system was anticipated but was not

observed.

The same gases were detected before and after

the discharge with some minor shifting of relative

amplitudes--eg., 02 was reduced from 5.3$ to 1.8%

by the discharge and apparently combined with

hydrogen during the discharge period. me

amplitudes of the impurity peaks were increased by

a factor of :4 by the discharge. These

impurities were probably released by discharge

bombardment during the initial stages of pinch

formation. This was also observed in the

spectroscopic impurity measurements described in

the next section.

The major impurity peaks are shown in the

oscilloscope trace (linear scale) of Fig. IV-21

obtained’in conjunction with the mass analyzer.

C, N, O, OH, H20, N2, 02 form the lines observed

with H20 having the largest amplitude.

2. SDectroscoDic Determination of Imo ritvu

Level Durin&?Dischar~~. Measurements were made of

the impurity content of ZT-S by adding known small

amounts of impurity gases to the discharge and

observing the increase in intensity of spectral

lines. The line observed for oxygen was the 0111

line at 0.3265 ~m.

At 34 mtorr there was found to be

0.35$ oxygen present for a t.oroidalcurrent of

60 kA and a bias field of 0.06 T. When the

filling pressure was 18 mtorr a percentage of

oxygen > 0.5% was found to be present. These

measurements were made with the magnetic field

probes inserted into the discharge. With the

probes removed, contrary to expectations, a higher

oxygen impurity of 1% was found. In each of these

cases the amount of oxygen contributed by

outgassing was only about 0.15% at 18 mtorr and

0.08% at 34 mtorr. The balance of the impurity

observed was removed from the walls during the

initial stage of the pinch discharge. As WSS

shown in the previous section, the major

contributor to outgassing from the walls was found

to be H20.
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Fig. IV-21.
Mass analyzer oscilloscope trace of residual gas
after discharge of 60 kA with 18 mtorr D2 filling
pressure. The H O peak

$
exceeds the

deflection limit en 1s saturated. The 02 pe~~~
larger before the discharge and i.a evidently

dissociated and combined Into OH, H20, and D2 by
the discharge.

This effect of having more impurities with

the probe out than in was investigated. It Wss

fo~d that about 3 cm into the discharge the

transition in Impurity concentration took place.

3. Calculations of lmDuritv Tolerance Limi-

tations for ZT-S and ZT-40. A potentially impor-

tant effect in the ZT experiments is the energy

10SS by radiation from impurities. Impurity

ionization and line radiation losses can act as a

barrier to obtaining plasma temperatures above a

few tens of eleotron volts. Measurements of the

impurity content in the ZT-I and ZT-S plasmas have

been made and calculations have been carried out

of the power loss and the resultlng effects on Te

and Ti.

Radiation power loss was obtained with the

POWRAD computer code using the theoretical equa-

tions of Mcwhirter,3 A factor of 5 was inserted

into the line excitation rates to bring the

results in line with the more recent measurements

4 Results for the radiated powerand calculations.

are shown in Fig. IV-22 for typical ZT-S filling

density and fractional impurity (FI) level for

assumed electron temperatures ranging from 10 eV

to 50 eV. (The ordinate is proportional to

ne x FI and the abscissa is inversely proportional

to ne.) When the radiated power level exceeds or

equals the input power, the plasma temperature

falls or is fixed at that level. The results of

Fig. IV-22 show the first radiation barrier, which

is transcended only when Te exceeds - 30 to 50 ev.

If it is aasumed that the ZT-S electron

temperature is - 10 eV, in approximate agreement

with the Thomson scattering measurements, and the

t
4e

-4

i
04812 [62024 2e3~36

-o

TIME (/@8C) (STARTING WITH 01 IMPURITY AT t=O)

Fig. IV-22.
Radiated power in megawatts per meter length
computed with the POWRAD code fo$ an initial
plasma density neo . 1.3 x 1015 cm- , compression
. 4, fractional impurity . 0.004 02 for the indi-
cated plasma electron temperatures.

I
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plasma parameters are those described for

Fig. IV-22, the energy loss rate is in good

agreement With the energy loss measurements

determined from probe data and pressure balence

shown in Fig. IV-23.

The

radlatlon

using the

the time

from the

impurity

theoretical effect of the impurity

on Te and Ti was determined initially

IMPRAD 2 computer code which calculates

dependent plasma temperature resulting

oPPoshg effects of ohmic heating and

radiation loeses. Classical Spitzer

resistivity with effective Z modification is

assumed in the ohmic heating calculation and the

impurity losses are calculated as in the POWRAD

code mentioned above. Ion-electron energy

equilibration is also assumed to be classical.5

This code has now been revised to update the

ionization, recombination, and excitation

coefficients from the 10-yr-old McWhirter values.

The new code uses tabular values from the

~eton Laboratory Tabl s- GraDh&e by H. P.

Summers. The functional dependence given by the

McWhi.rterequations is retained.

18mtorr, 60kA

600 ~

500- -

400- -

KINETIC + MAGNETIC
300- -

<1

200 --

100 -- KINETIC

0
024681012141618 202224

TIME (#S)

Fig. IV-23.
Energy balance for I . 50 kA,

+
filling pres-

sure . 18 mtorr.

There are several factors which determine the

value of Te and TL in these calculations. Factors

favoring high Te and Tf in general are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Lower plasma density--to reduce the radiation

excitation and afford fewer particles to

divide up the ohmic heating energy.

High Current density--to increase the ohmic

heating rate.

High initial Teo or Tie--from shock heating,

for example.

Low impurity levels--to reduce radiation.

Anomalous heating, beam injection, rf heating

etc. (These are not included in the analysis

here but may be of use in the future.)

In Tokamak systems the radiation barrier is

overcome becauae of the relatively low plasma

density. In 0 pinches, high initial Ti assiets in

paasing over the barrier. In the ZT systems, the

best compromise among these parameters must be

found with compression ratios less than - 2.5 to

satisfy stability requirements.

Figure IV-24 showa the theoretical limiting

values of current density and plasma density for

selected fractional impurity levels obtained from

the revised computer code. To avoid having Te and

Ti fixed in time, rather than rising as ohmic

heating continues, it is necessary to have values

of current density and plasma density above each

parametric curve for the indicated fractional

impurity level shown in the figure. These results

are demonstrated for particular cases of plasma

density, current density, and fractional impurity

levels in Figs. IV-25 and IV-26 which show the

time-dependent behavior of Ti and Te.

Figure IV-26 shows the effect of an assumed

initial ion temperature of 100 eV [e.g., shock

heating) on the time-dependent Ti and Te. For

this case, appreciably higher values of initial

impurity can be tolerated.

The amounts of impurity that can be tolerated

for the operating conditions of ZT-S and the

expected conditions for ZT-40 are small but not

less than those obtained in other experimental

devices.b-~o

Experimental measurements of the radiation

loss from the ZT-S experiment are currently being

made. These results will be compared with losses

observed from energy balance experimental
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ELECTRON DENSITY .10-’5cm-3

~iQ. IV-24.
Plot of computed thre~hold electron and current
densities (f-or selected fractional impurity
levels) for which ohmic heating . radiatfon loss.
For j and ne above each parametric curve, Te and
Ti will Increase with time.

measurements and the theoretical predi.ctiona

described above.

G. ~ERGY BALANCE 142ASUR~ENTS ON ZT-S

The energy input inside the ceramic wall was

compared to the energy contained in the plasma and

magnetic field as determined from magnetic probe

data and pressure balance. These calculations

were made for two different pressures, 18 and

34 mtorr and peak 10 of 50 kA. The 18-mtorr case

ia shown in Fig. IV-23 and shows a large energy

loss rate of about 12 J/m/ps. The ratio of plasma

to magnetic field energy gives a total $ ~18$.

The 34-mtorr case is shown in Fig. IV-27 and it

shows an energy loss rate of . 25J/m/pa during the
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Fig. IV-25.
Plot of theoretical values of Te and Ti vs time
determined by classical ohmic heating opposed by
impurity radiation loss.
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Fig. Iv-26.
Plot of theoretical values of Te and Ti vs time
determined by classical ohml.cheating opposed by
impurity radiation loss with an assumed initial
ion temperature of 100 eV.

first 10 Us. The total $ for the high PI case is

23$. The input energy shown in Fig. IV-27 is for

the high PI case.

H. ZT-40 TOROIDAL, REVERSED-FIELD Z-PINCH

1. General Objectives. The next generation

experiment in the LASL toroidal Z-pinch program,

ZT-40 (originally called ZT-P), was given final go

ahead approval by DMFE in December 1976. ZT-40 iS

a logical step up from the present reversed-field

ZT-S device, and a primary objective of ZT-40 will

be to demonstrate confinement time scaling (up to
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Fig. IV-27.
Energy balance inside for 14 = 50 kA, filling
pressure . 34 mtorr.

150-200 us) from the results of ZT-I and ZT-S. A

second objective will be to operate in a regime

clean enough to overcome the impurity radiation

barrier at Te - 15 eV and raiae the temperature to

Tt = Te - 100 - 200 eV. A third objective of

ZT-40 will be to determine the ranges of the

current and electron densities which allow the

production of MHD stable configurations. This

last objective relates to the projected size of

potential fusion reactors based on this approach.

A wide range of sizes and configurations was

considered for the ZT-40 device; the present

design (with R . 114 cm and r = 20 cm) appears to

be a proper size commensurate with considerations

of scaling studies, manpower resources, available

plant facility, and funding allotments. It iS

pro~ected that the first plasma experiments on

ZT-40 will begin in the calendar year 1979.

.?. DesigQ. The basic design of ZT-40 is a

40-cM bore torus with plasma aspect ratio of 5.7.

The torus is fed at 12 points and has 12 magnetic

Iron cores equally spaced about the torus. A

sketch of the device ia shown in Fig. IV-28. A

fewer number of feeds would allow greater machine

access, but would mean a large developmental

program in high-voltage technology to attain high

reliability. The machine risetime is lengthened

by shorting a fraction of the toroidal feed points

and by series-paralleling the poloidal field

windings. Very slow operation can be attained by

energizing the field only with the power crowbar

bank.

The initial experbents on ZT-40 will proba-

bly utilize a ceramic discharge tube. Further

experiments with quartz and metal tubes are

planned If further studies indicate their use will

lead to cleaner discharges. The discharge tube is

located inside a 2-cm-thick aluminum shell which

serves as the primary conductor of a transformer

with the plasma secondary and also as the

conducting wall for stabilization of the plaama.

The vacuum system is designed as a four-point

pumping system on the torus. Figure IV-29 shows a

top view layout of the torus and the four pumping

stations. The four stations will each have three

small pumping apertures into the torus. Single,

large apertures must be avoided to prevent large

field perturbations inside the torus.

3. Machine Parameters. The basic machine

parameters for ZT-40 are given in Table IV-II. A

more complete description of the engineering

details of ZT-40 is given in Sec. XV.

110c- MuonOIA
10#OlOALCWMN? lMIU 46.-uINOBOIA

Fig. Iv-28.
Schematic of the ZT-40 device.
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Fig. IV-29.
Sketch of the ZT-40 torus showing magnetic cores,
toroidal current feeds and vacuum pumping

stations.
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v. SCYLLA IV-P LINEAR THETA-PINCH EXPERI14ENTS

K. F. McKenna, R. J. Commisso, C. A. Ekdahl, K. B. Freese,
R. Jones, R. W. Kewish, R. Kristal, W. E. Quinn, and R. E. Siemon

Ii. INTRODUCTION

The linear theta pinch is an attractive

alternate approach to a high-beta fusion reactor.

The advantages of this device are its ease of

plasma heating, high plasma beta and density,

demonstrated plasma equilibrium and neutral

stability properties, and simple geometric con-

figuration. However, in linear systems, particle

10SS through the ends and heat loss by electron

and ion thermal conduction along the field lines

present a fundamental limitation on the plasma

confinement time which leads to reactor systems of

uneconomical length. In addition, the plasma

behavior and scaling in laboratory size devices

has not been clearly identified. Accordingly, in

order to obtain relevant reactor designs of

economical length, plasma loss from the ends of

the theta pinch must be significantly reduced and

the appropriate scaling laws established.

The Scylla IV-P 5-m linear theta pinch was

constructed to facilitate detailed studies of

linear theta-pinch physics. The present primary

objective of the Scylla IV-P experiment is the

investigation of particle and energy end-loss

physics and end-stoppering techniques.

Scylla IV-P became operational, with plasma,

in January 1976. Since that time the following

has been accomplished: (1) a large array of diag-

nostics have been Installed and the hardware and

software required for interfacing the diagnostics

with the Scylla IV-P computer have been developed.

A Thomson scattering apparatus and a side-on HF

interferometer have been installed and are

currently being tested; (2) the plasma parameters

(Ti z 1-2 keV, ne Z 15 x 1016 cm-3) and stability

characteristics at 10-mTorr D2 fill pressure and

45-kV primary bank voltage have been determined;

these measurements establish a reference basis for

subsequent experiments; (3) Plasma end loss was

examined with an end-on interferometer which

responds to the electron density integrated over

the length of the observable plasma column, and

With internal magnetic field and pressure–

sensitive probes which respond to local conditions

within the axially flowing plasma near the coil

ends. The local measurements indicate that the

plasma flowing from the ends of the theta pinch

remains remarkably columnated (as opposed to rapid

radial expansion) while the Internal magnetic

fields are significantly altered from their vacuum

configuration implying that the field lines are

t!frozenl!into the outflowing Plasma; (4) initial

end-stoppering experiments using quartz end plugs

have been carried out. The results indicate that

the insertion of the plugs eliminates particle end

loss from the ends of the theta pinch and

increases the energy confinement time. The plasma

stability characteristics were greatly enhanced in

the presence of the plugs.

The planned near-term experiments on Scylla

IV-P include the following: (1) a continued

examination of the theta-pinch end-loss physics

with particular emphasis on the Identification of

inward propagating area wave phenomena, electron

and ion thermal conduction effects, and particle

and energy end-loss scaling; (2) the detailed

investigation of the plasma-plug interaction using

solid end plugs of various materials in

end-stoppering experiments. Cryogenic frozen gas

and high–pressure puff gas injection end-plugging

schemes will also be studied; (3) electromagnetic

end-stoppering techniques such as the application

of multiple mirror fields and possibly moving

mirrors, will be investigated; and (4) the study

cf plasma injection into the ends of the theta

pinch from coaxial plasma guns Is planned.

Analytical and computer models of the end-loss and

end-stoppering processes are currently being

developed, to complement the experimental program.

B. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

An elevation plan view of the Scylla IV-P

theta pinch is shown in Fig. V-1. Rather than

stacking the energy storage capacitor-spark gap

units in conventional Scyllao–type racks, a three-

level :,platform structure is used where the

capacf$or units are arranged in clusters composed
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Figure V-1.
Elevatlon plan view of the Scylla IV-P device.

of nine capacitor units and one crowbar trigger

unit. This arrangement facilitates trouble

shooting and bank maintenance. The collector

plates and 5-m long compression coil are situated

on the middle platform level which also

accommodates the majority of the plasma diagnostic

systems. A photograph of the device is shown in

Fig. V-2. Operation of .%ylla Iv-P is completely

computer controlled. The computer also provides

for ?Ion-linet!data reduction.

1, CornDression Coil and Discharee Tube. The

5-m long, 11.2-cm diem. single turn compression

coil iS fed by five collector plate [parallel

plate transmission line) assemblies, each assembly

being l-m wide and 3-m long. The energy from the

Figure V-2,
photograph of the ##frontend!!of the ScYlla Iv-p

device showing the 5-m compression coil and its
current feeds.
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capacitor bank is red to the collector platea

through coaxial cables connected to close packed

cable cartridges located on both the top and

bottom surfaces of the collector plates. The

quartz discharge tube has an 8.8-cm inside

diameter and extends 4.5 cm beyond the coil ends.

Each end of the discharge tube is contained within

a 20-cm–diameter, 50-cm-long quartz end bubble.

This configuration minimizes plasma-wall

interactions at the discharge tube ends and

provides access for optical and Internal plasma

diagnostics.

?. P-r v CaDacitor Bank. The primary bank

consists of 600, 1.85+’, 60-kV capacitors with a

total energy storage capacity of 2 MJ. Each

capacitor M connected to the collector plate by

its spark gap switch through six RG-17/14 coaxial

cables. The bank operating range extends from 40

to 60 kV and produces a magnetic field of 1.1

kG/kV with a quarter cycle time of 3.3 PS. A

Scyllac–type crowbar system extends the magnetic

field in time with an L/l?decay of - 11o ~s. The

experimental results discussed below were obtained

at a primary bank voltage of 45 kV which generates

a Peak magnetic field of 50 kG and an initial

V?lCUUmazimuthal electric field of - 0.6 kV/cm at

the inside wall of the discharge tube.

3. Preionization_ (PI) Bank. The optimum

preionization bank configuration was determined

from an experimental study of the preionized

plasma parameters obtained with various PI bank

conditions. A PI bank consisting of five 0.7-MF,

75-kV capacitors charged to 55 kV was determined

to be optimum. A single capacitor is connected at

the rear of each of the five collector plate

assemblies by Its spark gap through 6 RG-17/14

coaxial cables. The PI bank oscillates at - 500

kHz and produces a peak field of - 2 kG.

4. DiaunOstics and Data Acouisition. The

diagnostics on the Scylla IV-P device have been

arranged to permit investigation of the plasma

parameters not only at the center of the plasma

column but alao at various positions along the

coil axis and within the end bubbles located at

the coil ends. A schematic of the Scylla IV-P

diagnostic configuration is shown in Fig. v-3.

The central plasma column has been studied using

stereo viewing streak cameras, a 20-channel
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Figure V-3.
Schematic of the Soylla IV-P diagnostic configura-
tion.

luminosity detector, silver and scintillator

neutron detectors, and a diamagnetic loop-probe

system. A Thomson scattering apparatus and an HF

side-on interferometerare being positioned within

the central l-m coil section. Axial variations of

the plasma parameters are studied with streak

cameras, neutron detectors and diamagnetic

loop-probe systems; in future experiments the

Thomson scattering apparatus and an additional

20-channel luminosity detector will also be used

to investigate axial plasma variations. The

behavior of the plasma flowing out of the

theta-pinch ends and into the end bubble regions

is studied externally with framing and streak

cameras and with total magnetic flux loops, and

internally with pressure-sensitive piezoelectric

probes and magnetic field probes. The axially

averaged plasma electron density distribution is

obtained with a holographic ruby laser

interferometer which views the plasma column

end-on. A He-Ne coupled cavity interferometer has

been used to study the preionized plasma and is

currently being modified so that coupled cavity

density measurements can also be ❑ade during the

primary bank discharge. In addition to the diag-

nostics shown in Fig. V-3, monochrometers which

will permit spectroscopic plasma studies are being

installed. A side-on ruby laser interferometer,

to be used in the investigation of the plasma

end-plug interaction, has been designed and will

be implemented in the near future.

The Scylla IV-P computer monitored data

acquisition system consists of 24 biomation

channels and 48 Standard Engineering Corporation

(SEC) units. All the data collected by these

units are analyzed ,,on-Iine!tby the ScYlla Iv-p

Prime 300 computer. All the bank monitors,

primary master gap, primary submasters, crowbar

mastera, and PI master, are monitored with the

biomations and displayed on a hard copier along

with the corresponding time delays and the primary

bank waveform, quarter period and maximum field.

The total magnetic flux loops, on one end bubble,

are also monitored on biomations. The SEC units

generally record the output from the diamagnetic

loop-probes, the luminosity apparatus and the

prompt neutron detectors. Other diagnostics are

either monitored on oscilloscopes or are

temporarily placed on the SEC units. The Thomson

scattering apparatus is self-contained, having its

own data acquisition and reduction system.

c. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITHOUT END PLUGS

In order to determine the plasma parameters,

stability behavior, and end-loss characteristics,

which establish reference conditions for

end-stoppering studies, experiments were conducted

with the theta-pinch ends unobstructed. An

initial static fill pressure of 10-mTorr D2 and a

primary bank voltage of 45 kV were used in these

experiments. Eefore proceeding to the full

primary bank plasma studies, the properties of the

preionized plasma were investigated.

1. Preionlzation Studies. Ideally, the

preionized plasma should be highly ionized,

radially and axially uniform, and impurity free.

Experiments were carried out to determine the pre-

ionization bank configuration which most closely

produced these optimum conditions. In these

studies the time-resolved plasma electron

inventory was determined with a side-on 3.39-U

coupled cavity interferometer, the plasma radial

uniformity waa checked with an end-on ruby laser

interferometer, and the relative impurity level

was monitored using a monochrometer-

photomultiplier combination tuned to the OH

spectral line at 3973.3 Il.

A summary of the results of the preionization

study is given in Table V-I where the PI bank con-

figurations, energies, and applied capacitor

voltages are listed along with the maximum

ionization expressed as a percentage of full



TABLE V-I

PREIONIZATION EXPERIMENT SUMMARY

Number of Capacitor PI Bank Maximum Ionization Decay
0.7 UF Capacitors Voltage Energy Ionization e-folding time

-&!Q- W (%) (us)

10 50

10 40

5 60

5 50

ionization of the 10-mTorr fill gas, and the

e-folding decay time from peak ionization .

Although a small degree of compression and

radial variation of the preionized plasma at early

times was indicated from examination of the end-on

ruby laser interferograms, the plasma was observed

to be highly uniform at times greater than a few

microseconds after the time of gas breakdown (8 to

10 US after initiation of the PI discharge).

Thus, the measured ionization percentages greater

than 100~ (Table V-I) obtained at the higher PI

bank energies cannot be attributed to errors in

reduction of the side-on coupled cavity data due

to plasma compression and radial nonuniformities.

The exoess electron inventory most probably

results from wall impurity ionization. The

spectroscopic data also indicated an increase in

impurity radiation level with increased PI bank

energy, the most significant increase occurring

when the PI bank energy was increased from

6.3 to 8.8 kJ resulting in a factor of three junp

in the relative impurity intensity level. A

measure of the axial uniformity of the preionized

plasma was obtained from the axially arrayed

diamagnetic loop-probe data. These data indicated

a more uniform axial distribution of the pIasma

when the five capacitor PI bank configuration was

used.

As a consequence of these experimental

results, a configuration consisting of five

capacitors charged to 55 kV was chosen as an

optimum compromise between ionization fraction,

plasma uniformity and reproducibility, and

impurity minimization. This PI bank system was

used in all the experiments discussed below. In

these experiments the primary bank discharge was

8.8 136 ~26 17

5.6 101 ~ 8 22

6.3 95 ~ 12 19

U.4 77k8 27

applied - 20 ps after initiation of the preioni-

zation discharge.

2 . Primarv Discbarge Plasma Stabilitv

Characteristic&. Side-on stereo streak photo-

graphs of the primary discharge plasma were taken

at an axial position 17 cm from the coil midplane.

Figure V-4 presents typical streak pictures taken

at two different camera sweep rates. The upper.

most streak in each photograph shows the plasma

column viewed from the top of the theta-pinch coil

and an upward motion in this streak representa

plasma movement toward the coil feed slot. The

uPPer streak in each photograph shows the column

viewed from the front of the coil and an upward

992

972

l--lom--—

Figure V-4.
Stereoscopic streak photographs of the Scylla IV-P
plasma column obtained at two different camera
sweep rates at an axial position 17 cm from the
coil midplane. The bottom streak in each
photograph shows the plasma as viewed from the top
of the theta-pinch coil and the upper streak shows
the column viewed f~om the coil front.
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motion in this case represents a plasma movement

downward in the gravitational sense.

From examination of many stereo streak photo-

graphs the plasma stability time history can be

described as follows: (1) a damped m.2 oscillation

of the column is observed immediately after the

termination of the imploslon phase; (2) the plasma

!Iwobble!ror m=l rotation begins - ~-~ PS after

discharge initiation and never totally damps out;

and (3) the plaama exhibits a slight m=2

distortion at times t 1 10 PS. The initial m=2

oscillation can be clearly identified as a

rotating elliptical plasma cross section from the

streak photographs of Fig. V-4a. The average

frequency of the rotation is 0.81 ~ 0.15 MHZ and

the instability damps out after 3-4 PS.

The onset time of the m.1 wobble is 4.7 f 0.6

/.ls. This instability is characterized by a

frequency of 0.42 2 0.05 MHz and a growth rate of

0.9 t 0.1 MHz. The wobble generally attains a

peak amplitude of - 2 cm, after which it begins to

damp out. Figure V-5 shows a time projection of

the wobble trajectory, reduced from the accompany-

ing streak photograph, where “in” on the in-out

axis indicates motion toward the coil feed shot

and !Iupn on the up-down axis has the usual

gravitational meaning. The plasma column rotatea

in the counterclockwise direction, which is the

direction expected for ion rotation due to

YI
10(lS

1 -20 .s4
DOWN

Figure V-5.
Time trajectory of the plasma column, reduced from
the accompanying streak photograph.

end-shorting of the radial electric field in the

plasma sheath. A limited number of stereo streak

photographs were taken at an axial position 16 cm

from the end of the coil. These data, in con-

junction with simultaneous streaks taken near the

coil midplane, indicate that the amplitude of the

wobble increases toward the center of the coil and

that there is little phase shift between the two

axial positions, implying that the oscillation has

a nodal point near the end of the coil.

The presence of an m.2 distortion of the

plasma column at t ~ 10 MS is also indicated from

the end-on holographic interferograms (discussed

below). However, since the interferometric

technique measures an axially integrated density

profile, whether or not the observed effect

results from a local m.2 distortion or a

distortion existing along the entire column length

cannot be resolved by this diagnostic. An

indication of the local behavior of the m=2

instability was obtained from the side-on,

20-channel, luminosity detector located 17 cm from

the coil midplane. Figure v-6 shows an end-on

interferogram, displaying the m=2 distortion at t
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FLgure v-6.
End-on interferogram, displaying m=2 distortion at
t = 1.6 PS, and the time history of the local
plasma column radius measured with the side-on
luminosity detector shown schematically.
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. 11.6 ~e, and a time history of the local plasma

column radius measured With the luminosity

detector. Both data were obtained on the same

discharge. The luminosity data shows an increase

in plasma radius between 10.8 and 11.8 YS,

consistent with the m=2 distortion inslicatedon

the interferogram. Such a correlation does not

absolutely identify the local character of the

distortion but certainly does imply the existence

of local m=2 behavior of the plasma. In order to

clearly identify the nature of the local

distortion, a second luminosity apparatus has been

constructed and will be installed at 90 to the

original apparatus. This scheme will provide a

quantitative analog to the stereo streak camera

technique and provide a local two-dimensional

plasma profile.

3. Axi llVa Aver~ed Plasma hnsitv Ffeasure-

-. The spatial and temporal evaluation of the

axially averaged plasma electron density ciistri-

MAon waa determined with an end-on, 30-ns

pulsed, holographic ruby laser interferometer.

Figure V-7 presents a time sequence of plasma

column interferograms. Each interferogram was

obtained on a separate discharge and the entire

5.6/Ls

Time sequence
grams.
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11.6/.Ls

Figure V-7,
plasma column encl-oninterfero-

8.8-cm diauseter of the discharge tube wae

illuminated by the interferometer laaer light.

The fringe pattern on each Interferogram was

digitized and reduced with software developed for

the CTR-PDP-1O computer. The results of this data

reduction scheme, which does not require that the

interferogram have a symmetric profile, give the

axially averaged peak density, total integrated

electron inventory, and a three-dimensional

isometric plot of the axially averaged electron

deneity distribution.

The time history of the axially averaged peak

density, nA, which does not necessarily occur on

the discharge tube axis, is presented in Fig. v-8.

A peak density of approximately 1.6 x 1016 cm-3 is

obtained at peak compression. The peak density

drops sharply with the decrease in the main field

snd subsequently decays gradually to a value of

about 0.6 x 1016 cm-3 prior to the column breakup.

The three-dimensional density plots corresponding

to the interferogram sequence of Fig. V-7 are

shown in Fig. V-9. The double density peaks ob-

served on these plots for t > 11.6 JIS are sug-

gestive of the m.2 distortion discussed

previously.
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Figure v-8.
Time history of the plasma column peak density.
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Figure V-9.
Three-dimensional plots of the plasma column
density distribution.

4. Plasma Excluded Flux Measurement. The

effective radius, reff, at which magnetic flux is

excluded from the plasma and the axial evolution

of reff have been determined from diamagnetic

loop-probe measurements. Seven loop-probe systems

are arranged along the discharge tube axis. With

2=0 defining one end of the 500-cm-long

theta-pinch coil, the loop-probes are located at z

= 17, 34, 51, 83, 117, 151, and 250 cm.

Figure V-10 presents the excluded flux

‘adiusl ‘eff versus time measured at each of the

seven axial positions, z, noted above, and

represents typical data. The excluded flux radius

varies smoothly in time at axial positions z > 83

cm. However, near the coil end significant

perturbations in the time evolution Of reff are

observed. Considering the data obtained at the

axial station nearest the coil end (2=17 cm),

three distinct “spikes” can be identified with the

start of first spike at t . 4.9 * 0.4 ps after

discharge initiation; the second and third spikes

begin at t . 8.0 ~ 0.4 ps

respectively. The first

increase of 80 ~ 20$ in

and t = 10.6 3 0.3 ps,

spike represents an

the magnitude of reff
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Figure V-10,
Typical time history of the plasma effective
radius obtained simultaneously by seven
diamagnetic loop-probe systems arrayed along the
discharge tube axis, and the main magnetic field
waveform. Z=O defines the coil end.

measured immediately prior to the spike

initiation; the second and third “spikes are

generally smaller in magnitude than the first.

The Inward propagation of the first spike can

usually be identified on the excluded flux data

taken at the z . 17-, 34-, and 51-cm positions,

while the second and third spikes are found to

decay beyond recognition at z > 34 cm. The inward

velocity of the first spike, measured from the

time of arrival at each loop-probe location, is -

1 x 107 cmlsec, about a factor of U lower than any

characteristic plasma veloclty. Although the

origin of these plasma perturbations is presently

unknown, it is of interest to note that the onset

time of the first spike at 2=17 cm approximately

coincides with the observed onset time of the

wobble instability as determined from the streak

camera photographs.

The excluded flux radius measured at z = 250

cm is used in the plasma beta determination. From

Fig. V-10, reff at z.250 cm is seen to attain a
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value of about 0.6 cm for 2 PS < t C 10 ps. At

times greater than 10 us, the excluded flux radius

decays to the relatively low value of . 0.1 cm at

t=20 ps.

5. Plasma Radius and Beta Measurement~. The

plasma column radiua at an axial position 17 cm

from the theta-pinch coil rnidplane is measured

using a 20-channel side-on viewing luminosity

apparatus. The plasma radius data are combined

with the excluded flux data to yield the plasma

beta, assuming a Gaussian profile for the plasma

radial density distribution. Figure V-n presents

the lle plasma radius and peak beta as a function

of time along with the plasma position, excluded

flux, and main field waveform. These data are

generated ‘Ion-line!tand Fig. V-II is repre-

sentative of a typical plasma discharge. Although

the radius and beta data points display a large

degree of scatter, estimates of average values can

be made. The l/e plasma radius attains an average

maximum value of about 1.2 cm at peak field and

then decays linearly to . 0.6 cm at t=20 ps. The

average beta remains relatively constant at ~

0.7 for t > 11 s, subsequently decaying to zero

att= 19-20 ~s. The onset time of the plasma

wobble (m=l) and subsequent plasma oscillations

observed on the streak photographs are also

identifiable on the plasma position data.
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Figure V-n.
Plasma I/e radius, centroid position, excluded
flux and main field, and beta determined from the
side-on luminosity apparatus and diamagnetic
loop-probe located 17 cm from the coil midplane.
Data for a typical plasma discharge.

~s w~I

lieutron Diaanosti~. In the Scylla IV-P experi-

ment, prompt measurements of the neutron emission

rate are normalized to total yield ❑easurements to

lTprovide an estimate of the ion temperature, ~.

The normalization for these measurements is

provided by time-integrated neutron yields

determined with silver-foil activation counters

constructed in the standard Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory geometry.2 Five counters are used, and

these are axially spaced 1 m apart with the first

counter placed 0.5 m from the coil end. The

counters have been calibrated in situ with a Pu-Be

neutron source placed on the discharge tube axis.

Observed yields are in excess of ,.8

neutrons/meter at the center of the theta pinch,

The prompt detectors, consisting of

lead-shielded sclntillator-photomultipliercombi-

nations, are positioned at the same axial

locations as the silver counters. Yields derived

from prompt measurements have shown reasonable

agreement with silver counter yields at the same

locations. Extracting an ion temperature from the

prompt detector signals requires a knowledge of

the plasma radial density distribution and an

inversion of the expression for the volume emis-

sion rate as a function of MaxwellIan temperature

Ti. The data analysis software currently in use

calculates the ion temperature, Ti, at each axial

position as a function of time based on the simple

approximation of a Gaussian radial density profile

with constant e-folding radius, a, and central

density, nA. An example of this IIon-line!!data

reduction to Ti with a . 1.0 cm and nA = 1.6 X

1016 cm-3 is shown in Fig. V-12.

An alternative procedure is to rely upon the

reproducibility of the discharge and use the

radius and peak density obtained from end-on

interferograms. Plotted In Fig. V-13a are tem-

perature calculated from the interferometrio data

and the reaction rates measured at the times of

the interferogram exposures. These procedures

indicate a peak Ti Z 1.5 keV at about 3-Q PS and a

decay to Ti : 1.0 keV at about 15 ps, which agrees

well with the results obtained assuming a constant

density and radius. The fact that this method is

relatively insensitive to small errors in nA and a
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Figure V-12,
Time history of main magnetic field and ion tem-
peratures obtained from on-line computer analysis
of prompt neutron detector array data. Each plot
shows the axial position, Z, of the detector,
where Z.O defines the coil end, and the total
yield measured by silver counters.
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Figure V-13.
Ion temperature time history based on; a) prompt
neutron detector data using plasma radius and
central density obtained from end-on interfero-
grams, b) pressure balance using beta determined
from interferograms and excluded flux data.

results since Ti is approximately inversely

proportional to ~.

An independent estimate of the ion tempera-

ture is based on pressure balance in the plasma

column. The peak plasma beta, flA (not necessarily

on the discharge tube axis), is calculated from a

direct measurement of the plasma effective radius,

‘eff~ and the plasma radius, a, determined from

the end-on interferometric data. Measurement of

the magnetic field outside of the plasma column,

B, is used with 6A to compute the peak plasma

energy density, BAB2/8T, which by pressure balance

is the peak thermal energy, nAk(Te+Ti).

Interferometr.icdata for the central density nA is

used with Morseqs mode13 for thermal electron

conduction to the theta-pinch ends to determine

the energy partitioning between electrons and

ions, and thus extract an ion temperature. The

time history of the ion temperature calculated by

this method is shown in Fig. V-13b.

A comparison of the pressure-balance tempera-

ture with that determined from the neutron diag-

nostics indicates very good agreement at early

times near peak magnetic field, but a large

discrepancy exists between these results at later

times. . Several possible causes for this

discrepancy are being investigated. It is

possible that the proximity of the prompt

detectors to the paraffin neutron moderators of

the silver counters results in a high background

gamma fluence from neutron-gamma interactions in

the moderator material during the discharge. This

possibility is amenable to experimental solution.

It is also possible that the electron and ion

energies are not partitioned according to Morsets

model at late times. However, even if all the

energy resided with the ions, there would still be

a large discrepancy in the two results. It is

also possible that the discrepancy results from

uncertainty in using the end-on interferometric

data to estimate plasma density and radius at the

center of the pinch. As noted earlier, the

neutron temperature is very nearly inversely

proportional to~Aand~. However, the

pressure balance temperature is approximately

inversely proportional to n& and a2, especially at

late times when OAis small. Thus the pressure

balance temperature is four times more sensitive

to errors in the radius than the neutron tempera-

ture, and twice as sensitive to errors in central
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density. Either a partial stagnation of plasma at

the ends of the coil, OP ionization of impurities

in the end regiona can lead to an axial and radial

electron distribution which tenda to overestimate

the central density and radius at the pinch center

at late times.

D. PLASMA END LOSS STUDIES

With primary experimental efforts directed

toward the generation, containment and

stabilization of high–energy plasma in non linear

configurations, the fundamental limitation on

plasma containment in linear devices, namely

plaama end loss, has received little experimental

investigat.lon. However, with the renewed interest

in linear theta pinches as possible reactor

systems, the problem of end effects must again be

recognized as the major and limiting factor

encountered in linear theta–pinch devices. The

detailed processes governing the end-loss event

have not been determined either experimentally4~5

or theoretically.6 Further, the applicability of

continuum MHD or collisionless particle theories

to the description and analysis of the plasma

end-loss process and the appropriate end-loss

scaling laws have not been clearly established. A

principle objective of the Scylla IV-P experiment

is to carry out more detailed atudles of the

end-loss phenomena than have previously been

attempted, thus leading to a better understanding

of the end-loss physics and providing a base on

which analytical models can be developed.

1. Interferometric Studies of Particle End

!&Kifi.The particle end-loss time in linear theta

pinches has classically been obtained using end-on

interferometric techniques. An area integration

over the interferogram fringe shift profile yields

the total number of electrons within the path of

the Interferometer laser beam at the time during

the discharge that the Interferogram was taken.

If the plasma expands radially after flowing out

the ends of the device thus leaving the field of

view of the interferometer, as is generally

assumed, then the measured decay rate of the

electron inventory determines the particle loss

rate from the confines of the theta–pinch coil.

However, end effects such as wall ablation at the

ends of the discharge tube and the behavior of the
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plasma in the end regions can significantly

confuse the interpretation of the interferograms

assumed to be representative of only the confined

plasma within the coil region. An attempt to

Identify the plasma behavior In the end regions

has been carried out on the Scylla IV-P theta

pinch and will be discussed below.

The total electron inventory obtained from

the interferograms, Fig. V-7, is plotted as a

function of time, after primary bank initiation,

in Fig. V-14. The crosshatching has been

introduced as a visual aid. The data were

obtained during the early stages of the Scylla

IV-P operation with plasma and therefore were not

taken under optimum conditions of discharge tube

cleanliness. A more precise interferometric

determination of the electron Inventory time

history, with the theta pinch in a completely

‘Icleant!discharge condition, is presently in

progress. The data of Fig. V-14 do represent the

basic phenomenology of the Scylla IV-P particle

end-loss process. The general characteristics of

the inventory time history of Fig. V-14 are

identical to those observed on the 5-m linear

Scyllac device.5 Specifically, the total particle

25 /fSOC

\

lime (U*)

Figure V-14.
Time history of electr& inventory determined from
end-on interferograms. The straight line is a
least square fit to data taken at.times subsequent
to 6 uS.



inventory is seen to remain relatively constant

for an initial period of approximately 6- to 8-PS

duration before an exponential decay is observed.

The cause of this initial inventory plateau has

not been previously understood. For the data

subsequent to 6 vs, a least squares fit yields an

inventory e-folding time of - 25 Ps. This is

greater than expected from simple scaling with

previous experiments and can probably be

attributed to the large data scatter and the

initially unfavorable conditions of the discharge

tube.

. Framing and Streak Camera Studies in the

End-Bubble ReKiw. Studies of the gas flow from

the plasma column into the vacuum vessels at the

theta-pinch ends have been carried out using both

short time exposure photography and a streak

camera. A Beckman-Whitley framing camera,

operating with a 10-ns exposure time, records the

plasma self-luminosity and the luminosity produced

from the plasma-wall contact at various times

during the plasma flow event. A TRW streak

camera, viewing the same end bubble as the framing

camera, records the spatial and temporal

development of the end region light for a period

of approximately 10 PS after initiation of the

main discharge. The field of view of both cameras

encompassed the entire 45-cm length of the 20-cm

id. end vacuum vessel.

Figure V-15 presents a typical streak

photograph and several framing camera photographs

of the plasma flow into the end-bubble region.

Considering the streak photograph, two plasma

light fronts are observed to enter the end region

approximately 0.5 MS after discharge initiation.

An initial ~Jfast~~front propagates through the

entire length of the end bubble attaining a final

velocity of about 0.9 x 107 cm/s; the initial

velocity (of - 0.8 PS duration) is about 1.7 x 107

cm/sec. This fast luminous phenomena is also

identified on the framing camera photographs at t

= 1.1 and 1.6 PS and appears as a diffuse

parabolic light front. The grainy light structure

appearing on the early time framing camera

photograph (t=l.1 #s) is not plasma Mght but

~tb~eed-thru~~on the image cOtIVerter tube resulting

from the intense radiation generated by the plasma

wall contact at late stages of the end flow

9.2cm IDS

16.8cm/fls

-A L- 45 cm

Straakcamera

/

Framing camero

field of view
\ ..----------.”. “e’dofview
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x loops
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1.1JJs

2.6US

5.1X

Figure V-15.
Streak and framing camera photographs Of the
plasma flow in tileend bubble region.

process. The initial fast front is believed to be

the result of an axially outward propagating

‘shock!!initialized during the plasma implosion

phase; the diverging magnetic field lines at the

theta-pinch ends generate a radial magnetic field

component, Br, which can interact with je in the

imploding current sheath resulting in a jeBr force

which accelerates particles into the end-bubble

region.

The second “slow” front appearing on the

streak photograph propagates into the vacuum

vessel with an initial velocity of about 0.7 x 107

cmlsec. This front rapidly decelerates and

stagnates at about 3 ~S at a position
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approximately 20 cm from the theta-pinch coil end.

From the framing camera photographs, this second

front can be identified as a luminous ring

regulting from the plasma-wall interaction. The

temporal evolution of the end-bubble wall light

can be observed on the framing camera photographs.

The narrow band of light formed - 10 cm from the

coil end shortly after discharge initiation

propagates axially and continually broadens,

nearly filling the entire vacuum vessel for t > 13

/is .

It should be noted that in dynamic plasma

events, such as the end flow process, the observed

light does not necessarily identify the mass dis-

tribution.7 In addition, no conclusions concerning

the ❑agnetic field distribution can be ❑ade from

observation of the plasma light. Experiments

designed to determine the transient plasma mass

and magnetic field distributions in the end

regions are discussed below.

T lM t“c F Mea~ ment

End-Bubble Regic& The effect of plasma flow in

the end-bubble region on the magnetic flux

structure was determined using individual wire

loops which encircle an end vacuum vessel. Nine

loops were positioned 5 cm apart with the first

loop 5 cm from tbe coil end (Fig. V-15). The

axial distribution of magnetic flux, @v, in the

absence of plasma flow was measured on discharges

without gas (vacuum shots). The perturbed flux

distribution, .$P,resulting from the plasma-field

interaction within the end-bubble region was

measured on plasma discharges with an initial

10-mTorr gas fill pressure.

Figure v-16 presents typical data for @p/dv,

the ratio of total measured magnetic flux with

plasma flow to that obtained under vacuum

conditions, versus axial position z within the end

bubble where z.O defines the theta-pinch coil end

and -z values Indicate positiona external to the

coil. Values of @p/ov < 1 indicate exclusion of

the magnetic fields by the plasma. For @p . qv,

the axial distribution of magnetic flux is

identical for both plasma and vacuum discharges.

It should be noted that the condition @p . &v does

not imply that the internal magnetic field

structure is the same for both vacuum and plasma

discharges but ia rather a measure of the total
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Evolution of @_/.fI..,th; ratio of total flux in the
end-bubble re~ionv”with plasma to that measured
under vacuum condition, ~ axial position. Z.o
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magnetic flux contained within the area defined by

the loop. Values of+p/6v > 1 are obtained when,

at a given axial location, the plasma-field

interaction results in an Increase in total

magnetic flux over tbe value measured in the

vacuum case. This condition can exist in the flow

of a highly conductive plasma, where the magnetic

fields inside the plasma are !Ifrozenin!’and are

convected axially with the flowing plaama.

From inspection of Fig. v-16 it can be seen

that during the initial stages of the plasma end

flow event significant magnetic field exclusion

occurs in the end-bubble region. At early times,

t = 1.0 ps, partial exclusion of magnetic flux is

observed at all axial positions 121> 5 cm.

Referring to Fig. V-15, a luminous band of light

is observed at Izl - 5 cm on the framing camera

photograph obtained at t . 1.1 PS. This luminous

band results from the interaction of plasma with

the end of the theta-pinch discharge tube which

extends - 45 cm from the coil end. It thus

aPPears that the plasma-wall interaction produces

a ring of plasma of sufficient conductivity to

partially prevent, at t . 1.0 ps, the penetration

of magnetic flux into the end vacuum chamber. At

t . 2.0 ys, Fig. v-16, partial flux exclusion is

obtained only at axial positions IzI > 15 cm.

Again referring to the framing camera photographs,

Fig. V-15, an intense luminous band, resulting

from the plasma wall interaction, is observed at



121 = 15 to

conductivity of

again result in

axial positions

20 cm and t = 2.6 )JS. The

this luminous band of plasma could

the exclusion of plasma at greater

(larger 121). Accordingly, as the

region of intense plasma-wall interaction advances

along the end vacuum vessel the quantity of

magnetic flux excluded from the end vessel

decreases. The plasma-wall interaction region

stagnates at Izl - 20 cm and t . 3 ~s. However,

the magnitude of excluded flux continuously

decreases after this time with @p/ov exceeding

unity for t > 5.5 PS which indicates convection of

the magnetic fields ‘tfrozenn into the axial

flowing plasma. For t > 5.5 Ps, &p/.pv remains

greater than unity at axial positions between 15

and 40 cm. The experimental observation time is

presently limited to 20 As. The observed values

of-@p/@v at IZI = 40 and 45 cm are irreproducible

from discharge to discharge, probably a result of

the plasma interaction with the metal vacuum tee

located 50 cm from the coil end, Fig. V-15.

4. Plasma End F1OW Pressure Measurements.

In order to sense local plasma momentum flux,

diagnostics must be placed in direct contact with

the plasma. Piezoelectric pressure probes, which

are optimum for this measurement, have been

successfully employed in the investigation of

4!7!8 In the Scylla IV-Ppulsed plasma discharges.

experiment a small diameter pressure sensor was

used to determine the plasma momentum flux at

locations within the plasma near the coil ends.

A schematic of the piezoelectric pressure

probe is shown in Fig. V-17a. The probe consists

of a thin piezoelectric crystal sandwiched between

two 0.2-cm-dlam quartz acoustical delay lines 52-

and 15-cm long. The longer quartz rod delays the

arrival of the plasma pressure signal at the high

electrical impedance (- 6Mf0 piezoelectric crystal

by - 91 W, thus allowing the plasma discharge

noise transients to decay to an acceptable level

before the pressure signal is recorded. The

acoustically matched 15-cm-long quartz backing rod

at the rear face of the piezoelectric crystal

delays the arrival of the reflected (from the end

of the 15-cm-long rod) pressure pulse approx-

imately 54 IISand thus defines the ,probeexperi-

mental observation time. The crystal-delay line

assembly is mounted within a copper tube which is

cm” *,.!J .2-,, m’

d P,,, w,, prob. sd!,m.at,c

d Rob. fevuwl. C9fl.cled shock

blP,.,sur. W&O mF4,hw W.”. r“ dmk IA,

Figure V-17.
Pressure probe system and calibration waveform;
a) Pressure probe schematic, b) probe amplifier
schematic, C) probe signature generated by a
reflected shock wave in the end wall of a shock
tube.

enclosed within a protective alumina sheath. The

signal from the piezoelectric crystal is carried

to a triax fitting at the probe end by a twisted

wire pair. The probe output signal is then fed

into an active capacitor unit which effectively

eliminates the crystal signal amplitude reduction

resulting from the capacitance of the crystal,

twisted wire pair and signal cables. A line

driver unit, shown schematically in Fig. V-17b, is

used to drive the - 45 m of 50-ohm cable between

the active capacitor unit and the recording

oscilloscope.

The pressure probe system, including the

probe unit itself and all associated electronic

components and cabling, was calibrated and its

response studied by using the constant pressure

increment generated by a reflected shock wave in a

simple gas dynamic shock tube. The pressure probe

system calibration factor is V/Ap . 0.11 3 0.006
2volts/megadyne/cm . The system response to the

reflected shock pressure jump is shown in

Fig. V-17C. The probe risetime is approximately

1.5 Ps, which is more than an order of magnitude

shorter than the time scale of the measured plasma

pressure signal, but too long to resolve the

detailed structure of fast transient phenomena.

The probe RC decay time is determined by the

parallel RC circuit in the amplifier unit and is

about 1600 As.
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The pressure probe was inserted axially into

the end-bubble region through a plate at the end

of the theta-pinch vacuum tee. Data were recorded

at axial positions z . -1, -6, -11, -16, and -26

cm, where z = O defines tbe end of the theta-pinch

coil and -z values again indicate positions

external to tbe coil. Radial ❑easurements are

made by rotating the probe about an axis located

91 cm from the coil end and R=O definez the

discharge tube center line. Figure v-18 shows the

probe response under various discharge conditions.

In the vacuum shot data record of Fig. V-18a, the

oscilloscope trace was triggered at main bank

time. The arrow labeled to indicates the acoustic

delay time in the delay line between the plasma

and the piezoelectric crystal, again this is the

time required for a pressure pulse to be sensed by

the crystal. All electrical noise transients have

P

(0.2 v/dw)

P

(o.2VfiN)

P

(0.2 Vmiv)

Pressure

I

II

Lg

Z=-llcm, R=Ocm

Figure v-18.
DI’Obe resDonse within the

Vacuum,No
timedelay

Wxuum

Plosma,Probe
tip capped

end-bubble
region under various discharge condition.

decayed by time to. Figure V-18b shows a vacuum

shot pressure probe signature where the

oscilloscope trace is delayed 75 PS from the time

of the main bank discharge initiation and the

sweep rate is 5 ps/cm, which are the recording

conditions under which the plasma pressure data

are collected. From examination of these data

trace, it can be seen that extraneous effects that

are not a result of local plasma pressure, such as

magnetic loading of the piezoelectric crystal and

discharge noise, are not present on the pressure

probe electrical response. An additional

perturbation to the pressure probe response can

result from plasma impact on the probe protective

alumina sheath; since the quartz delay line does

contact the 0.4-cm-o.d. alumina sheath at a

limited number of places, pressure impact loading

of tbe sheath can be transmitted to the

piezoelectric crystal. Figure v-18c shows the

pressure probe response to a plasma discharge when

direct contact between the plasma and the probe

pressure sensing tip is broken by a 2-cm-long,

0.6-cm-o.d. alumina cap friction fitted over the

probe tip. The small sinewave-like signal results

from pressure impact loading of the protective

alumina sheath and is easily subtracted from the

recorded plasma pressure data. A typical pressure

probe data record taken with 45-kV main bank

voltage and 10-mTorr fill pressure at z . - 11 cm

and R=O cm is shown in Fig. V-18d. The ‘foot!!

seen on the data trace preceding the first large

pressure spike results from impact loading of the

probe sheath and should be neglected.

Radial surveys of the end flow plasma

pressure distribution, recorded at z = - 6 cm, are

shown in Fig. V-19. ‘l’hepressure profile measured

at any given axial and radial position is

characterized by either a single-pressure pulse of

10 p or less duration as illustrated in

Fig. V-19a or a double-pressure pulse with a total

duration of > 20 vs as shown in Fig. V-19b. The

amplitude and duration of the first pulse is

approximately the same in both cases. The

irreproducibility of the second pressure pulse is

believed to result from the off-axis displacement

of the plasma column due to the onset of the

wobble instability. Accordingly, the m=1

displacement not only affects the plasma column
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Figure V-19.
Radial pressure surveys at an axial position 6 cm
from the theta–pinch coil ends; a) typical single
pressure pulse data records, b) typical double
pulse data records.

position within the confines of the theta pinch

but also the distribution of axially flowing

plasma in the end regions external to the coil.

The pressure ❑easured by the probe is

approximately equal to n[k(Te+Ti) + miv21 where n

is the local particle density, mi is the ion mass,

and v is the particle axial flow velocity.

Assuming that the sum of the particle thermal and

kinetic energies remains reasonably constant

during the axial flow process, then the measured

pressure is directly proportional to the local

particle density and the pressure profiles can be

interpreted as representing density profiles.

Considering the pressure records of Fig. V-19, the

significant decrease in measured pressure at

radial positions > 2 cm indicates that the plasma

flowing into the end vacuum chamber does not

immediately expand to the wall, as Is usually

assumed, but. rather remains highly columnated.

ho

.2 ,0
[ t=2.opsec

“ 9>.-,

Figure V-20,
Plasma end flow pressure profiles
and b) t = 5 Ys.

at a) t = 2.0 PS

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. V-20 where

the pressure profiles are plotted for the entire

flow field between z . - 1 and z . - 26 cm at two

different times. Again, owing to the risetime

limitation of the pressure probe, the detailed

structure of highly transient behavior cannot be

resolved and the profiles of Fig. V-20 therefore

represent the large-scale phenomenology of the end

flow event. Figure V-20 presents the pressure

data obtained during the early stages of the flow

into the end-bubble region. The broad radial

pressure profile recorded at z . - 16 cm is

associated with the axial driven ‘fshockninitiated

during the implosion phase and observed on the

streak end framing photographs of Fig. V-15 and

therefore does not represent mass flow from the

main plasma column. At axial positions closer to

the coil end, the plasma flowing from the plasma
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column does not exhibit a rapid radial expansion.

At later times, Fig. V-20, when the end flow is

fully developed and the initial shock front has

traversed the entire length of the end-bubble

region, a highly columnated plasma flow is

observed. The maximum I/e plasma radius at z . -

26 cm, egtimated from the pressure profiles of

Fig. V-20, is about a factor of two smaller than

the discharge tube radiua and the I/e radius at z

. - 6 cm is only about 50,%greater than the plasma

column radius measured at the coil midplane.

These measurements clearly indicate that the

outflowing plasma does not expand immediately to

the vacuum vessel wall after leaving the confines

of the theta-pinch coil. In fact, little radial

expansion is observed within the limits of the

measured flow field.

As previously discussed, the time history of

the plasma electron inventory determined from

end-on interferograms (Fig. V-14) displayed an

initial period of relatively constant inventory

before an exponential decay was observed. This

initial plateau effect can now be understood from

the results of the end-flow plasma pressure

measurements. The interferometer responds to all

the electrons within the laser beam path. Since

the plasma flowing from the theta-pinch ends

remains columnated and therefore within the

interferometer field of view, no decrease in

electron inventory will be observed. The axially

flowing plasma is believed to expand radially in

the vicinity of the flux excluding metal vacuum

teea which support the end-bubble chambers

(Fig. V-15). Accordingly, the interferometrically

observed electron inventory remains constant until

plasma flowing from the main column interacts with

the metal vacuum tees and expands out of the

interferometer field of view.

The non-Gaussian nature of the pressure

profile measured at z = - 1 cm, Fig. V-20, for

times t > 4.0 ps is not understood. Such behavior

could result from the off-axis plasma column

motion initiated by the m.1 wobble instability.

An alternative explanation is presented in the

analytical results of Wessons MHD end-flow

theory.g Wessona model predicts that the speed at

which particles axially flow from the plasma

column is proportional to Cs(l-(3)1/2where Cs is

the sound speed and ~ is the local value of the

plasma beta. Accordingly, particles would be

expected to be lost at a faster rate at off-axis

radial positions where the local ~ is smaller than

on axis. This !!onion skintf effect has been

observed in collisional plasma end-loss experi-

ments.10

5, Internal Maznetic Field Probi~ in the

End-Flow ~. The evolution of the magnetic

field distribution in the end-bubble region was

determined using the magnetic field probe array

shown in Fig. V-21. The array consists of five

6.5-mm-o.d. alumina-jacketed probes radially

epaced at 2.5-cm intervals. Each probe consiets

of two pickup coils, one of which is oriented to

be sensitive to bz and has an area (NA) of about

0.5 cm2, and the other sensitive to the orthogonal

component (Bg or Br) and has an NA of about 0.75
2cm . The inductive risetime of each probe is less

than 10 ns.

Figure V-22 presents the results of a

preliminary analysis of the magnetic field probe

data where the Bz field time histories have been

averaged over several plasma discharges. The

coordinate system is the same as that used to

display the pressure probe data. The eolid lines

represent results obtained with plasma and the

dashed lines represent vacuum field data. Near

the coil end, z . - 6 cm, R.0, field exclusion ia

—- - .-
—_
->_
-c-.

Figure V-21.

Internal magnetic field probe array.
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Figure V-22.
BZ magnetic field time histories
bubble region.

Z-26cm

within the end

observed but the characteristic structure of the

magnetic field is not significantly altered,

although a definite delay in the field arrival

time is observable in the plasma case. Further

down stream at z = - 16 and -26 cm, R=O, the

measured magnetic field with plasma greatly

exceeds the vacuum field value. This behavior not

only indicates that the field structure is changed

in the presence of plasma but also that magnetic

field is “frozenn into the plasma and is convected

axially with the gas flow.

The characteristics of the interaction

between the axially flowing plasma and the

magnetic field, neglecting the effect of magnetic

forces on the motion, can be described by the

vector magnetic diffusion equation given by,

where v is the magnetic diffusivity and V is the

plasma velocity. Considering the limiting

condition in the above equation where the plasma

is stationary, i-o, the evaluation of the

magnetic field can be seen to result from

diffusion into the conducting plasma which is

characterized by the magnetic diffusivity, ~ =

c2/4 no, where u is the plasma conductivity.

Conversely, in the flow of a perfectly conducting

fluid, u—co, no relative motion between the

magnetic field and the plasma exists. In this

event, magnetic fields outside the plasma will not

penetrate the gas and ❑agnetic fields inside the

plasma are ‘frozen” in and convected with the

flow. The relative importance of the convective

process compared to the diffusive process is

indicated by

Reynolds number

the ❑agnitude of the magnetic

which can be expressed as

where L is the characteristic system dimension and

V is the axial plasma flow velocity. When Rm >>

1, the magnetic fields external to the plaama will

not diffuse into the gas but any trapped field

will flow downstream with the plasma. For Rm C 1,

the magnetic field structure will be unaffected by

the plasma motion. Considering the plasma end

flow from Scylla IV-P and taking as characteristic

flow parameters V - 107 cm/see, L - 1 cm and Te .-

100 eV, the magnetic Reynolds number is

approximately 103. Accordingly, the significant

field convection observed experimentally is

predicted analytically. Although this effect can

be derived analytically, it has not Previously

been recognized in the treatment of the

theta-pinch end–loss problem.

E. INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH SOLID END

PLUGS

The loss of energy and particles from the

ends of linear theta pinches presents a

fundamental limitation In reactor applications for

these devices as well as for all open-ended

machines. Solid end plugs have been suggested as

one means of inhibiting the particle loss from

open-ended devices.11 In addition, recent

12 indicate that solid endnumerical calculations

plugs may aleo enhance the plasma energy

containment time. A preliminary investigation of

this approach to end stoppering has been carried

out on the Scylla IV-P theta pinch and the resulte

are discussed below.

1. Exoerimenta1 Amarat us. A photograph of

the solid end-plug apparatus is shown in

Fig. V-23. The plugs were cylindrically shaped

quartz, 5 cm in diameter and 3,8 cm thick. Each

plug was mounted on a quartz rod, and the entire
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Figure V-23.
Photograph of end-plug apparatus.

aasembly could be retracted out of or advanced

into the discharge tube. For the results

presented below, the front face of the plugs was

inserted Z 5 cm inside the theta-pinch coil ends.

2. End-R@on Flow Studieq. The phenom-

enology of the plasma flow in the regions exterior

to the theta-pinch coil ends was studied photo-

graphically and with the total magnetic flux

loops. Figure V-24 showa two time-integrated

photographs of the end bubble taken with and

COIL

without plugs inserted. No light was observed in

the end vessel with the plugs inserted, indicating

the absence of plasma flow out of the ends of the

discharge tube. Additional evidence of the

absence of plasma in the end vessel was provided

by the total magnetic flux loops that encircle the

end vessel and are arrayed along its length. The

data obtained from these loops on primary bank

discharges with no initial ~2 fill were

essentially identical to the data obtained from

plasma discharges With plugs inserted.

Conversely, plasma discharges taken wfth the plugs

retracted yielded data that ehowed clear evidence

of plasma flow (Fig. v-16).

?. Plasma Column Stabilitv Characteristio%.

Stereo-streak camera photographs (viewing from the

top and side simultaneously), taken at the coil

midplane with and without the plugs Inserted, are

shown in Fig. V-25. In the streak photograph

obtained without plugs, Fig. V-25b, the plasma

column wobble instability sets in about 5 ps after

initiation of primary discharge. The instability

saturates at an amplitude of approximately two

plasma diameters and then begins to damp. The

streak photograph obtained with the plugs inserted

shows the wobble onset. In this case, however,

the instability saturates at about one Plasma

diameter and damps out more rapidly, resulting in

SHOT 1523
WITH PLUGS

m I

WITHOUT PLUG WITH PLUG

Figure V-24.
Time integrated photographs of light in the
end-bubble region with and without the end plugs
inserted. The camera aperture setting is the same
for each exposure.
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Figure V-25.
Stereoscopicstreak photographs with and without
plugs inserted. The lower image in each
photograph corresponds to a top view of the plasma
column and the upper image corresponds to a side
view of the plasma.



a highly stable column. ‘l’hiseffect suggests that

the plasma wobble may be stabilized by line-tying

at the plugs. ‘he wobble onset time is - 1 PS

earlier with the plugs inserted than without

plugs, as determined from streak photographs taken

at a faster sweep rate and the side-on luminosity

apparatus. Further, the plasma light intensity in

the streak photograph obtained with the plugs

inserted persists 20-30$ longer than that obtained

without plugs.

U. Axial Variation of the P1.asma Effective

&KL&i. The plasma effective radius, reff was

obtained as a function of position and time by

measuring the magnetic flux excluded by the plasma

with the seven diamagnetic loop-probe systems

arrayed along the coil axis, z. Figure V-26

presents a comparison of reff at four axial

positions, with and without plugs inserted. As

can be seen, ‘eff was either the same or

maintained a higher value for a longer time with

the plugs inserted. This behavior was observed at

all axial positions, except that closest to the

plug (Az . 12 cm) where the data were

irreproducible.

5 . Axial Variation of Neutron Yield.

Figure V-27 presents a comparison of total neutron

yield as a function of axial position, with and

without plugs inserted. In general, the presence

mZ.51cm
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Figure v-26.
Plasma effective radius as a function of time at
four axial positions obtained with and without the
plugs. The data are averaged over 15 plasma
darecharges.
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Figure V-27,
Total neutron yield along the theta-pinch coil
axis determined from silver foil activation
counters. Arrows indicate detector
(L=coil length).

positions
The data are averaged over 23

discharges.

of the plugs has little effect on the yield; there

is some observed increase in yield at the ends of

the coil. Neutrons produced in the beam-target

interaction of plasma deuterons impinging on

deuterium molecules adsorbed on the plug could be

a Possible explanation for the increase in yield

near the ends. However, a crude estimate of

beam-target neutron yield gives Z 107 neutrons per

shot, which is insufficient to account for the

observed yield increase.

6. Time Evaluation of the Plasma EnerKv

!22Mi&Y. The plasma energy per unit length at the

COI1 midplane, la2(3AB2/81,was determined from the

diamag~etio loop measurements and estimates of the

plasma radius obtained from the side-on luminosity

apparatus. The time history of the central energy

line density obtained with and without the plugs

inserted is shown in Fig. V-28. The energy line

density maintains a higher value for a longer time

when the plugs are inserted. Further, the

instantaneous decay rate (slope of the curve) is

less when the plugs are inserted. This iS

especially evident at late times.

J. Plasma Pluu Interaction. The plugs

showed very little visible damage after 29 Plasma

discharges; the surface being slightly glazed with

small pit marks barely visible to the naked eye.

Assuming that all the plasma energy deposited on

the surface of the plugs goes only into ablating

the plug material, then the depth b to which each

plug should be eroded per discharge is given by,
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Figure v-28.
Plasma energy per unit length (r a2 (3A BZ2/8r,
where a is the plasma radius determined from
side-on luminosity measurements) as a function of
time, at the coil midplane. Data averaged over 15

discharges.

n k(Te+Ti)L
b=;:

P ‘AB ‘

where no and np are the plasma particle density

and the plug molecular density respectively, Te +

Ti is the central plasma total temperature, L is

the plasma column length and EAB is the plug

material ablation energy per molecule. Taking np

=2.7x 1022 cm-3 and EAB. 10eV/molecule, thenh

Z 0.5 cm for the Scylla IV-P plasma parameters.

Since the erosion observed after 29 discharges is

drastically less than that indicated above for one

discharge, energy absorption or loss mechanisms

other than ablatlon dominate the plasma-plug

interaction. The ionization of ablated plug

material and energy-loss mechanisms such as

radiation, cross field diffusion, and charge

exchange could significantly reduce the energy

deposition at the plug surface.

A theoretical effort has recently begun in

Group CTR-6 to analyze the phenomena resulting

from the plasma-plug interaction. A one-

dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamic and heat flow

code has been developed which permits the study of

the evaluation of ablated

thermal interaction with

column.11 Basically, the

the ablated plug material
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plug material and its

the theta-pinch plasma

code results show that

forms a thermal barrier

between the plasma and the cold plug by virtue of

the reduced thermal conductivity in the higher Z

material. An upper limit on the end-plug Z number

is obtained from qualitative consideratlona of

radiation losses. This energy loss mechanism is

not presently incorporated into the hydrodynamic

code. However, preliminary theoretical indica-

tions are that end plugs can significantly

increase the theta-pinch energy containment time

by eliminating particle loss and by forming a

layer of lower conductivity material at the ends

of the plasma columns.

j. SUwv of Solid End-Plu~ ExDeriments.

Some preliminary observations can be made from the

results of the initial end-plugging experiments.

In the presence of the plugs: (1) the flow of

plasma out of the device ends is stopped; (2)

plasma stability is enhanced; (3) the duration of

plasma luminosity increases 20-30$; (4) the plasma

effective radius increases and its decay rate

decreases; (5) the total neutron yield is not

appreciably affected; and (6) the plasma energy

line density at the coil midplane 1s increased in

magnitude and duration.
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VI. GUN INJECTION EXPERIMENT

J. E. Hammel, I. Henins, J. Marshall, A. R. Sherwood

A. INTRODUCTION

The Gun Injection Experiment was undertaken

as a part of the Scylla IV-P program, with the

purpose of developing the fnjection of plasma into

a linear 13pinch. The kinetic energy of the gun

plasma would be converted into thermal and pv

energy during injection resulting in a cylinder of

plasma with a temperature, hopefully, of several

hundred eV and a density in the 1015 range. This

would take the Place Of the similar plasma

generated in the usual 13pinch by implosion

heating. Injection would have an advantage over

implosion heating in that it would not require

high-voltage Insulation inside the blanket of a

reactor. The injected plasma would have to be

high B, i.e., it should nearly completely exclude

the field. In principle this can be achieved by

virtue of its high conductivity, the magnetic

field being pushed aside by plasma pressure. In

order for hi.gh-13injection to take place,the stag-

nation pressure of the gun plasma (PV2) must be at

least as large as the magnetic field pressure

(B2/8n) and the injection conditions should be

such as to produce a reasonably thin sheath

separating plasma from magnetic field. Many

injection experiments in the past have produced

low- 8 Injected plaamas apparently because the

8heath thickness was larger than the plasma radius

so that the whole plasma was sheath. The

conditions leading to excessive sheath thickness

are not well understood, but apparently they can

be overcome to some extent. The Investigation of

this problem is one of the main objectives of the

experiment.

The lnjectlon experiment was designed to mock

up the Scylla IV-P conditions reasonably well with

a 20-cm-diameter vacuum envelope surrounded by a

slow-pulsed solenoid capable of operating at

fields up to ~ 20 kG. The solenoid can be up to

~ m long so that propagation fnto the 5-m-long

Scylla IV-P machine can be approximated. Assuming

a density of 5 x 1015/cm3, a temperature

Te = Ti . 500 eV, with an injected plasma radius

of 5 cm filling the entire 5-m length of the

0 pinch, and noting that the plasma stream has to

provide additional energy to open a cavity In the

magnetic field, one finds that about 60 kJ of

plasma energy will be required, assuming 100S

efficiency. In fact, some of the gun plasma will

probably be flowing in tbe wrong direction for

injection, some will be reflected, and some might

pass entirely through the 0 pinch and be lost on

the far side. All of this implies that the gun to

be used with Scylla IV-P will probably have to

provide a total plasma energy in excese of 200 kJ.

It was decided to use standard LASL O-pinch

technology for the gun energy storage bank, i.e.,

60-kV capacitors with a Scyllac-type spark gap on

each capacitor. The bank of 100 capacitors was

constructed giving a nominal energy etorage of

300 kJ at 60 kV. Since normal operating voltage

for these systems is more often 45 kV than 60 kV,

the practical energy storage of the bank is really

about 200 kJ. Provision was made In the collector

plate for the connection of 100 additional

capaci.toreif that should appear to be desirable.

The gun was designed as a modest scale-up of the

gun used in the “Birdseedn series where guns

powered by explosive generators were flown in

high-altitude rockets to Inject plasma Into the

ionosphere. The present gun is 1.5 m long by

30 cm diameter, with a 10-cm-diametercenter elec-

trode. The electrodes are made of copper and the

insulation is high alumina ceramic arranged in an

inverse pinch configuration. The gun valve is of

the compressed rodlexplodlng plug designl which

has been employed on previous guns. A schematic

diagram of the apparatus ia shown in Fig. VI-1.

The initial experiments are to study the

properties of the gun plasma and its injection

into the solenoidal guide field. Investigation of

the properties of the gun plasma Itself is

necessary because the present gun is operating at

a higher voltage (45 kV) than has been used in

previous LASL deuterium guns (typically

10 kV).2 For these experiments a short IIsee-

throughgtcoil was built with slots between turns

so that interferometric measurements of plaema
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Fig. VI-1.
Schematic diag~am of gun experiment.

density could be carried out in the injection

region. During the period covered by this report,

experiments have been carried out only with the

see-through coil.

The results are described below organized

according to the diagnostic employed.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following diagnostics have been employed

on the experiment: gun current and voltage,

3.39-urn He-Ne coupled cavity interferometry,

0.63-vm He-Ne dual beam fractional interferometry,

calorimetry, fast image-converter photography,

single anti double frame holographic i.nterferom-

etry, diamagnetic flux exclusion measurements,

magnetic field probing, and neutron detection.

1. Gun Current and Volta6ceMeasurement~. The

gun has been operated in two different modes,

determined by the firing delay after gas injection

into the electrode space. The fast mode cor-

responds to a delay of 300 us and the slow mode to

360 PS, both with a plenum filling pressure of 14

bar. The fast mode current trace is characterized

by a peak of 800 kA and a longer period, while the

slow mode haa a peak current of 1.3 MA as shown in

Fig. VI-2. The different behavior is controlled

by the gas distribution when the voltage is

applied to the electrodes. The longer delay

allows more gas to get to the breech and appar-

ently allows the current to start closer to the

breech (insulator). This would, of course, have a

-.,5) I Jo10 20 30 40 50
Tlmo (woe)

Fig. VI-2.
Gun current, voltage, and energY inPut. Gun
firing delay: (A) 360 !JS,(B) 300 us after valve
opening.

lower inductance and therefore higher current

discharge.

L SinEle Beam Interferometrv. The infrared

coupled-cavity interferometer waa unable to follow

the density fluctuations in the plasma stream even

at the 6-MHz modulation frequency, but it in-

dicated that plaama was flowing from the gun for

as long as 35 us.

The fractional fringe interferometer showed

that the plasma density fluctuations come in

pulses as short as 100 ns. The average line

density along the interferometer beam transverse

to the plasma flow was as high as 8 x 1016 cm-2.

These very rapid variations might be caused by

very short plasmoids or by a narrow plasma stream

moving sideways across the interferometer beam. A

two-beam interferometer was installed in an effort

to measure plasma velocities by identifying

features of the plasma stream and following them

as they proceeded from one beam to the next. The

plasma front velocity was measured to be about

2 X107 cm/s, but the density features were too ir-

regular to give precise velocity measurements.

L Fast Framinz photojzrauhv. The Imacon im-

age converter

side view of

framing camera was placed to give a

the plaama emerghg from the gun.
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The field of view was from the gun muzzle to about

40 cm downstream, and the framing rate was 1 MHz.

These photographs showed a light plume emerging

from the gun about 5 us after the current starts.

This increases in Intensity and then disappears in

another 5 us. Thus the light does not correlate

with plasma density as measured by the interferom-

eter, which peaks in 15-20 us and lasts about 40

us.

4. HolouraDhic Interferometrv.

3. SinRle Frame. At first, a single frame,

double-pass interferometerwas constructed using a

ruby laser at 0.69 um. The field of view was

approximately 25 cm in diameter and was placed to

observe the plasma entering the first 10 cm of the

Bz guide coil. The coil face was 22 cm from the

gun muzzle. Typical interferograms for the slow

mode (400-vs delay in this case) and the fast mode

(300 ms) with Bz = 10 kO are shown in Fig. VI-3.

The holograms are taken about 2 us after the

—

—--

Bz Field A Gun Muzzle

Coi

B

Fig. VI-3.
Holographic interferograms of gun plasma taken 12
pa after gun is triggered. Firing delay: (A) 400
US, (B) 300 us after valve o ening.

?
Bz = 10 kG.

Sensitivity is 1.6 x 1017 cm- per fringe.
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plasma first emerges from the gun. Each fringe

shift is equivalent to a 1.6 x 1017 cm-2 change in

area density. In the longer delay case the plasma

forms a dense small diameter rod on the axis that

persists throughout the discharge, whereas, in the

short delay case the plasma remains diffuse with

irregular pinching in random positions. Qual-

itatively this is also observed in integrated

light photographs. Later the Interferograms show

a large density build-up on the walls of the coil.

The interferograms, in general, are very irregular

and therefore no inversion to obtain actual

densities has been attempted.

b. Double Frame. In order to make plasma

velocity measurements from interferograms, two

successive closely spaced interferograms are

needed on the same plasma shot. Therefore a

double-pulse, single-pass holographic inter-

ferometer was assembled with the help of CTR-8.

With this technique two holograms of the same

scene can be taken with a time separation as short

as 100 ns. The field of view was increased to

about 35 cm. The velocity measurements again are

not precise because plasma features are diffuse

and exact positions in each interferograrnare

difficult to determine. The best estimate of the

plasma velocity from these measurement is

(1.5 to 2.5) x 107 cm/s.

During these measurements the gun was placed

at 22 cm and at 40 cm from the Bz field coil. The

plasma behavior was similar in the two cases

except there is less plasma stagnation visible

against the magnetic field in front of the coil

for the 40-cm case. With gun operation in the

S1OW mode (360 us delay) the plasma condenses in a

stream about 2 cm in diameter with densittes of

several times 1017 cm-3 on the axis as shown (at

12 us) in Fig. VI-4, and at later times large

densities are observed at the coil walls. In the

fast mode of operation (300-us delay) the Plasma

is more diffuse and can be kept away from the coil

walls by increasing Bz to over 13 kG.

5. Mametic Field and FIxMu easurementg.

a. Excluded Flux. If the B of the injected

plasma is known, then the plasma area can be ob-

tained by the usual method of excluded flux mea-

surement. To make this measurement,a compensated

flux loop was placed on the outside of a
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Fig. VI-4.
Double frame holographic interferograms of gun
plasma taken 12 PS after gun is triggered. Firing
delay is 36o ns after valve opening. (B) is taken

300 ws after (A). Sensitivity is 3 x 1017 cm-2
per fringe.

.20-cm-diameterquartz tube which was then placed

inside the Bz field coil. The compensation keeps

the output signal balanced during the risetime of

the B= field. The magnetic field pickup was a

narrow loop that completely surrounded the plasma,

thus minimizing errors caused by the plasma being

off center. A check for electrostatic noise

pickup was made with a single wire antenna

alongside the loop, and it was found to be

negligible. Figure VI-5 shows an example of the

plasma diamagnetic signal in the slow gun firing

mode with background Bz . 10 kG and the guide

field coil 40 cm from the gun muzzle. The peak

diamagnetic signal is equivalent to a 9.0-cm-

~
o 30

Tlma(And

Fig. VI-5.
Typical excluded flux from gun plasma with
Bz = 10 kG. Gun delay: (A) 360 us, (B) 300 US

after valve opening.

diameter B .1 plasma, and the equivalent peak

transverse plasma energy then is 3.2 kJ/m. The

interferograms taken at tbe time of the peak

diamagnetic signal show a plasma density on the

axis of the field coil of’about 6 K 1016 cm-3 with

a diameter of about 8 cm. Using this density with

the above transverse plasma energy gives a

transverse ion temperature of 45 eV, if all the

energy is assigned to the ions.

The diamagnetic signal lasts for about 5 u9,

then has a break where the signal abruptly

decreases and reverees. The reversal or the

diamagnetic signal implies an increase of magnetic

flux inside the diamagnetic loop, even though

probe measurements show that flux is being

excluded from a substantial area by the Plasma.

The most likely explanation for this “para-

magnetic~~ effect is that the inside of the fused

quartz liner is being heavily bombarded, and a

secondary plasma is formed there. This plasma,

with its pressure contained on the outside by the

quartz tube, expands away from the tube toward the

axis, entraining magnetic flux and compressing

field so as to produce a net increase of flux

inside the loop. This picture is supported by the

following evidence: 1) Image converter pictures

show the quartz liner becoming very bright at the

time of the break in the diamagnetic signal; also

holographic interferometry shows a dense plasma

near the wall at this time and after. 2) It

appears that charge exchange on neutral gas

beyond the gun muzzle is a principal cause of the

liner bombardment. Fact ion gauge measurements of

the gas distribution show an ample amount of gas

at the 360-vs gun-firing time to account for a

large interaction with the gun plasma. 3) The

diamagnetic loop, with the short (300 Pa) delay,

shows a much smaller paramagnetic signal. This is

consistent with the smaller neutral gas density

beyond the gun muzzle when the gun is fired with

the short delay. 4) At magnetic field strengths

above 10 kG, and with the short delaY, the

paramegnetic signal is entirely ell.minated. This

implies that at least a portion of the wall bom-

bardment is due to direct gun plasma interaction.

Interferograms also detect no wall plasma when the

magnetic field is above 10 kG.
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~. Two movable mag-

netic probes were inserted from the rear of the

vacuum tank. Each of these probes, designed to

measure changes in the Bz guide field, consisted

of two coils 10 cm apart in the axial direction.

Originally a 9-mm-diameter quartz envelope sur-

rounded the coils, but when that could not survive

the plasma bombardment it was replaced by a

l-cm-diameter alumina tube. These probes could be

be moved both radially and axially. On axis they

show complete flux exclusion lasting for about

10 Ps. Flux exclusion was observed out to a

radius of about 5 cm, which is in agreement with a

B = 1 plasma radius calculated from the excluded

measurements. The velocity of the first magnetic

disturbance measured by these probes was

2.5 x 107 cmls.

5* Neutron Measurements. Neutron measure-

ments were made with calibrated detectors, a

silver activation Geiger counter system for

time-integrated yield, and a time-resolved scin-

tillation detector. Very few neutrons are pro-

duced in the long gun delay mode. In the short

delay mode there is a small signal, originating

near the breech, shortly after gun current starts,

but the bulk of the neutrons originate beyond the

gun muzzle following the emergence of plasma. The

total neutron yield has been as high as 8 X108,

with a typical number about half of that. The

yield is quite variable, and increases somewhat

with increasing guide-field strength.

7. Calorimetrv. A large, 50-cm-diameter and

90-cm-long, calorimeter with a 30-cm-diameter

entrance hole was constructed so it could be

placed either behind the guide field coil, or,

with the coil removed, directly in front of the

gun. With the calorimeter 30 cm in front of the

gun muzzle the collected energy was 150 kJ in the

360-IIsgun delay case and 165 kJ with the 300-vs

gun delay. The total energy of the plasma passing

through the 50-cm-long guide field coil (placed

40 cm from the gun muzzle) was measured by placing

the calorimeter about 10 cm behind the coil. In

the longer gun delay case the collected energy was

about 85 kJ and no significant difference was

observed between Bz . 10 kG and Bz = O. In the

short delay case, the energy decreased from 50 kJ

at Bz . 0 to 35 kJ at Bz . 10 kG and to 20 kJ at

B= = 17 kG.

c. SUMMARY AND PLANS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

The experiments so far do not amount to a

satisfactory demonstration of gun injection to

provide a 0-pinch preplasma. Several things have

interfered. One is that the present physical

arrangement is not ideal. The gun is of larger

diameter than the entrance to the guide field.

This results in a substantial fraction of the gun

plasma being directed at the end of the coil or

outside of it. This plasma is not available for

injection, and under some conditions can appar-

ently bombard the coil or the quartz liner and

interfere with measurements. Another shortcoming,

which contributes to the bombardment problem, Is

the design of the see-through coil which is wound

as a simple solenoid with no increase of turn

density at the end. Thus about half of the flux

through the center of the coil passes out through

the winding before reaching the entrance end. The

result is a reduced blanket of magnetic flux

between the plasma and the end of the coil, which

is inadequate to protect it from fast plaema ions.

These difficulties could be alleviated by the use

of a larger diameter solenoid at the entrance to

the guide field, and by providing a larger number

of turns per unit length near the end.

The large amount of gas found beyond the gun

muzzle was a surprise. It indicates a highly

supersonic gas streaming velocity from gas inlet

to coil entrance. This is probably associated

with the large amount of high-pressure gas

admitted by the valve, higher in this scaled-up

gun than in smaller guns because of the larger

energy. The charge exchange and wall bombardment

interfered seriously with diagnostics of the

plasma entry phenomena. The short see-through

coil intended for the study of plasma entry

phenomena was not long enough to study propagation

along the guide field, or to remove diamagnetic

100pa far enough from the entrance so that wall

bombardment effects would cease to interfere.

Another problem has been the limited diameter

of the field of view of the holographic interfer-

ometer, which was not really large enough to cover

all of the gun plasma. Thus there was no clean
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region outside of the plasma for establishing zero

fringe displacement. It would be difficult to

remedy this problem because of limited window size

In the vacuum chamber, and because of problems in

obtaining straight fringes in very large fields.

It may be possible to use single beam

time-resolved interferometry far from the gun muz-

zle when a long guide field COI1 is installed.

This will aid considerably in interpretation.

It would be desirable in the future to

install the full 4 meters of guide field original-

ly planned, and to enlarge the diameter of the

entry section. This can be arranged to have a

gradually increasing field strength, so as to

allow plasma compression by conversion of trans-

lational kinetic energy into adiabatic

compressional energy, as has been demonstrated at

the Kurchatov Institute.

Problems of charge exchange and wide range of

plasma velocities, typical of guns of the type

used here, can probably be reduced by going to

deflagration guns as developed by Cheng.4 It is

not plain how Cheng guns scale up to high ener-

gies, but there is some thought of trying to do

this with the present installation.
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VII. SCYLLA I-C, LASER-PLASMA INTERACTION STUDIES

W. T. Armstrong, E. M. Little, K. F. McKenna, and E. L. Zimmerman

i!. INTRODUCTION

The Scylla I-C meter-long theta pinch has

provided a dense (ne . 1017 cm-3), independently

produced, target plasma column in a laser-plasma

interaction experiment incorporating a C02, cold

cathode, gain switched laser. Over the last year,

this experiment has studied both classical

(heating, refraction) and non classical (stimu-

lated backscatter) interaction effects.1’2 The

goal of this study has been to provide basic ex-

perimental information on an alternate method of

plasma heating.

Machine characteristics of the theta pinch

C02 laser have been previously reported.3~4 The

C02 laser has reliably produced > 150-J Pu19eS

with - 50$ of this energy in the first 60-ns FWHM

spike. The beam is focused to a 2-mm diameter (F

E 3m) at - 10 cm into the theta-pinch coil.

Refraction of the axially directed C02 laser beam

out of the plasma was observed when the plasma

column had an on-axis density maximum. A forward

bias field of - 1.8 kg was applied and the resul-

ting on-axis density minimum (diameter . b mm)

provided adequate refractive containment of the

beam.

A variety of diagnostic systems were

developed and employed to investigate the

independent plasma and beam parameters as well as

to study the beam-plasma interaction. A schematic

layout of the experimental and diagnostic arrange-

ment is shown in Fig. VII-1. The laser parameters

were monitored as follows: 1) calorimeter -

incident energy; 2) photon drag detector -

incident pulse shape; and 3) monochromator with

pyroelectric vidicon detector - incident spectrum.

The plasma parameters were studied with: 1) ruby

holographic Interferometer - electron density; and

2) double monochromator for plaama spectroscopy -

electron temperature. In addition to these plasma

diagnostics, additional equipment was used to

study the interaction: 1) calorimeter - transmit-

ted beam energy; and 2) monochromator with photo-

voltaic detectors - backscattered beam

Further, less important diagnostic

spectrum.

studies
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Figure VII-1.
The schematic layout of the Scylla I-C
laser-plasma interaction experiment.

included: 1) exit beam burn patterns; 2) streak

photography; 3) excluded flux measurement; and 4)

reflected beam energy calorimetry.

The laser-plasma Interaction experiment was

concluded in October 1976 in order that a

reverse-field experiment be initiated on the theta

pinch.5 Basic data analysis and interpretation is

presented in this progress report with a more

complete report projected in the near future.

B. INTERFEROMETRY

Single-pass holographic 1 terferograms were
t

initially taken of the forward-biaeed plasma

column over the range of 100-500 mTorr fill pres-

sure. The C02 laser focusing mirror wae removed

allowing a full 3.6-cm–i.d. discharge tube, field

of view. The desired on-axis density minimum (for

C02 laser refractive trapping) was observed over

the above range of fill pressures. A decrease in

longevity of the density minimum at higher fill

pressures restricted the C02 laser timing to a

nominal 1.2 ps after main field Initiation. Rep-

resentative interferograms at this time are

displayed in Fig. VII-2. High fringe density and

refractive shadowing generally made data reduction

difficult. Typically one chord was available

which showed clear fringes and from which peak and

on-axis densities could be measured. On-axis
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Figure VII-2,
End-on interferograms of plasma column with bias
field at 1.2 I&. Field of view is the inside
diameter (3.6 cm) of the discharge tube.
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Figure VII-3,
Plasma density and temperature as measured from
Interferometry and plasma spectroscopy.

density values are shown in the parameter plot of

Fig.

ruby
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VII-3.

The C02 laser focusing mirror restricted the

interferometry beam to an elliptical field of

with a 2-cm ❑ajor axis. Interferograms with

field of view were taken at 100, 250, and 400

mTorr fill pressures (standard fill pressures used

throughout tbe experiment). Study of these inter-

ferograms as late as 3.5-I.Lsdelay time, with and

without C02 laser firing, showed no C02 laser

effect discernible above the shot-to-shot varia-

tions.

In order to improve interferogram analysis at

the higher fill pressures, some additional

interferometry methods were employed. The first

these utilized a unique double pulse technique6 in

which differential interferograms were produced

with a pulse separation of 0.5 ps. Late time

interferograms demonstrating this technique are

shown in Fig. VII-4. Although differential inter-

ferograms proved effective in reducing the fringe

density at higher fill pressures, strong refrac-

tive aberrations restricted any improvement in

observation of C02 laser-plasma interaction.

Incorporation of a Nicol prism7 enabled this

double pulse technique to be extended to a double

frame mode of operation. An example of

ferograms taken on the same plasma shot

technique are displayed in Fig. VII-5.

! .2

II=2,6PS, 12s3.2”s

ti=2.6#s,k=3.2LIs

,s

two inter-

fusingthis

Figure VII-4.
Conventional interferograms at 2.6 us and 3.2 VS
with the differential interferogram corresponding
to these two times. Vertical field of view is 2.0

cm. (pFfll = 100 mTorr).
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1.6 Msec 2.2 psec
Figure VII-5.

Double pulse interferograms of single plasma
discharge at 1.6 PS and 2.2 PS with pFill . 100
ufforr. (Square image is reference beam. Scene
beam represents - 2.0 cm field of view.)

A second method pursued in order to decrease

the strong refractive aberration was doubling in

frequency of the ruby laser. The limiting factor

in the performance of this system was found to be

the absorption by the achromatic lenses at 3472 ;.

The best recording product was found to be Kodak

type 131-02. In Fig. VII-6 a comparison is made

of 100-mTorr interferograms using 6943-I radiation

and 3472-~ radiation. Although the principle of

reduction in plasma refractivity is proven at 100

mTorr, the poor beam uniformity limited the use of

this technique at higher fill pressures as well.

c. PLASMA SPECTROSCOPY

Efforts in spectroscopic temperature analysis

of the plasma centered on relative line intensity

measurements and ionization rate measurements of

Impurity ions. A double monochromator observation

system was employed. In order to avoid the rather

low, fluctuating, naturally occurring impurity

level, a small amount (0.5 %) of CH4 or N2 was

Introduced during the D2, static filling of the

discharge tube. The set of lines studied were C1l

(6580.5 ~), C1l (4267.1 i), C1ll (4069.0 ~), CIV

(5801.3 ~), CIV (4658.3 1), N1ll (4641.3 1), N1ll
0

(4379.1 ~), NIV (4057.8 i), Nv (4603.7A), andNv

(4944.6 ~). These lines were studied for 100-,

250-,and 400-mTorr fill pressures and at 14 cm and

42 cm into the coil. Carbon line intensity

Figure VII-6.
A comparison of interferograms taken with the
fundamental (6943-8) and doubled (3472-I)
frequencies of the ruby laser beam. Discharges
were taken at 1.2 w with 100-mTorr fill pressure.
(Masking and enlargement have been performed for
comparison purposes. Horizontal field of view is
2.0 cm.)

histories, both with and without C02 laser firing,

are displayed in Fig. VII-7 for 250 mTorr fill

pressure. The effect of the C02 laser is seen as

“Vi————t i———’—7

ut
01234 01234

t (p) t(/Ls)

Figure VII-7.
c line intensity traces for
&fi~%l~iflnSr&&re without and with C02 laser

. Time-of-arrival (’TOA)of the subsequent
stages, as used in the ionization rate code, are
indicated.
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the ion stages are burned through with a resulting

decrease in line intensity.

The use of line emission ratios from

subsequent stages for Te measurement was hampered

by the lack of equilibrium of ground state

populations and by radial temperature variations

after laser firing. The most convenient line

ratio is the CIV (5801.3 ~)/C1ll (4069.0 ~) ratio

since the excitations of these lines are both

dependent. on the CIV ground state population.

This measurement leads to . 7.6 eV (250 mTorr) and

5.4 eV (400 mTorr) at 1.2-us delay time (time of

laser firing). Estimates of Te through the use of

an ionization rate code (time-of-arrival of

subsequent stages, carbon data, E.C.I.P. rate

coefficients) gave - 20 eV (100 mTorr), - 13 eV

(250 mTorr), and - 7 eV (400 mTorr) at 1.2Ps, and

are shown in the parameter summary of Fig. VII-3.

The time-of-arrival (TOA) of the subsequent carbon

stages at 250 mTorr are indicated in Fig. VII-7.

This analysis has proven to be the more acceptable

and these temperatures are used in subsequent

calculations. This rate code is presently being

modified to also accept nitrogen data and should

then be capable of Te estimates after laser

firing.

D. CALORIMETRY

Seventy cm from the coil exit end, a

diameter wire screen was placed to reflect

the transmitted C02 laser radiation into a

meter. The transmitted energy measurement

.- 1~-cm

part of

calori-

resulta

for 100-400 mTorr fill pressure are shown in

Fig. VII-8 for an incident energy of 150 J. These

values indicate a transmittivity of 27% to 5$ Over

the above pressure range. Backscattered energy

❑easurements give - 0.6 J which can be attributed

to stray machine reflection. The stimulated back-

scatter energy was found to be only a small

fraction of this amount.

An absorption length,~abs, can be inferred

from the exit energy calorimetry for an

exponential attenuation, I = Ioexp(-x/~abs) of the

C02 laser beam in the plasma. This observed

absorption length is compared in Fig. VII-9 with

the classical, inverse bremsstrahlung absorption

length calculated, according to Dawsonfs results,8

with the measured density and temperature values.

100
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Figure VII-8.
Transmitted energy calorimetry measurements for an
incident laser e~ergy of 150 J.
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Figure VII-9.
Absorption length as inferred from density and
temperature measurements and as inferred from
transmitted energy calorimetry measurements.

A discrepancy is observed at high and low fill

pressures. Sidescatter out of the plasma column

is believed responsible for the low calorimetry

absorption length at low fill pressures.

Sidescatter can be interpreted as a failure of the

shallow on-axis density minimum to completely
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refractively trap the laser beam as it re-expands

after having passed its focal point. At higher

fill pressures the majority of the absorption

takes place before the beam re-expands.

Accordingly, one would expect that sidescatter

losses would be reduced and that non linear

absorption or bleaching along the column would

result for such rapid absorption. This bleaching

effect may be responsible for the observed large

calorimetry absorption length

pressure.

E. BACKSCATTER SPECTROSCOPY

Infrared backscatter

at the higher fill

measurements were

directed towards studying stimulated brillouin

scatter.g The diagnostic system used a HgGeTe

photovoltafc detector (PV1) situated at the exit

slit of a 0.5-m dispersing monochromator. The

monochromator used a 150-1/mm grating to give an

instrument resolution of 10-fi HWHM with a 2@3-P

entrance slit. The viewed backscatter was

collected by the annulus of the C02 laser focusing

mirror (0.3°- 2.40). A second HgGeTe photovoltaic

detector (PV2) was used, in addition, to monitor

the integrated backscattered signal. The para-

metric backscatter signal was characterized by

it’s appearance at the expected shifted frequency

(P-20 +@ia, e.g. 10.5915 x + 50 fi)and by a time

profile suggestive of material-threshold

attainment. In particular the parametric back-

scatter signal had a single, strong pulse

occurring within ~ 15 ns of the incident beam’s

peak power. This compares with only the short

focal length experiments of others.l” In

Fig. VII-10, typical related data are displayed on

two succesive shots (250 mTorr) in which stimu-

lated backscatter occurred on the second but.not

the first shot. The incident power (photon drag

detector) is shown on the bottom trace of each

display, while the top trace is (in order) 13z,

spectrally integrated backscatter signal (PV2) and

spectrally resolved backscatter signal (PV1, + 54

i). The two shots demonstrate the main difficulty

in the backscatter study; an intermittent shifted

backscatter signal. It should be noted that the

incident power, - 1010 w/cm2, is above the

calculated power threshold, - 109 w/cm2, for this

parametric acatter@g. In addition, the
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Fizure VII-10.
Time profiles of inci~ent CO laser Pulse (photon
drag detector), Bz‘ %spectra ly integrated back-
scatter signal and spectrally resolved backscatter
signal. A discharge without and with stimulated
backscatter is shown.

instability, for the plaama parameters at 250

mTorr fill pressure, is in the convective regime

with a gain length of - 7 cm. The probable causes

for intermittence, which are being examined,

include: 1) power variation due to a limited

focusing region (Ifocus - 10 cm); 2) threshold

variation owing to laser heating; and 3) coupling

variation due to axial phase mixing of the

incident and backscattered radiation from Faraday

rotation (Ifar = 5 cm for 45° rotation).

With the C02 laser operated at its peak

output of - 200 J, the shifted backscatter signal

occurred on an optimum 80$ of the shots. In this

operating regime a normalized, spectral scan of

the shifted backscatter radiation was made at 250-

mTorr fill pressure with scanning steps of - 5.2

i. The results are shown in Fig. VII-11. The

peak in the scan falls at - + 51 A with respect to

the incident P-20 wavelength, while the - 10-1

HWHM compares with the instrument resolution of -

10 f. The shift in frequency compares favorably

with the corresponding ion acoustic frequency if,

in fact, an expected local laser

electrons of - 40 eV occurs. The

width of 10 ~ is considerably

heating of the

implied signal

less than that
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Figure VII-11.
Scanned wavelength profile of stimulated backscat-
ter signal.

reported elsewherel” and is indicative of an

expected lower damping rate of the scattering

process at these plasma densities.

An attempt to measure a power threshold for

the shifted backscatter was also made with a fill

pressure of 400 mTorr. A large shot-to-shot

variation was found in the ratio of backscatter

power to incident power. It is felt that this

variation is a manifestation of the already

observed lntermittency in backscatter occurrence.

These data are being further analyzed to determine

if the evident lower cutoff of backscatter is due

to the expected power threshold or to detector

limitations.

F. SUMMARY

Due to the time constraints placed on

completion of data collection, only preliminary

data analysis has been performed. Full analysis

of all data is presently in progress and is

expected to appear in a report in the near future.

The general tentative, results of the experiment

can be given as: 1) simple inverse bremsstrahlung

absorption does not alone account for the observed

energy transmission; rather refractive effects and

nonlinear absorbtlon must be inferred; and 2)

stimulated Brillouin scatter has been observed but

with different characterlst.icsthan are observed

in similar experiments elsewhere; these

differences are probably due to the different

plasma conditions in this experiment.
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VIII. FIELD REVERSAL THETA PINCH

R. K. Linford, W. H. Borkenhagen, D. A. Platts,
E. G. Sherwood, and K. S. Thomas

A. INTRODUCTION

Numerous investigators of the theta pinch

have studied the plasma produced with a reversed

or negative bias field but until the resulte of

Eberhagen and Grossmannl and Kurtmullaev and

co-workers,2 the reversed field has been destroyed

within a few microseconds of the implosion. These

fairly recent results not only show much greater

stability than earlier experiments, but also

greater stability than predicted by MHD theory.3

The Eberhagen and Grossmann results are typified

by a dense (~ 1017 cm-3) warm (~ 50 eV) plasma

that was eventually destroyed by a rotational m .

2 instability about 25 VS after the implosion.

The lower density (’v1015cm-3) Kurtmullaev plasma

is warmer (Ti ~80 eV, Te * 1 keV) and displays no

instabilities during its 50 PS lifetime which is

limited by the crowbar decay. This result could

have an Important Impact on the end-plugging of

mirror machines and theta pinches.

The major problem with trying to extrapolate

these results to larger more ‘Iinterestingnsystems

is that the cause of these unique results is not

understood either theoretically or experimentally.

The “stable” configuration is formed by the bias

and implosion field lines connecting near the ends

of the theta-pinch coil. (See Fig. VIII-l.) The

resulting closed field lines and confined plaama

have the same topology as a toroidal Z pinch with

an elongated cross section and with no stabilizing

toroidal field. Careful studies of previous ex-

periment84-1’ do not yield any requirements for

–z

B-FIELD

the stability of this

cases the results are in

configuration. In some

conflict. In other cases

the measurements are not sufficient to understand

the results. More work is clearly needed in this

area.

The Field Reversal Theta-PInch (FRTP) program

at LA.% was begun to further investigate the

apparently conflicting results and to determine

the applicability of the reversed field con-

figuration to the end-plugging of mirror machines

and theta pinchee. Two facilities are being

converted to aid in the study. The RHX (see Sec.

III in this report) was converted into FRTP-A

which most closely resembled the Kurtmullaev ex-

periment. The Scylla I-C facility (see Sec. VII

in this report) Is being converted into FRTP-B

which will be used to study the higher pressure

regime of Eberhagen and Grossmann.

The initial effort is to attempt a duplica-

tion and an understanding of the Kurtmullaev re-

sults with the FRTP-A. There is an indication

that Kurtmullaev operated his experiment in two

different modes namely: (1) “-“static ias evstem,

which consists of a nearly dc bias field, plus a

ringing theta-pinch or Z-pinch preionization,

followed by the implosion field which iS

crowbarred on the first half-cycle, and (2)

~econd half-cvcle svstetn,where the bias and pre-

ionization functions are both provided by the

first half-cycle of the main (and only) bank. The

implosion is provided by the second half-cycle

which iz also crowbarred.

The FRTP-A is designed to use the static-bias

system because it allows greater flexibility In

the plasma parameters. The system Is alao easily

converted to the second half-cycle operation.

If the stable operation reported by

Kurtmullaev can be reproduced in FRTP-A, then the

dependence of the stability and plasma confinement

on various parameters will be studied. Hopefully,

this study will be extended to higher temperatures

and densities in the FRTP-B system.

Fig. VIII-1.
FRTP plasma configuration.
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B. DESCRIPTION

1. FRTP-A. The modification of RHX to

FRTP-A began in mid-July. The modification was

made in three main atages. The description given

here is of the final result which was ready for

checkout at the end of December.

The RHX implosion coil was modified to con-

tain a single feedslot and enlarged to 25-cm id.

The length is still 90 cm but 22-cm-id. mirror

coils are inserted in the ends to produce a 10%

mirror field on axis. The same 20-cm-i.d. quartz

discharge tube is used.

The plasma is produced by a static-bias

system shown in Fig. VIII-2(a). The typical be-

havior of the magnetic field is shown in Fig.

VIII-2(b), including the bias, preionization, and

the crowbarred main bank field. The crowbar

system consists of six PFN switches mounted in one

of the RHX feed plates and the PFN capacitor are

ISOLATION
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‘CR’WBA!” l’” 1“”

(a)

3
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z
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m
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Fig. VIII-2.
FRTP-A circuit and typical magnetic field waveform.

replaced with shorts (the same method used in the

resonant heating mode of the RHX). The feed

plates are attached to the load coil by the

isolation inductance as ahown in Fig. VIII-3.

This added inductance assu~es the required current

uniformity in the load coil in spite of the

nonuniform feedplate currents caused by the

crowbar gaps. The main bank, constructed out of

RHX maxi-Marx parts, is attached to the back of

the feedplates by a parallel plate transmission

line (see Fig. VIII-3.) The bias bank and the

theta-pinch preionizatlon bank are both connected

to the feedplates by cables. The bias bank

contains three high-density 180-PF, 10-kV capaci-

tors and a size-D ignition switch.

The preionlzation bank consists of two

0.4-PF, 125-kV capacitors de-charged to typically

60 kV and switched by the modified Scyllac start

switches used in the RHX. To improve the pre-

ionization of the low-pressure D2 in the presence

of the bias field, an rf preionizer was developed

which induces axial rf electrical fields near the

ends of the load coil. The specifications for

FRTP-A are given in Table VIII-I.

2. FRTP-B. FRTP-B is a higher energy

machine than FRTP-A, but it employs a similar size

load coil and discharge tube. FRTP-B uses

standard Scyllac technology for its banks,

supplies, and controls.

. . .. . .
DIsCHARGE
TUBE

mh

,+

PARALLEL PLATE
LINE

coll- ISOLATING
INDuCTANCE

MAINBANK
CAPACITORS1

Fig. VIII-3.
FRTP-A construction details.
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Capacitance

Voltage

Energy

Risetime (T/4)

Peak Magnetic

Field

Crowbar L/Iitime

Capacitance

Voltage

Energy

Risetime (l/r)

Peak Magnetic

Field

Crowbar L/R time

FRTP-B uses

TABLE VIII-I

FRTP-A

Bias Bank Y.I. 8snk Main Bank

550 pF 0.8 VF 21 pF

10 kV 80 kV 40 kV

27.5 kJ 2.6 kJ 16.8 kJ

35 MS 0.6 US 3 IJs

1.3 ko 1.5 kG 3 kG

200 Ps

FRTP-B

&%i~ poI. Bank Main Bank

480 PF 0.7 UF 37.8 PF

10 kV 75 kV 75 kV

24 kJ 2 kJ 106 kJ

40 us 0.5 !.lS 2 lls

2kG Iffi 12 ko

150 ps

a l-m-long coil with 25-cm id.

A 10$ mirror field is provided by 22-cm-id.

sections at the ends of the coil. A series of

slots are designed into the coil for side-on

streak photography. The discharge tube is

20-cm-i.d. quartz held between vacuum crosses

which contain pumpout and diagnostic ports.

The main bank consists of 54 0.7-@, 75-kV

capacitors each topped by a Scyllac combination

start and crowbar gap. Each capacitor is

connected to the feed plates by six pieces of

RG-19/14 Scyllac load cable. The feed plates are

connected to the load COL1 as shown in Fig.

VIII-4.

CABLE HEADERS
7 /-CABLES TO BANKs

One 0.7-uF, 75-kV capacitor with a Scyllac

start gap is used for the preionization (PI) bank.

It is connected to the rear of the feed plates by

12 pieces of RG-17/14. The PI Is aided by a rf

tickler of the same design as the one on FRTP-A.

The bias bank uses eight 60-lIF,10-kV capaci-

tors switched by six ignltrons. The bias bank is

connected to the machine by six pieces of RG-17.

The specifications of the banks are given in Table

VIII-I.

c. ENGINEERING

Initial modifications to the RHX to convert

it to FRTP-A included the design of a new main

bank and.a bias bank. As shown In Fig. VIII-3,

each of the three parallel sections of the main

bank consists of two 20-kV, 14-uF capacitors

charged to opposite polarities. The cases of

these capacitors are connected to either aide of

the parallel plate feed line. The bank ie fired

by connecting the center terminal of the three

sets of capacitors together with field distortion

spark gaps. So, in effect, the main bank is 21 PF

at 40 kV. This gives a risetime on the order of 2

ps with no plasma and no Isolation inductance.

Later with the Isolation inductance added, the

risetime was about 3 us.

The bias bank uses three 183-PF, 10-kV

high-density capacitors connected In Parallel.

The bank is switched by a size D ignitron and

connected into the feed platea by RG-19 cables.

The function of the bias bank is to provide a slow

(35-vs rise) reverse bias. A stainless steel rod

is used to add inductance (u 800-nH total In

circuit) to achieve this slow rlsetime. At the

same time the resistance of the stainless steel

dampens the ringing of the bank to keep from

overstressing the capacitors.

I I The modified PI system was designed to

PARALLEL PLATE~
LINE
(COLLECTOR pLATEsl

Fig. VIII-4.
FRTP-B collector plate and

provide more repeatable preionization and faster

damping of the PI currents. This allows the

machine to be fired sooner thus giving less time

for the PI plasma to decay and diffuse out the

ends. The amplitude of the PI current was

increased slightly and its frequency was doubled.

By doubling the frequency the desired higher

damping rate was achieved. The new circuit uses

two 0.4-L@ capacitors in parallel with modified
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- Scyllac gaps feeding the collector plates through

SIX pieces of low-inductance RG 17/14 cable. The

frequency was raised because both the inductance

and capacitance of the new circuit are lower than

the old RHX components. To minimize the prefirfng

of the main bank, the PI cables were moved from

the rear of the feedplates to the load coil side

of the isolation inductance. This helps to

isolate the main bank from the PI and removes some

of the inductance between the PI and the load

coil, thus further increasing the PI current and

frequency. As shown in Fig. VIII-3 the PI feed

cables span the isolation inductance which avoids

insulation problems.

The rf tickler which helps the PI is powered

by a 0.25-PF capacitor switched by a trigatron

gap. This capacitor feeds the primaries of two

ferrite transformers. This circuit oscillates

with a period of about 3 us. Every time the

ferrite changes the direction in which it is

saturated, a pulse of voltage appears on the

secondaries of the transformers. The secondary

circuit ia tuned to resonate at about 8 MHz by

adding capacitance in parallel with the antenna

capacitance. The antennas are insulated copper

strips wrapped around the discharge tube about 10

cm outside of each end of the load coil. They are

fed out of phase and capacitively couple some

longitudinal electric fields into the tube to

produce a small initial ionization. In the

present system about 20 kV peak of rf voltage is

applied to the antennas.

To make the STP PFN gaps from the RHX act as

crowbara, a number of modifications were needed.

The crowbar gap spacing was reduced by a factor of

2 since the FRTP operates at lower voltage than

the STP for which these gaps were originally

designed. The molybdenum trigger electrode was

replaced by a more rugged infiltrated

copper-tungsten (30$-70%) electrode. The trigger

system uses two 0.2 MF capacitors charged to 75 kV

with each capacitor triggering three crowbars. A

Scyllac gap is used to discharge each O.2-iIFca-

pacitor into six pieces of RG-19 cable. At each

gap two pieces of RG-19 are connected in series

and isolated by ferrite in order to double the

trigger voltage. Five parallel strings of five

2.5-nF doorknob capacitors in series are connected

across the RG-19 cable to provide local energY

storage. This arrangement is connected to the

crowbar trigger electrode through a PFN-style

peaking gap. Of the many modifications tried,this

one was the only one which produced reliable

crowbar operation.

D. DIAGNOSTICS

FRTP-A retained the diagnostic from the RHX.

The fractional fringe interferometer remained so

density vs time could be taken axially down the

system at any radial position. The holographic

interferometer takes an end-on snapshot of the

density at one time. External and internal mag-

netic field probes were retained. The internal

probe was cantilevered into the center of the

system from one end, but space limitations made it

impossible for more than just the tip of the probe

to be radially centered. The holographic inter-

ferometer showed dense plasma buildup and non-

symmetrical plasma profiles around the noncentered

part of the internal field probe so it was

removed. In the future it is planned to insert an

internal field probe which can be positioned

entirely on axis.

The side-on streak camera was the major new

diagnostic. This camera views the plasma on its

horizontal centerline through 17 equally spaced

slots in the load coil. The axial position and

extent of the plasma are given by this diagnostic.

A set of radial magnetic field sensing coils was

alao installed around the di.acharge tube.

However, electrical noise, and difficulty in

interpreting the results have prevented their use.

Plans call for the Installation of an end-on

framing camera and Thomson scattering in addition

to the internal magnetic field probe already

mentioned. The end-on framing camera will

basically replace the use of the holographic

interferometer. The holographic interferometer

haa limited sensitivity, and the interpretation is

complicated by cold plasma at the ends of the

machine. Since the side-on streak pictures give

good information on the plasma position, it is

expected that the end-on framing camera can do the

same.
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E. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND PLASMA RESULTS

FRTP A was reworked according to the plasma

results at each stage of the experimental program.

The first step was to add a main bank and a bias

bank. The RHX crowbar system and the uniform coil

were retained while one of the two sets of RHX

collector plates was replaced by a bar. This bar

had holes machined in it for side-on streak

photography. At this stage the longest that

plasma density remained was 15 us. The plasma was

not repeatable and not symmetrical. The side-on

streaks showed that the plasma often went out one

end of the coil or the other. The plasma also

showed a longitudinal nonuniformity which appeared

to be related to the position of the crowbar gaps

in the collector plate. At this point the machine

was shut down for modification.

To help stabilize the plasma from going out

the ends of the machine, a new coil was installed

with a 10% mirror Field at each end. The lon-

gitudinal nonuniformity in the plasma was thought

to be due to nonuniformity of the current around

the load coil caused by the placement of the crow-

bar gaps in the collector plate. To allow the

current to spread out uniformly over the load

coil, an isolation inductance consisting of a

rectangular opening of the feed plates was

installed between the coil and the collector

plates. This arrangement is described in the

engineering section and shown in Fig. VIII-3.

This inductance will also help increase the crow-

bar L/R time and reduce the initial modulation.

The problem of nonrepeatability was often cured on

the RHX by cleaning the tube. A brown deposit

thought to be cracked backstreaming products from

the pump was found baked to the Inside of the dis-

charge tube. This deposit was removed end a

refrigerated cold trap was installed in the high

vacuum line.

With this set of modifications completed the

system was again tested. The plasma was now

symmetrical, and did not exit out the ends. The

confinement time was about the same and

shot-to-shot repeatability was still poor. In

taking holograms it was noted that there was

considerable cold PI plasma at the ends which made

the holograms difficult to interpret.

Machine modifications were starteclagain at

this point. To try to hprove the repeatability a

new PI syetem was installed. As described in the

engineering section, this system has a higher

initial amplltude, a higher frequency, and a

faster damping rate. Thus it was hoped to produce

a higher percentage preionization and have the PI

circuit ringing die out faster so the machine

could be fired sooner giving the PI plasma less

chance to decay away and diffuse out the ends.

The crowbar system was also modified at this time.

Current monitors on the crowbar gaps showed

erratic firing with typically only half of the six

gaps firing on a given shot. Thus modifications

to the gaps themselves and the trigger system were

made. At the end of the year these modifications

were being completed and the system was being

readied for testing.

F. CONCLUSION

FRTP-A has been built and has undergone

several stages of testing and modification.

Machine reliability and plasma repeatability have

both been improved. It appears that reversed-

field configurations have been achieved and work

can now proceed on understanding the physics of

the configuration and increasing its lifetime.

FRTP B construction is proceeding. Lessons

learned from FRTP-A are being incorporated in

FRTP-B. The machine is being engineered for

reliability and ease of data acquisition. Both

machines should be able to contribute to our

understanding of the reversed-field configuration

in the next year.
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IX. IMPLOSION HEATING EXperiment (IHx)

1. Henins, T. R. Jarboe, A. R. Sherwood

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUIWARY

The Implosion Heating Experiment, IHX, is a

40-cm-diameter, l-m-long, high-voltage linear

theta pinch designed to study the implosion phase

of conventional theta-pinch heating. The im-

plosion coil is fed at four places by

low-impedance pulse-forming networks (PFN’s)

designed to produce a flat-topped current pulse.

The effective impedance of the four PFN’s is

approximately equal to that of the imploding

plasma, thus coupling the plasma dynamics strongly

into the external circuit. The PEN circuits and

other detaila of the apparatus have been described

previously.1’2

Aside from occasional electrical faults the

experiment has been operating reliably, and no

major modifications to the apparatus have been

required during the year. Thus we have been

concerned mostly with obtaining data for different

sets of experimental conditions and with improving

the diagnostics. Extensive measurements of

density and magnetic field as a function of radius

and time have been obtained for a variety of

experimental conditions. These,measurements have

been found to agree remarkably well with numerical

simulations performed at LASL3 and elsewhere.4 At

the end of the year plans were being formulated to

obtain electron temperature measurements to

supplement these data. Most of the diagnostic

development was concerned with the measurement of

the magnetic field, namely with improving the

magnetic probes and the Faraday rotation

measurement.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The gross dynamical features of the implosion

in the IHX were described in the last annual

report.2 Briefly, a density peak forms near the

outer wall and moves inward. As it does ao it

develops a fast and a slow component. The slow

component moves at the velocity of the magnetic

sheath and overlaps it spatially. The faster peak

moves ahead of the magnetic aheath at a velocity

somewhat less than twice the sheath velocity.

When the imploding magnetic sheath haa reached a

radius of 8-12 cm it is stopped by an outward

moving component of the plasma. The plasma then

reexpanda pushing the magnetic sheath back towards

the wall, but a crowbar arc typically strikes at

the wall before all of the magnetic flux can leave

the tube. The reexpanding plasma is usually

stopped before it gets to the wall by the flux

compressed between it and the crowbar arc.

During the present year measurements of

B(r,t) and nd(r,t) were obtained during this

process for a variety of conditions. These con-

ditions correspond to PFN voltages of 80-125 kV,

gas filling densities in the range 2.4-5.8

x 1014 cm-3, preionization levels of 40-75%,

driving magnetic fields of 4.5-7.0 T, and

azimuthal electric fields in the range 1.0-1.5

kV/cm. So far the initial conditions have usually

been chosen such that the driving magnetic field

remains essentially constant during the implosion

process (i.e., is flat-topped). Because of the

strong coupling between the plasma dynamics and

the driving circuits, this requirement limits the

available parameter ranges for the experiment.

The plasma diagnostics employed for these

measurements are a four-beam HeNe laser

Mach-Zehnder interferometer, a Faraday rotation

measuring apparatus, magnetic probes, and

time-resolved neutron detectors. Typical results

for nd(r,t) obtained from the interferometer are

shown in Fig. IX-1. Typical magnetic field data

are shown in Fig. Ix-2. Approximately ,.6

neutrons are produced in a 200-ns wide pulse near

the time of peak compression.

As was mentioned above, remarkable agreement

exists between the IHX data and results from

somewhat sophisticated numerical simulations. In

some respects, however, the simple bounce model

(i.e, the model which assumes a thin tnward-moving

current sheath reflects ions by an elastic bounce

process, causing the ions to move ahead of the

sheath at twice its speed) ia sufficient to

explain the data. For example, the bounce model

predicts two velocities, namely the velocity of
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Fig. IX-1.
Density as a function of time and radius in IHX.
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Fig. IX-2.
Magnetic field as a function of time and radius as
deduced from Faraday rotation measurements and
magnetic probe data.

the current sheath (VS = B/4JTp) and the velocity

‘of the bounce ions (Vb = 2 V~). The velocity of

the sheath can be obtained from the density data

or from the magnetic field data; it is here taken

to be the speed at which the sudden drop in

density moves inward during the implosion. The

circles in Fig. IX-3 show thig measured velocity

compared to B/4Wp (the !Ipredictedvelocity). In

the density data particles can be seen well ahead

of the sheath and some features appear to have

velocities of near 2 Vs. However,ion velocities

can also be inferred from the neutron data in the

following manner. A value for <av> can be deduced

from the peak of the neutron production rate and

the value of n2d(vol) at the time of this peak.

Assuming a single-speed, two-dimensional isotropic

velocity distribution, one can deduce a value for

Vb from <ov>. The squares in Fig. IX-3 show this

Vb/2 compared to the predicted sheath velocity.

v

/

Velocityof Sheath

Bounce Velocity/2

Predicted Velocity

c

B/4~(107cm/see)

Fig. IX-3.
Sheath velocity and half the bounce velocity as a
function of B/4Jlii. The bounce velocity is
deduced from neutron data.

Each pair of points in the figure corresponds to a

whole set of data for a particular choice of

initial conditions. These results are considered

to demonstrate agreement between velocities

inferred from the measurements and the predictions

of the bounce model.

Of course, this simple model does not predict

the width of the current sheath. To calculate

this, more detailed theories which include

ionization processes and anomalous resistivlty are

necessary. Some models which include anomalous

resistivity predict that the current sheath width

scales as c/wpi’ In changing the initial fill

pressure from 8.2 urn to 3.6 pm the scale length

for the denalty change in the sheath region

increases by a factor of 1.5-2.0. This is in the

d~rection that is predicted.

c. DIAGNOSTIC IMPROVEMENTS

Most of the diagnostic effort was directed

toward the improvement of the magnetic field

measurements. Magnetic probes having 2-mm-o.d.

quartz jackets were constructed for comparison

with the old 10-mm-o.d. probes. The smaller

probes showed a more rapid rise in the magnetic

field (i.e., a thinner current sheath) than the
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old probes, but both types still show disagreement

with the total flux measurement. Furthermore both

types of probes are unreliable at later times

during tbe plasma reexpansion phase. The probes

indicate a large amount of field plasma inter-

mixing during this phase, whereas the Faraday

rotation measurement indicates that this mixing

does not take place. In general, the magnetic

probes seem to be reliable during the implosion in

the regions of low plasma density (e.g., at the

outer radii at early times, and behind the current

sheath) and unreliable elsewhere.

During the year considerable effort was

expended on increasing the accuracy of the Faraday

rotation measurement. In the case of a magnetized

plasma the Faraday rotation of the Plane of

polarization obeys the relation

A6 N fBndl.

Since an independent measurement of fndl is

obtained from the laser Mach-Zehnder inter-

ferometer, an average B can be deduced. The main

difficulty with this measurement is that

refraction of the beam by density gradients can

cause movement of the detected light across the

surface of the detector. In general, the response

of the detector is not spatially uniform, and this

movement can cause signal variations which obscure

the rotation signal. Both the amount of

refraction and the amount of rotation are

proportional to A2, so the problem cannot be

eolved by a correct choice of wavelength.

Considering the time scale for the measurement,

the size of the magnetic fields, and the scale

length of the density gradients, the IHX is a

fairly difficult device upon which to accurately

measure Faraday rotation. However, reasonably

good data were taken on IHX by following three

principles to minimize errors caused by re-

fraction. They are: 1) proper optics must be

used so that refraction of the beam by the plasma

causes a minimum of movement of the focal spot on

the detector, 2) the detector used should be as

uniform as possible so that movement gives as

small a signal as possible, and 3) R should be
P

maximized where A p is the Power change due to

Faraday rotation and p is the power hitting the

detector.

The apparatus designed with these principles

in mind has been described previously.2 The

accuracy of the measurement has been improved

considerably by making the following changes in

the apparatus: a) The copper-doped germanium

detector was replaced by a lead-tin-telluride

detector which is more uniform and more sensitive.

b) The single plate germanium polarizer was

upgraded by two germanium wedges giving a 40-fold

improvement in the extinction ratio. o) The C02

laser was replaced by one that is more stable and

more powerful. d) The HeNe interferometer beam

was made to go through essentially the same plasma

vol~e as the C02 beam. With these improvements

Faraday rotations of 0.001 radians can be

resolved.

The primary limitation in getting B from the

rotation is that where the density is low the

error bars on both the rotation and density

measurements become about the same as the signal,

and B cannot be computed. It turna out that a

combination of Faraday rotation and probe data

gives the best picture of Bz(r,t) during the

implosion. When the density is low we use the E

measured by the probes. Late in time the probe

shows higher values for B than Faraday rotation

shows. In this case, where the density is high,

we use the value of B from rotation. From B(t)’s

such as this, B(r,t) surfaces (Fig. IX-2) are

constructed using the same type of interpolation

that is used for the density data. An important

contribution from the Faraday rotation measurement

is the correct picture of the expansion. We now

see a well-defined current sheath during the

expansion. The shape of the current sheath during

the expansion is not that much different from its

shape during the implosion. The probes, in-

correctly, show that the field between 10 and 17

cm ia more or less uniform and decreasing with

time. They show no well-defined front moving out.
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x. EXPERIMENTAL PLASMA PHYSICS

H. Dreicer, M. E. Banton, J. C. Ingraham
R. S. Massey, F. E. Wittman, B. L. Wright

A. SUMMARY

During the past year members of the Experi-

mental Plasma Physics Group continued their stud-

ies into the physics of the AC Electrical

Resistivi.ty and the Thermal Conductivity of a

plasma along magnetic field lines. Significant

progress can be reported on several fronts. The

field resistlvity of a plasma, in” which

controlled levels of plasma wave turbulence are

maintained, has been measured with our new dual

mode microwave resonator technique. Evidence now

exists that the weak-field resistivity becomes

anomalously large whenever parametric decay of the

weak electromagnetic field can be stimulated by

the turbulent large amplltude wave spectrum that

is independently maintained in the plasma. In

another set of experiments we have observed the

actual growth in time of the parametric instabili-

ties. During this growth phase, the transition

from classical to anomalous microwave absorption

is measured, and the concurrent evolution of the

hot nonthermal electron tail is monitored in great

detail. Our observations indicate a very large

build-up of plaama wave energy prior to the

production of the hot electrons with a

bump-in-the-tail velocity distribution. These

observations are not yet properly understood even

though a considerable body of theoretical know-

ledge on this subject is now available.

In a third set of experiments we sought to

understand the influence of a parametrically

unstable plasma upon the dc electrical

resistivity. This work has not yet reached the

stage where it should be reported, but a

by-product of these labors, the observation of

~ Inverse Bremsstrahlung Absorption near

~pe) does represent a significant advance. This

observation was made, in the quiescent state below

the threshold for parametric instabilities, by

inducing a large enough steady drift of the plasma

electrons relative to the ions. If possible, the

measurement should be repeated in the turbulent

state above the parametric instability threshold

where great similarity would exist with conditions
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and Dawson’ for theirenvisioned by Lin, Kaw,

proposed Plasma Wave Laser.

The thermal conduction studies have become

very interesting, because we now have reason to

believe that a sensible experimental course exists

for studying the phenomena that produce deviations

from classical collision-dominated heat flow.

Such deviations are believed due to large

localized temperature gradienta2 and are also

expected to be produced by plasma waves and

turbulence. We find that these subjects form a

natural extension of our long experimental experi-

ence With microwave heating and electrical

resi.stlvitynear the plasma frequency and of our

more recent forays into experimental studies that

require dc electrical current flows. Under

classical collision-dominated conditions our

observations of the thermal conductivity are In

good agreement with the theoretical value.3 Work

is under way to understand the phenomena that

produce deviations from this value.

A new experiment for the purpose of studying

nonltnear interactions between plasma and a

traveling electromagnetic wave has been con-

structed and ie presently under test.

B. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE ABSORPTION, PLASMA HEAT-
ING AND ENERGY TRANSPORT IN THE Q-MACHINE

Studies of electromagnetic wave absorption

and the associated plasma heating and energy

transport have been continued and extended in our

single-ended Q-machine. This device provides a

fully ionized magnetized potassium plasma column

(Te XTi Y22500K, n~l - 5 x 1010 cm-3, diameter

= 2.5 cm, B? 5 kG, length ‘v200 cm) on which to—

study these effects by using high Q microwave

resonators and moveable high frequency Langmuir

probes. This setup 1s shown schematically in

Fig. X-1.

1. Observation of Neirative Inverse Bre~

StrahlunK Absorption. During the last quarter of

1976 members of the group again devoted some time

to the measurement of the inverse bremsstrahlung

absorption coefficient. In the past, our
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Fig. X-1.
Schematic layout of Q-Machine experiment.
Moveable probes (P) are located at various
positions along the column.

technique, a time decay measurement of the Q of a

high-quality (Qo= 20,000) microwave resonator

that surrounds a fully ionized potassium plasma

column,was used to measure the weak-field (ratio

of oscillatory velocity to thermal velocity,

VE/VT~ 1) absorption by a qUieSCent pkLsm.4 The

measurement, expressible in terms of an

electron-ion collision rate, v~i, agreed well with

theory.5 We have also measured the stronger field

(0$ vE/vT $1) absorption which becomes important

when the microwave field, E, oscillates the

electrons to an amplltude eE/m~ that is large

enough (w Debye length) to modify the Rutherford

cross section. This ❑easurement,4 expressed in

terms of an electron-ion collision rate

Wei(VE/VT) . CX(VEhT)v~i I

showed that the coefficient ~(VE/Vl.) had the

property O c ~$ 1.

Our recent efforts have been devoted to a

weak-field (vE/vT ~ 1) absorption measurement when

the plasma electrons possess a considerable dc

drift velocity, VD, relative to the ions. In this

case, the absorption involves an

collislon rate that can be expressed

electron-ion

as

‘&(vD/vT) = 6(v@T)v~i .

We were motivated in this measurement by the

considerable past theoretical work and contro-

versy6-10 that centered around the possibility

that b might be negative. In the case of

drifting Maxwellian electron distribution,

which

the

for

FO~) =(--!$-~”e.p[-~

( )1

2-—
2~T ‘Z - ‘D

Musha and Yoshida,10 using a

()v: i-“2
Y

,

Boltzmann-Fokker-

Planck approach, showed that ~ c O for suffi-

ciently large vD/vT. Our own recent calculation,

based upon the Dawson-Oberman formalism,5 and

including the effect of a strong magnetic field,

is shown in Fig. X-2. It illustrates that 6 < 0

for vD/vT~ 0.9. Moreover, it shows that @ + O

for vD/vT + m , because the Rutherford

cross section decreases as the total energy,

dominated by the directed energy, (1/2)m v;,

increases. Although it is difficult to understand

the detailed stimulated bremsstrahlung emission

process,8 it seems clear from the collisional

10 that ~ becomes negativeabsorption standpoint,

when the v~i(v) x aF”/avz > 0 portion of the

electrical conductivity integral contributes

enough to overcome the V:i(v) x aF”[avz c o

portion.

Our observations of @ were made by suddenly

pulsing the otherwise negatively biased cold end

collector, or cold plate, in our Q-machine (see

Fig. X-1) to positive potential, and thus

accelerating the electrons. Probes located on

both sides of the resonator, used to monitor the

1.25 I I I I I I

1.0

0.75-

0.50-

m.

0.25-

0

-0.25-

-0.50J 1 1 1 I 1 1 I
o I 2 3

VD/vT

Fig. X-2.
Theoretically predicted normalizedac resiativity,
B, versus ratio of electron drift velocity to
thermal velocity for U.$/LL12. 0.35.



appearance of the accelerating potential pulse,

indicate, as shown in Fig. X-3, that an

electron-accelerating space charge pulse travels

the length of the plasma column almost

instantaneously. This result is also supported by

the nearly simultaneous change in the rate at

which the microwave energy decays, upon ap-

plication of the current pulse, as shown In the

upper portion of Fig. X-4. A small radially

moveable current collecting probe Indicates that

the current profiles and the separately measured

density profile agree, and that, therefore, the

eleotron drift speed VD is independent of radius.

The electron drift speed is obtained from the

electrical current and plasma density measure-

ments. The electron temperature prior to applica-

tion of the accelerating pulse is assumed equal to

the measured hot plate temperature of 2250 K. The

validity of this assumption is confirmed by the

good agreement between our measured value of v~i,

using the resonator technique, with theory.

To achieve vD/vT > 1, in the face of

temperature-limited (constant electron current)

operation of the Q-machine hot plate, it was

neceesary to lower the electron density, n, and

perform observations in the range

2 :0.5.0.35 ~ w;e/LO This has the advantage of

reduced ohmic heating due to the dc pulse, but it

alao reduces the sensitivity of the Q-measuring

technique, because A(l/Q), the Plasma contribution

to the absorpt~on, is proportional to n2. Another

way to avoid ohmic heating is to utilize a short

(%o.4ps) “de” pulse length and to measure Q

during this short time interval. This also

insures that the Buneman instabilltyl’ cannot grow

sufficiently to influence the electron drift speed

and the microwave absorption measurement. The

price paid for gaining these advantages ia the

increased difficulty of accurately measuring the

slope of the microwave decaY (i.e., Q) during Such

a short time interval.

The lower portion of Fig. X-4 shows the

microwave decay with and without the short dc

pulse. While it is evident that this pulse causes

the microwave decay rate to decrease, it requirea

considerable analysis to show that the sign of 6

is also changed. Figures X-5 and x-6 show the

present status of this analysis. In Fig. X-5 we

show the result of obtaining the absorption from

23 slope measurements made every 0.05 US during a

single decay and utilizing a O.1-ps duration for

the purpose of defining a slope. This approach

gives the time-resolved absorption, but also

introduces a considerable spread Into the

absorption deduced simply because less averaging

of the noise in the microwave decay data iS

possible. The result clearly shows the sudden

PROBE SIGNALS

25cm FROM
COLLECTOR

75cm FROM
COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR
CURRENT

0.2ps/DIV

Fig. X-3.
Relative time behavior of current signal at
collector, and probe signals at two different
positions in plasma column.
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MICROWAVE
ENERGY DECAY

COLLECTOR
CURRENT

MICROWAVE
ENERGY DECAY ,WITH

PULSE

NO PULSE

0.2/.Ls/DlV

Fig. X-4.
Upper: Relative time behavior of current signal at
collector and microwave energy decay. Lower:

Microwave energy decay with and without applicat-
ion of current pulse. Upper and lower cases

correspond to different plasma conditions.
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decrease in the absorption when the accelerating

pulse is applied, but comparison with the

absorption due to the losses in the resonator

walls leaves uncertainty that $ actually became

negative. A more convincing demonstration that &i

is actually negative becomes possible if we

sacrifice time resolution and simply measure the

slope of the decay curve before the application of

the accelerating pulse, and throughout the entire

time available during the application or the

pulse. In this case, there is less error in

determining the slope and we obtain the result

shown in Fig. x-6. (Each error bar in Fig. x-6 is

determined from the RMS scatter of slope measure-

ments for 10 to 20 cases.) The losses, described

in Fig. x-6 by the labe1 !Iresonator walls,!!

include a correction that arises from the

influence of the plasma dielectric constant upon

the distribution of the microwave fields within

the resonator. Unfortunately, this correction

also reduces the wall losses compared to what they

would be for an empty resonator. Nevertheless,

though the remaining effect is not large, we can

now observe a definite reversal in the sign of

6.12 The provisional situation is summarized in

Fig. X-7 where we show the theoretical 6 curve and

two data points that we have analyzed which give

negative absorption. (Not shown on the figure are

cases at smaller drift velocities in which 6 is

positive and approaches unity as VD approaches
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Fig. X-7.
Summary of results and comparison with theory for
two drift velocities at u$/u2 = 0.35.

zero.] Considerable uncertainty remains in the

precise location of these points along the vD/vT

axis, because, according to our computations, the

0.4 US pulse length was still long enough to

double the electron temperature as a result of

ohmic heating. This temperature rise will be

measured in the near future, and we also hope to

refine the measurement of 6 further.
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2. Plasma HeatinK and Heat Flow. During

the past year serious studies, both experimental

and computational, were initiated on electron heat

flow along the magnetized Q-machine plasma column.

Our work was based on the microwave techniques

developed in the course of our ac electrical

resisti.vitystudies. These techniques enable us

to rapidly heat the plaama electrons locally, and

to obtain the electron temperature from a rapid

measurement of the microwave absorption. By

locating several microwave resonators along the

plasma column for these purposes we can determine

the electron temperature as a function of source

strength, space, and time. Figure X-1 shows this

set-up for the case of the two resonators used so

far in our work. By driving the resonator, marked

SI.ngleMode Resonator on Fig. X-1, with a short

microwave power pulse, we are able to heat the

plasma locally over about a 10-cm-long axial

source region. Sometime after the heattng pulse

is turned off, we measure the Q of this heater

resonator and determine the temperature in the

source region. The Q of the second resonator,

marked Dual Mode Resonator on Fig. X-1, is

monitored continuously to determine the time

history of the electron temperature 50 cm away

from the source. An example of the microwave

signals observed is shown in Fig. x-8.

The interpretation of the measurements is

carried out with the help of a heat flow and

microwave heating computer code, originally due to

J. H. Brownell (TD Division) and recently

completely revised by J. Thomas (visiting staff

member from N.M.S.U.). This code numerically

solves the one-dimensional, nonlinear, partial

differential equation for the collision-dominated,

— ~PROPAGATICtJTIMEOFtEAT-WJWEFRONT

k411iiBm
JjEATiNGFtR-SE

--i l-- + *20fm.c

—.
—. (a) (b)

Fig. x-8.
Effect of heat pulse on microwave resonator
slgna1.

time-dependent heat flow with a microwave ohmic

heating source term. To correspond to the

experimental situation, an insulating boundary

condition describes the negatively biased cold end

collector, while a constant temperature is imposed

at the hot plate end of the plasma column. The

axl.althermal conductivity, ~11, is given by

K,l = WSP ,

where KSP is the parallel thermal conductivity

3 and a is a parameter that wederived by Spitzer,

introduce into the computation to obtain the best

possible agreement with the experimental observa-

tions.

For modest heating levels, designed to

satisfy as closely as possible the requirements of

the classical collision-dominated heat flow

theory, we find good agreement between theory and

experiment with u . 1, and these results are

described below. Our maim interest ia, therefore,

to extend these measurements into several areas

that are less well understood. These include the

effect of plasma instability and turbulence, large

temperature gradients, magnetic mirrors, particle

end loss, and electrostatic trapping potentials.

To obtain turbulence, we have begun to

conduct dc currents through the plasma column. In

this case, dc ohmic heating has been observed and

Is an unavoidable by-product of producing turbu-

lence. Numerical code modifications, not yet com-

pleted, will be required to describe the heat flow

for the dc current case. With heat flow ignored,

Fig. X-9 shows the maximum temperature increase

that can be expected as a function of time from

classica~ dc ohmic heating alone.13

The case of large local temperature

gradients, studied by Ivanov et al.,2 is

interesting because it introduces the posslbilit.y

that strong local heating could force the local

electron mean free path to exceed the temperature

gradient scale length. In thie case, the free

flow of hot collisionless electrons into the

adjacent cooler plasma is restricted by space

charge forces, and the subsequent exchange of hot

and cold electrons may involve instabilities. our
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search for this effect is hampered by two

difficulties. If we operate the heating resonator

field below the threshold for ac parametric

instabilities, we utilize classical ohmic heating

due to electron-ion encounters. In this case,

heating is limited by the reduction in the

electron-ion collision rate when the ac drift

speed, eE/nf.o,becomes comparable to or larger than

4 This effect illus-the electron thermal speed.

trated in Fig. X-10 limits classical ohmic heating

to Te/To~ 2.9. The need to generate larger

values of Te/To has alao forced us to operate

- the ac parametric instability threshold,

where we have observed appreciable anomalous

heating of the body of the electron distribution

function; but an energetic tail of hot electrons

14 In this case our approach hasis also produced.

been to delay temperature measurements in ~

source for several microseconds after the heating

pulse is turned off in order, among other r=sons~
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Fig. X-10.
Computed Te/To vs E-field for microwave heating by
classical means alone. Note that for the case
considered (column length = 180 cm, density
. 4.5 x 1010 cm-3, To . 2250 K, heater length = 16
cm, end microwave frequency = 3 GHz) Te/To reaches
a maximum value of 2.9 due to khe reduction of the
electron-ion collision rate at large E-fields.

to allow the body to relax to a Maxwellian

distribution and the hot tall to disappear from

the plasma column. Such a time delay has not been

applied for the temperature measurements at th~

sensing rescmabor and, therefore, leads to some

uncertainty in the early time interpretation of

the heat flow, although no increases of

temperature at the sensing resonator are observed

because of the hot electrons alone.

The results of our observations are shown in

Figs. X-11,.X-12, X-13, and X-14, together with

solid and dashed curves that describe computa-

tional results. Figures X-II and X-12 give the

temperature measured by the sensing resonator as a

function of time after microwave power is applied

to the heating resonator. In this case, body

heating was accomplished above the threshold for

the parametric instabilities where a theoretical

model for the anomalous heating source term is

lacking. To make up for this, we fit the

theoretical temperature curves to the actual

temperature measured in the source shortly after

the anomalous heating pulse is turned off. This

procedure is illustrated in Fig. X-13, where time
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Fig. X-II.
Temperature vs time at the position of the dual
mode resonator for the case of strong heating.
Time is measured from the turn ~ of the heater.
The solid and dashed lines are calculated from the
heat flow code using source functions obtained
from fits to the data in Fig. X-13.
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Fig. X-12.
Temperature vs time at the position of the dual
mode resonator for the case of strong heating.
Time is measured from the turn ~ of the heater.
The solid and dashed lines are calculated from the
heat flow code using source functions obtained
from fits to the data in Fig. X-13.

is measured from the instant when the microwave

power incident on the heating resonator is turned

off. The earliest available time for a source

temperature measurement is determined by the time

required for the resonator field to decay below

the level where it influences the electron-ion

rate.b After the effectivecollision source

strength has been determined in this way, we use
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Fig. X-13.
Temperature vs time at the position of the heater.
Time is measured from the turn ~ of the heater.
The magnitude of the electric field in the resona-
tor is adjusted to obtain the solid and daahed
lines calculated by the heat flow code.
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Fig. X-14.
Temperature vs time at the position of the dual
mode resonator for the case of weak heating. Time
is measured from the turn on of the heater.

it to compute the temperature as a function of

time at the sensing resonator. The resulting

comparison with the data shown in Figs. X-II and

X-12 indicates the possibility that we have begun

to see an interesting effect. Note that the curve

for a = 1 fits the very early time data

(t< 4ps), but that later in time the data are

better fitted by a . 0.5. We see, also, that the
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ti temperature reached at the sensing resonator

more closely agrees with the a . 0.5 prediction.

However, if we look at later times (Fig. X-12), we

see that again the a . 1 curve clearly fits the

observations better than the a = 0.5 curve. This

apparent change from the full Spitzer thermal con-

ductivity to approximately half this value, and

then back again, may be due to the passage of the

temperature front through the sensing resonator

with a large enough gradient to introduce new

phenomena. That an appreciable gradient exists at

early tl.meais shown in Fig. X-15. Here we show

the calculated temperature profile along the

column at the times indicated. These times cor-

respond directly to the times on Figs. X-II and

X-12. Of course, at later times (Fig. x-16) we

see that the gradient becomes appreciably less.

At some time shortly after 12 US (Fig. x-16), the

character of the solution to the heat flow equa-

tion changes to that of a nearly constant shape

solution. It is interesting that this change in

character occurs when we again observe agreement

of our measurements with the full Spitzer thermal

conductivity solution.

he have also made measurements for a lower

level of heating when the ac parametric instabil-

ity threshold is not exceeded. The result shown

in Fig. X-14 is compared with curves calculated

for a= 0.5, l,and 1.5. The full Spitzer thermal
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Fig. X-15.
Temperature vs position along the plaama column at
the times indicated. Time is measured from the
turn on of the heater. All calculations are the
source in Fig. X-13 using the full Spitzer
conductivity (u = 1.0).
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Fig. x-16.
Temperature vs position along the plasma column at
the times indicated. Time is measured from the
turn on of the heater. All calculations are for
the source in Fig. X-13 using the full Spitzer
conductivity (a = 1.0).

conductivity (i.e. a . 1) appears to fit the data

adequately for all times and certainly better than

either the a = 0.5 or u . 1.5 curve. Our thermal

conduction experiments will have to be pursued for

some time before some of the uncertainties

described here can be resolved and before we have

extended our measurements into the other areas of

physical interest mentioned above.

3 . Studies of the Transient Growth Phase of

Parametric Instabilities. As part of our continu-

ing program to understand in detail the

interaction between electromagnetic waves and

turbulent plasmas, we initiated a study this past

year of the early transient growth phase of the

oscillating-two-stream (0-T-S)t5 and parametric

decay (p-D)16 instabilities observed in our

Q-machine experiments.17

A high Q resonator mode (TMOIO mode with E.

parallel to the dc Magnetic field) is driven to a

high power level by a short pulse (0.2 US) of

microwave power tuned to the resonator frequency.

The resonator mode then acts as a pump for excita-

tion of the instabilities. The peak pump power

level in the resonator can be varied from below to

far above (13 dB) the instability threshold.

Following termination of the excitation pulse, the

energy in the pump decays at a rate determined by

the rate of transfer of energy to the plasma and

to the resonator walls. When the pump power
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exceeds the instability thresholds by a sufficient

anmunt, we observe a sudden strong increase in the

pump decay rate. The onset of this enhanced decay

rate occurs earlier in time as the peak pump power

is raised. Shortly after this strong pump

absorption, or pump depletion, a burst of hot

electrons is detected on probes located in the

plasma column outside the resonator. Figure X-17

shows these effects for a case where the pump

power reached a maximum of about 10 dB above

2 2 = 0.90.threshold and where Wp/(IJ The decay of

the microwave pump in the first 300 ns after the

power reaches its maximum is determined by losses

due to classical electron-ion collisions in the

plasma and to skin-depth losses in the resonator

walls. Following this period, the dramatic

increase of the pump energy loss rate is observed,

and about 200 ns later a burst of hot electrons is

detected on a probe located 21.8 cm from the

resonator center.

We have analyzed the longitudinal velocity

distribution of the hot electron pulse using

retarding potential probes. These velocity

distributions have been corrected for electron

tfme of flight from the resonator center, so that

the electron velocity distribution in the center

of the resonator was deduced as a function of

time. The result is shown in Fig. x-18. We find

the following characteristics for the hot elec-

trons for the case of 0#/u2* 0.90: the density

of hot electrons is a small fraction (less than

one per cent) of the total electron density; for

the cases with higher microwave powerg, the total

~iE-tiNATOR CENTER)
0.1 ps/Dlv

Fig. X-17.
Evolution of microwave power showing onset of
strong enhanced absorption after the pulse
excitation of the resonator. Note the appearance
of the hot electrons after the strong absorption
has occurred.
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Fig. x-18.
Hot electron velocity distribution inside the
resonator for different times (labelled in ?.Is)
during the hot electron production.

energy in these hot electrons accounts for all the

microwave energy absorbed through the enhanced

absorption process; and a pronounced bump in the

tail of the electron velocity distribution

develops as a result of the hot electrons. Me

have reported~4 similar results for the hot

electrons produced during the nonlinear saturated

steady state of the parametric instabilities.

Another feature common to both the transient and

steady-state observations is that the bump in the

tail occurs at an electron velocity that is

comparable to the phase velocity of the

theoretically predicted most unstable electron

wave. However, a bump-in-tall veloctty distribu-

tion can also be created‘8 if strong localization

of the unstable wave fields (spikons)19 form in

the plasma. Further work is required to determine

the dominant mechanism producing the hot

electrons.

The rate of hot electron power production can

be computed as a function of time from the

velocity distributions in Fig. x-18. This hot

electron power, along with the enhanced, or

anomalous, microwave power absorption is shown in

Fig. X-19. The delay

microwave absorption and

production indicates that

not go directly into hot

rather generates large

between the enhanced

the hot electron pOWer

the microwave power does

electron production, but

amplitude plasma waves

through the parametric process, which in turn

evolve to a state in which they can rapidly

deliver their energy to the electrons.
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Fig. X-19.
Hot electron power and enhanced (or anomalous)
microwave absorption as a function of time.

The absence of significant hot electron power

production during the earlier times of enhanced

microwave absorption, and the observation that

plasma waves do not leak out of the resonator,

suggests the following model for analy”sisof the

period of time up to and during the enhanced

microwave absorption: all microwave pump energy

that is lost through the enhanced absorption

process goes * into plasma wave energy

localized in the resonator. (Energy in the ion

waves that are also excited can be neglected

because their frequency is much lower than that of

the electron plasma wave.)

We have used this model to analyze the

enhanced pump absorption from which we obtain

growth rates and absolute amplitudes of the plasma

waves. The plasma wave energy density is

described by a single variable, E;. In the case

where only a single plasma wave mode is excited,

EM is the electric field of that wave. In general

~ is an integral of the spectral energy density

of the excited waves over all frequencies and wave

vectors. The unstable waves are assumed to occupy

a cylindrical volume within the plasma column of

about l-cm diameter (equal to the measured

diameter over which the hot electron pulse

appears) and of length equal to the resonator

length. The pump field, ?S., fills the whole

volume of the resonator. Two equations, the first

describing the decay of energy in the pump mode

(due to heating of the resonator walls, plasma

heating through classical electron-ion collisions,

and the growth of the plasma waves), the second

equation describing the growth of the plasma

waves, are used to analyze the measured pump

decay. Figure X-20 shows the results of this

analysis for a typical set of parameters. We

observe that the deduced energy density in the

plasma waves normalized to the energy density in

the pump at threshold, E~/E~T, grows at late times

to a value many times larger than the

corresponding ratio for the pump energy density,

E~/E~T, as well as being far above unity. Though

at laker times the instantaneous plasma wave

energy density often exceeds the pump energy

density by several factors of ten, we find after

accounting for the large difference in volumes

occupied by the two, that the w energy in the

plasma waves is generally less than the tots~

energy stored in the pump mode.

In spite of these very large wave energy

densities, the rate of transfer of energy from the

pump into these waves seems to be fairly well

described by the linear parametric growth rate of

the most unstable plasma wave. This is also shown

in Fig. X-20 by the comparison between the

measured wave energy growth rate and that computed

from theory20 for the O-T-S instability. In

general, we find that the measured growth rates of

the plasma wave energy are scattered about the
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Fig. X-20.
Pump power ratio, unstable wave energy density,
and growth rate as a function of time. Note that
digitized data points of the pump power ratio have
been replaced by a smooth curve for claritv.
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compuLed linear growth rates for the O-T–S insta-

bility, and the P-D instability. The computed P-D

growth rate is about 60 per cent of O-T-S growth

rate, and the two instabilities have very nearly

the same threshold for the conditions of our

experiment. A summary of all measured growth

rates and comparison with theory is given in

Fig. X-21. In this figure the measured growth

rates for values of E~/E~T~5.0 are plotted

versus the instantaneous pump power ratio

P/PT . E~/E~T. The explicit time dependence of

growth rates is suppressed by the presentation in

Fig. X-21, since the growth rates are plotted

versus pump power. However, this time dependence

generally follows the trend shown in

Fig. X-20: the growth rate at early times may be

slightly greater than the O-T-S growth rate, and

is less at later times.

Using this model, it is also possible to

predict the time at which the enhanced pump

absorption first becomes detectable, relative to

the time at which the pump power first crosses

50 t ,

al:/w2=o.90 .

EW21EO:S5.0

. O-T-

/

.
.

.

0[ 2345 10

Fig. X-21.
Measured instability growth rates compared to
computed growth rates for O-T-S and P-D insta-
bilities.
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threshold. This is done by assuming that the

computed growth rate for the most unstable plasma

wave evaluated at. the instantaneous pump power

applies at each time. It is then straightforward,

having assumed an initial amplitude for li~at the

time the pump crosses threshold, to numerically

integrate the two equations for pump and plasma

wave energy density. when the plasma wave energy

density becomes large enough, the rate at which

energy flows from the pump into these waves

becomes comparable to the flow of pump energy into

the resonator walls and into classical plasma

heating, and thus becomes observable. In

Fig. X-22 this type of analysis is shown for four

different cases spanning a range of peak pump

power ratios, p/pT, from 4.4 to 14. The results

of the model computations are shown as solid lines

only after the time where enhanced absorption has

become detectable. For the cases shown, the O-T-S

growth rate was used in the computation, and two

different initial amplitudes for E; differing by a

factor of two were chosen, corresponding to the

two solid lines of the model for each case. It is

important to note that the same two initial

amplitudes were used for each of the four caaes.

It is seen that for the lowest of the four peak

pump powers, no measurable enhanced absorption is

predicted, consistent with observation. As the

peak pump power is increased, the predicted time
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Fig. X-22.
Pump power ratio (P/P~) as a function of time for
four different cases showing predictions of model
for time of onset and subsequent evolution of the
enhanced pump absorption.



at which enhanced pump absorption is first

detectable moves to earlier values, and reasonable

quantitative agreement is seen here with the

experimental results as well. However, the

initial plasma wave energy density required tO

obtain this agreement with experiment is con-

siderably larger than would be available from the

naturally occurring thermal fluctuations of the

electron plasma waves. This Indicates that the

initial amplitude of the plasma wave energy

density is determined instead by the beating

between the pump and the naturally occurring

fluctuations of the ions.21

If the same integrations are carried out

using instead the compu+.edP-D growth rates, the

required initial plasma wave energy densities are

of the order of 500 times larger. This would

indicate that the O-T-S instability dominates the

early time behavior of enhanced absorption and hot

electron production. However, in the nonlinear

steady-state regime of the parametric instabil-

ities, our spectral wave measurements17 have shown

that both instabilities are present.

Further study Ls planned in order to answer

the questions about the transient growth phase of

the parametric instabilities that have been raised

by our results: we would like to understand the

mechanism by which wave energy is transferred so

efficiently to a bump in the tail of the electron

velocity distribution. We would like to verify

our notion that the O-T-S instability dominates

the early time behavior. Further information is

also required to determine whether or not the

beating between the pump and the ion fluctuations

controls the plasma wave amplitude at threshold.

Finally, we need to understand the physical

mechanism whereby the plasma wave energy densities

can grow to the exceedingly large values deduced

by US.

4. AbsorrJtionof a Weak Microwave SiEnal bv

@trolled Levels of Plasma Turbulence. The

geometry of the dual-mode resonator we used

(Fig. X-1) permits simultaneous application of two

microwave fields near 2000 MHz to a common region

of the plasma column. The two modes have ~

parallel to the external magnetic field, and their

frequency separation in all work performed to date

is roughly 15 MHz, which may be compared to the

ion plasma frequency of 7.7 MHz or less in our

experiment. This system has mostly been used for

studies of the turbulent plasma state that is

generated by parametric instabilities. In such

studies, one mode (called the driver mode) is

pulsed at field strengths above the threshold for

parametric instability, causing a rapid growth of

plasma fluctuations that leads to a saturated

steady state. Simultaneously, the second mode

(called the-mode) can be applied at very low

power with a frequency 15 MHz above or below that

of the driver field. By switching off the

tUiCrOwaVesources at suitable times, we measure

and compare the absorption rakea of both

fields: the absorption of the driver field is

determined by nonlinear parametric effects, while

the absorption of the test field is independent of

test power but is influenced by the plasma

fluctuations that.are present.

Figure X-23 summarizes the general behavior

seen during the saturated state after the driver

field has been applied for a few microseconds.

The quantity plotted is a measure of the total

rate of microwave absorption by the plasma column.

It is shown aa a function of the driver power

(’bE*) as measured in the saturated state and

normalized to the threshold level required to

drive parametric instabilities. For

‘DRIVER < ‘THRESHOLD the measured absorption rate

I I I 1 I I I

Fig. X-23.
Steady-state absorption rates as a function of the
driver mode power with W~/1112equal to (a) 0.91,

(b) 0.76, and (c) 0.67.
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of either the driver or test mode is due to

classical electron-ion collisions, and is pro-

portional to the square of the plasma density. A

gradual decrease of absorption with increasing

power in the driver pulse can be attributed to

unavoidable electron heating that reduces vei.

For PDRIVER > PTHRESHOLD Fig. X-23 shows three

types of behavior:

(a) Near the critical density (~p/w2 = 0.91)

the threshold for instability is low, and the

driver field absorption (triangles) is strongly

enhanced by parametric instabilities. Absorption

of the weak test field shows a comparable

enhancement but at higher driver power. 4 test

field 15 MHz below the driver frequency (circles)

is clearly affected more strongly than one 15 MHz

above the driver (squares). Indeed, our measure-

ments indicate that the decreased absorption shown

for the latter case is just collisional (with

heated electrons) and that anomaloua behavior does

nOt OCCUr until ‘DRIVER ~ 3PTHRESHOLD.

(b) At somewhat lower densities

(w~/w2 = 0.76) the enhancement of driver field

absorption (dots and dashes) occurs more

gradually. The test field absorption (broken

line) likewise shows milder behavior that does not

depend upon whether it is above or below driver

field in frequency.

2 2 = 0.67)(c) At still lower densities (uph

the threshold for parametric instabilities is

relatively high, and the driver field absorption

shows no abrupt increase as that power level is

exceeded. The gradual enhancement that is

observed is essentially the same as for the test

field (either above or below the driver frequency)

and their common absorption rate is indicated by

the solid line in the figure.

Our more recent work with the dual-mode

resonator system has concentrated on transient

phenomena during the initial period of rapid

growth of plasma fluctuations when a destabilizing

pump field is suddenly applied. The method used

here is the same as that used in the transient

studies of fluctuation growth rate and hot

electron production described in Sec. B.3. It

takes advantage of the time delay that occurs

between the application of a strong microwave pump

field to our plasma, and the growth of
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instabilities to the point where enhanced

absorption of this pump field is observed. If the

external source is switched off just after a

strong microwave field is established in the

resonator, the energy in that field can decay

freely throughout the entire tLme that plasma

waves grow to a level large enough to cause

enhanced absorption. By analyzing the decay rate

as was described in Sec. B.3, we establish a

continuous record of the time dependence of the

anomalous absorption in the pump field. In the

context of the dual-mode system, the driver mode

is used as the pump field described above while

the test mode is simulhneously freely decaying at

much lower power.

Figure X-24 illustrates the time histories of

both test and driver fields in such an experiment.

Again we plot measured power (P NE2) normalized

to the instability threshold (PT). The test field

is applied first, and at (1) it is freely decaying

afi a power level well below threshold. The

external source for the driver field is switched

off at (2), and even though it has been well above

the threshold for some time, its initial decay is

at the slow collisional rate. Eventually, at (3),

II I
‘2’ (3)
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time -
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Fig. x-24.
Driver and test mode power vs time in a transient
measurement of absorption rates. w2/u2 . 0.85 and
ftest ‘ ‘driver + 15 MHz.
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excited plasma waves have reached a level

sufficient to promote enhanced absorption and a

marked increase in the driver field decay rate.

We note that the test field also exhibits enhanced

absorption during this interval. Figure X-25

shows a comparison of the driver and test

absorption rates obtained for this particular

case. Here, as in the data discussed below, we
have ~2,u2 . 0.85, and the test field frequency is

P
15 MHz - that of the driver field.

In the course of our work we have varied the

test field power level, P, from 0.001 to 0.55

times the threshold level, ‘T] while keeping the

driver strength substantially constant. Aside

from shot-to-shot variations in the timing of

these pulses, we see no significant change in the

test field absorption over this range. We

therefore conclude that (for P < PT) the test

field absorption rate is independent of test field

strength.

On the other hand, as one would expect, the

transient absorption rakes are quite sensitive to

changes in strength of the driver field that

generates unstable fluctuations. Figure x-26

shows four different driver histories with dif-

ferent average amplitudes. The corresponding

absorption rates are shown In Fig. X-27. We see
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that the enhancement of test field absorption is

generally comparable to that of the driver, but

its development is not the same. As the driver

strength is increased, onset of the enhanced

driver absorption tends to occur at a somewhat

later time than that of the test field. This

behavior is consistent with the notion that the

level of plasma fluctuations required to affect

the test field absorption is fixed, whereas the

level required to affect the driver field

absorption Increases with driver power.

The experimental results discussed above show

some differences between transient and steady-

state phenomena, but it is felt that the under-

lying physical mechanisms are the same. A plausi-

ble model suggests that the enhanced test field
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absorption results from an interaction of that

field with the driven electron wave spectrum at

frequencies in the vicinity of the test mode fre-

quenty. The interaction is one of induced

parametric decay, but because the fluctuations are

maintained by the driver, the absorption rate is

independent of test field amplitude. If this view

is correct, then our measurements of test field

absorption in the steady state suggest a fluc-

tuation spectrum centered somewhat below the

driver frequency that broadens with increasing

driver power, which is in agreement with our

measured spectra of the parametrically excited

17 Interpretation of ourelectron plasma waves.

transient results would require similar strong

broadening of the spectrum during

growth--possibly as a consequence

natural line width associated with

rate, as described In Sec. B.3.

the period of

of the large

a large growth

c. PROGRESS ON AN EXPERIMENT FOR STUDYING NON-
LINEAR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PLASMA AND
TRAVELING ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

In addition to the research on the Q-machine

plasma, work is in progress on another plasma

source. This is a permanent magnet multipole

confined argon plasma device of the type developed

by MacKenzie and coworkers22 at UCLA. Experiments

planned for this machine include an investigation

of the II&
P

instabilityt!23in which a photon

undergoes parametric decay into two plasmons, and

also a study of heating a plasma using two

electromagnetic waves whose beat frequency24 is

adjusted to correspond to a natural plasma res-

onance. Major distinctions between these ex-

periments and those on the Q-machine are that

these experiments are expected to involve travel-

ing waves in a cylindrical waveguide, which is

perforated to allow the plasma to penetrate, and

that the plasma is essentially unmagnetized.

Detailed measurements of the microwave char-

acteristics of the empty perforated 0.9-meter-long

cylindrical waveguide have been made to allow

comparison with the same characteristics when it

is filled with plasma. We find that the guide,

though constructed of copper mesh, still adequate-

ly confines microwaves. The proof of this is that

with reflecting ends on the waveguide so that a

cavity 1s formed, the measured Q is 2200. This

means, of course, that only 4.5 x 10-4 of the

stored energy is lost per cycle--an acceptable

loss rate.

Since the experiments to be done with the

waveguide involve traveling waves, the standing

wave ratio (SWR) inside the waveguide should be as

low as possible. It was found that the voltage

SWR is tolerable (1.1-1.3) over a reasonably broad

range of f~equencies, and can be brought below

1.05 at a particular frequency with an external

tuner.

The phase shift and attenuation dependencies

on frequency have also been extensively documented

and understood in the framework of theory. When

plasma is present these relationships are expected

to change and these changes can be accurately

measured to provide information about the plasma

density.

The plasma source (Fig. X-28) is a steady

discharge In argon maintained by 18 thermi.onic

tungsten filaments. The filaments are biased from

-30 v to -8o V to provide sn ionizing electron

current. Confinement of these primary electrons

and of the plasma is provided by a series of

permanent magnetic line cusps around the cylinder

periphery and at the ends. The perforated

Fig. X-28.
View of the filament and magnet support cage with
the 90-cm-long perforated waveguide in place.
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waveguide is centered on the axis of the system

where the magnetic field due to the multipole

configuration is substantially 10~er (Na few

gauss), thus allowing the microwave-Plasma inter-

actions to take place in an essentially magnetic-

field-free plasma.

A systematic program is under way to under-

stand this plasma source. L.angmuir probe

measurements of electron temperature Te and

density ne have been ❑ade with and without the

confining magnets. To date the waveguide has not

been installed. Some results of the measurements

obtained are shown in Fig. X-29, where electron

density is plotted as a function of discharge

current at an argon pressure of 10-3 torr. Data

is shown for cases both with and without the con-

fining magnets. Clearly, as reported elsewhere,22

the magnets greatly enhance the plasma density for

a given discharge current, although we have not

determined which mechanism(s) (PrimarY confine-

ment, plasma confinement, electrostatic confine-

ment) is responsible. Much smaller discharge cur-

rents have so far been used when the magnets were

installed, because the filaments used were not

thoriated as they were for the earlier studies

when the magnets were absent. ‘Thori.atedtungsten

filaments will again be used when the waveguide is

installed.

Electron temperatures were also taken from

the Langmuir traces, and generally it was found

that there were two electron energy components to
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Plo of electron density vs discharge current for
10-5 torr argon.

the distribution function. The main body of

electrons had a temperature around 2 eV (with

magnets), with a tail whose temperature was around

4 eV. At the higher densities the tail component

took on the same temperature as the main body of

electrons, usually between 1-2 eV.

Further,such studies will soon be carried out

with the perforated waveguide in place, and

following these studies we plan to begin investi-

gation of the microwave plasma interaction.

D. Q-MACHINE HOT PLATE DEVELOPMENT

Our present large, programmable hot plate

structure, though it is working well, requires a

long turn-around time for replacement. In order

to reduce this turn-around time we have developed a

simpler and smaller hot plate design, which is

currently under test. The new design utilizes a

smaller diameter filament structure pat.t,erned

after our present conical design, but eliminates

the intermediate hot plate, as well as the

acceleration ring used to program the temperature

profile of the main hot plate. Also, we used

thoriated +.ungstenwires in the new design instead

of a filament of tungsten foil. The support for

the new 5-cm-dfameter hot plate utilizes pointed

tungsten rods, and Is similar to that used in one

of the designs at the Princeton Plasma Physics

Laboratory. In order to reduce the accelerating

voltage required on the filaments, a grounded

acceleration structure is supported in the center

of the conical filament structure. At a voltage

of 2.9 kV and a current of 2.4 A the hot plate

operates at 2400 K. After 200 hours of operation

the hot plate was disassembled, and no

deterioration of insulating or metal Parts was

noted.

Future studies of the hot plate structure

will involve directing a beam of potassium atoms

onto the hot plate surface in order to ascertain

the quality of the plasma column thus produced.
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XI. PLPSMA DIAGNOSTICS

R. E. Siemon, R. Kristal, K. E. Freese, P. R. Forman,
F. C. Jahoda, G. I. Chandler, !?.D. Eausman, D. A. Platts

A. INTRODUCTION

The spatially resolved Thomson scattering

experiment, incorporating a special design

polychromator capable of extremely hifh rejection

of stray laser li~ht integrated with a digital

1 2 hascamera under dedicated minicomputer control ‘

obtained data on the Scylla IV-P device. A

description of the total system is given (Section

E).

High frequency gas laser heterodyne inter-

ferometryz has been extended to the 2.39-P infra-

red He-he laser wavelength, using the same lead

molybdate acousto-optic cell as in the visible to

produce the 100 MHz frequency difference between

scene and reference beams. A new system under

development is described that will utilize the

high time resolution thus available for repeated

spatial scanning of plasmas whose temporal changes

occur on a microsecond time scale. A single scan

would yield the same information as side-on HF

holographic interferometry, but in an automated

operation, and amenable also to discrete apertures

as in a Z-pinch coil, where holography is

inapplicable because of lack of fringe continuity.

Repeated scans would approach the time resolution

capability of a multi channel gas laser inter-

ferometry system with considerably less hardware

and better spatial resolution. The initial system

aims for 30 resolution spots in a 6-cm field of

view within a total of 0.25 us forJned~ > 1016

cm‘2 (Section C).

A computerized plasma beta measurement system

similar to the type used on Scyllac was developed

for use on Scylla IV-P. This system incorporates

the new luminosity profile measurement apparatus

with zoom lens optics and improved photomultiplier

detector as first described during its design

phase.2 Also, the numerical method used to fit the

data was improved (Section D).

The last section of this chapter briefly

summarizes various other diagnostics development

activity: a) analog video recording of streak

camera output for subsequent digitization, b) C02

holographic interferometer, c) three-pulse ruby

laser, and d) far infrared

E).

A substantial fraction

Group effort centers on the

both for data acquisition

This activity is reported in

diagnostics (Section

of the Diagnostics

use of minicomputers

and device control.

Section XIV.

E. SPATIALLY RESOLVED TliCMSONSCATTERING

1. Easic AoDroac~. This project is designed

to detect spectrally dispersed plasma-scattered

ruby laser light simultaneously from a large

number of scattering volumes. In principle, this

could be done with a two-dimensional array of very

many photomultipliers, but a much better way is to

use a television detector on which the data are

arranged in a two-dimensional pattern, as orig-

inally proposed by Dimock and Pretz.3

The method for collecting the scattered light

from an array of scattering volumes and resolving

it into multiple wavelength channels is based on

the fact that a grating polychrometer can be

stigmatic. ‘EYstigmatic is meant that illumina-

tion of a single point on the entrance slit with

white light gives a line at the output along which

the various wavelengths are located. Each point

on the entrance slit then corresponds to a

different point in the plasma.

We apply this idea to a theta pinch by

arranging for the scattering volume to be as

narrow a band as possible perpendicular to the

axis of the discharge tube. The incident laser

beam goes through the discharge tube walls and

through the plasma in the radial direction. The

scattered light is collected with a lens that

forms an image of the scattering volume onto the

entrance slit of a stimatic polychrometer with

high rejection ratio for stray light at the laser

wavelength. At the output of the polychrometer

there results a two-dimensional intensity pattern

in which one direction represents

the other direction represents

position.

wavelength and

plasma radial
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The pattern is recorded on the cathode of a

television detector, gated on only while the laser

is pulsing. The light intensity is thus converted

to an array of electric charge. This charge array

is then measured by a special digital television

system on a slow time scale after the event and

the data are transferred in the process directly

to a minicomputer. The minicomputer is basically

a high-speed data buffer and programmable control

device which subsequently transfers the data to a

larger computer for analysis.

?. ODt ical Design of Po1vchrometer. When

the incident laser beam goes through the walls of

the quartz discharge tube it generates s high

level of stray light or background light. Since

the stray light is monochromatic and the scattered

light spectrum is broad, the stray light can be

eliminated by the use of a 3-grating poly-

chrometer.4

Figure XI-1 shows the optical arrangement of

our specially designed polychrometer. The first

two plane gratinga from a prefilter that selects

the portion of the spectrum to be detected and

rejects the unwanted monochromatic stray laser

light. The prefilter uses f/5 collimation lenses,

which are readily available commercially.

s

OPTKAI- DATAOIGIIUER

w

Figure XI-I
Three-grating polychrometer used for digital
television system. Solid lines for light rays
indicate a mixture of wavelengths, and dotted
lines indicate a single wavelength. The SIT tube
iS shown without the additional gated image
intensifier.

TAELE XI-I summarizes the parameters of these

first two stages. The gratings, selected by the

manufacturer to have low stray light and to be

free of ghosts, are also readily available

components.

The third stage grating is a custom

holographic grating from J-Y Optical. Its purpose

is to put as much intensity per unit area as

possible onto the television detector. This

implies using the maximum possible angle of illu-

mination. As seen by the characteristics listed

in TABLE XI-II, the holographic grating

illuminates the cathode with an aperture of f12

and forms an image well matched to the 25-mm-

diameter television detector. The nominal values

in the table

obtained in

are in good agreement with those

practice although there are

TABLE,XI-I

CHARACTERISTICLSOF POLYCHRCMETER TtiO-STAGED
PREF1’LTER

Entrance slit 2mmx40mm

Collimating lenses f/4.8

focal length 31.7

diameter 66 mm

Plane gratings 600 groves/mm

size 64x64mm

Linear dispersion 50 bun

Resolution (2-mm slit) 100 i

Spectral band pass 4600-6800 i (22oo 8)

Transmission of spectrum - 0.5

Transmission of 6943 A < 10-7

TABLE XI-II

CHARACTERISTICS OF HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING STAGE

Entrance slit (@ f/4.8) 2mmx40mm

Image on detector

Aperture f/2.o

Linear dispersion 150 ;/mm

Width of spectrum 14.6 mm

Demagnified slit size o.8mmx16mm

Resolution 120 x

Transmission of spectrum - 0.2

Stray light due to 6943 A < 10-3
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significant optiCal distortions as explained below

in the section on system calibration.

3. Television Detector. As originally de-

signed, the RAC 4826 SIT camera tube was also to

perform the shutter function. It was, however,

found inadequate for this because the shutter

ratio, - 10-3, (signal in response to light when

gated off compared to signal when gated on) was

not small enough. To improve the shutter ratio

and insure enough detector gain, a first stage ITT

microchannel plate image intensifier as shown in

Fig. XI-2 was added. The combined system has

acceptable characteristics in all respects as

listed in TABLE XI-III.

The internal operation begina with

photoelectron emission due to light incident from

the right in Fig. XI-2. When the intensifier is

gated on, the photoelectrons are transmitted and

SITCAMERATUBE CATEOINTENSIFIER

(RCA4826) (ITT)

~1-%
LOWYELOCITY HICHVELOCITYPHOTOELECTRON
SCANNINGBEAH\ BEANIIIAWOONTARGET1 INACEFOCUS ,P-20PHOSPHOR

MICROCHANNEL
PLATEMJLTIFIIER

S-20

EXTENOEORED
PHOTOCATHOOE

CRIO CRIOICRIONO.21/ [CRIONO.4) \ \kR oPTKsom’LIT
[CRIONO.I LUJNFOCUSINC \\ FIBEROPTitSINPUT

CRIOICRIONO.3) 1-

‘—1---’~--l-- ‘TpHOTOcATHOOE
ELECTRONGUN SCANNINGSECTION IMAGESECTION

Figure XI-2
Combined RCA television camera tube and ITT
microchannel plate intensifier.

TABLE XI-III

DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Spectral response S-20

Detector diameter 25 mm

Pixel size (minimum 150 pm

spot resolvable)

Sensitivity Quantum limited

Gain Variable over wide range

Gate duration 50 ns or more

Shutter ratio ,0-6

amplified 10 to 1000 times by the microchannel

plate. They are then accelerated to the P-20

phosphor of the intensifier, which emits light,

coupled by fiber optics, to the S-20 cathode of

the SIT (Silicon-Intensified-Target)camera tube.

Photoelectrons from the SIT tube are accelerated

by a high potential and are electrostatically

imaged on a silicon target. The impact of an

energetic electron (4-10 keV) gives rise to many

electron-hole pairs resulting in a further

amplification of 10-1000.

The final pattern of charge, representing the

incident intensity pattern on the cathode,

persists until it decays due to dark current.

Since the camera operates at room temperature, the

image decays in a few seconds. The spatial

resolution of the electronic detector system is

limited by the properties of the low-velocity

electron beam used to read out the stored charge

pattern. The electron gun and scanning section of

the camera tube shown on the left in Fig. XI-2 are

operated by the electronic system described in the

next section. Although many variables are

involved in characterizing the read-out

properties, a typical spot size for the electron

beam on the silicon target is 100 pm - -

corresponding to 150 pm on the cathode because of

a slight demagnification in the electrostatic

image section. The pixel size or minimum-sized

picture element is thus listed in TABLE XI-111 as

150 p.s. The electron beam limitation is worse

than the limitation imposed by the channel plate

structure (- 7O pm) or the finite diode structure

of the silicon target (- 20 urn). The final system

spatial resolution is actually limited by

aberrations in the holographic grating to be about

400 ~m so the detector resolution is more than

adequate for the application.

~ jilectroni~ Svsteq. The read-out of

charge from the silicon target is performed by a

commercial instrument known as an optical data

digitizer (ODD) made by EMR Photoelectric. The

mode of operation, unlike conventional television,

is one in which an arbitrary location on the

screen is sampled with a short duration pulse of

the low-velocity electron beam. The resulting

pulse of video signal is amplified and digitized
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before proceeding to another point on the screen.

The procedure is executed under computer control,

giving a great deal of flexibility in the manner

by which data are acquired. A 12-bit X-address is

transferred by a load X-pulse and a 12-bit

Y-address is transferred by a load Y-pulse. As

the current In the deflection yokes is changing, a

!Inot ready” flag is raised. Small steps in

position settle in a few microseconds but changing

from one side of the silicon target to the other

can take 50 microseconds. After the deflection

yokes settle, a sample command can be issued,

which causes the ODD to turn on the read beam for

1 microsecond and then to digitize the video

pulse. The 8-bit intensity appears on the output

lines in a few microseconds and Is signaled as

ready on a ‘Vreadyt!line from the analog-

to-digitial converter.

If the ODD were the only limitation, a point

could be sampled (for small deflections) every

7 ps. The sample times are important because they

determine the fraction of the screen that can be

read before dark current destroys the signal. We

will return to this point in the section on future

improvements.

Some limitations in the system result from

the ODD pulsed mode of operation. The details of

how the electron beam lands on the silicon target

and generates the video signal are not fully

understood. While it is well established that the

charge on the target ia proportional to the

incident light intensity, the peak of video

current sensed during the ODD sample pulse is,

unfortunately, not perfectly proportional to the

stored charge. There results a non linearity in

the observed signal ~ light level that must be

removed by calibration. Furthermore, the cali-

bration varies from one point on the screen to

another. These effects lead to corrections as

large as 25%. However, the combination of

computer control and the convenient fact that dark

current generates a signal that increases linearly

with time can be used to calibrate the system

automatically. Experience shows that the

calibration is good to 5$ or better and is stable

for many months if the various parameters such as

focus current and grid voltages are left

unchanged.

In addition to the ODD there have been

several important electronic developments required

for the system. The SIT tube requires up to 10 kV

for operation and the intensifier requires 5 kV.

The SIT cathode and intensifier phosphor are

connected by fiber optics that can tolerate no

voltage differential so that a 15-kV supply is

required for the combined detector. Furthermore,

gating pulses must be capacitively coupled to the

high-voltage electrodes in the detector. The

complicated divider chain required for this

application must be designed with the additional

constraint that there be no excessive voltage

transients on various of the sensitive elements in

the intensifier during turn-on and turn-off. The

main gating pulse is a fast-rising 200-volt pulse

of 100-ns duration.

5 . ComDuter Confij7uratl~. For the ODD

control computer, a Prime Model 100 is used with

the following hardware options: 1) 16K memory,

2) terminal control board, 3) general-purpose

input-output board for control of the ODD, 4) a

dual floppy disk drive and controller, and 5) a

CAMAC controller. The system represents a small

but very powerful stand-alone disk-based system.

One of the two floppy disks is devoted to system

software consisting of: 1) a disk operating

system (DOS), 2) an assembly language assembler,

3) an editor, 4) a FORTRAN compiler, and 5) the

usual assortment of LOADER, file management

utilities, FORTRAN library, etc. The other floppy

disk is interchanged often and is used for ODD

software development and data storage.

Figure XI-3 shows the hardware arrangement as

it is used in the Scylla IV-P experiment. The

Scylla IV-P control computer is a Prime Model 300,

which will soon be linked to the CTR Divisfon

PDP-10. The bulk of the data analysia will be

performed on the PDP-10.

The system is Interfaced to the Prime 300

through CAMAC, which means the system can be

easily transported to another experiment if that

becomes desirable. The CAMAC crate also permits

the uae of stepping motor controllers for a

position and wavelength variable calibration light

source. It also provides a versatile link for

future modifications.
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Figure XI-3

Computer hardware configuration for digitial
television operation.

The ODD interface and long-line driver

connect the general-purpose 1/0 board of the

Prime 100 to the ODD, which is located at the end

of long cables in the vicinity of the experiment.

The ODD interface was designed and built before a

control computer was obtained and also permits

limited operation of the ODD independent of the

Prime 100. This has proven to be an invaluable

maintenance tool.

5 . Svstem ODeration and Calibration. The

system is presently operated and synchronized to

Scylla IV-P as follows: Three seconds before a

plasma discharge, a signal from the Prime 300

control computer is delivered to the ODD interface

where it is detected as a flag to begin the

control program. An erase mode is initiated for

the ODD whereby the low velocity electron bean is

swept over the silicon target, bringing it to a

uniform potential. This erase continues until

5 milliseconds before the plasma discharge at

which time a pulse from the Winston pulser sets a

second flag in the ODD interface, causing the

program to stop the erase and pause while the ODD

relays settle and the plasma event occurs. During

the plasma discharge the ruby laser is pulsed and,

with suitable delays, the detector is gated in

synchronization with the scattered light. After a

programmed delay of IQ milliseconds (5 milli-

seconds after the plasma event), when the

electrical transients from the bank discharge have

disappeared, the ODD operation begins. In the

operation to date, 600 pixels, representing

30 spatial positions and 20 wavelength channels,

are sampled.

There are two types of calibration required

for the instrument. The first (intensity calibra-

tion) involves making quantitative determination

of the incident light intensity given the digital

signal on a particular pixel. The second (spatial

-wavelength calibration) involves determining the

wavelength and plaama position to associate with

each pixel.

The intensity calibration is conveniently

subdivided into a linearity curve and a relative

response number. Experiments have shown that for

a Particular setting of ODD controls, each pixel

can be calibrated with a curve of output

signal vs stored charge. The charge is Introduced—

with dark current and varied by the duration of

time between erase and read. The response

relative to other pixels for a particular setting

of amplification on the intensifier and SIT is

obtained using a light source uniform in space and

with known spectral composition. The relative

sensitivity is affected by the intensifier

unlformlty, the SIT cathode uniformity, and the

read-beam process. The intensifier gain setting

is often varied and displays some small drifts, so

it is necessary to determine the relative

sensitivity calibration frequently (ideally after

every plasma discharge). The linearity curve and

spatial-wavelength calibration need to be

determined much less frequently.

The spatial-wavelength calibration is

obtained by varying in turn the wavelength and

position of a small monochromatic light source and

observing what area on the screen responds. We

are working on an automatic process to perform

this calibration using computer controlled

stepping

position

tion has

motors to vary the wavelength and

of the source, but to date the calibra-

been obtained manually.
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Figure XI-4 shows a typical spatial-

wavelength calibration in terms of the 4096 IX and

IY address coordinates used by the ODD. Each

vertical curved line represents a Particular

wavelength channel with red on the left and green

on the right. The width of each line is the

full-width half-max distribution of intensity for

monochromatic illumination. The horizontal lines

represent the response to white light at parti-

cular points along the entrance slit. Again,

their width is proportional to the width of the

distribution on the screen. The curvatures and

complicated distributions of light on the screen

are primarily due to distortions from the

holographic grating. Although complicated at

first glance, they are readily accounted for in

the analysis using the calibration data. The

spatial and wavelength resolutions are also

determined in this process. Spatial displacement

of about 1 mm along the entrance slit and

wavelength differences of about 150 A are

resolved. Since this instrument was designed for

plasmas with temperatures greater than about

200 eV, these are acceptable characteristics and

very nearly what was sought in the original

design.

.
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Figure XI-4
wavelength and position
Distortions are primarily
holographic grating.

calibration of
optical effects

7- Temoerature Measurements on Scvlla IV P-.

During the months of October and November, 1976,

the instrument was installed and operated on

Scylla IV-P. After the usual difficulties of

cabling and interfacing between a complex

instrument and an experiment were overcome, we

obtained the most needed result of the preliminary

experiment, the shielding was sufficient to permit

operation in the theta-pinch environment. Because

of the complex transistor and integrated circuit

electronics used by the ODD, which necessarily

sits a few feet from the theta-pinch column, we

had been concerned that voltage transients might

damage the instrument despite our efforts to

carefully shield the electronics. Fortunately,

that was not the case.

Data were obtained on a few main-bank

discharges, and a temperature profile is shown in

Fig. XI-5 for a spatial channel near the maximum

density. Data analysis was limited because the

link from the Prime 100 to the Prime 300 was not

active due to software problems at the time the

data were obtained. Nevertheless, a simplified

analysis of a few points, and study of the data

obtained, show the main features of the results.

The radial density profile was readily

discerned and is in general agreement with inter-

ferometry and luminosity profiles. The

temperatures measured are somewhat larger than

1[ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I
a I \ I

‘:&
5800 5600

Figure XI-5
Profile of scattered light intensity E wavelength
near the center of the density profile on Scylla
IV-P. Solid curve is a least squares fit to a
theoretical profile corresponding to 600 eV.



expected from the Morse thermal conduction model,5

but the data are too preliminary for conclusions

to be drawn.

~ Future Improvements. The data illus-

trated in Fig. XI-5 show the general feature that

the signal-to-noise is rather poor. This is

explained as follows: The noise is a result of

photoelectron statistics. Whereas the total

number of photoelectrons on the target is about

105-106, each pixel samples an area of about 10-4

of the total area and thus only 10-100 p.e.~s

contribute to the signal for a given pixel. At

the present time, we read 600 points located at

the intersections of 20 wavelength and 30 position

channels, a few of which are shown on Fig. XI-4.

In the original planning we had intended to

deliberately defocus the read beam to permit each

pixel to sample a larger fraction of the screen.

That turned out to be impractical because severe

variations arise in the screen uniformity and

intensity calibration when the beam is defocused

the desired amount.

Our first plan to improve the statistics will

be to read 10,000 points rather than 600. This

will permit averaging of approximately 16 points

to determine the intensity at any given wavelength

and position which should reduce the noise level

by a factor of 4.

Reading 10,000 points will, however, require

104 x 50 PS or 0.5 seconds, which means dark

current will affect the signal. We will

compensate for dark current by reading in the same

pattern each time so that the dark current

contribution can be predicted and, therefore,

subtracted from the data. Secondly, we will make

use of the fact that some a~eas of the screen

respond with less sensitivity and can thus be read

last without the signal reaching full scale due to

dark current.

Other possibilities are to cool the detector

to reduce dark current or to reduce the reading

time per point from 50 PS to the ODD limit of

7 #s.

Our conclusions are that the system has

proven to be workable and continues to hold

promise as a most significant diagnostic. Some

improvements are called for, but the flexible

nature of the programmable control computer make

many modifications straightforward and easily

iterated. Significant work remains to be done in

the area of software development for daLa

analysis. Fortunately, the imminent link to the

PDP-10 computer will greatly facilitate this

portion of the work.

c. HETERODYNE INTERFEROMETRY

1. Basic ADD roach. A scanning heterodyne

interferometer is under development for obtaining

high-resolution, sequential density Profiles of

pulsed fusion plasma during a single discharge.

The technique conbines the periodic self-

calibrating feature of the heterodyne approach

with a high-speed spatial scanning device to

effectively convert temporal fringes to spatial

fringes. The system is designed for plasmas for

which (ne~)max > 1016 cm-2 and which have a time

scale of several microseconds.

Spatial scanning is accomplished with a

turbine rotating mirror (104 rps), which is imaged

onto a Ge:Hg detector. The system is designed to

scan a 6-cm field with 2-mm resolution in 0.25 AS

using the 3.3~-Pm line from a He-Ne laser. The

heterodyne signal is obtained from a 1OO-MHZ

frequency difference between scene and reference

beams generated by a lead molybdate acousto-optic

cell. To reduce spurious differential phase

shifts during the scan, and to improve signal-

to-noise ratio, both scene and reference beams are

swept by the same rotating mirror. Each of

several consecutive scans contains - 25 fringes

(10-ns period), which is compatible with the

spatial resolution. The expected phase resolution

in double-pass mode is 0.1 fringe.

The system has the advantage of requiring

only a single signal channel to get multiple

spatial profiles in contrast to multiple beam

systems. However, it also requires a bandwidth

(150 MHz in this case) much larger than the basic

plasma data rate.

A prototype has been assembled with only a

single facet high-speed mirror. A full scene beam

scan of 5.5 cm has been obtained with resolution

better than 2 mm at one-half the full design

scanning speed so far. Heterodyning at 100 MHz

has been accomplished so far only with stationary

scene and reference beams, but with adeqvate
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contrast and signal-to-noise ratio. Further

detail and design consideration are given in the

following sections.

2. IR lieterodv~u Using Lead Molvbdat2.

The acousto-optic material used in the previous

work in the visible was lead molybdate (PbMo04).

Since this material is transparent at 4 us, it was

decided to try using the cell at this wavelength.

The basic question was one of power level. For a

Eiven interaction configuration and diffraction

efficiency, the required acoustic power, P, scales

as ~2. A power level of - 50 h is therefore

required at 3.4 p. To avoid destroying the cell

by excessive heat deposition, it was decided to

pulse the system with a low (< 5$) duty cycle.

The test setup iS shown in Fig. XI-6. The

incident IR beam is focused to < 1 mm inside the

cell. Because of the longer wavelength, both the

Bragg and diffraction angles are quite large;

separation between the zero and first orders

iS - 6°. The two orders are recollimated and

combined on a beamsplitter, which is angularly

adjusted for good interference. A short focal

length lens focuses the resultant beam on the

rather small (0.02 t21m2 active area) iridium

arsenide detector. The detector is a Judson Model

J-12LD, which nominally has a 5-ns rise time.

Aside from a bias circuit, it connects directly to

the 7844 scope. The rf drive power for the cell

(at - 100 MHz) is pulsed by a rf switch controlled

by a pulse generator.

Results are shown in Fig. XI-7. Figure XI-7a

shows the zero order (rf off) chopped

mechanically. The modulation of the zero order by

the comparison to be . 40 gs wide) is shown in

the upper trace in Fig. XI-7b. A delay of

1.5 gs is evident between the rf and optical

pulses due to the acoustic transit time in the

cell. A corresponding photo of the first order is

shown in Fig. XI-7C. The lower amplitude is due

to the poor beamsplitter used. The signal

direction, of course, is opposite that of the zero

order. The interference signal with both beams

recombined on the detector Is shown in Fig. XI-7e,

showing the beat at 107 MHz. The beat amplitude

is only about 40$ of what it should be based on

the amplitudes of the Individual beams. This is

most probably due to inadequate detector
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Fig. 7c. Fig. 7d.
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Figure XI-7
7a. Zero order beam, mechanically chopped (no rf
on cell). 7b. Upper trace: RF pulse. Lower
trace: zero order (base line represents zero
signal). 7c. Upper trace: RF pulse. Lower
trace: First order (base line represents zero
signal). 7d. Upper trace: RF pulse. Lower
trace: Heterodyne signal. 7e. Same as Fig. 7d
with expanded time base.

Figure XI-6
Infrared heterodyne test setup.
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bandwidth. A much faater detector is used in the

sy8tem application discussed next.

LliU2ixllSL?aEi~eterodvne Interferometer

a, Scannin.gReauirements. For applica-

tion to a theta- or Z-pinch the principal factor

determining the allowed scan time is FIHD plasma

motion (rather than e.g., decay due to end loss).

The scan time must be such that negligible plasma

motion occurs during the scan. Since typical

diameters (l/e point) for a theta pinch are

- 2-3 cm and typical velocities are - 0.5 cm/Us,

then for the motion to be lezs than 10% of the

size requires a scan time < 0.4 us. M,other

important factor in scanning is the resolution. A

resolution of 10% of the column diameter (. z mm)

would seem to be the minimum acceptable. Field

coverage is determined by the uncertainty in

plasma location within the discharge tube; a scan

field of at least 5 cm is needed based on previous

experience with HF laser interferometry on

Scyllac. These requirements may be restated in

terms of a scan rate--at least 60 spots/ps, and a

field of at least 25 spots are required. These

are fairly severe restrictions, especially at 3.4

u where diffraction limited beam divergence is - 6

times greater than in the visible. After perusal

of various techniques (including acousto-optic,

electro-optic, and vibrational), the high-speed

turbine mirror seemed to be the best solution.

Turbine mirror technology is highly developed and

many devices are still in use In high-solution

streak photography. Use has been made of this

fact in acquiring a 10,000 rps beryllium mirror on

loan from Group M-3. The mirror has a usable

dimension in the scan direction of - 11 mm, which,

even with a deflection angle of 90”, allows

diffraction limited beam divergence (2 k/d) of

140 spots/ps at this wavelength, or about double

the required rate. In particular, the field will

be chosen to be - 6 cm, the resolution aimed for

- 1.8 mm, and total scan time (full field) will be

- 0.25 I.IS,giving - 130 spots/ps. This further

reduction of the total scan time also helps keep

the number of fringes on the recording

oscilloscope down to a reasonable value. A scan

of - 25

spatial

fringes total is still compatible with the

resolution requirement.

Scanning of the plasma column could be done

by scanning either the scene or reference beam or

both. However, scanning either beam alone would

probably introduce substantial differential phase

shifts just from the scanning mechanism, resulting

in a highly distorted fringe pattern. In

addition, if only the reference beam were scanned,

the scene beam would have to cover the entire

field, which would seriously reduce the beat

signal strength. For these reasons, a geometry

has been chosen in which both scene and reference

beams are reflected off the high-speed turbine

mirror.

It is useful to note that this technique does

not require a clear view of the object for all

points in the scan field. For example, in

aPPIYing this technique to a toroidal Z-pinch,

where axial current flow in the coil prevents the

cutting of a continuous viewing slit, holes spaced

at the resolution interval may be used. In this

case, the scan rate would be adjusted so that at

least one entire fringe can be observed per

resolution element. The fringe pattern would then

be a square wave modulated sine wave, but the data

would still be analyzed in the usual way. One

would only need to be satisfied that one or more

fringes were not accumulated in the space between

holes due to the plasma. In addition, discrete

electro-optical beam switching could possibly

replace the mechanical scan.

b. s vstem Descri9tio~. An optical

schematic of the proposed system is shown in

Fig. XI-8, and a plan view of various parts

appears in Fig. XI-9. The zero and first-order

beams out of the A-O cell become the scene and

reference beams. They propagate parallel to each

other, but displace in a direction parallel to

the axis of rotation of the turbine mirror. The

mirror is 25 mm long and the beams are displaced

by - 15 mm, allowing for beam expansion. The

particular rotor in hand haa only one mirror facet

so that multiple scans require splitting off part

of the beam for scanning at a somewhat different

time in the mirror cycle. Typically, - 4 PS

requires - 15° beam separation.

The angular

is converted to

The aperture

beam scan imparted by the rotor

a linear scan by the scan lens.

stop (the largest dimension
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SCANNIffi SEAMS AT IR RECEIVSR
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focal plane. The return mirror in each arm is

then placed at this point, which is also

physically close to the plasma. The spatial

resolution is then approximately the focused spot

size. With a 2-meter FL scan lens, the resolution

is then - 1.5-2 mm. The linear beam displacement

across the scan lens, FLx@isthen-6cm in

1/4 Us.

In imaging the aperture stop on the detector,

considerablee reduction must be used. This is

because fast, sensitive IR detectors only come in

small sizes. The detector used here is Ge:Hg,

with a risetime of - 1 ns. To condense the 7-mm

aperture stop on to the l-mm detector requires a

lens of focal length < 29 cm. The lens speed need

only be f/4.8.

c. Phase Resolution Analvsis. The ul-

timate limit on phase resolution is the

signal-to-noise ratio. For a sinusoidal signal, a

simple geometric analysis shows that the maximum
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Figure XI-8
Simplified schematic of rapid scanning double-pass
infrared heterodyne interferometer.
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A13=

where Vn and Va are peak-to-peak noise and signal

voltages, respectively, andA8 is in fractions of

a fringe. Since typical peak fringe shift on

Scyllac is 1 to 2 fringes, a 0.1 fringe resolution

would be desirable. To achieve this V.#n . 10 is

needed. The optical power available for the

entire measurement is 1.5 VW (using the standard

homemade coupled cavity-type laser). Allowing for

equal distribution by the A-O cell, a, 50-50

recombining beamsplitter and three separate time

frames give 130 W in each beam. A 50% optical

efficiency leaves - 65 W per beam. When

heterodyning two beams, each of power P, the

resultant beat signal has the form

KWSTIC C~L CUTPUT: PUN VIEW

Figure XI-9
Interference section and acoustic cell output
section of the scanning double-pass infrared
heterodyne interferometer.

completely filled for all beam positions) iS

placed at the front focal plane of the scan lens.

The beams then propagate in double pass fashion

through the scene and reference arms and are

recombined on a beamsplitter. The beamsplitter Is

adjusted for high contrast (large fringe spacing

in the” spatial pattern) and the recombined,

scanning beams are focused onto the detector. The

combination of ecan and focus lenses image the

aperture stop onto the detector. In this way,

even though the beams are scanning, there is no

spQt motion across the detector. Since the

Vs = 2p COS Awt

scanning beams are collimated

scan lens brings them to a

on the turbine, the

focus near its rear

so that the peak-to-peak signal corresponds to a

power of 4 P, or 260 VW in this case.
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The only quantum detectors fast enough for

this application ape of the doPed germanium

variety. he are using Hg doped Ge, with a diam-

eter of 1 mm and responsivity of - o.0~ AIN at

3.4 ~. The low responsivity iz the price paid for

bandwidth. An input power of 260 W should

therefore produce ~650-pV signal (with R > 50 Q).

The dominant noise source is the load resistor and

input preamplifier. Together these should produce

- ?5 IJVpeak-to-peak of noize (with bandwidth of

150 Mhz), depending on the exact load resistance

required to shunt the front end capacitance. Thus

Vslvn - 8, which is quite compatible with the

design ob.lectlves,provided that no serious loss

in fringe contrast results. Maintaining a high

level of contrast is the subject of the following

section.

d. Contrast. The great imponderable in

the entire system is contrast retention. Contrast

may be loosely defined as the level of the

heterodyne signal in relation to the incident

power level. Anything that distorts the scene and

reference beam wave fronts in different ways will

tend to reduce the contrast. Further, the

contrast may vary within the scan, possibly

introducing severe distortion into the fringe

pattern. The infrared is somewhat forgiving in

this regard, but nevertheless, attention needs to

be paid to mirror and lens quality in the

individual beam arms. The biggest offender is the

discharge tube, and special corrector elements

have been designed (with the assistance of Group

M-5) to reduce the first-order refractive effects

of the discharge tube. However, residual effects

will remain, and these may require compensating

elements in the reference arm.

Currently unknown is how severe a contrast or

resolution reduction will be caused by the

scanning mechanism at full speed.

Construction of apparatus to explore these

effects and, hopefully, provide proof of principle

is well under way.

D. ON-LINE BETA MEASUREMENT FOR SCYLLA IV-P

~ ~utninositvMeasurement !d.i-th-~.

The new luminosity apparatus operates conceptually

on the same principles as previous devices used on

Scyllac. The image of the plasma is projected

onto the segmented fiber optics detector through

telecentric optics, i.e., making the object appear

to be at infinity. However, a zoom lens Is used

to relay an intermediate image to the detector

array, thus providing a variable field of view

(1 cm to 6 cm) to the detector. A schematic

diagram of the device is given in Fig. XI-10. By

placing the beam splitter in front of the primary

lens, the plasma and the diffused strobe light

calibration source are simultaneously in focus.

In this manner, any image intensity aberrations,

e.g., vignetting, are included in the calibration.

The strobe light is flashed and automatically

recorded before every plasma discharge.

The two outside channels in the 22-element

fiber optic array can be back illuminated in order

to project an image into the quartz discharge tube

for alignment.

L ,PhotomultiDlier Detector Design. The

light at the final image plane is carried by the

fiber optic bundles to a bank of 20 photomulti-

pliers. A new photomultiplier tube was used in

this design, the EMI 9798B, replacing the RCA 931A

used previously. The 9798B has an end-on

photocathode geometry, permitting a more compact

in-line design. It also has a broader spectral

response (S-20) and a higher gain, 11 stage dynode

structure. Although the risetime of the ‘box and

gridn structure EMI 9798B for a step pulse

(< 50 ns) is appreciably slower than either the

12 ns quoted by the manufacturer (valid for delta

function input) or the risetime of the “squirrel
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cage” 931A, it is adequate for following the

pestl!nplosiontheta-pinch plasma.

Considerable effort went into the design of a

dynode biasing chain that could provide

high-pulsed anode currents at high gain, while

maintaining the fastest possible risetime and good

linearity. The highly nonlinear chain, shown in

Fig. XI-11, proved to be the solution. With this

chain, the tube can produce peak anode currents

linearly up to - 5 mA for - 100 vs. The line

driver amplifier (Burr-Brown 3553) is capable of

driving a 50-~ load at ~ 10 V, with risetimes

< 5 ns. Hence, the anode signal is relayed faith-

fully to the screen room, where it is digitized

and recorded by Biomation or SEC transient

recorders for subsequent processing by the

computer.

It was desired to combine the photomultiplier

tube and electronics into modular units that could

be eaaily exchanged in order to facilitate repairs

or modifications. Figure XI-12 shows the final

module design and the tube array. The tube,

surrounded by light-tight shielded canisters, is

plugged Into a base unit containing all the dynode

chain and line driver electronics. The base is in

turn plugged into a mother board, which provides

the modules with necessary operating voltages and

receives the output anode signals. A double

shielded housing (not shown) contains the mother

board. The fiber-optic cables from the luminosity
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Figure XI-12
Luminosity module design and photomultiplier tube
array.

device pass through the housing walls, enter the

shielding canisters, and reach to the photomulti-

plier photocathodes.

~ Luminosity Profile ~ittiqg ~ w-

Calculation Program. After the luminosity data

have been digitized, the Scylla IV-P control

computer (Prime 300) is used to analyze the data

immediately after the main bank discharge cycle is

complete. The relative radial density profile is

computed by fitting the data with a nonlinear

least squares

f(x) = A

where A and B

❑ethod. The function used is

+ Px + C exp(-2(x-xo)2/a2) , (1)

are used to fit the background light

level, and C is the amplitude of an assumed

Gaussian profile centered at XO and of charac-

teristic width a, respectively. This five-

parameter fit includes the linear term Bx not used

in previous luminosity fitting programs. The

inclusion of this term gives statistically better

fits to the data, according to the X2 test.
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Excluded flux data are obtained from a

balanced loop-probe pair and also digitized. They

are then used in combination with the radius data

to compute the axis beta as a function of time.

Typical output from this program is shown in

Fig. XI-13. The analysis results are used by

subsequent computer programs to compute energy

confinement times and ion temperature (see Section

V, this report).

E. MISCELLANEOUS

~ AnalOK Video Monitor of Streak-Camera

QLLRU!i. A Scylla IV-P Imacon streak picture has

been successfully recorded on a SIT tube video

camera and displayed on a monitor. This

demonstration of a solution to light level,

electrical noise, and triggering problems in an

actual operational environment justifies

proceeding with digitization for eventual auto-

mated analysis. This work was done under contract

by EG & G with a GE TE36 camera coupled to an

Imacon with a f/1.2, 55-mm relay lens. The

monitor and tape recorder were located in the
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Figure XI-13
Results of beta calculation. Upper left: Plasma
radius. Upper right: plasma centroid position.
Lower left: beta value. All quantities M time
in microseconds. Lower right: excluded flux
signal.

screen room and good quality recordings were

obtained with the relay lens stopped down to f/4.

2. CGm holographi~ .Interferometer. A 1-J

pulsed C02 holographic double-pass holographic in-

terferometry system with 18 cm diameter scene

beam, complete with CW C02 alignment laser, was

constructed for the CTR-5 plasma gun project (Sec-

tion VI). Because of the unexpected high-

density, small-dimension plasma observed with ruby

laser iflterferometry,this higher sensitivity, but

more complicated system, has been temporarily

shelved.

~ Three-PulsfLiiUbYLliN!2L.The principle of

the single-laser cavity emitting two collinear

pulses of orthogonal polarization can be extended

to additional pulses by adding more polarizing

optics within the cavity. The motivation is to

obtain multiple interferograrnsduring a single

plasma discharge. A circuit for double pulsing

one Pockels cell, necessary to obtain three

pulses, has been designed and constructed and work

is proceeding on a time-as-availablebasis.

4. Far Infrared- ostn its. With the rapid

development elsewhere of C02 laser pumped far in-

frared lasers for plasma diagnostics (both pulsed

and CW), we have undertaken the development of

some in-house capability in this field on a

time-as-available basis. The initial aim is the

extension of our visible and near-infrared CW gas

laser interferometry techniques to the 496 v CH3F

and 119 p CH30H wavelengths, utilizing high .Sensi-

tivity, sub-nanosecond response room temperature

detectors (Schottky-barrier diode type) newly

available from Lincoln Laboratory/MIT. The

enhanced sensitivity at these long wavelengths

should make density measurements of the tenuous

plasma outside the dense core of theta or Z

pinches possible. While refractive bending will

be severe for a substantial transverse gradient,

it might Itself be the basis of useful

measurements.

A line-tunable C02 pump laser built by L

Division was borrowed and improved until a very

stable 20-W Cw single-mode output at the

9.6-LIpump wavelength for CH3F was obtained.
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Output at both 496 p and 119 u has been observed.

Experiments are in progress to determine the

optimum configuration and coupling into and out of

the FIR cavity. Mode structure, beam divergence,

polarization, and power of the FIR laser will be

2. LA-6582-PR, Controlled Thermonuclear Research
Program Annual Report, 1975.

3. N. Bretz, D. Dimock, D. Long, and E. Tolnas,
Bull. Am. Phys. Sot. m, 1322 (1975).

4. R. E. Siemon, Appl. Opt. 13, 697 (1974).

studied before specific applications are
5. R. L. Morse, Phys. Fluids M, 545 (1973).

determined.
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XII. HIGH-BETA TOKAMAK

P.C.T. Van der Laan, J. P. Freidberg, K. .S.Thomas

A. INTRODUCTION

Tokamak-like plaamas with a relatively high

beta can be produced rather easily with implosion

heating techniques. A Study Of these pos-

sibilities has led to a proposal for the con-

struction of such a ‘High-Beta Tokamak.” This

proposal, which is described in LASL report

LA-6413-P and its Supplement, will be reviewed bY

ERDA in January 1977. We discuss here the physics

of such an experiment, the proposed construction

of the machine, a comparison with other

experiments, and, finally, list some problems.

B. HIGH-BETA TOKAMAK PHYSICS

The objective of the experiment is first of

all to find the limits of 6 and q for which equi-

librium and stability can be obtained. Secondly,

one should attempt to move the 8 limit to higher

values by making appropriate modifications.

In the tokamak configuration the toroidal

field B
‘$

is larger than the poloidal field Bp.

Most of the implosion heating is therefore the

r-eeultof the rapidly rising B4, as in a toroidal

theta pinch.

A bias ‘ield Bl$owill be used to decrease E,

probably down to values as low as 10 to 15$.

Especially at these low 6ts the heating process is

not very efficient. Since the ability to control

profiles by means of flux conservation will be an

important feature of the experiment, anomalous

diffusion should be avoided. This means that low

filling pressures cannot be used, even though the

corresponding increase in temperature would be

welcome; a minimum filling pressure is probably

0.7 Pa (5 mTorr).

Implosion heating offers a very large heating

rate and a short build-up time of the con-

figuration. Therefore fluxes and q values of the

helical field lines are conserved, just as they

should be in a Flux Conserving Tokamak. In fact,

flux conserving equilibria are obtained much more

easily In implosion heated tokamaks than in

conventional tokamaks where auxiliary heating can

provide only a slow heating rate.

The experiment will have a ceramic discharge

tube surrounded by a closely fitting metal shell.

This and the experimental fact that the region

outside a pinch is filled by a reasonably hot

low-density plasma ensures that flux conservation

takes place throughout the tube. One can there-

fore build in specific q profiles by applying the

right q history at the wall during the risetime of

the fields. This possibility of control of the q

profile, or in other words, of the current density

profile has already been demonstrated in many

screw pinch experiments. A flat q profile im-

proves the stability of the plasma drastically and

reduces the equilibrium shift, as has been shown

in experiments and by theoretical descriptions.

A moderate vertical elongation of the cross

section should also help to increase the 6 that

can be confined. A racetrack-shaped cross section

with a height-to-width ratio of 2 to 1 has been

chosen. Computer calculations described in Sec.

XIII have shown that very high 8 equilibria are

possible in this configuration, especially in the

caae of flat q profiles.

C. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROPOSED MACHINE

Figures XII-1 and XII-2 show the proposed

construction of the central part of the machine

and the proposed circuit for the 9 currents. The

e currents are fed in with two conical trans-

mission lines on the inside of the torus. This

construction provides access for diagnostics,

allows grounding of the outside shield and reduces

the field errors near the eccentric plasma. The

shell will have one gap in the vertical plane so

that toroidal plasma currents can be induced. The

primary of the air-core transformer will consist

of an end-fed or !!Marshallcoil!!arrangement.

The discharge chamber will be composed of 30

straight alumina sections, each in the shape of a

racetrack. The metal shell will fit the ceramic

torus closely.

The high-beta tokamak requires fast-rising

magnetic fields for the implosion heating, but

alao fields that are sustained for a time long
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4% coils. At later times when the slow bank has to

Ss
VESSEL

simultaneously but are isolated from each other

during the fast initial rise by the iron core

~ ‘2 ‘cm ““

Fig.XII-l.

-.63cm THICK
CERAMIC
LINER

Central part of the Hi~h-Beta Tokaaak. The shell
carries the O currente. The pressurized vessel
around the primary 9 coil prestresses the e coils
to counterbalance the large inward Porte.

IRON

IGNITRON

150 kV

provide the current the iron saturates.

A list of machine parameters is given in

Table XII-I.

D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS

As has been described in Section B, an

implosion heated high-beta tokamak can generate

flux-conserving tokamak equilibria and in addition

can program in other q profiles, for instance the

more favorable flat q profile. Other differences

with a conventionally produced future FCT are the

higher density and perhaps the narrower pressure

profile in the implosion heated tokamak. Higher 6

values can be obtained by a reduction of the bias

field, and are in fact produced more easily than

the low B values.

The proposed experiment differs from the many

existing screw pinches and belt pinches in three

respects.

It will operate at such a filling density

that not much anomalous diffusion occurs during

the implosion. To obtain high temperatures under

these conditions,quite high E fields (FY 1 kV/cm

in the presence of plasma) are required to ensure

fast implosion heating. Secondly, the machine

10kV CAP.

Fig. XII-2.
Proposed circuit for the High-Beta Tokamak. The
iron cores isolate the slow 100-kV power-crowbar
bank during the initial magnetic field rise which
is produced by the fast 150-kV bank.

enough to study plasma confinement and stability.

The oircuit shown in Fig. XII-2 has both the

high-voltage bank and the low-voltage bank neces-

sary to achieve this. Both banks are fired

TABLE XII-I

MACHINE PARAMETERS

Major radius R

Height 2b1

Width 2b2

Volume v

Minor circumference

Toroidal field
“$

at R . 0.30 m

9 inductance, single ‘e
turn, 1.5-cm dead space

Toroidal current
1’$

estimate for q (wall) . 2

Filling pressure deuterl.um PO

Final plasma density
‘e

Final plasma temperature T

0.30 m

0.48 m

0.24 m

194 dm3

1.234 m

2.0 T

87 nH

750 kA

0.67 Pa

(5 Pm)

5 x 102’ m-s

300 eV
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will have a complete shell around the torus to

guarantee flux conservation over the full cross

section of the chamber. Partly open shells as

used in most belt pinches allow the use of an

externally applied vertical field, but also cause

the area in which fluxes are conserved to be

small.

Thirdly, the machine will have a moderate

2-to-1 elongation of the minor cross section,

different on one hand from the many machines with

circular cross section but also different from the

larger elongations (3-to-1, up to 7-to-1) used in

belt pinches. The planned 2-to-1 racetrack might

sti}l be changed to a D-shape by the addition of a

bulge to the outer surface. Equilibrium

calculations, described in Sec. XIII, have shown

that equilibria are possible at very

high beta values, up to 90% local beta and

possibly up to 100$. The 2-to-1 racetrack is in

this respect better than the bulging racetrack,

but the advantage of the latter is its better

stability characteristics, as was apparent from

the behavior of the Mercier criterion for the two

shapes.

E. PROBLEMS AT LONG CONFINEMENT TIMES

To find the limits for $ and q, one needs to

keep the plasma parameters constant during many

MHD times. If stable periods of 100 M are

reached, and experiments in SPICA and in belt

pinches suggest that this should be possible for

the appropriate f?and q values,one would like to

understand the decay processes that limit the

lifetime thereafter. ‘TWO candidates for these

limiting processes are discussed.

~ i. As in all high-density

plasmas, radiation, which increases with n2, can

dominate ohmic heating which is almost independent

of n. This means that only very low impurity

concentrations can be tolerated in high-density

plasmas. Figure XII-3 shows the decay of the

temperature, for two densities and three oxygen

concentrations, after an initial implosion heating

to 300

IMPRAD

oxygen

least

eV. These calculations were done with the

code, described in Sec. XIII. Clearly the

concentration should be kept down to at

0.1%, which is certainly not easy, but

T
300.

200--

120-
0 100 200 300 400 500

TIME [pa)

Fig. XII-3.
Computer results for the decay of l/2(Te + Ti) for
two plaama densities and three concentrations of
the oxygen impurity. Implosion heating at t . 0
heat? the plasma to 300 eV. A current of 1000
A/cm contributes ohmic heating.

judging from experience with linear 0 pinches, not

impossible either.

Note that the radiation cooling problem of

high-density confinement disappears when a-particle

2 takesheating, which is also proportional to n ,

over. The radiation cooling problem cannot be

blamed on the wall materials; in fact the low-Z

atoms of quartz and alumina are orders of

magnitude better than the high-Z atoms of metal

walls in terms of impurity radiation losses per

impurity atom.

2. DiSrUD tive Instability. The second pro-

cess, which may limit the lifetime is the dis-

ruptive instability. Radial heat conduction sets

up a temperature profile which in turn begins to

influence the current distribution. If this leads

to a shrinkage of the current channel, a surface

on which q . 1 can show up near the magnetic axis.

Under given circumstances, otherwise harmlesss in-

stabilities on the q . 1 surface can develop into

a disruptive instability. The characteristic on-

set time for such a disruption is hard to esti-

mate. On one hand, the heat conduction would be

faster at the higher densities of an implosion

heated tokamak. On the other hand, especially for

a broad current profile,

well-heated low-density

lengthen the lifetime.

a protective

plasma could

layer of

help to
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XIII. THEORY

D. C. Barnes, J. U. Brackbill.,R. Christian, T. E. Cayton,
R. Y. Dagazl.an,J. P. Freidberg, R. A. Gerwin, D. W. Hewett,
H. R. Lewis, R. C. Malone, L. W. Mann, M. Menzel.,G. Miller,
R. L. Morse, C. W. Nielson, ii.Riesenfeld, W. Schneider,

J. L. Schwarzmeier, A. G. Sgro, K. Symon, L. Turner, and D. Winske

A. INTRODUCTION

During lg76 CTR-6 continued to make important

contributions to high-beta kinetic and magneto-

hydrodynamic theory. In addition, detailed theo-

retical studies of several exploratory concepts

were initiated.

One major interest in microtheory continued

to be the lower hybrid drift instability. Efforts

in the last year have indicated that this

instability may not be as dangerous as previously

thought. It has been shown that a threshold for

the instability exists at low drift velocities,

that profiles in Z-pinch configurations can be

shear stabilized, and that the saturation level.of

the instability, determined from plasma simulation

at lower drift velocities than were attainable in

the past, is much less than previously thought.

In addition, the hybrid implosion code, which had

already achieved remarkable success in reproducing

experimental results, was substantially improved

and proceeded to give excellent agreement with

such subtle experimental measurements as neutron

yield and plasma rotation. A new hybrid code

which holds great promise for extending these cal-

culations to several spatial dimensions has been

developed during the past year. Finally, a new

active interest was taken in electromagnetic ins-

tabilities which are due to anisotropic ion tem-

peratures that arise during implosions.

The major success of the theory group during

the past year occurred in MHD theory, where a much

clearer understanding of the Scyllac experiment

was achieved. A simple analytic model for esti-

mating the external forces needed to produce

toroidal force balance for diffuse equilibria was

developed and results showed that the force

balance for an P.1,0 system at high beta was dif-

ferent by a factor of two from the prediction of

sharp boundary theory. This result was verified

in three-dimensional numerical studies of diffuse

Scyllac equilibria. These time-dependent calcula-

tions have shown dramatically the behavior of the
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plasma column and Its approach to equilibrium in

the postimplosion phase of Scyllac. Also, a more

transparent picture of the plasma motion in the

Scyllac sector was obtained by means of an

analysis of the response of the plasma to a

localized impulse.

Progress was also made in areas which are of

prime importance in scaling to larger experiments.

These include finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects,

classical transport, and work on the ZT-40 experi-

ment. The study of FLR effects, both numerical

and analytic, has continued to show that careful

analysis of these effects give more optimistic

results than predicted by previous theory. A de-

tailed theoretical investigation of high-beta

classical transport was successfully completed in

the past year. Finally, calculations of equilibr-

ium and impurity radiation for the proposed ZT-40

experiment have been carried out.

The theory group has also engaged in several

areas that are less traditional, and might be

called exploratory concepts. They involve the

study of materials and their interaction with

plasma. One effort is a study of plasma com-

pression by imploding liners. Although com-

pressibility of the liner does reduce the very

favorable scaling of the simplest theory, the

results still show that break-even is achievable

in a very small device. A second effort involves

the investigation of material end plugs for linear

theta pinches. The calculations have shown that

plugs can significantly increase the energy con-

finement time (as well as elimimting partiole end

loss), and have created new optimism for linear

devices.

B. PLASMA MICROTHEORY

The role of plasma Instabilities in high-

density pinches continues to be an actively

researched subject. In addition to a continuing

examination of the lower hybrid drift instability

in the low drift velocity, postimplosion plasma a



number of new modes which are significant in

various phases of a pinch have been investigated.

1. Plasma Waves and Instabilities.

a. DisDersion Properties of Plane Waves Pro-

Dat7at,inain an Unbounded. Mametized. Homogeneous

~sov-Fl.uid P].asma. During implosion, the ions

of a e-pinch plasma are heated preferentiall.yin

directions perpendicular to the magnetic field,

i.e., T1 > T,l. However, experimental observations

indicate that the ion energy becomes isotropic,

i.e., 2 =T
II‘

in a time much shorter than that

predicted by collisional relaxation processes.

The instabilities which reduce the tempera-

ture anisotropies in pinched plasmas are important

to the understanding of stability and end loss in

straight theta pinches and mirrors. These have

been studied by deriving, without any simplifying

assumptions, the dispersion formula for unstable,

plane-wave perturbations of the Vlasov-fluid’

equilibrium.

fo(;,;) . no
(+) (+)”2

‘xP-(%)‘Xp-(%)9 (1)

These equations describe a uniformly magnetized,

electrically neutral plasma whose equilibrium ion

distribution function f. is anisotropic in velo-

city space. The perpendicular and parallel tem-

peratures, T1 and Tll, whose values may be

specified arbitrarily, describe this anlsotropy.

Consider an unstable perturbation having the

customary plane-wave dependence, exp i(~g;-ut),

where ~ may be an arbitrarily specified propaga-

tion vector whose magnitude is 2 112. we(kf+kz)

then make the following set of definitions.

where Uc is the

ion equilibrium

ion L.armorfrequency and no is the

number density.

The dispersion relation for this perturbation

is

det D . 0 (3)

where D is a 2 by 2 matrix whose elements are

defined by:

D
1,l:-T

[ 1I’(l-a)+ u - L

H+2![ 1}
Z (k+)- a 1+1+ Z (X+)

m=-- k

/[ 11)
Im(u)+u I1m(u)-~(u) exp-u

Cv”

D12:1121 =.;- (X{ [ II
#z(Ao)-a l+aozoo)

m=-= k

/[ II)u Itm(u)-Im(u) exp-u,

D22 = -&[~2(l-@+u] + : +
({
~ iz (, )

1 m=-- k-

-Cl[l+a- 7,(A-)]1
{‘ Im(u)+u [Ii(u) - Ire(u)]

})
exp-u , (4)

where Z is the Fried-Conte

function.

By generalizing the above

persion equation including

pressure effects has been derived. Numerical

solutions have been studied and tabulated. In

these computations, the equilibrium ion distribu-

plasma dispersion

derivation, a dis-

finite electron
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tion function is bi-Maxwellian, and the electron

fluid has finite pressure, but vanishing inertia.2

These dispersion properties have been compared,

either analytically or numerically, with those

obtained from a fully Vlasov description of the

plasma that includes all electromagnetic effects.

The behavior of the relatively low frequency modes

(i.e., u = O(Qci)) in the two plasma models was

found to be in very good to excellent agreement;

these results demonstrate that the Vlasov-fluid

model provides a useful and accurate description

of low frequency phenomem in a high-beta plasma.

Of particular Lnterest are four modes that

have counterparts in the Guiding Center Fluid

(GCF) model of Grad3 (an analog of ideal magneto-

hydrodynamics that includes anisotropic pressure,

which is identical to the CGL double-adiabatic

model);4 these are: 1) Alfven/ion cyclotron mode,

2) fast magnetosoniclwhistler mode, 3) ion-

acoust.lc mode, and 4) mirror mode. Another

motivation for the interest in them ie the fact

that for the class of equilibria that was con-

sidered, theee four are the modes that may become

unstable. The Vlasov-fluid model, again, accur-

ately reproduces the features found in a fully

Vlasov description.5 It was also observed that in

the k + O limit, the phase velocities meaaured

from the dispersion curves agreed well with the

predictions of the GCF theory. To further this

comparison, the general dispersion equation was

reduced to a fluid limit by assuming the frequency

and the magnitude of the wave vector to be

individually small, while allowing their ratio to

be arbitrary. The resulting”equationIs precisely

the same as the one derived by A. Kadish for a

6 (GCP) of ions and elec-Guiding Center Plasma

trons, if one assumes a bi-Maxwellian velocity

distribution for the ions, a Maxwellian for the

electrons, and then sets the electron ❑ass to

zero. Thus, to lowest order, the Vlasov-fluid

model for long wavelengths, and the GCP model

agree; however, because the ion gyroradius and

cyclotron frequency are finite in the Vlasov-fluid

description, corrections to the first approxima-

tion can be computed and for nonzero wave vector,

lead to differences between the Vlasov-fluid and

GCP results. This is a finite-gyroradluseffect,

and it appears even in an infinite, homogeneous

plasma.

Another comparison was made between the GCF

theory and the lowest order, long-wavelength

solutions of the Vlasov-fluid dispersion equation:

the normal speed loci-((polar coordinate plots of

phase speed versus angle of propagation) for the

two models were constructed and compared; repre-

sentative examples are shown in Figs. XIII-1 thru

XIII-4.

Davidson and Ogden8 have proposed the ion

cyclotron instability, which is an electromagnetic

instability driven by ion energy anisotropy, as a

mechanism for rapid, collisionless relaxation of

the ion velocity distribution to an isotropic

state. A detailed investigation of this relaxa-

tion mechanism was begun in 1976. The theory of

Ref. 8 has been generalized to include

second-order wave-particle effects for a variety
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Figure XIII-1.
One quadrant of the normal speed loci from the GCF
model and the long-wavelength llmit of

:$;~-fl:’:ydelwhenTl/’ll = lo.oandc:i%:An imaginary speed outside the
quadrant (negative radius) indicates damping of
the wave. The modified Alfven waves are identical
in the two models; the fast magnetosonic waves are
very similar. Both models exhibit a mirror
instability: the mirror instability in GCF results
when the slow magnetosonic speed becomes purely
imaginary at large propagation angles; in the
Vlasov-fluid description, the mirror instability
arise from the purely imaginary mirror mode that
has no counterpart in GCF theory, and it does so
for a wider range of parameter values than GCF
theory allows. The slow magnetosonic wave is
damped substantially in the Vlasov-fluid model,
whereas it is undamped in GCF.
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Figure XIII-2.
of the normal speed loci from the GCF
the long-wavelength limit of the
model when TI/Tl ❑ 0.4, c2/v2 = 1.0.

An Imaginary speed outside ~he quadran~ i’%icat.es
damping of ‘the wave. The modified Alfven waves
are identical in the two models. The fast
magnetosonic wave is slightly damped and the slow
magnetosonic wave is strongly damped in the
Vlaaov-fluid description, whereas all waves are
undamped in the GCF model. The curves differ
topologically in the two models: this difference
occurs because the GCF fast and slow magnetosonic
modes are strongly coupled when 35° < EI < 45°.
Analogous mode coupling occurs in the ~la~v-fluid
description, but at larger values of cS/VTh.

.of electromagnetic instabilities with !KIIE0.9The

new theory provides a description of the changes

in the particle distribution functions, as well as

isotropization and heating rates; these will be

compared to results of computer simulations of

this instability.

The Alfven-ion cyclotron mode and other

relatively low-frequency, i.e., @. O(flci),phe-

nomena in hot, high-beta plasmaa are amenable to

study with the Vlasov-fluid model.l The linear

growth rates and frequencies of the lcl[Boion

cyclotron mode were obtained from both the

Vlasov-fluid model and a fully Vlasov treatment;

these were compared and were found to be in

excellent agreement. A generalization of the

Vlasov-fluid model that includes finite electron

pressure2~10 has been developed and its wave pro-

5 have been compared with thosepagation properties

/
/

\
\

K’T \/L -
Bo

Figure XIII-3.
This figure and Fig. XIII-2 illustrate the effects
of electron temperature:

‘he ‘lectron ‘empesat2rehas been decreased substantially so that cS/VTh.
0.01, while the other parameters remain the same
as in Fig. XIII-2, i.e., TL/T,,. 0.4 and c~/v2 -
2.5. The slow magnetosonlc speed in I!l;
Vlasov-fluid description has a very large,
negative imaginary part, and is not shown. The
mode coupling for GCF is clearly evident. The
curves have been labeled with the polarizations of
the waves: t = transverse, electromagnetic wave; L
. longitudinal wave. The fast and slow
magnetosonic waves are, therefore, represented by
the appropriate segments of the two curves, rather
than each one being associated with one continuous
curve: the two should be interpreted as coupled
modes.

of a fully Vlasov treatment. Again, very good

agreement was observed for relatively low-

frequency phenomena, not only for the lcl1130modes,

but for waves that propagate obliquely to ~. as

well; these include “mirror” instability, the

Harris instability, and the fast-magnetosonic

mode. This agreement justifies investigation of

these instabilities in a 0-pinch geometry using

the Vlasov-fluid model.

b. Stabilitv of BGK Equilibria. A general

formulation of linearized collisionless plasma

problems has been developed to study Vlasov-fluid

instabilities.11,12 Another application of the

general method has been to study the stability of

one-dimensional BGK equilibria.13 This study has

successfully used a method for generating a good

set of expansion functions for the perturbation
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Figure XIII-4.
One quadrant of the normal speed loci from the GCF
model and the long-wavelength limit of the

Vlasov-fluid
.$5; .

Wh~8 T1/Tll = 0.3, c;/v:h =
0.707, and

3-.’
An imaginary speed

outside the qua rant indicates damping of the
wave. For the assumed parameter values, the

modified Alfven waves, which are identical in the
two models, are purely growing for all propagation
angles; this is the firehose instability. The

positive imaginary speed labeled ‘k” also occurs
in both models; this is a second firehose
instability which iS associated with the
magnetosonic mode. In GCF theory, the
magnetosonic speed changes from PurelY imaginarY
to purely real when the Propagation ani51e e
exceeds 30°; in the Vlasov-fluid description, the
mode becomes damped when e > 30’3. As in
Fig. XIII-3, strong mode coupling is evident in
the GCF results; analogous mode coupling occurs in
the lasov-fluid description at larger values of

Jc:/vTh.

potential which is similar to the method used for

generating expansion functions in the Vlasov-fluid

model.

s. tic Stabilization of The Lower Hv-

brid Drift Ins@M1.L_Yt. The effect of a dc

magnetic field on the ion oribits and the presence

of magnetic shear are stabilizing effects for the

lower hybrid drift instability in a pinch. These

effects have been Included in a linear theory by

extending the theory for low drift velocities to

include the effect of a dc magnetic field on the

ion orbits. The instability is predicted to be

extinguished at drift velocities, ‘dr* so small

that V&vL ~~~-, where vi is the ion thermal

velocity. Physically, this means that one tries

to construct a pinch with rcila 5 - where

‘d ‘s the ion gyroradius and a is a radial scale

length. This work was presented at the Spring

Sherwood Theory meeting and has been accepted in

Physics of Fluids.

Shear stabilization of the lower hybrid drift

instability has also been considered. A criterion

due to N. Krall for magnetic shear stabili.zation14

was applied to model profiles of the Reverse-Field

Screw Pinch configuration. Conditions which

virtually eliminate this instability were found

numerically, for gentle density profiles.

However, shear-stabilization proved to be inef-

fective for sharper (but still reasonable) pro-

files. If such profiles are encountered, it

becomes necessary to rely either on finite-beta

stabilization or on the fact that this instability

possesses a threshold related to ion gyro-

resonance.

2. Plasma Simulati~.

a . Plasma Simulation of NicI’oinstabillt~.

Plasma simulation continues to be an important

tool in the study of the microinstabilities that

are responsible for anomalous effects in plasmas.

Efforts this year have been focused on a better

understanding of the saturation mechanism of the

lower hybrid drift instability. This mode is

thought to be the dominant source of anomalous re-

sistivity in EJ-or Z-pinches after the plasma has

been imploded because It maintains a fairly large

growth rate over a wide range of electron drift

velocities and electron to ion temperature ratios

and is not affected by electron gyroresonant

effects. Estimates of the anomalous resi.stlvity

of the lower hybrid drift instability in this

so-called postimplosion regime usin~ a rough

thermodynamic upper bound give values which are as

much as a hundred times larger than classical re-

sistivity,ls Although these SitMJL3tbM cannot

quite reach the re~ime of greatest interest [where

the electron drift velocity (vd) iS less than the

ion thermal velocity (vi)] and must use somewhat

artificial values for the parameters (e.g., mi/me

. 100 instead of 1836), they can give a very good

indication of the nonlinear phenomena that are

occurring. Comparisons with linear theory for the

wave characteristics and with quaaillnaar theory
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for anomalous resistivity and heating rates were

made previously.16

A series of cases with vdlvi ranging from 1.1

to 13.5 have been studied. The cases with Vd/Vi

greater than four are all characterized by the

phase velocity of the growing waves (vph) being

greater than vi (i.e., a nonresonant interaction).

They have been shown to saturate by ion trapping.

Phase space plots of the ions show well-defined

regions of excluded particles and the saturation

level of the potential soales as e$s - mivph2.

The more interesting cases are those with

‘ph/vi < 1 (vd/vi < 4). In this case there is no

clear evidence for ion trapping or for quasilinear

plateau formation on the ion distribution function

(wnich sonetimes occurs for resonant interaction).

The saturation ampli.tiudescales as e$s -

(me/mi)l’2(lJce/Upe)lllivpk2.At present there is no

detailed theory for the saturation mechanism in

this regime. However, if this scaling holds in

the postimplosion regime (vd/vi < 1), the conse-

quence is that the value of the anomalous resis-

tivity is reduced by an order of magnitude or more

below the thermodynamic estimates and the threat

of this instability to limit the lifetimes of

large reactor-size pinch plasmas is reduced

considerably.

b, Imolosion Sitnulations. Several physical

effects have been added to the hybrid model this

year, the most interesting of which are multistep

ionization, anomalous ion heating, ion-ion colli-

sions (i.e., viscosity) and the Krall and Liewer

resistlvity model. The issue of ionization has

been discussed elsewhere.17 Anomalous ion heating

of 0 pinches has been included assuming the turbu-

lent spectrum of cross field instabilities is

strongly peaked in the e direction, so that the 8

velocity of each ion is changed by the amount l~vl

= (2~At/mn)l/2 per time step, where ; is the

volumetric energy deposition rate to the ions due

to turbulence, At is the time step and mn is the

ion mass density. The sign of 6V is assu!ned

random. Presumably, however, a sufficiently de-

tailed theory of turbulence would predict the dis-

tribution of 6V among the particles. The total

increase in ion energy per time stepin a cell is

then

(5)

where AV is the cell volume. .ZFi”6V. 0 since the

direction of 6V Is random.

The ion-ion collision update requires an

isotropization time T to be specified, and each

ion is rotated through an angle A13 . l/2T ~Atl-c

each time step. Presently, the classical ion-ion

collision time is used. For Ti - 300 eV, n - ,.16

-3cm,T- 0.6Lk3 and if At . 1 ns,AO =0.064

radians. However, a collision time from turbulent

theory might also be used here.

Simulations of the future ZT-bO experiment

have been quite encouraging. For initial density

of 2.5 x 1015cm-3P bias field of 1000 Oe, boundary

e field of 6000 Oe and risetime of 2.5 M, <Ti> ~

100 eV resulted. The sheath thickness in these

calculations was similar to that of a ZT-1 calcul-

ation, i.e., 2 cm. However, the ZT-1 experiment

had a 5-cm radius, so that by the time the sheath

formed the implosion was over. The predicted

Ti was approximately 20 eV while 50 eV was

measured, implying that turbulent ion heating

(which was not included in these calculations) was

more effective than implosion heating. In the

ZT-~0 experiment, however, the plasma had a larger

distance over which to implode, resulting in much

higher temperatures even without turbulent ion

heating.

Simulations of the Maryland 8 pinch using the

Krall-Liewer reslstivity slgorithm have been done.

By conparing with observations we conclude that

the predicted sheath thicknesses tend to be too

small, implying that the algorithm is not resLs-

tive enough. Comparisons done by Liewer18 also

seem to indicate this, although the point is not

explicitly stated.

Simulations with the ❑edified Chodura resis-

tivity of some experiments (particularly the

University of Texas 8 pinch) required adjustment

of the constants multiplying ~i to obtain agree-

ment with experimental results. However,once the
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constants were adjusted the agreement was quite

good. When scaling to an unknown regime for

predictive purposes, the Krall-Liewer algorithm,

having some theoretical basis for its scaling, may

give the correct scaling. When simulating an

existing device with known field profiles, the

Chodura algorithm with appropriate constants

(determined by comparison with the observed field

profiles) seems to yield more accurate results.

In the University of Texas 0 pinch experi-

ment, rotation has been observed as predicted by

the hybrid model. Typical results are shown in

Fig. XIII-5 which indicate rotation of the
,.

reflected ions in the + 6 direction and of the

snowplowed ions in the opposite direction.

R. D. Bengtson (private communication) has con-

sidered several of the models previously postu-

lated to explain the origin of rotation in a 13

pinch, Including wall shorting, collisions with

the wall, reaction in the plasma, and reaction on

external

n

conductors, and has concluded that these
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Figure XIII-5.
space Ve Vs r and Vr vs r showing
ions rotated in + e direction and
ions rotated in the opposite direction.

mechanisms require a time scale significantly

longer than the experimentally observed 100-ns

development time for the rotation. In Fig. XIII-6

one can compare the observed rotation in the di-

rection of ion gyration at three radii with the

calculations. The agreement is good in both the

position and the timing of the peaks. There is

disagreement in the amplitudes by a factor of 5

which is not completely understood. In addition,

the calculations predict a rotation in the oppo-

_2cm
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Figure XIII-6.
Comparison of plaama rotation measurements from
the U. of Texas 0 pinch. The top
observed rotation at three radii as
time. The bottom curves are the
calculations.

graph is the
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site direction, associated with the reflected ion

beam, which has not been seen in the experiment.

The numerical nodel makes some detailed

predictions of the behavior of the experimental

plasma. Some of these predictions, such as the

rotation just discussed, have recently become

accessible to experimental verification. Two

other such predictions of Faraday rotation and

neutron yield have been measured recently on IHX.

Faraday rotation measures fieIizdzand the neutron

yield is an extremely sensitive measure of the ion

distribution function, since the D(d,n) cross

section is strongly dependent on ion energy in

this regime. In Fig. XIII-7, theory (curves) with

experiment (x) are compared. The timings and

widths of the features agree well while the

magnitudes agree to within a factor of two. In

particular, a Maxwellian distribution function of

the same total thermal energy as calculated yields

a neutron flux two orders of magnitude greater

than measured.

c. 2D Hvbrid Code. A two-dimensional hy-

brid simulation model has been developed for the

study of plasma phenomena on extended time scales.

The basic feature of a hybrid code which allows

the extension of simulation time scales is the

selective disregard of certain hiqh- frequency

electron phenomena. On time scales of interest in

5.7cm 9.5cm

(miim
0.0 0.75 1.5 0.0 0.75 1.5

TIME (/!S) TIME (#S)

{!IAfhyjk 1
0, .

0.0 0:75 1.5 0.0 0.75 1.5

TIME (/IS) TIME (PS)

Figure XIII-7.
Comparison of Faraday rotation measurements from
IHX. The curves correspond to calculations, the
XIS are experimental values.

a hybrid code, electron-electron collisions are

sufficiently frequent to consider the electrons as

a thermal fluid. Thie particular model also makes

use of the quasi-neutral or small Debye length

assumption so that, to lowest order, the electron

density is the same as that of the ions.

Consequently no large deviations from charge

neutrality (and the resulting short range electric

field) are considered.

In this hybrid model, the charactistic

features of hybrid simulation models have been

implemented in two dimensions as follows. The

ions are represented by an ensemble of particles

which are advanced in time by particle in cell

techniques. The electron distribution is assumed

to be collisionally relaxed on time scales of

interest to the form

Fe(~,~,t)

. Ne(~,t) exp[-me[~-~e(~,t)]2/2Te(X,t)]

(6)

+
where Ne, Ue, and Te are the electron density,

drift. velocity, and temperature, respectively.

Since Ne . Ni, the charge continuity equation

reduces to

V“;e=-v”;i . (7)

This equation can be used to find the irrotational

part of the electron current given the ion current

~i and appropriate boundary conditions on the

electron current. The solenoidal part of the

electron current can then be obtained by making

direct use of the electron momentum equation in a

time-stepping scheme without concern for electron

plasma oscillations.

The field calculations are accomplished in

the nonradiative Darwin approximation.19 An addi-

tional complication is that with one quasi-neutral

assumption, Poissonqs equation is not directly

applicable since the charge density is zero to

lowest order. The hybrid code counterpart to

Poisson’s equation is obtained by adding the

irrotational part of the electron and ion momentum

equations. Using quasi-neutrality and solving for
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the irrotational part of the electric field, a new

equation for the electrostatic potential is

obtained,

—. A.*
v“pv$. v”(l+p Es+txB) (8)

where

p.

‘$=

and ~ is

(9)(ofi +LLfe)hz

4re/c3 (Jflmi - Jelme)

the sum of the divergence of the electron

dladic CVV> and the corresponding ion quantity.

Preliminary test runs have been made on both

implosion studies and lower hybrid drift unstable

equilibrium initializations. Figure XIII-8 shows

a comparison of the early growth of LHD flutes16

from an equilibrium initialization accessible to

both full particle (a) and hybrid (b) simulation.

The apparent similarity of these two runs in both

growth rate and wave number give much en-
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Figure XIII-8.
Comparison of LHD simulation with a) a full
particle code, and b) the hybrid code.

couragement for the further development necessary

to fuily realize the potential of the model.

c. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

Fluid models permit consideration of real ex-

perimental geometries by omitting some or all of

the microphysics of confined plasmas. During the

past year, considerable progress has been made

toward the theoretical understanding of proposed

and existing experiments such as the high-beta

tokamak, the ZT-40, and the Scyllac. Nonideal

effects such as radiation and transport and finite

Larmor radius effects have also been modeled more

realistically.

1. MHD Equilibrium and Stability.

a. Hi~h-Beta Tokamak Studv. MHD stability

and equilibrium studies were made for the

racetrack shape of the proposed LASL High-Beta

Tokamak. The details of this study are given in

the proposa120 and its supplement21. We found

that we could obtain an equilibrium that is q > 1

everywhere for betas close to 1. The force-free

currents and the elongation of the minor cross

section allow equilibria where the magnetic axis

is only moderately shifted in the outward dl.rec-

tion. The Mercier q22 which measures localized

stability shows stability everywhere except very

near the magnetic axis. There seems to be a

strong correlation between elllpicity of the field

lines and the Mercler criterion. Preliminary

studies of a racetrack distorted toward a D shaped

cross section indicate that it is stabilizing with

respect to the Mercier q while it only slightly

shifts the magnetic axis toward the wall. It now

appears that the limiting factor so far as MHD

studies are concerned will be global stability23

which we hope to study in early 1977. Examples of

a flux plot, magnetic fields, current, pressure,

and safety factor along the midplane are shown in

Figs. XIII-9 and XIII-10.

b. ZT-40 Reversed Field Z-Pinch Desiu~

S&!&!&%. Equilibrium and stability studies were

made in support of the ZT-40 proposal.24 It was

found that for the reversed field pinch configura-

tion with a flat top pressure profile there Is an

optimum aspect ratio which gives the greatest

margin of stability for localized modes.

Moreover, it has been found that, for hollow
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Figure xIII-9.
Flux plot for the top half of the racetrack and

:::t:o::~?$’ ‘P’ P, and q along the mi.dplaneof
. The safety factor q is calculated for

each magnetic surface and is plotted at either
side of the magnetic axis. Note the relatively
small shift of the magnetic axis at this high
pressure.

pressure profiles, a toroidal equilibrium can be

Mercier stable for a small aspect ratio. For the

same case it is unstable25 at a large aspect

ratio. Equilibrium studies were made of the pro-

posed ZT-40 to aid in the engineering design and

to calculate current densities to be used in

impurity radiation studies.

-2.0

P

-1.0

42

1

-20J- 1

Figure XIII-lO.
The current densities for the equilibrium of
Fig. XIII-9 are plotted along the midplane of the
torus. Inside the pressure profile which is also
shown, both parallel and perpendicular currents
are flowing, whereas only parallel currents can
flow when p has dropped to zero. The poloidal
currents change sign in that region, thereby
separating the paramagnetic outside from the
diamagnetic inside plasma.

2. Scy llac Theorv. The existence and

structure of diffuse plasma equilibria in a high-

stellarator such as Scyllac continue to be in-

vestigated by a number of numerical and analytic

techniques.

a. Diffuse Toroidal e-Dinch Equilibria.

Work was continued on a simple analytical formula-
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tion of the diffuse toroidal 9-pinch problem. The

equilibrium is generated by the quantity g which

is an arbitrary function of $(r,e). Here f3(r,EJ)

is the plasma pressure normalized to the pressure

of the z field B. at the edge of the plasma. r,e

are cylindrical coordinates. The set of equations

v; +v!3”vl$/(1-f3)= o (lOa)

[VI$112+ r/R COS9(1-8)2 = g(~) (lOb)

constitutes our model. Here, R is the major

radius of the torus and @ can be thought of as a

potential for the helical field B1;B1 E V@/Bo.

The boundary condition is that the outer magnetic

surfaces must be circular. To generate

Gaussian-like pressure profiles, g(~) Must be a

logarithmic function of its argument. This can be

seen from Eq. (lOb); @ must rise like ra(a > 1)

for r ~ O.

Solutions have been found in the limits

f3(r.0). 1, and as 6 ‘O. The connection of this

model to previous work involving the skin current

model has been established for low ~. In parti-

cular, the amplitude formulas for the helical

fields can be recovered when the condition is

imposed on the solution of Eq. (10) that the mean

displacement of the magnetic axis be zero.

Similarly in the very high 13 limit [8(r=O)= 11

using

g(f3)=(!zm)v (11)

satisfactory analytic solutions have been found

for a great part of the v versus t (helical num-

ber) plane and also for an f.= 0,1 combination.

It is the middle range of f?that remains elusive.

Since this is probably the range most experiments

lie in, it is important to understand it. A

numerical scheme was devised to solve Eq. (10) for

any beta Ilbuildingup!lsOIUtiOnS frOIII10W ~. A

code has been written by T. Cayton and D. Barnes

using this scheme but the code has not as yet been

tested.

It looks as if solutions are to exist in this

general high f3case, they are likely to involve

several !?.tsoOne can show that if @ is made up of

three components, one main helical field k with

two sidebands at l-l and Ml, a closed set of

three equations can be obtained describing a very

wide range of $. Equations (10) have been analyt-

ically treated in such an approximation using

2 (the pitch in theMACSYMA in the limit where h

Z-direction) is equal to zero for an t=2 system

(with l.= 1,3 sidebands) expanding tn~ to

EK(l-6)31. Only a trivial solution was found

yielding a flat pressure profile. Our failure to

find a Gaussian profile with this approach is most

. likely due to our inability to solve the equations

with the logarithm unexpanded. The low-pressure

regions on the outer edges of a Gaussian profile

are not adequately accounted for. It is hoped

that the numerical treatment of our equations will

yield more fruitful results.

b. An ~lvsis of Toroidal Fgrce awceB for

a Diffuse Scvllac Plasma. To examine the coarsest

features of diffuse toroidal equilibria, a simple

analytic model which estimates the external fields

required to produce toroidal force balance has

been developed.

In the usual sharp boundary theory, the equi-

librium equations reduce to two boundary condi-

tions. The total pressure must match across the

plasma-vacuum interface. The normal component of

the magnetic field must vanish at the interface.

In the ‘fold Scyllacl’ ordering, the helical

distortions of the plasma, or equivalently, the

strengths of the externally applied helical

fields, are taken to be of the order of the

expansion parameter 6. The boundary conditions

necessary for equilibrium are satisfied order by

order in & To lowest order, the profile is a

straight theta pinch in pressure balance with the

externally applied field. To next order, the

response of the plasma to the small helical fields

is determined. Finally, to second order in b, the

toroidal effects are balanced by the interaction

of the helical fields and distortions for the

proper choice of the external fields.

If a similar expan810n is carried out for a

diffuse plasma with circular cross section, it is

not possible to satisfy the second-rder equations
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requiring force balance at every point of the

plasma for sufficiently general profiles. To

obtain an estimate of the external conditions

required for force balance, the condition of local

force balance is replaced in the second order by

the weaker condition that the total force

integrated.overthe volume of the plasma vanish to

this order.

For a toroidal theta pinch with circular

cross section, the outward drift force per unit

length is given

FR = (41r/R

by

(B~/2Po) ~~(r)rdr , (12)

where f3(r) is the plasma pressure divided bY the

total pressure. If small helical fields with long

wavelengths are also present, the helical fluxes,

@l, must satisfy

(rtg’)’ - [1/B(rB’

(iJo’/r)’-

where B(r) . Bo[l- (r)]l/2, so that forces balance

to first order in 6. In the low-density plasma

outside the main column, B + Bo, and $L must

assume the asymptotic form

+~ -
!?,

a [cl(r/a) + dL(r/a)-L], k i O (14)

~o-a [c. 1/2 (r/a)2 + 1/2 do] ,

where the dimensionless constants Cfiand dt repre-

sent the applied and the diamagnetic components of

the helical field away from the plasma, and where

a is a characteristic radius of the plasma.

If helical fields with two neighboring

symmetries are applied there results an

interference foroe

‘!?,1+1= 4na(B~/2k)cgcL+l(dL/cL), LA O (15)

‘0,1 . ma (B~/2uo) Cocl (do/co + dl/cl) .

The condition for toroidal force balance is

obtained by integrating the equation for the

helical fluxes from r near zero until these fluxes

obtain their asymptotic form. The relative size

of the applied and the diamagnetic helical fields

obtained in this way give the sensitivity of the

interference force to the applied helical fields.

A necessary condition for toroidal force balance

is obtained by equating Fg,E+l and Fr.

Results of such calculations for a sharp

profile and for a diffuse, rigid rotor profile are

shown in Fig. XIII-11, where the product of the

applied helical fields required for force balance

are plotted as a function of the plasma B on axis.

The field product is expressed as a correction to

the value predicted by sharp boundary theory. For

an !.1,0 system, the conditions for toroidal force

balance are strongly dependent on the plasma

profile, and a correction to the usual sharp

boundary theory of more than a factor of two is

required at high beta values. For an t.1,2 system

the correction to the predictions of sharp

boundary theory is much smaller.

G* Numerical Studies of Diffuse Scvlla~

Eouilibria. The equilibrium and properties of the

Scyllac plasma have been studied using a numerical

algorithm for the solution of the nonlinear

magnetohydrodynamic equations in three dimen-

sions.26$27 The numerical approach significantly

I I DIFFUSE I

1= 1,0

SHARP BOUNDARY

G ~~

o 0.5 I.0

P

Figure XIII-11.
Field product for toroidal force balance from
analytic force estimate. Upper curve is result
for a diffuse profile expressed as a correction to
sharp boundary theory. Lower curve is correspond-
ing result for a sharp profile with a thin sheath.
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extends the scope of the analytic equilibrium and

stability studies, for it more closely represents

the experimental conditions with diffuse profile

plasmas and finite amplitude helical fields.

Furthermore, the formulation includes the full

system of dynamical equations, so that all

relevant physical time scales are properly repre-

sented. Thus each initial value calculation gives

a meaningful result, even when no stable equilib-

rium exists.

The numerical study has produced several new

results. Of these, the most significant are:

1) The forces produced by applying helical

fields agree with those computed from the analytic

force estimate above and from various experiments.

2) The helical field amplitudes which produce

toroidal force balance are significantly different

for diffuse profile plasmas than for sharp

boundary plasmas.

3) When toroi.dalforce balance is obtained,

diffuse profile equilibria result.

These results were obtained by initial

boundary value calculations of the postimplosion

dynamics of the Scyllac plasma. The transient

responses of the plasma to imbalance forces are

damped by adding dissipation to the momentum

equation. When a stable equilibrium exists, the

plasma approaches it in time as its kinetic energy

decays.

When, as in the case of Scyllac, the equilibr-

ium is unstable to a few, well-defined modes, a

stable equilibrium can be computed by adding the

appropriate constraints. For example, the m=l,

k=o instability is suppressed by clamPing the

center of mass of the entire plasma column to a

prescribed toroidal radius by a force of

constraint. When this force is zero and flow has

ceased, equilibrium is reached.

The results for an 1=1,0 system are

illustrated in Fig. XIII-12. The F,,. force

computed from a numerical equilibrium calculation

is compared with the analytic estimate and the

force measured in various experiments. This force

can be inferred from the experimental data in

various ways. For example, in the Scylla IV-3 ex-

periment, the force was measured by observing the

acceleration which resulted when an I..Ofield was

applied to an 9.=1straight equilibrium.
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Figure XIII-12.
Experimental and numerical points are compared to
the F1 ~ force predicted by the force estimate as
a function of 8.

In Fig. XIII-13, the helical field amplitudes

which produce toroidal force balance are compared

with the sharp boundary theory, with the design

operating points of various experiments, and with

the numerical equilibrium calculation. The oper-

ating points corresponding to the Isar experiment

do not lie on the sharp boundary design curve

because the helical fields were adjusted to give

toroidal force balance.
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Figure XIII-13.
Experimental design curves for a sharp boundary
and a diffuse profile giving the field product as
a function of 6. Various experimental design

points are indicated for comparison.



The apparent disagreement between the various

Scyllac experiments and the diffuse profile theory

may be explained by the trajectory analysis of ex-

perimental data shown in Fig. XIII-14. This

analysis shows that the plasma is not in equilib-

rium, but is acted on by transient forces which

average approximately to zero in time during the

observed confinement.

In Fig. XIII-15, the toroidal force imbalance
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Figure XIII-14.
Toroidal imbalance force as a function of time
from analysis of an experimental streak
photograph.
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Figure XIII-15.
Results of a numerical equilibrium calculation.
Upper solid curve is helical plasma response.
Lower curve is bumpy plasma response. Broken
curve is imbalance radial drift force. The decay
to zero of the acceleration indicates the approach
to equilibrium.

is shown decaying to zero, indicating the approach

to equilibrium In a numerical calculation. Other

measures of the approach to equilibrium, such as

the plasma diamagnetic response and the kinetic

energy, display a similar asymptotic behavior.

Partly as a result of these calculations, an

experiment on the present !.=1,0sector is planned.

This experiment will use a flexible programming

circuit to drive !2=2trimming coils which may make

it possible to improve toroidal force balance.

d. Svace-Time Resvonse of the Scvllac Sector

Plasma to a Localized ImDuls~. Earlier work, de-

scribed in Group CTR-6 Quarterly Progress Report

for the period ending Sept. 30, 1976, on the axial

mode structure of the finite-length Scyllac sector

plasma has been extended to yield an analytio

theory of the space-time response of the column to

a pulsed force applied near one end. The physical

model is one dimensional in space, takes account

of the dispersion of the m.1 modes in axial wave

number space in both the unstable and stable

domains, incorporates a physically meaningful wave

energy absorption mechanism, and imposes sensible

boundary conditions at the sector ends as previ-

ously outlined.

‘Me analysis uses a Laplace transform in time

and Fourier transform in space to construct the

appropriate Greenfs function for the plasma

response, based upon the model equation of motion

including viscous dissipation. The spirit of the

model requires the absorption coefficient to be an

analytic, even function of the axial wave number k

near the origin in k-space, and thus differs from

the Alfven wave absorption model which introduces

a logarithmic branch point at the k-space origin.

The final result is in the form of a

one-dimensional dispersion integral which explic-

itly contains contributions from three domains: an

m=1 unstable domain which is modified by

absorption but remains unstable, a previously

unstable domain which is stabilized by absorption,

and a stable domain whose oscillating spectrum is

altered by absorption.

Guthrie Miller (CTR-3), at whose SUggeSbiOn

this calculation was performed, has evaluated the

response function numerically and has compared the

results with an experiment in which a transverse

impulse is applied to the column near one end and
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the resulting motion is detected at a station near

the center of the sector. The experimental data

reduction procedure isolates the column response

by subtracting the motion which occurs in the

absence of the applied impulse. The observed

time-dependent response 1s in very good agreement

with the calculated one. Moreover, the analytical

result permits an ad hoc replacement of the

viscous absorption coefficient by a phenomenologi-

cal Alfven wave absorption coefficient, and a

numerical evaluation by Miller shows that such a

replacement has very little effect on the shape of

the response function for a wide range of the

parameter determining the absorption strength. It

is interesting to note that the arrival time of

the response pulse at the observation point is

8hortened by the damping effect, because damping

acts like a low-pass k-space filter allowing the

most unstable signal components to propagate and

amplify preferentially.

The only discrepancy between theory and ex-

periment is in the arrival time of the foot of the

signal at the observation point. This involves an

Alfven speed which is a constant parameter in the

analytic model and whose numerical value, for a

diffuse profile pinch, is not easily or uniquely

determined. Nevertheless, the general agreement

with respect to pulse shape Inspires some confi-

dence that the important dynamic factors

determining the transverse motion of the Scyllac

plasma column are reasonably well understood.

s. A t~side~inder!tScvllac Configuration,

The previously published theory28 of a straight

Scyllao with equal amplitude k = 2 1 ripple fields

of order 6 was re-examined in view of the differe-

nt results obtained by G. Miller, CTR-3. The

discrepancy was finally resolved, and a paper

yielding Miller’s results was accepted, in

principle, for publication in Nuclear Fusion.

Physically, one has to employ a vertical field of

order & to establish MHD equilibrium to order 62.

The resulting (sharp boundary) configuration has

somewhat better MHD stability properties than the

pure 9.. 1 Scyllac.

?, Nonlinear Effect~. Some nonlinear

effects (primarily due to plasma convection) on

extensive modes in plane slab geometry have been

studied. It is well established that the plane

semi-infinite slab cannot. support.any extensLve

modes or instabilities in the framework of linear

MHD theory.2g Wobig has shown that a nonlinear

convective solution is possible in the absence of

shear.3° It remains to be seen whether the slab

can support some similar mode when a current Is

present flowing in the direction of the main

magnetic field. Such a mode would be driven by

this current rather than by a pressure gradient as

was the case in Ref. 30 and it would be purely

the result of the nonlinearity of the MHD model.

In this work we found an extensive marginal (u .

O) mode of the semi-infinite plane slab which

possesses a smooth enough profile near the

singular surface (k”B . O) to form the basis of a--

nonlinear treatment. It involves long wavelengths

in z (along the main field) and the initial k at

which it arises is given by

k2 = kz2 + %2 = .64 (16)

Our nonlinear treatment involves the time-

dependent successive approximation method used in

the Benard cellular convection problem of hydro-

dynamics.31

4. Radiation and TransoOrt.

Q. Radial AmbiDolar usion in Hiuh-Be~

Theta Pinc~ . Assuming constant and uniform tem-

peratures, an analytic theory of plasma decay was

worked out that showed that the effective

diffusion coefficient ranges from the usual 11B2

diffusion coefficient at low beta to the

field-independent field diffusion coefficient

through a medium of resistivity at high beta.

Furthermore, an analytic expression was derived to

describe the decay at long times when nonlinear

effects become important.

Finally, a numerical code was constructed

that relaxed the assumption of constant and

uniform temperatures and invoked the full

two-fluid mass, momentum and energy equati.onaas

displayed in the work of Braginskii, including all

thermoelectric terms. The analytic results

mentioned above were then verified to a high

degree of accuracy. This work was presented at

the 1976 November APS meeting at San Francisco.
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b. ImDUritV Radiation Losses. The energy

loss by impurity radiation was studied32 for both

the ZT-40 and high-beta tokamak. The calculations

for ZT-40 predict that with ohmic heating for 200

a an impurity level of 0.1% electron temperature

values should be achieved ranging from 200 eV for

densities of 1.0”10’5 to 100 eV for 5.0”10’5 cm-3

for total current densities of 3 kA/cm2 with no

initial ion heating. Initial ion heating of ap-

proximately 60 eV allows penetration of the

radiation barrier for densities up to 1.0”10’5

~m3m The code wae used on the high-beta tokamak

study to determine the rake of radiation loss from

the plasma. It was found that the average

electron-ion temperature decayed only 10% in a

millisecond for an impurity of .1% and densitY of

5“10’5.

5. FLR Effects.

a. Vla80v-Fluid Model of the Sharo-Boundarv

Screw Pinch. We have continued to study analyti-

cally the equations of the Vlasov-fluid (VF)

~dell!33 for a straight sharp-boundary

screw-pinch configuration, keeping the leading

order finite-Larmor-radiua (FLR) effects of ions

due to their motion transverse to the magnetic

field. The ion motion parallel to the magnetic

field leads to a frequency-dependent compressi-

bility function different from that determined by

the adiabatic equabion of state used in ideal

magnetohydrodynemics (MHD).34 See Fig. XIII-16.

As a result, many of the equations of the

Vlasov-fluid model are, in this order,

structurally identical to those of ideal MHD,

except for a different.compressibility function

and the presence of a magnetoviscosity term.34

The magnetoviscosity term can lead, not only to

FLR stabilization of m~2 long wavelength

(near-&pinch type) modes, but also to FLR

stabilization of m~2 short wavelength

(stabilized Z-pinch type) modes when 6!~/kvthl >>

1 and lu/kvthl << 1.34

Even in the absence of FLR effects, the

difference between the Vlasov-fluid and ideal blHD

compressibility functions results in a tiecreasing

value for the ratio of the growth rate y“F/y~D

with decreasing wavelength or with decreasing

lyMHD/kvthI“ This ratio ia approximately equal to

unity only for wales with long wavelengths.34 In

the cases studied (see Figs. XIII-17-21), we have

theoreml that the marginalverified Freldbergqs

stability limits of the Vlasov-fluid model and of

ideal MHD are identioal. Our analysis also may

help to explain the apparent stability of the

Kurchatov reversed-field experiment.35

b. Disoersion Differential Eauation for the

Ylasov-Fluid Model with Diffuse Profiles. A dis-

persion differential equation for the Vlasov-fluid

model has been derived which is correct for small

gyroradius, including the first-order corrections

to the zero gyroradius limit. The differential

1’”’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’”’’’’’’’’”1

x

Figure XIII-16.
The compressibility function in the Vlasov-fluid
and magnetohydrodynamic models. (cp/cv = specific
heat ratio.)
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Figure XIII-17.
The ratio yvF/yMD m=, as a fUnCbiOn Of XMHD(X~D

~ p~~D/kv h I) fOr a sharp-boundary stabilized
. ~he values of B/B. are plotted ,:~~

curves specified by the value of Uo. (u. = OJ
r
o

. plasma radius, R . conducting wall radius;)
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equation is valid for arbitrary equilibrium

geometry and diffuse profiles. It is being

specialized to the case of a straight screw pinch

and will be used to determine approximate

eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions for screw

pinches. A consequence of this derivation of a

dispersion differential equation is the

determination of an operator for generating

expansion functions for the displacement vector,

one of which is the eigenmode valid for small

gyroradius.
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The ratios YvF/YWDlm=l ~ as functions of x
a sharv-boundarv stabilized Z-vinch with p:?:

R/r. =“ 3. Th~ values of uo-are plotted along
curves specified by the value of m.
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The ratios yVFffND m=l

I
as functions of x~D for

a sharp-boundary s abiifzed Z-pinch with j3. w ,
R/r. = 1.1. The values of U. are plotted along
curves specified by the value of m.

s . Ideal MHD Boundarv Conditions for Force-

Free. Low-Densitv Plasma. We have studied the

equations of ideal MHD for a cylindrical region of

force-free, low-density plasma where

$ x ~o(r) . a(r)?io(r), a(r) arbitrary, (17)

and where
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F5xihxifo + (~xiio)x t + 411-Ya~PO ?($”5

= - 41rpofJ2 z. (18)

The perturbed magnetic field $ satisfies ~ x ~ .

(41T/c) ?, where ~ is the perturbed current

density.

Let us define F such that ~“~o(r) . kBz(r) +

(m/r) Be(r) ❑ O at r = F and also define

(19)

For PO + O (with po/po constant), we have studied

the solution of Eq. (18) in the neighborhood of F;

i.e., in the region where r . F + E with

A2E2/41rpoh?. O(1) as C+o. We find that to

leading order

br = iAE ~ ,

‘r=o’’e=k(+w’+$l’s
‘z ❑ -~’e .

kF

The equations for

consequence that

density plasma hag

$. and br have the important

even when the force-free, low-

an equilibrium current flow (?

x ~o(r) + O), the correct boundary condition on

the magnetic field at F is that its radial

component br must vanish.

These results may have application to the

outer region of a

is tenuous and the

pinch where the plasma density

pressure negligible, but where,

unlike a true vacuum region, the electrical

conductivity remains high.

d. Finite Gvroradius Stabilization of

Pinches: Numerical Studies. During the past year

the computer code for applying the Vlasov-fluid

model has been used to make further studies of the

finite ion gyroradius stabilization of the m.2

mode in a sharp-boundary screw pinch. A

near-theta-pinch case with a conducting wall at

infinity has been studied carefully, and the

results for this case agree rather well with the

small gyroradius theory of Turner.33,36s37 Further

studies are under way, particularly with the

conducting wall close to the plasma column. As

computations with this code have proceeded, it has

been found necessary to investigate the

convergence of the numerical results as various

parameters associated with the numerical method

are varied, and to optimize the choice of those

parameters. These efforts are successfully

decreasing the storage and running time required

by the code.

The near-theta-pinch example with a sharp

boundary was chosen as a first problem beoause of

its relevance to the Scyllac device and its

presumed simplicity. However, the model is also

applicable to Z-pinch configurations that are

relevant to the ZT experiments. Accordingly, some

preliminary computations have been done for such

cases and more are planned.

Provisions are being made to treat diffuse

profile equilibria numerically with the

Vlasov-fluid model. This requires an effective

and automatic method for computing particle orbits

in an arbitrary screw pinch field. Such a method

has been devised, programmed, and tested during

the past year. In addition, it is very important

to determine a set of expansion functions for the

perturbed displacement vector such that one of

those functions is a good approximation to the

mode of interest in the diffuse system. This iS

important in order that a 1xl or 2x2 approximation

to the dispersion matrix will yield a good

approximation to the eigenfrequency of the mode of

interest.

e. FLR Stabilitv for m > 2 MHD Nodes. It

long been known as an experimental fact that m

modes which are theoretically predicted to be
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MHD unstable, are not observed experimentally”

The explanation for this is usually associated

with finite ion gyroradii effects. Since the

scaling of future large experiments depends fairly

sensitively on the finite ion gyroradius

criterion, considerable effort has been applied to

accurately determine the stability condition.

The calculation of finite gyroradii effects

utilizes a trial function approach in the

Vlasov-fluid model. A diffuse equilibrium is

constructed by assuming the ion distribution is a

simple function of the total energy of a single

particle. The linear stability of such equilibria

in this model can be described in terms of a

single displacement vector ?1. Assuming ~L(r,t) =

exp(-icdt)tl (r), a complex energy relation may be

obtained which takes the form

[
-6w = Re {w12~d;d; afo/aE 1s112] * (21a)

and

[ 1Im he fd~d:tl”(io + :xio)afo/aE 61 = 0. (21b)

6U is identical to the potential energy of

ideal UHD for incompressible displacement. The

orbit integral, 61, has the form

(22)

progressively increased. Numerical simulation

techniques are used to evaluate 31 bY choosing a

set of particles which represent the ion distribu-

tion at time

backwards in

contribution.

tractable by

periodicity in

given particle

period.

t and stepping each particle

time to obtain its integral

The numerical problem is made

exploiting particle trajectory

axisymmetric fields so that any

need be followed only for one

Figure XIII-22 shows typical values of ion

FLR required to stabilize the m . 2 mode. Sharp

boundary theories of Freidberg,l Turner,33 and

Pearlstein38 are shown for comparison. Diffuse

m . 2 MHD modes are stabilized for much lower tem-

peratures for moderate values of 6 than would be

indicated by three sharp boundary theories.

A
Q-,V
.J z

JPF
1.2--

1.0--

0.8 --

0.6 --

0.4 --

0.2--

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

where the primes indicate evaluation along

particle trajectories.

Because of the close connection between the

Vlasov-fluid model and ideal MHD, the MHD

eigenfunctlons of the equilibrium are used as

trial functions in the above equations. FLR

expansion leads to the conclusion that 6W to

lowest order is the ideal MHD energy principle.

Consequently, it follows that u: + u! ~ Y ~D.

Using the MHD eigenmode as a trial function

corresponds to equality in this relation.

To calculate the reduction in MHD growth rate

with increasing ion FLR, the imaginary part can be Normalized
Fisnme XIII-22.

gyroradiu~ vs f3for marginal stability.

solved iteratively for complex w as the tempera- Diffuse pro-file results”(DWH, JPF) are compared
to the sharp-boundary analytio results of

ture of the assumed thermal ion distribution is Freidberg (JPF), Turner(LT), and pearlstein (LDp).
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D. EXPLORATORY CONCEPTS

Consideration of exploratory concepts remains

an important part of high-beta theoretical

research. The theory group has made contributions

to several such areas including liners, field

reversed theta pinch, and end plugs for the linear

theta pinch.

1. Plasma Compression bv IpDIOdinK Liner~.

The plasma adiabatic compression and DT burn

effected by shockless implosion of a compressible,

cylindrical metal liner is studied. Plasma energy

losses are neglected and the liner is assumed to

be end-plugged against particle losses. Let the

gain Q be fusion energy output divided by liner

energY input EL. (Here EL can represent either

initial liner kinetic energy or total work done by

driving pressure.) Optimal Initial conditions,

analytically obtained for many metals are Ti(keV)

x [ITR~/ALil
2/3 = 3.0, and N(cm-l) = 9.0 x 1020

The corresponding gain is Q = 7.0

w~~. The associated burn

time iS T[US] = (0.5 RiAi[cm21~~)

~~, and the final plasma pressure is F’f

❑ 5.0 EL/AALi. Initial parameter are plasma tem-

perature Ti, plasma line density N, plasma radius

Ri; liner cross-sectional area ALi, thickness Al,

density pi, and length 9.. A hydrodynamics code

With detailed equation-of-state information

verifies these results to within about 20$. Thus,

without losses, a 50-cm copper liner would produce

break-even with only 7 MJ! Preliminary 103s esti-

mates have been made.

Considerable progress has been made on the

development of a computer code, CHAMISA, for the

study of fast Imploding liners. To date, the

principal problems addressed have been the effects

of liner compressibility and the diffusion of the

driving poloidal (Z-pinch) magnetic field into the

liner. To investigate liner compressibility, very

sophisticated material equations of state have

been incorporated into the code. These equations

of state are produced in-house by Group T-b and

include solid, liquid, and vapor phases, and the

effects of ionization, crystalline phase changes,

and electron degeneracy. Extensive calculation

have been made which verify over a significant

range of parameters the analytic model discussed

above. Liner compressibility reduces the

efficiency of conversion of liner kinetic energy

to plasma energy to 50-70$, compared to 100%

conversion for an incompressible liner. However,

compressibility also increases the liner dwell

time near peak thermonuclear burn, so that the

yield is higher for the same peak plasma param-

eters than when calculated with an incompressible

liner model. The net result is that a moderate

increase in liner energy over that predicted by an

incompressible model is required to obtain the

same Q, where Q . (thermonuclear yield)/(maximum

liner kinetic energy).

To obtain quantitative predictions for

nonlinear magnetic field diffusion in the liner,

empirical data on the solid and liquid phases of

copper and aluminum were incorporated into the

code. The equations for field diffusion are

solved simultaneously with those for the uotion of

the liner. Some problems have been done with

constant and prespecified time-varying applied

currents, but for realistic calculations, the

liner must be coupled to an external circuit

containing capacitance, inductance and resistance.

This goal will soon be attained.

7. Field Rever~ Theta-Pinch Design. The

toroidal equilibrium code23 was used to design the

magnetic mirror coils for the Field Reversal Theta

Pinch (FRTp). The code allowed the design

engineers to determine the shape of the magnetic

mirrors which would prevent premature axial plasma

loss in the FRTP.

3. Materj.alEndDlum for Linear Theta

1.Q2&XL. A theoretical effort has begun to

analyze the consequences of material endplugs for

mass loss and energy loss from a linear

theta pinch. The capabilities of a

one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamics and heat

flow code, CHAMISA, were extended to include a

sharp-boundary model for the radial response of

the plasma column. This permits the study of

simple mass endless, endloss with magnetic mirror

fields, or thermal losses from a plasma adjacent

to a material plug. In the case with material

endplugs, the evolution of the ablated endplug

material is followed in addition to its thermal

interaction with the O-pinch plasma. The basic

result is that the ablated endplug material forms

an ‘insulatingn layer between the plasma and the
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cO~d plug by virtue Of ~he reduced thermal

conductivity in the higher-Z (atomic number)

material. An upper bound is placed on the endplug

z by considerations of radiation losses in the

ablated material. Preliminary indications are

that endplugs can significantly increase the

energy confinement time for linear O-pinches:

first, by eliminating mass lOSS and, second, by

forming a layer of lower conductivity material at

the ends of the thermonuclear plasma.
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XIV. COMPUTERS

S. T. Bennion, G. I. Chandler, R. C. Conrad, F. C. Jahoda, K. A. K1.are,J. W. Lillberg,
L. W. Mann, C. W. Nielson, and F. T. Seibel

A. INTRODUCTION

There has been a dramatic increase in the use

of the PDP-10 and the network link to the MFE

Computer Center 7600 during the last year. The

yearly progress will be discussed in five phases:

hardware enhancement.,software enrichment, network

development, experimental interfacing, and appli-

cation of both the network and the PDP-10.

There have been significant advances in the

use of both minicomputers and the PDP-10 with the

experiments. 1) An extensLve data acquisition

system has been developed for the Prime 300

computer, which also performs the Scylla IV-P con-

trol functions. 2) The Sigma-2 systems have

undergone extensive modifications. 3) A new type

of transient waveform recorder has been procured.

4) Progress has been made on the link between the

experiment minis and the PDP-10. 5) An analysis

capability for asymmetric interferograms with 3-D

plot display hae been developed using a graphics

tablet and the PDP-10. 6) Software to handle

digitized two-dimensional streak camera output is

being developed. 7) A start has been made on the

ultimate goal of optically coupling all electrical

signals leading in and out of the screen rooms in

order to suppress electrical noise.

B. CTR USER SERVICE CENTER

1. Hardware. During the past year the USC

has been augmented by an additional 19Z K of fast

memory, two 20 million word disks, a 9-track tape

unit, a data channel to separate tape and disk

traffic, and 16 additional terminal ports. These

additions make the PDP-10 a very attractive

computing alternative for CTR programmers with its

256 K words of core, 60 million words of disk

space, and 32 terminal ports. The PDP 10 provides

a Powerful time-sharing tool for all but the

biggest codes.

2. Software. The virtual memory (paging)

support software was installed in mid-September.

It has proved very successful. Large jobs may now

be run in.smaller actual core. This minimizes the

load on the swapping system and permits jobs as

large as 256K--as long as they need only a small

portion in core at any one time. This portion

cannot exceed the actual core available to the

user or the administrative limit imposed upon the

individual user.

A graphics package has been developed for

output on the Versatec plotter and Tektronix

graphics terminals. Plot files can be generated

using PLOT-10 and/or CTR-6 plot libraries.

A combination text editor and word processing

system called TEDI has been written for the

PDP-10. The formatting section which is similar

to RUNOFF allows ‘a secretary to prepare documents

including complex equations. This word processing

system has been used for many papers, two CTR

proposals, and this progress report.

3. Network. The MFE Computer Center network

development throughout the year has made the MFE

7600 a reasonable alternative for ❑any problems.

The reliability has steadily improved and turn-

around is now acceptable. We are still somewhat

restricted from running large programs at night

due to large core (LCM) limitations and the small

LASL time allocation. Users who produce a large

amount of microfiche output must wait for

approximately 4 days on mail delivery. Tape

access time for files can sometimes be excessive.

4. Experimental Interfacin~. The Experiment

Interface Computer (EIC) PDP-11 and PDP-10 link

software has been installed and made operational.

Further, with the help of a Digital Equipment

Corporation (DEC) consultant and MFE programmers,

the DEC and MFE supplied interface software has

been merged with the EIC software and nearly

checked out. The PDP-11 CAf4ACsoftware is not yet

installed and the software between the PDP-11 and

Sigma-2 has not been worked on yet. Data is now

being shipped directly from tbe Scylla IV-P

computer to the PDP-10 for archival and hologram

analysis. Shot data from Scyllac is being written

on magnetic tape and carried to the PDP-10 for

analysis. IHX data are digitized and shipped via

the Hewlett-Packard 983o to the PDP-10 for

analysis.
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5. .kDo]icatioq. There are now over 80 users

running problems from .simple editing to a large

two-dimensional time-dependent MHD code. It is a

testiax)ny to the PDP-10 reliability that this

problem routinely runs 8 hours without a fatal

~achine or software error. The PDP-10 has also

been used to run a microprocessor simulator to aid

in studies of such processors’ adaptability for

CTR experimental control. Among the significant

uses of the network are calculations on lower

hybrid drift instability, development of the

two-dimensional hybrid code, and reactor design

calculations.

c. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING AND COMPUTER CONTROL

1. Scvlla IV-P Con rolt and Data Acauisitio~

SM&.111. Use of a Prime 300 computer for the con-

trol system on Scylla IV-P was described

previously.l The control program has functioned

wel1. Significant additions to the control

program: a) monitor the vacuum and gas fill

syetem; b) monitor all interlocks between shots to

determine readiness for a charge cycle; and c) log

on the disk during the charge cycle all analog

inputs to the control system every 0.1 second.

The latter feature is ueeful in trouble-shooting;

e.g., bad gaps often produce a recognizable

signature in the time history of the gap bias

voltage.

The primary activity has been the implementa-

tion of an extenalve data acquisition system. Two

types of transient recorders, Biomations and SEC

units, and the dedicated minicomputer of the

Thomson scattering experiment are read out and

archived in foreground by a call from the control

program. Data analysis programs can then be

activated in background mode while the control.

program is running. New hardware installed to

enable these functions to be developed include 32K

additional core memory for a 64K total, a second

3U word disk, a second graphics terminal, and im-

proved interfaces to the CAMAC controller and the

Versatek printer/plotter.

In addition, pending a high-speed parallel

link, a teletype line driver CAMAC module has been

installed on the Prime 300 to make it look like a

terminal to the PDP-10. Software has been written

to transmit shot data and to ship ASCII files back

and forth. Other software developments include a

graphics library and numerous data analysis

programs.

7. SiRma II Comuuter Svsteq. Various im-

provements on the two Sigma 2’s again increased

their utility to the experiments. A surplused

Sigma 2 was obtained and converted into a core

memory expansion unit for the Scyllac computer,

increasing the memory from 20K to 32K words. An

additional.4K increased the SM-105 Sigma 2 to 28K

words. A line printer was installed on the

Scyllac computer. The Thomson scattering experi-

ment was interfaced through CAMAC charge

digitizers with complete calibration on each shot.

A versatile text editor was written and is in

use to update numerous source files now stored on

disK instead of on punched cards.

Data archiving has been completely revised.

Innovations including dynamic temporary memory

allocation, circular buffer schemes, data compres-

sion, file reorganization, enlargement of the

public library to include 1/0 routines, and

streamlined graphics and mag tape programs have

reduced both storage space requirements and access

time.

New programs added to the push-button set

enable the operator to review efficiently either

plasma parameters or recorder module behavior for

all archived shots on the disk.

The various data analyais algorithms have

been continually refined. For example, a least

squares parabolic fit to the coupled cavity

digitized waveform approaches 1/100 fringe resolu-

tion.

3. Translent Recorders. Solicitation of

commercial vendors resulted in a new type of

transient recorder system from Standard

Engineering Corporation. The 10 MHz sampling rate

and 6-bit resolution of the Biomations is retain-

ed, the memory is 512 words compared to the

Biomation 256. They are packaged in units of 16

with a common clock, interfaced through a single

CAMAC slot. Unlike the Biomations, they do not

have a preamplifier, though an input attenuator

permits variable signal range down to 1 volt full

scale. Considerable interaction with the

manufacturer, including the complete redesign of
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the initially inefficient power supply, has

resulted in cost-effective suitable units.

4. Minicomputer - PDP-10 Link. Although the

anticipated high-speed link between the experiment

minicomputer and the PDP-10 was not completed

during the year, Progress toward this end was

made. The hardware, including CAMAC interfaces,

line drivers and the PDP-11/40 port to the 10 are

operational, but the integrating software remains

Incomplete. Considerable software modifications

have, however, already been made on the 10, SO

that Scyllac Sigma-2 data files transferred by mag

tape, appear to the user with terminal access to

the 10 with the standard Sigma-2 conventions,

e.g., out-putting to several screens in mixed

order and giving the ability to mix FORTRAN write

statements with plotting.

5. Interferonram Analvsis. All previous

quantitative analyses of holographic interfero-

grams have either assumed cylindrical symmetry or

at most unfolded the data along two orthogonal

coordinates. The detailed study of end loss on

Scylla IV-P required the development of an algo-

rithm to determine particle inventory from

asymmetric interferograms as well.

Software was developed to run a Tektronix

4953 Graphics Tablet from a 4014 display terminal

on the PDP-10 in an interactive mode with visual

feedback. Using this tablet, a program was

written to give peak density, total Particle

inventory, and display line integrated density on

an X-Y grid in a 3-D plot. Typical results are

shown in the chapter on Scylla IV-P.

5. Streak Camera Automation. In preparation

for the planned streak camera output digitization

without the intermediary of Polaroid film, exten-

sive software development is needed to pick out

the signal from the two-dimensionaldigital array.

This work has been started in cooperation with

LASLIS Image Evaluation Group (M-8). A smart

sequential detection algorLthm for determining

trajectories was developed from Polaroid input on

the CDC 76oo. Significant aspects are the deter-

mination of minimal constraints on quality (e.g.,

noise, trace brightness, and continuity of

fiducial markers) required in the original data,

as well as algorithm efficiency, in order to

enable it to run on the PDP-10 in less than five

minutes.

7, ODtical CouwllnR. An attractive solution

to the electrical noise problems associated with

high-voltage, pulsed plasma devices just becoming

technologically and economically feasible, is the

complete isolation of the screen rooms by fiber

optics coupling of all control and diagnostics

electrical signals. Typically, there are a

variety of signal types, both analog and digital,

spanning bandwidth requirements from 1 kHz to 40

MHz, with some analog signals requiring better

than 0.1% linearity. Each presents its own

problems in Interfacing the optics and elec-

tronics, and we have begun study of these on a

broad front. In particular, construction of an

optical data link for the ZT-S Biomation recorders

(24 channels at 1 MHz data rate) to the Sigma-2 is

complete and undergoing initial tests. An opti-

cally coupled CAMAC parallel branch highway is

under active consideration for the ZT-40 control

system.
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xv. ENGINEERING

E. L. Kemp, A. G. Bailey, K. J. Bickford, G. P. Boicourt, ‘d.H. Borkenhagen,T. R. Cole, R. S. Dike,
C. F. Hammer, K. W. Hanks, L. D. Hanaborough, H. W. Harris,

K. J. Johnson, R. W. Kewish, K. J. Kutac, J. G. Melton, and W. C. Nunnally

A. ZT-40

1. Introduction. The satisfactory perfor-

mance of the ZT-S reversed field toroidal Z pinch

led to the planning for a larger device to be

built in the 1977-1978 time frame. A proposal was

prepared and submitted to Washington in the summer

of 1976, and in August a review co~ittee gave a

favorable recommendation for building ZT-40.

During this period, a performance criterion was

defined and an engineering team was organized.

However, when funding for the experiment was de-

layed, most of the engineers were reassigned to

other projects. In mid-December, initial funding

was provided and the design of ZT-40 is now under

way.

2 . Svstem Lavout. ZT-40 will be installed

in an area about 16 m x 40 m that is now partially

occupied by the applied plasma physics apparatus

of CTR-1. This equipment will be moved to another

location. A plan view of the top level of the

system is shown in Fig. XV-1. The torus in the

center with its 12 iron cores sits on an indepen-

dent pLatform and is surrounded by a diagnostic

platform. The capacitor racks are located around

the diagnostic platform and the areas to the left

and right are for diagnostic assembly and the

screen room.

vmpAc,ToR
RACKS (IZI ‘~”

WI,..

Figure XV-2 shows an elevation of the system.

Energy will flow through coaxial cables from the

capacitors and their start switches to the crowbar

switches below the capacitors. The energy will

then flow through more coax cables to the mixer.

The function of the mixer will be to produce a

uniform current in the load, even if all the

switches do not fire. Each of the two principal

circuits in the system has mixers. The energy

will flow through cables to the machine torus.

3. Eneruv Sv tes m. A reversed field toroidal

Z pinch requires two principal fields, an initial

toroidal Bz field, which is subsequently reversed,

and a poloidal field, which is induced around the

plasma when It carries current. Figure XV-3 shows

a simplified schematic and attendant waveforms for

one operational mode of ZT-40.

The system will operate in the following

sequence: The 10 bias bank in the top circuit will

be fired and the current will rise to a peak in

about 75 us. About 30 us before peak current, the

preionization PI bank in the lower circuit will be

fired and produce a half cycle of preionizing cur-

rent. At this time the IeR reverse bank will be

fired and drive the 18 current negative. Simul-

taneously the 12 bank will raise the 12 current on

CROWSAR SWITCHES

/ COAXIAL CASLES
1

/
[ MACHINE TORUS

. . .. . .... . . .. . . . .. ... .

/ I i

Fig. XV-1.
ZT-40 layout.

Fig. XV-2.
ZT-40 section.
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Fig. XV-3.
ZT-40 schematics and waveforms.

the plasma to a maximum and generate the poloidal

field around the plasma. At peak current, both

the IeR and the IZ currents will be crowbarred.

In the initial experiments, the power crowbar bank

(PCB) will be shorted and switches will crowbar

the current with an L/R decay time constant of

about 100 pa. Later, a power crowbar bank will be

added to produce an essentially constant current

for 200 p.s.

The majority of the components to be used in

ZT-40 were developed and successfully used in

Scyllac. These include the 60-kV capacitor for

the IZ and 18R banks, although ZT-40 will be de-

signed for a maximum operating voltage of 50 kV.

The 10–kV bias capacitors will be the 170-lJFunits

developed for low reversal application and are

quite inexpensive. The coaxial cable will be the

type used in

will be the

crowbar gaps

Scyllac. The passive crowbar gaps

ferrite decoupled gaps employed ae

in Scyllac. The start gaps will be

similar to the field distortion gaps developed for

ZT-S applications. They will be used because of

their wide voltage range. The ZT-40 field distor-

tion start gap shown in Fig. XV-4 was designed for

this application and operates successfully from

13 kV to 50 kV by a slight variation of the pres-

sure in the gap. About 500 of these gaps will be

required in the system.

The parameters of the various capacitor banks

are given in Table XV-I.

4. Machine Features. The ZT-40 machine is

shown in Fig. XV-5. The 40-cm minor diameter dis-

charge tube is surrounded by a 2-cm-thick aluminum

toroidal current shell that is divided into 12

segments. Each segment is driven by the primary

feed cables so that the maximum total induced

TABLE XV-I

CAPACITOR BANK PARAMETERS

~ (Bias) PI 18R(Reverse) 12

Bank Bank Bank ~

V(kV) 10 20 50 50

C(UF) 30000 1125 528 448

W(kJ) 1500 225 660 56o

Imax.(MA)

(total) 3.4 2.0 6.0 7.2

T/4(lls) 75 15 2.5-30 2.5-30

h&htl-
i+”’L’NwA’
]<--N ALLOYOW

r

TRIGGER CABLE

/yQNMoLYecEtWm

Fig. XV-4.
ZT-40 field distortion start gap.
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voltage around the full torus is 600 kV. The iron

core improves the coupling between the aluminum

primary and the plasma secondary. The toroidal

field coils that produce the BZ field are also di-

rectly driven with cables.

Table XV-II gives the ZT-40 machine param-

eters.

5 . Pro.iectManagement. The design and con-

struction of ZT-40 will be managed by methods

developed during the construction of Scyllac and

Scylla IV-P. The general approach is shown by the

following single line PERT diagram.

?nC.mc n l#SIML n CWCKGW

u w

TABLE XV-II

ZT-40 MACHINE PARAMETERS

Discharge tube inner radius

Major radius

Aspect ratio (with respect to metal primary

Plasma current

Number of Z-current feed points

Number of iron cores

Total number of Z-current cables

20 cm

114 cm

5.2

600 kA

12

12

512

Total number of 9-current cables 1728

TOROIDALCURRENT

INSULATING
VACUUM CHAMBER

PRlhl~l[EIEEb

First, criterion is established for each de-

sign activity. An engineer then proposes a con-

ceptual design, which is reviewed by all cognizant

parties. After approval, a preliminary design 1s

made and again reviewed. With approval, procure-

ment of long lead time conventional equipment can

begin. The tiesign of subsystems and new

components also begins with final design. The

final design is carefully reviewed and documented

approval is necessary before procurement can pro-

ceed. Installation and check-out complete the

cycle. During installation, weekly meetings are

held to discuss progress and problem areas.

The organization of the design team for ZT-40

is complete and all design activities have been

delegated. The system and the design criteria for

each activity have been written and approved. The

system conceptual design has been completed and

approved. A preliminary PERT has been prepared

and a budget estimate made. Committees of ap-

propriate physicists and engineers have been

formed to follow each design. Some long lead time

procurement has began. The actual design work

will start in January 1978 with a target date of

July 1979 for the beginning of ZT-40 plasma

physics.

5 . Development. The development activity

for ZT-40 is direkted primarily at the crowbar

systems. The ZT-40 experiment is to be operated

in two phases. The first phase will require a

passive crowbar system to provide exponentially

decaying confinement fields. In Phase II a power

m “i%kANGEs7 crowbar system will be required to provide re-

‘TOROIDAL CURRENT SHELL

Fig. XV-5.
ZT-40 machine.

quiremen; constant confinement fields for up to

250 us, after which the field will exponentially

decay.

The passive crowbar circuit of Phase I is

shown schematically in Fig. XV-6. The passive

circuit is the llstandardttcircuit at LASL and has

been used in many experiments. Most of the

components shown in this figure have been

developed for previous experfment8. The 50-kV

start gap was designed for the ZT-1 experiment but

not thoroughly tested; therefore, a life test was

run to 10,000 shots at 50 kV and 50 kA at a rate

of 5 per minute. The life test indicated that the

gap has good integrity and wearability. After

testing several trigger electrode materials, a
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Fig. XV-6.

Passive crowbar system.

tungsten material was selected, which will give a

life time greater than 10,000 shots. In addition,

voltage self-breakdown, triggering characteristics

for all combinations of polarities, and three gap

spacings were tested. These tests provided a

foundation from which to choose the gap spacing

and operating pressures for ZT-40. The chosen gap

spacing of 0.23 inch can be maintained with

standard tolerances and will operate from 12 to

60 kV at reasonable air pressures.

The component requiring immediate development

and testing for a passive crowbarred ZT-40 system

is the passive crowbar gap S2 in Fig. XV-6. The

gap design used for this application is shown in

Fig. XV-7. This design, which was chosen because

of its proven operation and reliability, uses the

same electrode and trigger configuration of the

present ferrite isolated, Scyllac piggy-back crow-

bar gap. The new header arrangement is designed

to accept multiple cables and locate the crowbar

gap at a distance from the capacitors to be crow-

barred. Note that provisions have been made to

use this design in the power crowbar mode by

adding cables from a power crowbar transformer.

However, these cables will be shorted at the crow-

bar gap header during the passive crowbar phase.

The header and gap have been tested over the

entire voltage range of 12-60 kV at a maximum

average current of 140 kA, which is twice the

average current of the actual ZT-40 crowbar gap.

Although the voltage transients occurring at the

crowbar gap in the test circuit are more severe

I

-1_ — FERRITE

12 CABLES
FROM BAN

8 CABLES
TRANSFOR S TO

{

SHORTED
FOR PASS
OPERATIO

?

I u
~

Fig. XV-7.
ZT-40 passive crowbar gap.

P

than those actually present in the ZT-40 circuit,

the gap has performed very well with a 17–coulomb

char”ge-load.

The requirement of the passive crowbar system

are listed in Table XV-111. The power crowbar

system requires much more development for the

ZT-40 and for future sustained field experiments.

The power crowbar circuit for ZT-40 is shown in

Fig. XV-8. To sustain the peak crowbarred load

current, lP, produced by the 50–kV capacitor bank,

START
GAP

r
50 kV
CAPACITOR

SIZE D IGNITRONS

BANK

+OkV CAPACITOR

W LEAKAGE
BANK

TRANSFORMER

1+--’’””l
si 92 is

Fig. XV-8.
Power crowbar system.
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sufficient power crowbar voltage, ‘PCB’ must be

introduced into the crowbarred load inductance

circuit to cancel the circuit resistance, Rckt,

voltage drop or vPcB ~ IpRckt.

The value of VPCB is on the order of 1000

volts for the circuits of ZT-40. A series, low-

leakage, stepdown transformer was chosen to supply

the sustaining voltage to the crowbarred circuit.

Ideally, the power crowbar energy source consists

of a low–voltage, large–capacitance, low–induc-

tance bank that provides the power crowbar voltage

for long resonant LC times and does nOt ap-

preciably reduce the circuit “~. However, low-

voltage, low–inductance ~pacitors are not cost

effective in the voltage range required. With the

transformer, the cost–effective, 10-kV capacitors

can be used, and the stepdown turns ratio of the

transformer combined with the low–leakage induc-

tance introduces a minimum parasitic inductance

into the main circuit. The crowbar circuit has

essentially the same peak currents, but the

coulomb load is much larger. The major components

to be developed for the ZT-40 experiment are a

high-voltage, high-coulomb crowbar switch and a

low-leakage inductance transformer.

The requirements for the power crowbar switch

are shown in Table XV-IV.

A high-voltage, high-coulomb crowbar gap has

been designed and is scheduled to be tested next

year. This gap is shown in Fig. XV-9. A high–

TABLE XV-III

ZT-40 PASSIVE CROWBAR GAP REQUIREMENTS

Maximum Values

I&Circuit (L/R = 250 us)

Requirement Wstem lifk~~

Maximum Crowbar Current 28 MA 144 194 kA
Average Crowbar Current 10 MA 69 kA
Crowbar Coulomb Load 2500 C 17.4 c
Inductance
Fhxi.mumVoltage Transient L 90 kV ~ 90 kV
Switching Voltage =Ov =Ov

IZ Circuit (L/R = 100 us)

Requirement Svstem No. (%DS Unit

Maximum Crowbar Current 28 MA 144 J94 kA
Average Crowbar Current 10 MA 69 kA
Crowbar Coulomb Load 1000 c 6.9 C
Inductance 0.2 nH ~ 30 nH
Maximum Voltage Transient ~ 90 kV &90 kV
Switching Voltage =Ov =Ov

“6 ‘oRT+#Y
“+’

Fig. XV-9.
High-coulomb crowbar spark gap.

TABLE XV-IV

ZT-40 POWER CROWBAR SWITCH REQUIREMENTS

Maximum Values, 250 US Flat Pulse with L/R Tail

10 Circuit (L/R = 250 us)

Requirement 3Y&lmk@F!Sm
Maximum Crowbar Current 144 194 kA
Average Crowbar Current 10 MA 69 kA
Crowbar Coulomb Load 5000 c 35 c
Inductance ~lnH ~ 150 nH
Max. Voltage Transient 90 kV 90 kV
Switching Voltage =lkV =Ikv

Iz Circuit (L/R = 100 us)

Maximum Crowbar Current 28 MA 144 194 kA
Average Crowbar Current 10 MA 69 kA
Crowbar Coulomb Load 3500 c 25 c
Inductance ~ 35 nH & 50 nH
Maximum Voltage Transient i 90 kV <90 kV
Switching Voltage 1 kV 1 kv

coulomb crowbar gap requires a large volume, a

large air flush rate, and special insulator

shielding to insure reliable operation and mechan-

ical integrity during switching.

It is very difficult to combine large coulomb

capacity with high-voltage and low-inductance

characteristics. For instance, spark gaps are

commonly high–voltage, low-inductance devices, but

are generally suitable for charge levels of only a

few coulombs. Ignitrons, on the other hand, are

high–coulomb devices

rarely used above

high-inductance and

(up to 2000 coulombs) but are

15-20 kV and are inherently

slow-switching devices. In
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order to effect a marriage of these two components

into a low–pressure (vacuum), high=voltaKet low–

inductance, high–coulomb switch, the mercury

wetted spark gap shown in Fig. XV-10 was designed

and is scheduled for testing in 1977.

The final mercury wetted gap design will

probably use molybdenum for all interior surfaces

because of its favorable properties with respect

to mercury. However, the test models will be

constructed from stainless steel, which is only

slightly affected by the mercury. Instead of a

mercury pool cathode, the mercury wetted gap will

use a metal cathode covered with a mercury film.

This is to prevent excess mercury from being

vaporized and deposited on insulating and anode

surfaces and affecting voltage hold-off. The

triggering method for the mercury wetted gap has

not been decided. Several methods, including a

trigatron Igniter and a mercury vapor plasma gun,

will be tested as methods of injecting ionized

material into the main electrode region.

All of the crowbar gap testing for ZT-40 will

be conducted in a test bay constructed in 1976

that simulates the ZT-40 circuit. An electrolytic

capacitor bank will be used to power crowbar the

test circuit and provide large coulomb loads for

the test gaps. The power crowbar circuit for

ZT-40 requires a rather unique transformer. The

specifications for the transformer are listed in

Table XV-V. Two types of transformers were con-

sidered for this application, a Hirano iron core

Fig. XV-10.
Mercury wetted spark gap.

TABLE XV-V

ZT-40 POWER CROWBAR TRANSFORMER

SDecificati~ Lron Core

Leakage Inductance ~2nH

Secondary Current I MA

Primary Voltage 10 kV

Turns Ratio 6:1 12:1

Iron Core Flux 0.2 v-s

Field Diffusion Time ---

Number Required 24

cost $12,000 ea.

Volume 1.1 m3

Weight 5.4 Tonnes

SPECIFICATIONS

Air Core

~2nH

lMA

10 kV

6:1 12:1

---

~ 250 PS

24

$8,ooo

2.2 m3

2.3 Tonnes

design developed in Japanl and an air core auto

transformer developed by the West Germans.2

A prototype iron core transformer with a

calculated leakage inductance less than 2 nH was

designed and procured in 1976, and initial tests

will begin in early 1977. The air transformer is

based on a stripline. It will not saturate but

does not lend itself to variable turns ratio;

however, the iron core transformer is more expen-

sive. If the flux requirement and time scale were

to increase, the iron core cost would be

prohibitive. Note that 24 of the transformers

will be required in the ZT-40 system to reduce the

total system leakage inductance and intercon-

nection inductance.

In a large system such as ZT-40 with hundreds

of switches, one wants to know when each switch

conducts. Previous monitor systems at LASL have

used hard-wired connections between the individual

spark gaps and the central receiver-monitor

electronic system. Unfortunately, the large

amount of electro magnetic interference and

capacitive coupling often rendered thfs system

inoperable. The advent of fiber-optic technology

presents another option in monitoring spark gaps.

Two different fiber-optic systems are being

investigated. The first system channels a

fraction of the spark gap arc light to the

receiver-monitor electronics inside the screen

room. An optical pickup mounted with the gap in-

sulator is being tested. Several materials

(Lucite, Lexan, quartz) are being tested as

windows for the optical pickup. The Lucite and
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Lexan windows are

electrode material.

resists plating and

window will be used

sive crowbar gaps.

plated by the vaporized

The quartz window pickup

does not melt. The quartz

in monitoring the ZT-~0 pas-

p-t,+
BZ0.3T TO 0.6T ~

I

————-——

The second fiber-optic method being studied

involves using a LED driven by the changing field

produced by the spark gap discharging its capaci-

tor. The lower signal intensity LED method does

not disturb the insulator but requires using lower

loss, higher cost fiber-optic material than the

arc light method, which has an excesss of

intensity. The LED monitor is also being studied

for the ZT-40 start gaps.

?. ZT-40 Circuit Analvgis. The circuit a-

nalysis program has two objectives. One is to

explore the capabilities of alternative schemes to

produce the necesssry programmed fields. The

other is to assure that the circuits finally

chosen will continue to be capable of producing

the necessary range of fields when modified to

take full account of required mechanical

configurations.

The two most important sequences of fields

required are shown schematically in Fig. XV-11.

For both modes, the IZ-BO circuit must be capable

of delivering 600 kA when the Bz field ranges from

0.3 T to 0.6 T. The reverse Bz field needs to

reach 0.25 T for an initial Bz of 0.3 T and 0.5 T

for an initial Bz of 0.6 T.

The requirement on the times shown are given

below:

tl

t2

‘3
t4

t5
t6

1o-1oo M

2-4 ps

2-4 W

Flat BZ and Be within~ 5$ for

250 IJS

2-4 us

Flat Bz and B. within ~ S$ for

250 PS.

approximately

approximately

The initial time rate of change of the fast

currents, ~Z and ~. are ~z ~ 5 x 10” A/s and

-11Ie between 5 x 10 and-5 x 1072 A/s.

It is not a simple matter to design the 18

and 12 circuits because the plasma load markedly

affects the individual circuit action and also
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Fig. XV-11.
ZT-40 waveforms.

produces a very strong coupling between the cir-

cuits. For example, the reduction of Bz from

0.6 T to 0.3 T results in greater compression of

the plasma. This, in turn, requires the Be cir-

cuit to supply about twice the energy it had to

supply when Bz was 0.6 T. Therefore, some plasma

model must be included in the analysis.

The snowplow plasma model was chosen. This

sharp boundary model is good for at least the

initial portions of the plasma compression and

allows easy calculation of the inductance (L) and

its time rate of change (i.). This allows the in-
. ,

elusion of both LI and LI terms in the calculation

(for the circuit).

The initial modeling was carried out using

the NET-2 circuit analysis code. Unfortunately,

the use of the plasma model to compute the time

varying inductances resulted in computational de-

lay and very long run times. Direct solution of

the differential equations using FORTRAN programs

was tried. The initial programs proved to run at

least 600 times faster than NET-2. Improvements

in coding of later systems resulted in greater

time savings, and present programs are estimated



to be running about 1000”times faster than the

equivalent problem coded in NET-2. The switch to

FORTRAN also allowed the inclusion of other ef-

fects in the modeling. However, programming time

is substantially longer than the time to program

NET-2 and each change in the order of switching

require9 a new program.

The initial work done with NET-2 was aimed at

setting the size of the bias bank, the fast IZ

band, and the 18 bank. Once these had been

determined well enough to permit the design of the

racks, attention was turned to the design of the

power crowbar system. Initially, electrolytic

banks were proposed for this application. Three

systems using electrolytic power crowbar banks

were programmed. In each case, the ~ electro-

lytic power crowbar bank appeared capable of

meeting the requirement, but the IZ circuit bank

did not.

A hybrid system using a pulse network in the

IZ circuit and electrolytic capacitors in the Ie

circuit was examined. After some study, it was

decided that the PFN introduced too much ripple in

the load current so this was abandoned.

The characteristics of the Hirano trans-

former, designed to have extremely small leakage

inductance, led to consideration of trans-

former-coupled power crowbar banks. A hybrid

system using an ideal transformer in the IZ cir-

cuit and an electrolytic bank in the 10 circuit

was programmed. This showed promise, and partly

because Of size limitations, it was decided to

consider transformers in both circuits.

The systems presently under study are shown

in Figs. XV-12 and XV-13. Systems 8 and 9 differ

only in the order in which the switches are

closed. The values of inductance and resistance

refleCt the present mechanical design of the

various components. The plasma model i.s the

snowplow mode. A temperature~ependent plasma re-

sistance based on Spitzer resistivity has been

incorporated into the model. The resistance of

the main crowbar switches is computed and is based

both on the number of switches and on assumed

values of the arc drop in the switches.

The transformers are nonideal in the sense

that the primary and secondary inductances are

calculated as incremental inductances derived from
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Fig. XV-13.
ZT-40 8 and 9 IZ-BZ circuit.

a B-H curve. The B-H curve is shown by the solid

line in Fig. XV-14. Also shown is the computed

primary inductance. The dotted line is the right

side of a measured hysteresis loop obtained from

an actual transformer core. This side has been

shifted 136 ampere-turns to the left.

The present results are promising, but there

are still some problems to be solved. Figure

XV-15 provides a representative example of the

results being obtained. The top curves show Be

and Bz for an entire run. The bottom curves are

Be and Bz from the same run magnified over the
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critical fast-rise portion from 75 us to 120 Us.

The object of this run was to produce a bias Bz Of

a 0.3 T and to reverse it to -0.25 T while Be rose

to 0.!54T. From the figures, it appears that this

objective was achieved. The initial ~ for this

11 A/s properly between the de-run is 4.12 x 10

sired 5 x 10“to5xlo 12 AIs. & iS 8.5 X 1011

AIs, which is above the 5 x 1011 AIs required.

The value of T/4 B (t2 in Fig. XV-11) is 2 us in

the 2-4 PS range, while T/4 Bz (t3 in Fig. XV-11)

is 2.4 IJS,a fairly close match to T/4 Be. The

reverse BZ is increasing negatively. Other runs

have shown that this can be flattened by reducing

the voltage on the Ie power crowbar bank.

The situation with the Be is still a problem.

The run shown in Fig. XV-II was made with maximum

voltage on the Iz-Be power crowbar bank and this

was not sufficient to keep the Be from falling

off. Moreover, the iron in the transformers in

/1 I this circuit saturated late in the run. The

Fig. XV-14.
ZT-40 power C/B xfmr B-H.
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Fig. XV-15.
ZT-40 Be and Bz vs time Plots.

effect can be seen as the change in slope Of B. at

approximately 330 YS. This problem may force the

use of different transformers with different turn

ratios in the two circuits. At present, there is

no reason to believe that the systems will not

work with modified transformers and perhaps a

larger power crowbar bank. This will be

investigated in the future.

E. DEVICE AND COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

1. Ouartz Fermi R Man chine. The latest Scyl-

lac experiments require a curved, helical shaped

discharge tube that follows the flux conserving

surfaces of the coil. A quartz forming machine

was built to form 10-cm o.d. straight quartz

tubes into 4-m radius curved tubes and generating

a 1.4-cm helical displacement along the tubes with

a 62.8-cm wavelength. Figure XV-16 is a

photograph of the machine in operation.

The machine design is similar to an original

design at the Max Planck Institute for Plasma

Physics in Garching, West Germany. The LASL

machine was designed for more flexibility and will

form quartz tubes with outside diameters of 5 to

20 cm with minimum modifications. The machine is

also capable of producing a straight tube with a

helical displacement.
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Fig. XV-16.
Tube-forming machine.

The first hydrogen-oxygen burner, purchased

from a company in West Germany, had a 1.5- to 2-cm

gap between the burner ring and the tube. This

proved unsatisfactory. A new burner was designed

and built with l-cm gap and this improved the per-

formance of the ❑achine. Other modifications were

made to improve the optical quality of the formed

tube.

The first,acceptable quartz tube was produced

in April and consisted of 3.5 wavelengths of helix

on a 4-m radius. Each wavelength took about 45

minutes and a total run took about 3 to 4 hours.

Five tube sections were produced and are presently

installed in Scyllac. The sections are joined

together by O-rings. The next set of Scyllac ex-

periments required a 10-cm o.d. quartz tube with

a bn radius having a 3.16-cm helix radius with a

wavelength of 104.72 cm. Several modifications

were made to the machine to form the new tubes.

New universal arms and eccentrics were installed

as well as an electronic stepping motor drive

system to improve the accuracy and repeatability

of the system. The first tube was pulled in

October and its dimensional tolerance and optical

quality were excellent. After some modification

to obtain the proper helix radius, all the re-

quired tubes for the next Scyllac experiment were

formed by the end of the year.

?. Marshall Coil Develoument.

a. Coil Fabricatio~. In present theta-pinch

experiments, the implosion heating and compression

is generally carried out in a single step. A

low-inductance capacitor bank is discharged into a

single turn load coil producing a 30- to 60-kG

magnetic field rising in about 3 us. When

crowbarred, this field decays with an L/R time

constant of approximately 250 vs.

The next generation of linear theta-pinch ex-

periments or high-beta tokamak experiments,

however, will generally require implosion-heating

fields with faster risetimes and compression

fields that can be sustained from hundreds of

microseconds to tens of milliseconds. These two

requirements may be met by using two independent

coils to produce the two fields. A fractional

turn coil that produces the implosion heating

field will be surrounded by a multiturn solenoid,

which produces the long-term compression field.

The two coils will be decoupled by a ring of

saturable material between them.

The Marshall coil is a unique radially driven

coil invented by John Marshall at LASL that can be

designed as a fractional turn coil and used as the

implosion heating coil.

A prototype Marshall coil was built to

establish a fabrication method and to test the

performance of the coil in an actual circuit. The

prototype coil shown in Fig. XV-17 was made by

electroplating copper on a plastic form and

machining the copper to generate the conductors in

the proper configuration. The coil ❑ easures

8UI.knm diameter across the flat surface and has

a tubular extension 245-mm high with a 215-mm

diameter bore. There are 90 1.5-mm-thick copper

conductors connected in parallel between the cur-

rent feed rings on the top and bottom of the

!!br~!!of the Irtophat.ffThese are separated by an

epoxy insulator.

Fabrication proceeded in six basic steps: (1)

casting an epoxy insulator blank, (2) machining it

to the proper dimensions; this served as the base

insulator for the coil, (3) electroplating the

epoxy insulator with copper, (4) machining grooves

into the copper to form the conductor pattern, (5)

overpotting the coil with epoxy to fill the
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Fig. XV-17.
Marshall coil.

grooves between the conductors and cover the con–

ductors with an insulating material, and (6)

dissolving out two SetS of polystyrene rings,

which had functioned as spacers to form the tongue

of the tongue-and-groove electrical connection in-

sulator.

The first three steps proceeded smoothly, but

the machining steps caused some difficulty at

first because of chucking problems. Chucking the

part in a normal manner in a face plate caused

warpage and led to the reomval of too much copper

and the loosening of part of the copper from the
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insulator. Special jigs were constructed to hold

the coil and the surface machining was completed.

The slowest part of the operation was the

machining of the 90 slots separating the con-

ductors. These slots were machined through the

copper and very slightly into the epoxy. It was

necessary to make several passes per slot on the

brim to form the tapered slots, and the .9Piral

slots in the bore also required multiple cuts.

Overpotting the coil with epoxy and dissolving the

two sets of polystyrene rings were performed

without undue difficulty. The prototype coil is

essentially ready for testing.

b. Coil Testin~. The coil will be tested in

the system shown in Fig. XV-18. The two 125-kV

capacitors will be charged plus or minus to pro-

duce a maximum of 250 kV, which is 50 kV more than

MARSHALL
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CAPACITORS

Fig. XV-18.
Marshall coil test stand.



the design voltage for the coil. The test stand

and the test bay for charging and firing the ca-

pacitors have been designed and built. Testing of

the coil will begin during the first quarter of

1977.

.!2.Magnetic Iselation Materia1. The Marshall

coil staging concept utilizes a concentric

multiturn compression coil to provide the slower

rising compression and confinement field. The

compression coil must be isolated from the fast

rising magnetic field produced by the implosion

coil but must still permit the slow field to enter

the plasma region. One method to achieve this is

to fill the annular region between the internal

implosion coil and the external compression coil

with a saturable ferromagnetic material. The

magnetic material provides a return path for the

fast rising implosion flux so that the net flux

coupling the multiturn compression coil is very

smal1. Tests of several magnetic materials were

made to determine their effective permeability

(ue) at very high frequencies of fast–rising

magnetic fields. The implosion return flux path

requires a total Pe of approximately 10. However,

the flux path is interrupted by the slotted,

radial implosion coil feed plates producing 10%

air gap. ThIa requires the pe of the material to

be greater than 200. A sample of flake iron was

evaluated and found to have a lJeof about 3 or Q

at high frequency (1 MHz) with a 10% air gap.

Saveral tape-wound cores of 1 mil 50% Fe were also

tested. These cores, without air gaps, had a Ue

greater than 200 when driven by a fast–rising

field (1 MHz) into saturation. Ferrite material

might have a sufficient !.Ie,but the saturation

level is too low for the proposed implosion field.

The preliminary results indicate that some type of

tape magnetic material will be required for the

saturable magnetio material.

3. Switch D.3VeloDMf?tIt.

a. Linear Field Distortion StaainE GaD. A

linear field distortion rai1 gap shown in

Fig. XV-19 was developed to replace the original

rail gap used on the Staged Theta–Pinch (STP) ex-

periment. The final model of the staging gap will

simultaneously hold off a dc voltage of 45 kV and

an additional 125-kV pulsed voltage. The major

problem in development was the gap body, which had

TUNGSTEN
MAIN ELECTRODES

Fig. XV-19.
Staging rail gap.

to withstand a large shock and overpressure during

switching of approximately 400 kA. An epoxy body

model and also an injection molded

polypropylene-fiber-glass molded body were both

developed into operating switches. Forty of the

epoxy body switches are now installed in the STP

experiment and are operating satisfactorily.

b. Coaxial Field Distortion Start GaD. The

development of a 40 kV to 120 kV, 15 nH coaxial,

field distortion start gap for the STP experiment

shown in Fig. XV-20 was completed. This gap was

tested to a service life of 10,000 shots at a cur-

rent of 100 kd. The gap operates with a jitter of

5 ns at tix105Pa when triggered with a 160-180 kV

pulse that rises at 10 kVlns. The fast-rising

pulse is required for multichannel operation.

Sixty of these switches are being used on the STP

experiment.

c. Concentric Field Distortion SDark Gao.

The concentric field distortion spark gap shown in

Fig. XV-21 was designed as a substitute for the

STP coaxial gap in future experiments. The con-

centric gap has fewer parts and is less expensive.

The inductance is only 10 nH. This design also

simplifies the biasing and triggering connection

problem. A prototype gap was tested to a pulse

charge voltage of 150 kV and exhibited triggering

and operating characteristics similar to the

coaxial gap.

d. Concentric Field Distortion Crowbar GaD.

A crowbar gap based on the same mechanical

structure as the concentric start gap was also

fabricated and tested this year. The gap shown in
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Concentric start gap.

Fig. XV-22 has to hold off ~ 150 kV and must

trigger at approximately zero volts. Initial

tests indicate that sustaining the multiple arcs

produced by the trigger pulse across the main

electrodes is difficult at approximately zero

volts. In order for this gap to pick up the load

current at approximately zero volts across the

electrodes, the trigger pulse must supply tens of

DRY AIR ~Y&ON
cONNECTION

\ I /sF’cONNEcT’ON

Fig. XV-22.
Concentric crowbar spark gap.

joules of energy so that the crowbar gap arc re-

sistance is lower than the impedance of the bank

being crowbarred.

The crowbar trigger pulse must be applied

when the main electrode voltage is greater than

2 kV so that the main circuit energy can be used

to assist in reducing the crowbar gap resistance.

Tests will continue.

4. Evaluation of Iunitrons for Hi&?h-Voltaue

Crowbar ADDllCatiOnS. Ignitrons operate well as

crowbar switches at voltage levels below - 25 kV.

Some tests were made to evaluate the performance

of size A and size D ignitrons as crowbars in a

50-kV circuit. The test circuit consisted of a

four-element spark gap mounted on a 1.85-DF ca-

pacitor with a crowbar ignitron mounted in a low-

inductsnce geometry across an external inductive

load. When the capacitor was charged to 50 kV,

the ignitron was required to hold off a 50–kV

cosine pulse with a quarter period of 3 US and

conduct 50 kA with an L/R decay time of 150 M

passing a total charge of 7.5 C. The test

repetition rate was one shot per minute.

Three size A, type 7703 molybdenum anode

ignitrons performed well in the test when the

anodes were heated to 120°C and the cathodes

cooled to 20°C. The random prefire rate was ‘0.5$

and a prefire did not affect subsequent operation.

A size D graphite anode ignitron was tested

with the anode heated to 150°C, and the cathode

cooled to 200C. The size D tube operated

satisfactorily at 50 kV with a current limiting

resistor in series with the tube. However, at the

50–kA crowbar current level, a prefire would cause
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several subsequent prefires. Although cu~rent

conduction began slowly for both types of tubes,

the anode voltage never exceeded +5 kV for a

-50-kV capacitor charge.

5. TVDe 40/100 Cab1e Develoument. One of the

least reliable components in Scyllac3 is the type

14/59 cable that is used to conduct the 75–kV

trigger pulse to each crowbar spark gap. A new

cable designated type 40/100 cable was designed

for this application. A semiempirical maximum

stress theory4 was used to set the stress at

40 kV/mm when the cable was subjected to 100 kV,

hence the designation 40/100 cable.

Sample lots from two manufacturers were

tested in a standard pulse cable test. Maximum

voltage in the test was apparently 114 kV. The

results, plotted on Weibull coordinates, are shown

in Fig. XV-23. Also shown are the results of an

identical test of samples of 14/59 trigger cable

from two other manufacturers.

The knee in each curve is the position where

the failure rate decreases. It is the ueual Los

Alamos practice on large experiments to pretest

the cable before installation. The test is most

useful if it is carried out for a sufficient

number of shots to reach the lower failure rate

after the knee. As the curves show, manufacturer

P’s 14/59 cable has the knee at about 2000 shots

and 43$ of the cable has been lost by that time.

Manufacturer C’s cable has a later occurring knee

,o.o~

I I
o 100 1000 10,000 100,000i

Shols
200,000

CURVESFROM TEST OATAON FOURCROWBAR GAP TRIGGERCABLES

Fig. XV-23.
Trigger cable test data.

(- 12,500 shots) and has lost 50% by that time.

In contrast, the 40/100 cable of manufacturer B

has lost only 13% at the knee (3500 shots), while

manufacturer Ets 40/100 is even lower.

Manufacturer E’s curve is shown dashed since

it is an upper limit estimate. Only one sample

failed during the 200,000 shot test. This repre-

sents a total loss of only 6%.

The improvement in performance is even more

dramatic if a comparison is made between the

median lives as shown below. The median lives are

estimates based on extrapolation of the Weibull

curves.

14/59 40/100

Mfg P Mfg C Mfg B Mfg E

Median Life 4000 12,500 5 x 106 >1012
(shots)

The new cable has an inductance of 57 nH/ft,

a resistance of 2.4 M /ft. Its characteristic

impedance is 30 ohm. It is slightly larger than

14/59, having an o.d. of 1,9 cm compared with 1.5

cm for 14/59. The increased size does not present

a problem for new installation, but does require a

retrofit of the braid connection fittings in

existing equipment.
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XVI. MAGNETIC ENERGY TRANSFER AND STORAGE

J. D. Rogers, A. G. Fox, J. J. Glass, C. G. Hoffman, E. M. Honig,
T. I. Jones, Jr., C. R. King, J. D. G. Lincieay,L. B. Lundberg,

G. A. Miranda, C. E. Swannack, P. ‘fhullen,W. C. Turner,
R. W. Warren, D. M. Weldon, J. M. Weldon,

D. H. Whitaker, K. D. Williamson, Jr., J. J. Wollan

A. SUMMARY

Significant progress was made in 1976 toward

development of the superconducting magnetic energy

transfer and storage (METS) system for use in

future theta-pinch experiments. The technology

being developed will have application to other CTR

programs such as tokamak ohmic-heating systems and

laser flash lamp power supplies. This work will

culminate in a demonstration METS-SFTR coupled

superconducting prototype syetem. The prototype

Is to be composed of one 400-kJ, 25-kA super-

conducting energy storage coil and all associated

charging and switching equipment. The coil will

be charged in 300 s to a field level of

2.5 T at 25 kA through continuous duty leads and

discharged In 0.7 ms through special coaxial

pulsed leads. The energy transfer is efficient,

being determined by the storage coil inductance,

transfer capacitance, and load inductance resonant

circuit.

Two new programs were initiated during the

last quarter of the year. The first is a develop-

mental program to fabricate a model 1O-MJ, 30-ms

discharge homopolar machine. The work will

include component development and testing of crit-

ical subassemblies which advance the state of the

art for such energy storage devices. The second

program deals with the development of switches and

superconducting coils for the pulsed ohmic-heating

syatens associated with large-scale tokamak

devices. Circuits will be analyzed to incorporate

functional impacta on the switches and coils.

Auxiliary components for the systems will be

identified and developed as required for realistic

testing of coils and switches.

Major accomplishments during the past year

Include the following items:

1. All three industrial, 300-kJ, 10-kA

superconducting coils were received and tested.

The Westinghouse coil reached a peak current of

13.3 kA and a corresponding energy store of

0.535 WI.
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2. Extensive tests were carried out on

vacuum interrupters. A maximum current of 26 kA

was interrupted at a withstand voltage of 66 kV.

3. An order was placed for the METS proto-

type 25-kA, 400-kJ superconducting coil.

4. A prototype 26-kA pulse lead and header

was successfully teated to 32 kA.

5. The use of superconducting materials for

construction of the cryogenic disconnect was init-

iated. An extensive evaluation of potential ma-

terials was undertaken.

6. The 700-W, 4.5-K helium refrigerator was

received and the installation begun.

7. The program to design a 1-GJ, 30-ms

discharge homopolar energy storage machine was

completed. This study also Included the initial

dealgn of a prototype 1O-MJ machine.

8. The room-temperature load coil for

testing the 1O-MJ homopolar machine was designed.

9. A study was completed which investigated

possible power systems for driving EPR ohm-

ic-heating coils.

10. A zero-dimension plasma code was devel-

oped to calculate plasma resistlvity aa a function

of plasma current and temperature.

11. A cryogenic end stopper using solid

argon was developed’for uae in Scylla IV-P.

B. HVDC INTERRUPTER TESTS

1. Facilitvo The purpose of this facility

iS twofold: first, to provide the equipment and

energy storage capability for testing room-temper-

ature current breakers and various components of

the interrupter circuit and second, to provide a

passive capacitor bank for checkout of the super-

conducting storage coils (Sec. E). The facility

was rebuilt.early in January to upgrade Its teat

limits to *3O kA and 60 kV. A new 300-kJ facill-

ty is planned which, when operated in parallel

with the existing facillty, will double the

maximum current testing capability. A second new

facility is in the early planning stage--a 2-MJ



.

facility to supply currents of 100 to 150 kA for

testing very large interrupters or systems of

paralleled interrupters applicable to ohm-

ic-heating systems.

A circuit was designed, built, and installed

to provide semiautomatic operation of the inter-

rupter facility. Once triggered by a start

button, the circuit performs the necessary actions

to reset the oscilloscopes and vacuum inter-

rupters, charge the capacitor banks, and initiate

the firing sequence.

2. Testim? of Conventiona1 VacuurnInterruDt-

SIL1. Eleven different vacuum interrupters have

been purchased which cover the range of inter-

rupters commercially available in the USA as well

as several kinds of experimental interrupters.

All but two of these have undergone extensive

tests to determine the maximum current which can

be reliably interrupted and to allow crude

judgments to be made about the erosion rate of the

electrodes. Variations in the circuits used have

been investigated to determine the sensitivity of

the maximum interruptible current to these

changes. It has been found that (a) the maximum

interruptible current scales roughly linearly with

electrode diameter, reaching about 26 kA for the

largest size; (b) erosion is negligible for

several thousand interruptions under our condi-

tions except for the largest interrupter, the

General Electric PV08. For this device the

erosion is very rapid, presumably because of the

choice of material for the electrode alloy; (c)

variations in circuit parameters, in the saturable

core reactors, in the magnitude of the counter-

pulse, or in the interrupter opening speed have

little effect on the maximum interruptible

current; and (d) it appears that the maximum

interruptible current is determined largely by the

characteristics of the arc.

Successful interruption of 31 kA at 55 kV and

26 kA at 66 kV was achieved with the 17.8-cm.

Westinghouse bottle. For 90% reliability, cur-

rents of 21 kA at 45 kV can be interrupted with

this bottle. An optical speed sensor was devel-

oped and used to determine the opening speed of

the interrupters and

opment of high-speed

work was begun on

actuator systems.

the devel-

-3. Fuses. A program was initiated to

develop fast explosive fuses for protective

devices in high-current applications. The most

immediate application is their use in series with

interrupters of questionable reliability. If the

fuse can be opened explosively in about 10 Ps, the

circuit can be arranged so that a failure of the

main interrupter will be inconsequential.

4. CooDerative Arranuements with Industry

and the National Laboratories. A major effort has

been made to work closely with Westinghouse and

General Electric, the major suppliers of vacuum

interrupters. Several novel interrupters have

been purchased from Westinghouse and through a

contract with them a better understanding of the

physics of the interruption process has been

obtained. A testing program is under way with

General Electric to clarify the details of the

rapid erosion observed in their PV08 interrupter

and to simulate the circuit used in General

Atomic’s Doublet 111.

A joint program directed toward the

Princeton-TFTR switch requirements is in progress.

In this effort General Electric will provide a new

high-current interrupter; Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute will provide an actuator for it; and

LASL will do the testing.

For the ORMAK-Upgrade at Oak Ridge a

high-current switch and associated circuitry are

needed. Westinghouse is cooperating with them in

the switch design and LASL has helped in the

saturable reactor design. Final circuit com-

ponents will be shipped to LASL for testing.

C. 300-kJ TEST FACILITY

The brush problems associated with the

10-kA, 6-v homopolar generator have been solved.

Helwig Carbon Products, Inc., has supplied a

complex, configured brush with water cooling and

inserts of graphite and silver-graphite. The

brush loading is controlled with a pneumatic

actuation system so that the brushes can be lifted

during times of no current demand to minimize

wear.

A bipolar power supply has been installed to

energize the upper field coil of the homopolar

generator. Zero-to-peak current can be controlled

continuously without the need for a reversing
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switch and withouL loss in accurate current

control over the midrange.

D. SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE DEVELOPMENT

1. Conductor for the ?0O-kJ Coils. The

106.68 km of mixed matrix conductor for the

Intermagnetlcs General Corporation (IGC) coil was

completed by IGC. Tests on the wire showed that

it exceeded the short sample critical current

requirement. This allowed a decrease in the wire

diameter to 0.39 mm and a redesign of the cable

which reduced the amount of compaction required.

It was hoped that this would reduce insulation

damage and wire-to-wire shorts which proved to be

a problem in dummy cables. In the actual coil,

however, there were still a great many ehorts

(Sec. E).

Magnetics Corporation of America (MCA)

completed 30.48 km of NbTi/Cu wire for the

Westinghouse 300-kJ coil. A small fraction of the

wire was slightly under the critical current

specification. There was no detrimental effect,

however, on the cable or coil performance.

2. SuDermuc tor DeveloDment Prourams.

Three developmental wire orders were carried out.

IGC completed a contract to evaluate the

lower limit of wire diameter and filament diameter

in mixed matrix superconducting wires. Starting

with their 156 filament, 1.5:2:1 matrix ratio,

0.39-MM wire originally made for the 300-kJ coil,

they made a series of samples down to 0.15-MM

diameter which corresponds to a 0.006-mm-diameter

filament. There was roughly a 50$ monotonic

decrease in jc as the diameter decreased from

o.39-MM to o.15-IMnfor fields ranging from 5 kG to

50 kG. At zero field the decrease was only about

20%. Metallography showed that filament

!tsausaging!f or necking existed in the

0.15-mm-diameter wires; but it was not possible to

conclude that the degradation in jc was solely a

function of this condition. The heat treatment

supposedly was optimized for the original

0.39-mm-dlameter wire.

Alrco completed a contract to manufacture the

same design 156 filament wire made by IGC with a

high-purity 70-30 CuNi matrix in diameters of 0.25

2.1 x 105 A/cm2 2.5 T and 10-12 ohm-cm. This iS

about 25$ below typical values for similar wire

produced by IGC. The jc results are in agreement

with those obtained by Airco. Metallographic

examination showed !~footballingn on the Nb-Ti

filaments.

MCA completed a contract to manufacture an

intermediate matrix wire. The matrix material was

CU-O.05% Ni. This was an attempt to make a

low-loss wire without adding CuNi barriers in a

mixed Cu-CuNi matrix superconductor. No tests

have as yet been run on this wire.

3 . CablinE and EDOXV-POttitU7 Development

B-ogram~. Because of problems developed during

cabling and cable compaction which caused

insulation damage and shorting between wire

strands for the 300-kJ industrial coils, an

extensive program was initiated to eliminate the

insulation damage for the 400-kJ METS-SFTR proto-

type storage coil. The prototype 25-kA cables

used about 800 0.38-mm-diameter wires. The

cabling work was done by IGC, New England Electric

Wire (NEEW), and Westinghouse. The epoxy potting

was done by IGC, MCA, and Union Carbon and Carbide

(ORNL).

NEEW completed two 9.14-m developmental

prototype 25-kA cables. The wire was hard bronze

with a Ni flash and polyamide (ML) insulation.

The insulation was heavily damaged which resulted

in complete shorting of the cable strands.

IGC completed four 15.24-m prototype cables

and one 137-m prototype cable. All cables were

made of CU-10 Ni wire; two of the short cables had

Formvar insulation, the other two and the long

cable had GP-200 (polyamide) insulation. There

were almost no shorts in the four 15.2ti-mcables.

The 137-m cable appeared to be shorted extensively

but this may be due to layer-to-layer shorts and

not inherent shorts within the cable. There were

a number of different cable configurations and all

were reasonably stable with respect to untwisting.

Because of changes in the design of the

400-kJ coil, Westinghouse cabling work waa re-

directed to more closely conform with the new

design requirements. Consequently that work was

not completed during CY76.

mm, 0.38 mm, and 0.51 mm. Jc’s averaged about
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IGC potted four 4-cable arrays with each of

the various cables. The cables were triply

wrapped with 0.18-nmI fiber glass tape and the

cable bundle then double wrapped before epoxy

potting. The epoxy-potted assemblies were cycled

to f.tJ2temperature several times under severe con-

ditions with a great deal of cracking evident in

the epoxy-fiber glass system.

MCA made 15 epoxy-potted samples with the

NEEM cable and one sample with an IGC cable. They

used a 6-cable stack with the same system of fiber

glass wrap and three basic epoxy formulations with

varying amounts of silica-flour filler. No

significant cracking was detected in any of tbe

samples under slow cycling to IN2 temperature.

ORNL failed to produce any samples which they

considered satisfactory.

u, Critical Current Testing Above 1 kA, A

number of limiting transport current tests on

superconducting cables were conducted. Of the

tests, the most significant were the measurements

on the IGC and Westinghouse 10-kA, 300-kJ super-

conducting coil cables. The IGC cable carried

17.0 kA at 3 T, and the Westinghouse cable carried

18.8 kA at ~.O T. These results gave a predicted

limiting transport current for the Westinghouse

magnet of 17.0 kA at a maximum field of 3.77 T.

Fifteen major sub-cables from three IGC

cables were tested. Most of these were from the

compacted prototype and the uncompacted prototype

cables. The results indicated that deterioration

in the prototype cable was due mainly to the

compaction process.

A bundle of 180 wires from the damaged

portion of the braid in the MCA 300-kJ magnet was

tested. The data indicate that all of the wires

in the strands selected for testing were carrying

the expected current based upon the single-wire

critical current of Ic = 15.1 A at B . 2.78 T. It

is thus concluded that the damage to the MCA coil

was not a result of \ilredegradation.

5. Large Bore Dioole Mab?netfor 25-kA Critl-

m~ Cwr ent Mesaurements. A large bore dipole

magnet capable of generating fields of 6 T is

being developed to extend the usable sample size

and maximum field conditions available for

evaluation of superconducting cables. The winding

compaction data were obtained for both the

straight sides of the magnet and for the

turnarounds at the magnet ends. The winding

procedures to make the coil were developed. An

eddy current shield was designed, the coil winder

and wire tensioning device were redesigned and

rebuilt, and fabrication of the dipole form was

95% completed.

The wire for this magnet was completed and

tested. Measurements on samples taken from both

ends of the wire indicate Icfs of 700 end 620 A as

compared to the specified current of 700 A at 6 T.

Photomicrographs of several sections of this wire

show the filaments to be well distributed but with

some unusual cross sections. Tensile tests were

performed on the wire and gave a tensile strength

of 415 MPa (60.2 kai) and a yield point of 195 MPa

(28.3 ksi). The corresponding loads were 1360 N

(305 lbs) and 638 N (143.4 lbs) respectively.

E. 300-kJ, 10-kA COIL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The industrial program to build three 300-kJ

energy storage coils was completed. They were

fabricated by Intermagnetics General Corporation

(IGC), Magnetic Corporation of America (MCA), and

Westinghouse. The MCA coil was received in

January, the IGC coil at the end of June, and the

Westinghouse coil the last of August.

Measured values of inductance and resistance

for all three coils and the LASL 300-kJ coil for

comparison are given in Table XVI-I. The testing

sequence for the coils was divided into four

steps. The first step was a cycling test from

room temperature to liquid N2 and back to room

temperature for three cycles. The coils were then

examined for any structural damage. The second

step was to cool the coil in liquid helium and

measure hysteresis losses and dynamic losses at

low currents (less than 5 kA) and do transfer ex-

periments at low currents. The third step in

testing was measurement of the same parameters as

the second step at high currents (above 5 kA).

The fourth test was a life test of 50 cycles in

which the full design current was transferred out

of the coil in approximately 2 ms. Other tests

were also run on the Westinghouse coil and are

discussed with the results achieved on this coil.

work on the prototype coil form was completed and
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TABLE XVI-I

PARAMETERS OF THE 300-kJ ENERGY STORAGE COILS

Parameter

Inductance (MH)

Resistance at 20”C (Q)

Stored energy at 10 kA (kJ)

Length (cm)

Mean radius (cm)

Winding thickness (cm)

Number of turns

Number of layers

Central field at 10 kA (T)

Conductor support method

Matrix ratio (CuNi:Cu:NbTi)

Strand diameter (mm)

Filament diameter (pm)

Number of filaments per wire

Wire twist pitch (cm-l)

Number of active wires in cable

Type of transposition

Cable width (cm)

Cable thickness (cm)

●

Monolithic rectangular conductor.

MCA

J2c?iLL

6.o1

0.47

301

70.2

27.1

2.3

144

1

2.04

helical

coil form

0:1.58:1

0.127

79.1

1

0

1224

flat braid

2.3

0.15

Four pieces of specialized equipment had to

be developed for the above measurements: 1) a

boil-off gas collection shroud and measurement

system to collect the helium gas evolved during a

current transfer. This system was calibrated to

give the coil loss during this transfer; 2) a

quench detector to protect the coil in case of an

accidental quench. Thie unit operates by

monitoring the time rate of change of current in

the coil with an unusually large Rogowski loop and

is sensitive only to negative changes in current

with respect to time; 3) electronic loss measure-

ment circuitry as a back-up system to the boil-off

loss measurements and to measure hysteresis loops

on the coil; and 4) linear optical isolators for

measuring both steady state and pulsed currents

without creating additional ground-loop currents

that Interfere with the other measurements.

IGC

Im&2

5.47

0.315

274

82

26.7

1.5

140

1

1.80

fully

potted

1.5:2:1

0.419

15

156

2.75

315

cable

1.524

0.544

w

coil 3

6.05

0.165

302

79.1

25.5

4.74

159.5

4

2.13

toothed

coil form

0:2.7:1

0.813

18

529

1.57

72

roebel

1.68

0.84

The HVDC interrupter

LASL

.CfJil$

4.87

0.0896

244

73.0

28.7

0.508

122.5

1

1.82

se1f-

supporting

0:6:1

10.16 X 5.o8*

32.2

2640

0.13

1

1.016

0.508

test facility was re-

arranged for testing of the coils. A previously

tested 17.8 cm Westinghouse vacuum interrupter,

driven by a Maxwell actuator, was used for the

primary interruption which initiates the energy

transfer. The epoxy-potted, bronze-conductor,

300-kJ IGC mockup coil was used as the load coil

for the test.

The test results for each of the three indus-

trial coils are as follows:

1. MCA coil. The MCA coil was cycled to ~N2

temperature a number of times with fairly good re-

sults. Some of the bonding between the braided

cable and the support structure broke allowing the

cable to separate from the support. Examination

of the coil indicated the further possibility of

separation of the flanges and end conductor turns

with expansion or release of the axial load when

the energy was transferred. A BeCu tie bolt
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arrangement was devised to overcome this potential

difficulty.

The coil was operated in a dc mode up to 2 kA

and hysteresis losses were measured electrically.

Total losses during fast energy transfer were

measured by both the electrical method and by the

helium gas evolution method. Electrical measure-

ments made on short samples of the conductor had

indicated that there was little eddy current loss

in the conductor and most of the loss was hystere-

sis loss even for discharge times of 2 ms. Mea-

surements made on the whole coil agree with this

conclusion in that the electrical measurements

made over a period of two minutes gave the same

energy loss for a given current as the boil-off

method did during the fast energy transfer.

With the presumption that the boil-off

measurement and slow hysteresis measurement are

correct, the energy loss with a stored energy of

48 kJ is about 30 J. This extrapolates to a loss

of 75 J (0.025%) for a stored energy of 300 kJ.

While attempting to reach 5 kA, the coil

quenched prematurely at 4.3 kA. The quench detec-

tor had not been turned on since a quench was not

expected at such low currents. As a result of the

quench, the stored energy was dumped into the coil

with probable damage to the coil at that time.

Subsequently, the highest current achieved by the

coil was 4.9 kA. Transfer time in the energy

transfer tests was 2.2 ms and the highest voltage

obtained was 16 kV.

Later examination of the coil showed a

heat-damaged section near the coil center. The

coil has been disassembled and the damaged section

removed. During the disassembly it was noticed

that some of the epoxy-bonded joints appeared to

be poorly cured and separation of the joints oc-

curred in several places.

Superconducting wire strands removed from the

apparently damaged section of the MCA 300-kJ coil

were tested. The results showed no damage. The

poor results obtained with this coil are believed

to be due to conductor motion since the coil was

not very rigid mechanically.

?, IGc coil. Two separate series of tests

were performed on the IGC coil. The first set

established that the coil quenched in the 2.5 to

3.1 kA range and that the quenching current did

not depend on charging rate over the range from 20

to 300 s. Inspection of the coil showed no

damage. There were a number of nicks in the

insulation of the individual wires, a small gouge

in the cable where a lead mounting screw in the

coil was too close to the superconducting cable,

and several small bubbles in the epoxy impregna-

tion. These imperfections were in the coil as re-

ceived and do not appear to be of sufficient mag-

nitude to account for the degraded performance.

Several modifications were made to the coil

form before the second set of tests to minimize

conductor lead motion as a possible source of dif-

ficulty. However, results of the second series of

tests were substantially the same as the first.

The peak current reached was 3.3 kA. Starting

about 500 A before the quench and up to the

quench, sounds resembling the crackling of cello-

phane were picked up by the microphone which had

been mounted on one of the current leads. The

significance of these sounds is not understood,

but eventually it may be possible to correlate

them with some type of physical event. In an at-

tempt.to find the problem with the IGC coil, one

end connector was removed from the coil and all

the strands (319) separated at that end. Re-

sistance measurements showed numerous shorts

between wires. These, in addition to possible

current transfer problems within the mixed matrix,

potting problems at the terminals, and power sup-

ply electrical noise are being investigated as

causes for the low current-carrying capability of

this COil.

-+. Westinahguse Coil. The Westinghouse coil

has been tested to currents above 10 kA more than

50 times end to a peak current of 13.3 kA cor-

responding to a peak stored energy of 0.535 MJ.

These tests were made with the resonant METS,

L-C-L, energy transfer apparatus using a

2-insperiod. The peak voltage during these trans-

fers was just over 42 kV. To perform a repetitive

series of high-current tests it was necessary to

bypass the HVDC vacuum interrupter with a fast

acting mechanical switch. The mechanical switch

carried most of the current during the charg%ng

cycle and was opened 100 ms before the transfer

cycle was initiated to redirect all the current

into the interrupter.
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The high-voltage capability of the coil was

tested by reducing the capacity of the capacitor

transfer bank. Under these conditions a maximum

voltage of 58.5 kV was reached.

The rate of current rise was also measured.

At the maximum ramp rate available from the homo-

polar generator (1000 amps/s) the coil did not

quench during a ramp to 10 kA.

Losses in the Westinghouse coil are somewhat

higher than in the MCA and IGC coils at the same

currents, but this was expected because of the

larger wire diameter and higher copper content of

the conductor. However, at 300 kJ the energy loss

was still less than 1% for a 2.5-instransfer time.

F. SFTR PROTOTYPE METS SYSTEM

A prototype METS system is being designed to

simulate one of the 10-coil, METS-SFTR modules.

The system will utilize one 400-kJ, 25-kA, 2.5-T

superconducting energy storage coil and associated

components which include 25-kA, 60-kV coaxial

leads; a cryogenic disconnect and actuator for

connecting the coils in series for charging; 25-kA

continuous-duty leads; and an external breaker

which permits opening of the cryogenic disconnect

under little or no current load. During the year

considerable progress was made in all of the above

areas. A summary follows:

1. 40O-kJ StoraRe coil. Based upon the re-

sults of the 300-kJ coil program, an order was

placed with Westinghouse for the fabrication of a

400-kJ, 25-kA superconducting, mixed ❑atrix NbTi

coil. This coil is to be * 71 cm long with a

finished outside diameter not to exceed 67.5 cm.

It is to carry 35 kA safely for fault mode opera-

tion, have an inductance of 1.28 utj,be able to

withstand 60 kV across the terminals during the

0.7-ms discharge, and have a combined energy loss

during a full charge-discharge cycle of less than

0.3% (1.2 kJ).

2. Ex ternal Breaker. To allow the cryogenic

disconnects to open under zero current conditions,

the current in the series charging loop of a METS

system will be interrupted by a circuit breaker

placed external to the dewar. The external

breaker must firat carry the 5-minute current ramp

to 26 kA during charging of the superconducting

storage coils. It must then interrupt this

current to break the series charging loop and

drive the current into the parallel tranafer

networks. The cryogenic disconnects can then be

safely opened to isolate the transfer networks.

After interrupting the current, the external

breaker must hold off potentials as high as 60 kV.

For this application a high-current,

low-voltage (6OO V) switch made by ITE Imperial

was modified to withstand high voltagea by using

nonmetallic structural support members and oil

insulation. DC voltage tests of the unit in oil

showed intermittent breakdowns above 60 kV.

Current tests on one-half of the switch in oil

showed only a 50 C temperature rise after carrying

10 kA for 15 minutes. The entire unit should

easily carry the 5-minute current ramp to 26 kA.

3. Electrical Leads and Cab~. Two types

of electrical leads are required for connections

with the superconducting coils in the METS system.

Continuous duty leads must be able to carry the

5-minute charging ramp to 26 kA when the storage

coils are connected in series from the power sup-

ply. Pulse leads need only carry the current from

each coil during the short duration when the

parallel transfer networks are formed and the

transfer to the load coil takes place.

Considerable progress has been made toward

the development and analysis of low-resistance,

low-inductance pulse lead which can carry 26 kA

for about 40 ms and withstand 60 kV. The general

design approach incorporates two concentric copper

tubes to form a coaxial pulse lead. Since the

lead spans the temperature range from room temper-

ature at the top to liquid helium temperature at

the bottom, an analysia of the temperature profile

and heat flow is most easily done by computer

modeling.

To check the temperature profiles a

vacuum-insulated jacket was installed around a

finned tube of DHP copper to simulate the inner

conductor of the pulse lead. The experimental

temperature profile and the computer-calculated

profile matched quite well. After considerable

effort.to obtain an accurate measurement of the

vapor-cooling mass flow, agreement to within 7.5$

was obtained between experimental and theoretical

mass flows when the temperature profiles were

matched.
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A simple construction technique was developed

to rigidly connect the inner and outer conductors

of the pulse lead, provide a seal to prevent

gaseous helium leaks between conductors, and pro-

vide adequate insulation between conductors. The

inner copper tube was wrapped with Mylar

insulation until the outer tube would barely slip

on. The outer tube was then crimped near the

upper end to lock it in place. Epoxy was applied

between all Mylar layers in the crimp region to

prevent leakage of helium gas from the dewar. The

seal in the crimp region held better than 10-4

torr vacuum with no detectable leak on a helium

leak detector. The electrical insulation method

proved quite satisfactory, withstanding at least

94 kV before breakdown occurred due to tracking

along the Mylar surface at one end of the lead.

Construction of the header to connect the

pulse lead to a 7-cable bundle of Type 218/220

coaxial cables was completed. Multilam connec-

tions are used to terminate the solid center

conductor of the coaxial cables and the outer

conductor of the pulse lead. Gaseous nitrogen in

the header is used to prevent frost buildup on the

conductors and insulation. The gaseous helium

used for vapor cooling of the pulse lead is col-

lected in the header and routed outside for use In

a control system.

A prototype, Mylar-wrapped pulse lead, the

completed header, and a bundle of seven coaxial

cables were tested as a unit in the interrupter

facility. Currents as high as 32 kA were success-

fully carried with a decay time constant of about

200 ms.

The computer program used to model the pulse

lead was modified to allow its application to the

continuous lead. In an attempt to make better

utilization of the vapor coollng available to the

continuous lead, the use of copper screen wire

rather than copper tubes was investlgated. Copper

screens from 18 gauge to 50 gauge were compared,

with gauges 34 and 50 resulting in the best

packing factor. Both 28 gauge (20 mesh) and 34

gauge (40 mesh) were modeled by the program for

comparison with the present 10-kA continuous leads

which have a cross section of about 5 cm2. These

leads had a calculated heat leak into the dewar

m 13$ lower than the present design under no load

and w 30% lower under a 10-kA load. The computer

model also showed that the screen leads should be

able to carry higher currents for the same copper

cross section without burning out.

4. Crvozenic Disconnect. A special high-

current, low-resistance, electrical switch for

service in liquid helium is being developed. ThlS

switch or cryogenic disconnect is to be mechani-

cally actuated, will carry 26 kA, will withstand

60 kV when open, and will dissipate less than 24 W

under full current load. In addition, the dis-

connect must be able to open in 25 ms.

Basically, the development of the cryogenic

disconnect can be divided into three distinct

activities:

a. Electrical contact and materials research

and development.

b. Actuation system design and development.

c. Systems integration and overall dis-

connect design.

The electrical contact program has been

directed toward the ultimate use of a commercial

product called Multilam as the actual contact

component. Various superconducting materials were

coated/plated onto the commercial BeCu Multilam

strips to determine optimum performance and to

develop contacts of exceedingly low electrical

resistance. The best results of these efforts are

tabulated in Table XVI-II. In addition, Multilsm

louvers have been fabricated from niobium-1%

zirconium. These are currently being evaluated.

Another group of louvers are to be made from NbTi

and evaluated later in the program.

Several samples of a variety of lead and

tin-baaed alloys were evaluated as potential mate-

rials for the cryogenic disconnect. Magnetization

measurements were made with the determination of

HC2 as the primary objective. Results of

promising alloys are given in Table XVI-III.

The development of the actuation system has

been directed toward use of electrical solenoids

to both open and close the cryogenic disconnect.

The solenoids will be immersed in liquid helium

and will operate in the vicinity of the cryogenic

disconnect and the storage coil. Two large dc

solenoids were purchased from the Trombretta

Corp., and were tested for the proposed use.

Results of the testing indicated that the two dc

I
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TABLE XVI-II

TEST RESULTS WITH MULTILAM STRIPS AT 4 K

Contact
Surface
Materia 1

SllverlSllver

SilverlCopper

Tin-Lead (50-50)

Copper/Copper

Lead-Bismuth (50-50)

Lead-TIn/Silver

Tin-Lead (50-50)

Partially Plated

Tin-Lead (50-50)

Fully Plated

Tin-Lead (50-50)

Fully Plated

Tin-Lead (50-50)

Fully Plated

Lead-Bismuth (50-50)

Fully Plated

Lead-Iridium(80-20)

Tin-Lead (50-50)

(Vaculoy)

Lead-Tin/80-20

Niobium-1% Zir-

conium Louvere

Max. No.
of

Louvered
acts

41

41

41

41

82

41

155

155

310

930

930

63

63

63

Optimum
Electric
Jerformancg

500 A at .511a

350 A at 1 u$l

1000 A at 86 nn

200 A at 920 n~

1200 A at 152 nn

100 A at 755 nn

4500 A at 129 nn

1800 A at 22 nQ

7000 A at 12.2 nn

9000 A at 36 nn

5000 A at 49 nn

3800 A at 1 nn

31OO A at 14.5 nn

5100 A at 36.6 nn

Optimum
Current
Density
(A/Louver~

12.19

8.53

24.4

4.87

14.6

2.44

29.0

11.6

22.5

9.67

5.37

60.3

49.2

80.9

TABLE XVI-III

TEST RESULTS WITH LEAD AND TIN-BASED ALLOYS

w %*
Sn(90)-Pb[5)-Bi(5) 15,300

Sn(80)-Pb(lO)-Bi(lO) 14,700

Sn(70)-Pb(20)-Bi(10) 13,100

Pb(60)-Sn(lO)-In(20)-Bi(lO) 8,4oo

Pb(70)-Sn(20)-In(lO) 7,700

Nb-1% Zr Multilam 6,500

Sn(80)-Ph(15)-Bi(5) 6,100

Pb(70)-SN(lO)-In(20) 4,8oo

Pb(50)-Sn(30)-In(20) 4,6oo

Pb(80)-In(20) 4,200

solenoids were not aui.tablebecause of excessively

elow force rl.setimes (greater than 100 ins),and

insulation voltage breakdown in the solenoid

windings. Efforts toward the purchase of ac
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Effective
Lifetime
&lYQ@il

500

750

10,000 +

500

2,000 +

1,800

3,000 +

3,000 +

3,000 +

10,000 +

5,000 +

20

(Wears excessively)

5,000 +

20

(Wears excessively)

eolenoids modified for liquid helium service were

initiated.

The overall design of the disconnect

progressed during the year to the point where

three separate alternatives have been designed,

with one of the alternatives having been built and

tested. The three alternative designs all utilize

Multilsm strips as contact components, all have

essentially one moving part, and all avoid the

necessity for superconducting leadwire movement.

The first design, consisting of a tIIOVing

cylinder sliding Into a fixed cylinder with the

contact louvers mounted on the ineide diameter of

the static cylinder, has proven feasible but

appears to require too large an overall size to be

directly applicable (cylinder of 35.6-cm diameter

required to meet current and resistance



specifications). Further progress in contact

material development may change the prognosis.

The second design, consisting of a matrix of

cylindrical pins sliding into corresponding cylin-

ders and with the louvered contacts mounted on the

inside diameter of the cylinders, may prove to be

the most promising design based upon the results

of single pin tests.

The third alternative, consisting of a series

of interlocking “leaves,” was advanced to the con-

ceptual drawing stage.

The technology has been developed to fabri-

cate the Multilam louvers from niobium-titanium

sheet.

At year’s end, the expertise and technology

existed to construct a disconnect that could carry

10-kA while dissipating 2 W, with a projected

lifetime of 10,000 cycles. Such a unit could also

meet the dewar space limitations. This same tech-

nology also allows for the construction of a dis-

connect that could meet all the electrical

requirements, but the size would be too large by a

factor of about three.

5. 700-W. 4.5-K-RefrigerationSvste~. The

drawings for the Installation of the 700-W, 4.5-K

helium refrigerator were completed. Installation

work began in September. The Joy Compressor, the

Reavell recovery compressor, the high-pressure

cluster He storage tanks, and the structural steel

platforms to hold the coldbox were installed. The

installation is expected to be completed by

mid-April 1977.

G. HOMOPOLAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

1. Machine DevelQDmen~. Los Alamos Scien-

tific Laboratory acted as the technical

administrator for the EPRI-funded HETS contract

with the University of Texas at Austin and the

Westinghouse Electric Company. The contract

produced an in-depth designl of a 1-GJ, ener-

gy-storage, homopolar electrical machine capable

of discharging in 30 ms. The full-scale designl

emphasized the use of a homopolar machine as the

adiabatic compression energy source for the RTPR.

Included in this study was the initial design

of a 1O-MJ model machine. This maohine uses two

drum rotors and superconducting cryostable field

windings. The model machine dimensions and

TABLE XVI-IV

1O-MJ MODEL HOMOPOLAR ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Peak voltage 719V

Peak current 1.5 (10)6 A

Capacitance 38.7 F

Average radial field 23 kG

between collectors

Average axial field

within collectors

Center

End

Flux leakage

Peak field

Superconductor weight

Total coil energy

Total A-turns

Total magnetic iron weight

1O-MJ MODEL

Overall diameter

Overall length

Rotor diameter

(at peak speed)

41 kG

37 kG

63%

65 kG

4,500 kg”

(9,800 lb)

18.4 MJ

10 x 106

39,000 @

(86,000 lb)

HOMOPOLAR DIMENSIONS

2.286”m (108 in.)

2.108 m (83 in.)

0.721 m (28.4 in.)

Single rotor length 0.701 m (27.6 in.)

Rotor-to-rotor 0.742 m (29.2 in.)

midplane length

terminal characteristics are summarized in Table

XVI-IV.

In July 1976, LASL and Westinghouse submitted

a propoeal to ERDA2 which outlined a developmental

program to complete the design and to fabricate

the model 1O-MJ, 30-ms-discharge homopolar

machine. The work will include component develop-

ment and testing of critical subassemblies which

advance the state of the art. The final homopolar

machine will be tested in circuits to determine

its performance as a potential fusion energy

storage device. This program has been funded by

EPRI and ERDA. Contract negotiations with

Westinghouse have been initiated.

The forty-two-month program will encompass

the development, construction, and no-load perfor-

mance tests of a 10-MJ Fast Discharging Homopolar

Machine. The completed machine will be suitable
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for installation in a test system at LASL which

will allow evaluation of the fast discharging

characteristics.

Westinghouse designed the field coils of the

1O-MJ machine to operate cryostably. While this

increased the machine weight and field energy

storage above the predictions based on the 1-GJ

design, it eliminated one developmental aspect of

the machine.

Determination of magnetic forces on the

❑achine components during switching transients was

completed. All forces appear to be manageable.

The University of Texas at Austin has

concluded its brush testing work. This work forms

the foundation for early Westinghouse research in

high-speed brush testing.

Studies have been initiated to determine the

stability of the Westinghouse field coils. These

will include a small model test coil which is

nested in a bias field coil capable of producing

6.5 T at the bore of the test section.

7. Test Fac&li&.y. The HETS test facility

will incorporate components of maximum attainable

reliability so that the homopolar will remain the

major developmental item.

Proposed testing has been simplified to allow

a single swing of the homopolar (full-zero-full

speed) per test cycle with no flat top. In this

mode of operation only a load coil and series

switch are required. The load coil will require

an extension of existing coil design technology

for its successful operation. No existing

equipment appears to be usable as a series switch

so a development program will be undertaken in

this area.

A load coil which is capable of full energy

tranafer in either 30 ms or 2 s has been designed.

As presently envisioned the load coil and bus will

be a single Integratecl unit wound of

nitrogen-cooled aluminum with a fiber-reinforced

plastic mechanical structure. It will be wound of

relatively few large dimension Roebel bars to

minimize eddy and circulating current losses.

Discussions with coil manufacturers have been

Initiated. Load coil characteristics are listed

in Table XVI-V.

TABLE XVI-V

1O-MJ LOAD COIL CHARACTERISTICS AND DIMENSIONS

Characteristic

Inductance

Number of turns

Resistance (No Bus)

Time Constant (No Bus)

IrEefficiency(No Bus)

Peak field

Current density

Operating temp

Resistivity

Material

Inner radius

Outer radius

Thickness

H. TOKAMAK OHMIC HEATING

A preliminary study

).06o s swim

5.81 IJH

L

0.7 @

8.28 S

0.7%

3.04 T

1.85 kA/cm2

100”K

0.53 !.Klcm

1100 Al

57 cm

228 cm

57 cm

2.09 Sw mi

10.5 mii

85

1.26 m~

8.28 S

24.2$

3.04 T

1.85 kA/cm2

100”K

0.53 uflcm

1100 Al

57 cm

228 cm

57 cm

PROGRAM

of tokamak ohmic heating

systems for experimental power reactors (F,PR!s)

has been carried out jointly by the University of

Texas, Westinghouse, and LASL. The purpose of the

study was to define possible power systems for

driving EPR ohmic-heating (OH) coils and to give

cost estimates for each of the systems. Since all

of the EPR design groups had suggested using homo-

polar generators, one principal goal of the study

was to determine whether homopolar machines were

feasible and cost effective devices for reversing

the flux in the OH coils.

At the time the study began in early 1976,

all of the EPR designs were incomplete, and the

zero-dimension computer codes used to predict the

Interaction of the plasma with the poloidal field

coils were still being developed. It was deoided

to focus on the magnetic coil and field

configurations proposed by ORNL. A zero-dimension

plasma startup code was developed at LASL and UT,

and studies were made on several aspects of OH

coil design. After the voltage and current levels

required for proper plasma development were

established, the various circuit options and the

component costs were investigated. Under contract

to LASL, Westinghouse devised both a do
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(homopolar) and an ac (salient-pole and turbo-al-

ternator) system for reversing the OH coil flux.

Costs for the complete system are dominated by

switching costs.

J. Ohmic HeatJ.naCoil Design. The dimen-

sions, inductances, coupling constants, and other

electrical parameters which specify the OH and

equilibrium coils were summarized in standard form

for convenient comparison of the three EPR

designs. In addition, some of the problems of

paralleling 25- to 40-kA superconducting cables to

reach 100- to 400-kA currents were investigated.

7. Zero-Dimenslon Plasma Startuo Code

~. A zero-dimension plasma startup code

(LASLOD) was developed at LASL and sent to the

University of Texas (UT). Numerical checks were

made at both places, at ORNL, and General Atomic

Company. The code was further developed at LASL

and UT and used to optimize the ohmic heating cir-

cuit of an EPR.

The code calculates plasma resistivity as a

function of plasma current and plasma temperature

which in turn is a function of time. LASLOD is

thus used as a subprogram of a circuit analysis

code. The plasma is treated In three regimes

depending on electron temperature.

Numerical exploration with LASLOD showed that

a gas density of ~0.14 torr and a voltage gradi-

ent of approximately 4 V/m are needed to start the

plasma. This “voltage blip” will have to last for

a few tens of milliseconds. The voltage may sub-

sequently be lowered to approximately one-half

that value to reach a temperature of ~ 1 keV. The

gas pressure must be increased to approximately

1.4-mTorr over the temperature interval ~ 20 ~ Te

f 200 eV. Figures XVI-1, XVI-2, and XVI-3 show

the circuit studied and the current and voltage

requirements on a per-turn basis for plasma

startup and build up of the Oak Ridge EPR.

The currents and voltages shown in Figs.

XVI-2 and XVI-3 were used to define the equipment

necessary for a circuit with homopolar machine as

well as one with ac machine and rectifier. These

two circuits were developed at Westinghouse and

are shown in Figs. XVI-4 and XVI-5. The equip-

ment was costed at Westinghouse. If the SCR’S

shown in Figs. XVI-4 and XVI-5 are replaced by the

type of air-blast circuit breakers3 considered for
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Fig. XVI-1.
Pulsed coils of the tokamak EPR with electric
circuits and plasma loop.
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on OH winding; e2 = vertical field supply voltage
to force i2 = i3.

Doublet III and discussed in Ref. 3, then the

homopolar circuit of Fig. XVI-4 shows a

significant cost advantage over the circuit with

ac machine and rectifier of Fig. XVI-5 as demon-

strated by the cost comparison shown in Table

XVI-VI.

3. Circuit Analvsis Code. SCEPTRE. In in-

formal collaboration with the AFWL/EPL, several

errors in SCEPTRE were pointed out and corrected.

Many of the code’s idiosyncrasies have been docu-

mented in comments made available on LASL!S NOS

system. The code is being maintained for all LASL
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users and was used as a

XVI-4.
circuit with homopolar

circuit analysis program

with LASLOD as a subprogram.

SCEPTRE has been used also for modeling the

commutating circuit function reported for the

current interruption tests of the air-blast cir-

cuit breaker considered for the Joint European

Torus (JET) and Doublet III at General Atomic

Company.

I. MISCELLANEOUS

1. End Stomer ing for Scvlla IV-p. A cryo-

genio end stopper is being developed for Scylla

Iv-P. The unit utilizes a LHe-cooled, quartz

surface onto which inert gases are solidified. It
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Apparent least cost circuit with ac machine.

TABLE XVI-VI

COMPARISON OF HOMOPOLAR AND ac MACHINES

ac

Jio~oDolar

Homopnlar vs ac $18.4M $.13.8M

generator and drive

Rectifier o 58.6

Circuit breaker for 1.0 1.0

generator bypass

Resistor 2.2 1.0

Circuit breaker for 2.0 2.0

resistor bypasg

Burn cycle supply 10.0 10.0

Total $33.7M $86.5M

is required that the vapor pressure of the

condensed solid be 10-3 torr or less. This

corresponds to a surface temperature of 8 K for

deuterium, 11 K for neon, and Q3 K for argon.

Argon layers which meet the above criteria have

been deposited up to 0.7 cm in thickness. Such a

layer will be used to determine feasibility for

this type of end stopper in experiments to be

conducted in Scylla IV-P. Becauee of the thermal

radiation impinging upon the solid cryogen surface

only very thin layers of He and D2 can be built up

with this type of target. If these gases are

required,

following

ments.

an extrudable target will be developed

completion of the feasibility experi-



7. Zero-GHeliumHeat T ansfr er. The rocket- REFERENCES

borne experimentto study heat transfer,fluid

dynamics,and thin film characteristicsof super- 1.

fluid heliumat 1.7 K and heat transferto normal

heliumat 4.2 K in a zero-Genvironmentwas suc-

cessfully launched from Barking Sands, Kauai,

Hawaii,in late May. Analysisof the 4.2 K data 2.

is complete. This showeda reductionin the peak

nucleate heat flux from ~ 1 W/cm2 at l-g to

between0.2 and 0.3 W/cm2at zero-G. 3.

K. Thomassen,ItConceptualEngineeringDesign
of a One-GJFast DischargingHomopolarMachine
for the ReferenceTheta-PinchFusionReactor,lt
EPRI ER-246,ElectricPower Research
Institute,Palo Alto, CA (August1976).

J. D. Rogers,WA proposed1 MJ Fast
DischargingHomopolarMachinefor Fusion
ReactorSystems,!’Los AlamosScientific
LaboratoryreportLA-6402-P(July 1976).

P. Dokopoulasand K. Ksiechbaum,!!D.C.Circuit
BreakerArrangement,73 kA, 24 kV for the
JointEuropeanTorus,!tElek. Zeits.A, t3,
499, August1976.Translatedby H. Vogel,
Los AlamosScientificLaboratory(1976).
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XVII. MAGNETIC~INIMN1’ SYSTEMSSITIDIES

P. E. Armstrong,M. E. Battat,R. O. Brcwn,J. M. Bunch,
F. W. Clinard,Jr., G. E. CortrD. J. Dudziak,S. A. W. Gerstl,

W. V. Green,G. R. Gryczkwski, R. L. Hagenscm,J. G. Hoftian,G. F. Hurley
P. G. Kle?nens,R. A. Krakmski, R. L. Miller,R. W. Moses,D. M. Parkin

W. F. Ekmner,W. L. Ttansm, and R. A. Yeske

A. IW1’mIXKX’mN

l%e work of the Magnetic Confinement systems

StudiesGroup is primarily~erned with the con-

tinuingreassessmentof @.sed, high-beta systems,

irduding the ReferenceTheta-PinchReactor (RTPR),

the LinearTheta-PinchHybrid Reactor (LTPHR),the

Reverse-Fieldpinch Reactor (RFPR) ad implcding

linersystem. Areasof generalresearchin Fulsed

high-densityfusicnpcwer systemsimlude more de

tailed thermal-shockanalyses, MHD effects in

reactor-likehigh-betaplaanas, transient neutral-

gas charg~exchange, and mre realistic plasma

engineeringmodeling. The Neutrcnics Task has

been sugpxtive of both the RTPR blanket redesign

and the more generalnesdsof the national fusion

ccmnunity. ‘lhechemical,structural, and electri-

cal effectsin C.I’R-relatedinsulatorsare addressed

by the InsulatorResearchTask. The Alloy Research

Task has pursusd the thermal-shccktesting of

Nb-lZralloyand A120~ted Nb-lZr RTPR first-

wall specimens.

B. SHI!EMSSI!UDIIS

‘lb systemsStudies Task has eqhasized the

toroidalReferenceTheta-PinchReactor (RTPR), the

Linear Theta-Pimh Hybrid Reactor (LTPHR), the

ReverseField P~~ Reactor (RFPR) ad, in a

prelimimry way, implcding liner confinement

Schanes. Progress m each of these topics is

summarizedbelcw.

1. P.Tm Systems Studies. Central to the

techmlogicaldefinition ad assessment of major

engineeringsystem anticipated for the Reference

Theta-PinchReactor (RTPR)is the resolutionof the

physics“operating point.” ~ifically, the ef-

ficiencyof implosicnheating,the requirementsof

high-betastability/equilibrium,and the dynamics

of both alpha-particlethermalizatim ad neutral-

gas coolingimpactdirectly upm the RTPR energy

nnd.tiplicaticn(&value), cost, and size; the

physicalconstraintsimpesedby implcsion voltage,

feedbackpaver level, plasma ignitim and direct

conversion,the abilityto quencha highly reactive

plasma,and the first-wall (or tamper) themal-

mechanicalreqmnse representspecific examples of

the impactof high-betaphysicson the performance

of the RTPR. The interactionbetweenmajor physics

variablesand these constraints has been quanti-

tativelyexaminedin a system analysiscontext.

a. RTPROperatingmint. An updated, more

realisticoperatingpoint has teen developed.1’2

The major intentof thisRTPR rmptimization is to

identifythosephysicsparamters whichwill reduce

ths problem associatedwith pI.Isedthermal loads

at the first-wall, large-energy storage, high-

voltage implosion heating, and high-compression

fields, while simultaneouslymaintaining a lcw

recirculatingpaver fractim and assuring a fully

stabilizedplasm.

The updatedinterimRTPR design point summa-

rized in Table XVII-I entails several significant

advantagesin comparisonto the olderdesign; these

irdude:3

(1) The lowerccq?ressionfield B. (7 ~ U T)

eases the mechanical design requirementsof

the adiabaticmnpression coils (ACC) insofar

as the correspondingstress-prcducingtran-

sients are reduced. Simultaneously, the

energy transfer * storage (m’S) Systen

requirementsare reduced relative to the

thermonuclearenergy prcduced and amunt to

~ 2.5 lessEl% energy cmpared to the older

design. Finally,the assmiated redUCtim of

plasma density reduces the bremsstrahlung

power deposited at the first-wall surface,

therefore, considerably easing the thermal

responserequirements.

(2) The longertotal krn tfi (TB= ‘~ + 2TR)I

by stretching out the bremsstrahlungdepo-

sitiontime, reduces both the magnitude of
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TABLEXVII-I

~ARI~ OF OLD AND NEW RTPR OPERATING~lNI’S

SYMBOL

‘El

‘SH
P
A

‘o

‘R

‘FT
WN

Wm

A

b

%1’s
QE

E

ATw(s)

‘h

DEFINITION(UNITS)

Impl~ion-heatingelectricfield (kV/cm)

Implosion-heatirqmagneticfield (T)

&T fillingpressure(nflWr)

Maximunqression field (T)

Canpression-fieldrise time (ins)

Compression-fieldflat-toptime(ms)

Fusionneutronyield (kU/m)

TotalEXS energy (MJ/m)

Aspect ratio

First-wallradius (m)

E71’Stransferefficiency

EngineerirqQ-value

Recirculating~er fracticm

First-wallsurfacetemperaturerise (K)

Maximumtemperaturedrop acrossfirst

wall (K)

Olrl

2.0

1.4

17

u.

30

70

93.11

286

1.I.2

0.5

0.98

6.5

0.16

310

250

the temperaturegradientacrossthe first-wall

thicknessad the temperature spike seen at

the first-wallsurface. Trading off a laer

~m for kmger TR, while reducing the Q-value

suncwhat,al.lmsattaimnentof high values for

the EI’Ssystemefficienq.

(3) The kwer D-T fillingpressure(7ntl’orrvs 17—
ntt’err)associatedwith (1)ahve, reduces the

Pumpiq requirementsbetween cycles. Addi-

tiomlly the finite Larmor radius (FIR)

stabilityrxmditicnis more easilymet.

(4) The newer design pint uses an implosion

heatingvoltageof 0.7 kV/cm rather than the

older valueof 2.0 kV/cm. ‘M.s redwtia is a

directresultof the luver filling pressure

ard leads to decreased pulsed-dielectric

stressand insulatorthickness,which in turn

will aid the already reduced (3) heat-

transfer/thermal-stressproblem

In additicnto treatirq consistently the re-

quirementsof high-betaequilibrium and stability,

the interimdesignpint considerably reduces the

technological requirements associated with

blanket/first-wall designs, pulsed dielectric

Nm

0.7

0.8

7

7

30

400

86.73

97

100

0.5

0.95

5.7

0.18

150

30

insulators,EI’Ssystemsize and efficiency,and FCC

structuraldesign. These significant benefits are

acrued with a systemhavingQ-values equal to or

greater than earlier designs. The time de

pendenceof mjor systemvariables,includirigm = 1

feadbackpcwer, is skwn in Fig. XVII-1for the new

RI’PRoperatingp2int.1

b. RTPR Blanket Neutronics. The reference

blanketfor the RTPR was reevaluated in order to

reduce the overall blanket thickness and to

minimizethe storedmagneticenergyassociated with

the canpressionfield. Basedon the re;ults of a

neutronicdesign sensitivity analysis, the RTPR

reference blanket3 was modified and reanalyzed.

All blanket modificationsare subject to the

constraintsof acceptabletritium breeding, energy

recovery, radiation damage, induced radio-

activity, shielding, and other system require

ments,as describedin Ref. 3.

Frcm sensitivityanalysesit was clear that a

firststep in thiming the R1’PR blanket witlxmt

substantialloss of tritiumbreeding could be the

eliminaticmof the secod graphiteregion (zone 21

in Ref. 3). Such a modification,tiever, SU&

stantiallyirmeases the radiation heating in the
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Fig. XVII-I.

Time dependenceof major burn parameters for the
K1’PRoperatingmint given in Ref. 1.

Plasmainternalenergy: Wm
Thermonuclearyield: WN
Thermonuclearpaver: PN
Feedbackpwer: Pm
BrentsstrahlungEnergy:Wm
Ccsnpressicnfield: B.

cqper a)ils. ‘Ib canpensate for this effect, a

2-cm-thickled zonewas added immediately inboard

of the implosim cmil to recover the gamna-ray

energyotherwiseleaking cut of the blanket ad

heatingthe wils. It was also established that

BSO actsas a bettermoderatorthangraphitein the

RTPR blanket. ~ further reduce the overall

blanketthickness, therefore, the first graphite

region (-e 13 in Ref. 3) was replaced with BeQ.

7%s effestscm tritiumbreedirqand total reuwer-

able and wasteenergiesare sh%m in Fig. XVII-2;

evenwith m B@, which gives an overall blanket

thicknessof 21.8an, a breedingratioof 1.10 can

be obtaind.

Concernover the availabilityand use of be

ryl-1.iunin the RTPR blanket has initiated ad-

Lr
m
.
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u
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m
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~
c

I I 1 I 1 I 1
1.20– - 25

BR
u

1.15–

m-.

1.10

I[.05‘RS, - Pb

~
o 6

ThicknessOf BeO-Region,ABeO,CM

Fig. XVII-2.

‘rritiumbreedingratio pR] ad energy rea)very
for a thin (0.218-m)RTPR blanketvs the thickness—
of BeO region.

ditional rmdificationsof this blanket design.

First,the 2.5-an-thickBe neutron multiplier near

the firstwall was replacedby lead,eqxxtixq that

the substantial(n,2n)and (n,3n)cross sections of

Pb will compensate for the eliminatd neutron

multiplicationof the beryllium. Indeed,the total

tritiumbreedingratio is reducedby only 5% (fran

1.10 to 1.05). In a secordcxxn~tation the effect

of replacingthe neutronmultiplieral.tcgetherwith

breeding material was investigated. Natural

lithiumwas substitutedfor the original metallic

berylliun. TIXSresultis a breedingratioof 1.01,

which leaves rm margin for neutron streaming

effects.

On the bsis of theseresults, Pb instead of

Be was chcsenas a neutronmultiplier. ‘lb ircrease

the breeding characteristics of this blanket

withoutsubstantiallyincreasingthe total blanket

thickness,the pn--eliquidleadwas replaced @ a

lithium/letdalloy (LiPb)to ircreasethe anmunt of

breeding material.(Li) without eliminating the

neutron multiplier. The analysis of different

LiPb/Pband LiPb/Limixturesshined, however, that

~re Pb givessuperior tritium breeding. With a

pre Pb multiplierzone,a new sensitivity analysis

was performedto determinewhetheran imreased Pb
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blanket/shieldneutronicmcdel.

is nmre

It was

thicknessor an irxxeased Li thickness

beneficial.to overalltritirunproduction.

concludedthata total6.1-csnof Pb in ddition to

12-cmLi will producea tritiun breeding ratio of

1.10 in the arrangementshum in Fig. XVII-3. All

lithiuncmlant withinthe blanket is assuned to

consistof 99% enriched Li.

Keepingthe breeding portion of the blanket

unchanged,the thickness of the Fe/B4C/l’eshield

portionwas varied. The energiesdeposited in the

coils (waste energy) and the blanket/shieldas-

semblywere ~itored. when the shieldis thinned,

additicmal neutron and gamma-ray energy escaps

into the coils, and the efficiency of the

blanket/shieldassembly for energy extraction is

reduced. FigureXVII-4 showa the monotonic re-

ducticmof blanketefficiency,nB, when the shield

thicknessis raked. The tritium breeding ratio

is rxX signifiatly affected @ altering the

shieldPortim of the blanket/shieldassembly. For

all shield thicknesses considered, the breeding

ratioresnaincdabove 1.10. The results of these

neutronicanalyseswill be used in the overall RTPR

optimizaticnto determinea blanket thickness that

maximizes the overall system psrformance while

simultaneouslymeetingall.neutrcnicconstraints.

c. RTPR Blanket Thermal Analysis.

‘kmperatures in the redesigned RTPR blanket have

been calculated using a two-dimensima.l.(r-z)

finite-elementheat-condwtion model.5 The previ-

ouslydescribedneutronicdesign (Pb, Li, Fe, and

B4C) was used in the thermal/hydraulicmodel, and

the structuralprticn of the blanketis l-m – thick

Nb-lZralloywith O.5-mn-”hickNb-lZrused to “can”

10 1 I , I I I I , I ,

9 4

3 I I I I I I
22 24 26 20 30 32 34 s

TololBlanket.3MeldThickness(MS)

Fig. XVII-4.

Variation of blanket energy-remvery efficiency
qB ~ ~tal blanketthicknessof Fe/B4C/Feshield.

the liquidlead and lithium. The tiel imludes

thermalcontactresistancewhere the metal-to-metal

interfacescccur. The (r-z) heat-transfermdel

neglectsthe beneficialeffectof the radial metal

walls,which assist in conducting heat frcxn the

thickerneutronaml gamna-absorbingregions.

The mdel has teen used to predict blanket

temperaturesfor the reference burn cyclel (B =

7 T). In general, t-he latter results in lwer

blanketand first-wall temperatures. Fig. XVII-5

canparesthe lithiumcoolant velocities calculated

& the MHD code LIFILX4for the two burn cycles.

Heat transferto the flowing lithium during the

timewhen the magneticfieldswere zero is based on

the sum of the molecularmnductivity and turbulent

eddy conductivity.Only molecular conductivity is

used when themagnetic field is present. Figure
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XVII-6cmpares blankettemperaturesat the end of

the bum cyclefor the tw conditions.

In additicn,the AYER heat-transferccde5 has

been used to mcdel the thermal/mechanicalresponse

of the RTPR first wall for both the older and

newer operating points. The first-wall.thermal

and stressrespcnsefor the newer operating point

is showncn Fig. XVII-7. As expected, the cyclic

stressescan he significantlyreduced by changing

the RTPR cperatingpoint.

d. TransientNeutralGas BlanketStudies.6A

qter simulatim of a neutral gas impinging cn

the RTPR plasmaafter quench has been developed.

The nndelassumesa plasma with Maxwellian ions,

electruusand alphas. The plasma densities are

assumedto be la at ths wall ad to a~roach the

RTPR valuesat the plasma core. At zero time a

diatcndcgas of deuterium ard trititnnflcws into

the plasma chamber. The diatcxnicneutral gas

rezctswith the lcxvdensityedge of the plasma by

means of the foil.cxvingsix reacticns:

D; + D+ +D; +DO

D; + D+ -tD;+ D++;

D~+~*D~+2e

*+
D; + He D2 + He+

D; + He* -tD;
i+

+He +:

D;+ D;+ D;+D;

Canplete particle and energy balzwes are en-

forced. The dis=iati~ of t~ D: 9as, i~l~ing

the Franck-Ccndcneffect,is assuredif the average

plasm energyat a spatial.point is greater than

6.649eV. Lastlythe hydrodynamicbehavior of the

plaana is takeninto accountby the mlmlaticn of

heat fluv, magnetic field diffusicn, temperature

equilibrationad quasi-staticpressurebalance.

In order to nrdel the gas-blanket/plasma

transient,the simulationcode was run for 200 @,

usinga 5PS time imrement. The results shown in

Fig. XVII-8itiicatethata lCJN temperaturesheath

is formednear the wall within50 ~, ad the wall

energy dose resulting fran first-generation

charge-exchangeneutrals levels off significantly

after -25 vs. The particlespectrum impinging on

the firstwall is depictedin Fig. XVII-9.
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Fig. XVII-5.

Time dependenceof Li-coclant flcxvvelwity for
olderRTPR burn cycle,&f. 3, (11T) and newer
RTPR turn cycleRef. 1 (7T).

2. Reversed-FieldPinchReactor (RIXR). The

Reversed-FieldPinchReactor (RFPR)has been inves-

tigatedin a plasma-engineeringcontextfor a wide

1300
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Fig. XVII-6.

Blankettemperatureprofilesat the end of a RTPR
burn cvcle for the older desire mint, Ref. 3
(1-lT); ard the newer designpoht &f. 1 (7T).



rangeof first-wallradii (0.5-2.8m) and average

toroidal plasma current densities (jz= 5-80Nil/
7

m2). The reactordimensionsused in these studies

are given in TableXVII-II. In all cases plasma

ignitionis achievedin 0.1 to 1.0 seconds using

classicalplasmaresistivities. The initial non-

quilibrium phaseof operationis rnt nmdeled, and

chic heatingof a sharp-boundaryplasnain thermal

equilibriumis used throughout. A single slcw-

pulsecoil is used ti producethe toroidal current

Iz and reverse fieldIII+ ~ additional fast-pulse

roil.may be necessary to establish the desired

fieldprofilescm a relativelyshort time scale in

a hot plarma. This implosion-likestartup would

inhibitfielddiffusicnand tend to maintain stable

fieldad pressureprofiles. The use of fast-piLse

coils and associatedvolumefor returnflux adds at

most 1.5% to the stored energy requirement ti,

therefore,would have littleimpact on the energy

balance.

plasmatemperatureexcursions in a high-beta

systsmlimitthe turn timebecauseof maximum beta

(~. cO.5) restrictions.For a 50%-50% D-T fuel

mixturethe temperature rises urkzontrollably,and

the plasnamust be prematurely released when 13e

I
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Fig. XVII-7.

Time-dependenceof first-wall
stressesfor tke newercperating

temperatures and
pint Ref. 1.
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Tinwdependence of RTPR first-wall energy tie
resultingfrcxnfirst-generationand N-generation
chargeexchange neutrals during the transient
gas-blanket/plasmainteraction.

approaches0.2-0.25during the ~rn, thereby as-

suringthat E38< 0.5 aftersubsequent expansion to

the wall. In Fig. XVII-10 the first-wall radius

versusthe averagemaxirmrntoroidal current densi-

ty is shownas a function of engineering Q-value,

~, for the 50%-50%D-T fuelmixturecase (130con-

trol by earlyquench). The maximum QE is gener-

ally fourdat the maximan allowable initial fill-

ing pressure, alxxe which nonigni.tion results

(jz(MA/m2)=5 P (nfl?orr)).Superimposed upon the

QEcurves in Fig. XVII-10 are lines of constant

first-wallsurfacetemperature rise ATU(K), where

the (0.3-fnn)A1203/ (2-mn)Nb-lZrreference first

wall is ccmledby a stagnantpcol of lithium.

Plasma temperature control using cold fuel

injectionor inprity additionwas considered, but

the alpha-heating~er must be balanced by losses
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Energyspsctraof charge-exchangeneutralsat RTPR
first wall for 4 times durimj the transient
gas-blanket/plasinainteraction.

to the firstwall in order to maintain a constant

plasma temperature.Since the alpha-heatingPer

is -28 timesthatof bremsstrahlungradiation at

20 keV, the surfaceheat flux to the wall would be

correspmdinglyincreased. For typicalinitial i~

densities(50%-50%D-T fuelmixture, 2-m first-wall

radius,and jz = 20 MA/&) of 3.0 x 1020/m3 cxxn-
21 3

pressed to 1.75 x 10 /m at the minimum -

pressicn X. = 0.4, a heat remval rate of

~ 40 FW\m3 at the firstwall.wxld be necessary to

achievea cmnstantplasm temperature20 kev. This

exceedinglyhigh surfaceheat fluxwmld be intol-

erableover the 1.4-sturn time anticipatedfor the

aforementioned-se. The normal bremsstrahlung

power of 1.5 w/m2 produces a 187 K surface

temperature rise for the (0.3-~)~203/

(2-nsn)Nb-lZrfirst wall. For these methcds of

mit,i\,:
i
i “’

, t ,
1. ATW(K)

,
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Fig. KVII-10.

Linesof ccnstantQ as a fumticn of first-wall
radii and maximum toroidal current densities
(solidcurves)for a RFPR operating on a 50-50%
D-T fuel mixture. Dashed curves are lines of
constantfirst-walltemperaturerise,ATU.

plasmatemperaturecmtrol, the plasmadensity must

be decreased by m 5 to lcxverthe alpha-heating

per by a factorof 25; a corres~nding increase

in turn timewould result. The potential techniczd.

difficultiesassociatedwith the injection of cold

fuelor i.npxities and questions of plasma sta-

bility irxmrred by the use of such processes were

alao major factors leading to the decision not to

utilize injection techniques for plasma temperature

control.

Autcmatic temperature control by tritium

txnmupusi~ an off-optimnn D-T fuel loading was

also investigated.The shortestburn timeand near

optim~ QE is erxxxsnteredfor a 90%-10% D-T fuel

mixture. For this =se the maximum ploidal beta

durirqthe turn is 0.43,which results in 136< 0.5

after90% tritiumburnup and plasma expansion to

the wall has ocmrred. In Fig. KVII-~ the

first-wallradiusversus toroidal current density

is shcm as a fumtion of ~ for the 90%-10% D-T

fuelmixture~se (88control by tritium burnout)

using a thicker first wall (0.3-lllTI)~2~
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‘I!W3LEXVII-II

DIMENSI(XWUSED IN RFPR INI?GY—~ my

‘Q= ‘Cz
Arq= Arcz

N

a

n

Definition

first-wallradius (m)

first-wallNb-l%zrthickness(m)

first-wallAl O coatingthickness(m)

blanketthickness(m)

insideroil.radius (m)

coil thickness(m)

numbercoil turns

parallelplate lead length (m)

parallelplate leadwidth (m)

parallelplate thickness(m)

gap betweenparallelplates (m)

lengthof devicefed by leads (m)

fracticnof conductorin coil and le-s

resistivity(co=) of coil

(ohm-m)

(a)
Dimensionsin parenthesesused for the
the casewhichcontrolsby D-T !mrnout

(5-mn)Nb-lZr (TableXVII-II) and increased

thicknessof the magnetmil (fran 0.6 to 1.0 m).

The longerburn times associated with the lwer

trit.iunfracticnnecessitatethickerfirstwalls to

maintainawroximately the same temperature drop

=ross the wall (a measure of the internal

m&hanical stress),typically ~50 K and lmlk

temperaturerise. The joulelossesin the coil are

also imxeased by the longer burn times and are

offsetby the thicker coil. Irxxeasing the wil

thicknessincreases%, but the trade-off between

mil size,cunplexity ad cost versus higher ~

must eventuallybe considered.

After expansicnto the wall the plasma is as-

SIXlledto be wall confined, where heat 10ss is

limited@ heat condmticn acrossthe trapped field

in the plasma. Injecticnof a neutralgas at early

timesafterexpansicmmay be necessary to assure

the rapidestablishmentof a buffer layer between

the plasmaard ths wall. For the tritiun burrnut

ase m energyis produced in the plasma during

quench. The 50%-50%D-T fuel.mixture case arrives

at the wall with an ion temperatureof 7.8 keV, and

the temperatureof the pla.snaincreases at a rate

and leads

Value

variable

0.002(0.005)‘a)

3.0 x 1O-*

0.4

ru+O.4

0.6(1.0)‘a)

5

2.0

211r
~

Ar

O.E

2.0

0.7

1.72 X 10-8

longer burn times associated with
(90%-10%D-T fuel.mixture).
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Fig. XVII-H.

Linesof constantQ as a function of first-wall.
radii and maximum toroidal. current densities
(solidcurves)for a RFPR operatirq on a 90-10%
D-T fuel mixture. Dashed curves are lines of
constantfirst-wall.temperaturerise,ATW.
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equal to 8.1 keV/s. WO additicmalplasmaenergy is

assunedto be addedafterplasma expansicm to the

wall, kt a significantincreasein QE may result

becauseof additional.alpha-heatingpower occurring

durimgthe quench~ase.

Uncertaintiesin the plasma physics imluding

plasma field profiles, resistivities,diffusion,

achievablecurrentdensities,and stabilitymakes a

firmchoiceof any operating pint for the =

questionable at this pint. In addition the

physicsad engineeringof Z-pinch startup within

the om.straintaof plasma stability and realistic

sizesof energytransferad storage systems must

be resolved. These aspds of the RFPR system

studyare presentlybeing investigated.

3. ImplodingLiner Reactor System Studies.

Preliminarystudiesaof fusion systems based upon

rotaticmallystabilizedimplcdingliners have been

made. lin idealized mcxlelof an inccxnpressible

cylindricalliner is developed, based on earlier

work by !rurchi,gShearer,10 and Robson.ll An

energypriwiple is used to determimsthe liner and

thermomxlear turn dynamics in the presence of

axialparticleloss. A simple energy balance is

used to relate liner characteristicsto the re

quiredlinerefficiency(i.e.,reversibility)for a

given recirculatingpower fr=tion. A parametric

neutronicstudyhas been ccanpletedon a LiPb/Li

blanket,that has been proposed for an tiplodi~

limr reactor.

a. Energy Balance Studies. Referring to

Fig. XVII-12,a unit lengthof cylindricalliner is

describedby an innerand outer radii rl and rz,

respectively,at time t after the implosicm has

Cunnaced. Subscript “o” refers to the initial

(t= O) condition, ad subscript “f” designates

conditicmsat maximumcompression. Axial particle

loss is describedby a simplescnic flw model. An

energyprimiple basedupon the initial and final

statesof the liner/plasnasystemis used to derive

the linerdynamicsequaticn. The linermaterial is

assunedto be an incunpressibleliquid, ad the

plasma is assumedto behaveas an ideal gas. The

linersurfaceat maximnn cunpressionmay be con-

strained to be rotationallystabilized against

Rayleigh-Taylormcd-es.

The ratioof thermonuclearenergy WN to ini-

titi energy W- + WKeo +%, defined by the

Xl

VOLUME COMPRESSION RATIO K = (rlo/rl)2

RADIAL KINETIC ENERGY WKR1?

ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY WK9-c

PLASMA ENERGY Wp.t

COMPRESSIONAL ENERGY wPv t = ( wpvp + wPvL) t

PLASMA COMPRESSION Wpvp

LINER COMPRESSION wpvL

BREMSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION ‘BR

ALPHA-PARTICLE HEATING we

END-LOSS ENERGY WELJ!

THERMONUCLEAR ENERGY WNJ.

‘uW + w~Ro + wKgo . wpo+ WKR + WKO + Wpv +WEL+ WBR-WU

O s WNl(WKRO + WKOO+ WPO)

Fig. XVII-12.

Schematicdiagramof calculationalmodel used for
incanpressibleimplcdinglinerdynamicsand energy
balance.

parameter Q, is used to evaluate parametrically the

liner reactorperformance.The de~ndence of Q on

lineraspectratio (r20-rlo)/rlo(Fi9. ~1-12) is

shcwnon Fig. XVII-13 with and witkxxt (I*‘=)

end loss and Rayleigh-Taylor(R-T) stabilization.

FigureXVII-14 gives the dynamics of liner

compression and thermonuclear yield for both

incompressiblead compressibleliner materials,

the ccxnpressibleresults being obtained frcxna

detailed hydrcdynamical calculation. On the

basisof these results a preliminary Fast-Liner

Reactor (FLR)designwas generated which investi-

gatti the viability of “both capacitive and in-

ductiveenergystoragesystemsto drive the initial

liner implosion.

Althoughsimplisticscali~ assumptions Pint

to relatively thick, slav liners, accounting for

the hydrodynamicstability (of the liner), lineK

Ccxnpressibility,arxl plasma particle/energy end

loss present convincing zquments for very fast
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Dependence of
=ergy] on lineraspectratio (r20-rl~~/r20”For a
Fast-LinerInertiallyCcmfined Reactor (FIR) for
the conditionsand assumptionsindicated.

implc6icm (-10-20+s linertransit times,-1 us-

bum time). Physicalcontainment of the mechani-

cal energyreleaseand the need for fast, high-

voltage energy transfer represent sericus dis-

advantages,although the direct recovery of the

postimplosicnliner energy is not necessary for

cperation as an econanic Per reactor. The

~zt, high~er densitycharacteristicsof this

systemoffer strongadvantages. Numrous problems

— IW411MESS1WELIIISS
- .– COMW.SSSIBL[LINMMITKSM[ 11110.EwSSCIK lUCOUMSSlOLEIXSE
---- SOUPKSS18LELl#fB?IIII SAIIEFINALPLASMCOMPKSSIOUK

0 ImconPnEsslBLscm ~
:-l.o~, !., !.

I,,s,, I ryo?o._

3 (-)TIME (/bS] b (+) TIME (/LS)

Fig. XVII-14.

canpariscn of liner dynamics and thermonuclear
yield for compressibleand incxxrpressiblemcdel.s.

and/or uncertaintieswith respect to “reactor

desirability,” physics KKIUirements, and tec~

Icgical demands have been identified. Hcwever, manY

of theseproblemsand/or uncertaintiesundoubtedly

an be resolvedor at leastput intoa nxxe quanti-

tativeperspectiveby more detailedstudy ad sys-

temsoptimization.The absenceof a firm experi-

mentalbasis upcnwhich to extrapolateinto and to

evaluatethe reactorregime,Wever, representS a

major limitation to the requiredparametric systems

sttiies.

Ackno.vledginq,therefore, the need for ~re

profound systems stcdies and physics analysis,

thesescopingsttiiesindicatethat investments of

-150 MJ/m into a rlo = O.IO-m radius, (r20-rlol

/rlO= O.01 aspect ratio Lio.l Pbo-9 liner will

yielda FIR with a recirculatia Per fraction

Q = therrmmxlear ryieldl/rliner s -0.4(sif me of the liner energy is recovered

and no plasmaenergylossoccurs. Radial-and axial

diffusionhave not been irworporatedinto this re-

actoranalysis. The effats of liner compression

will requirea factor of 1.87 increase in liner

energy,whereasthe transferefficiencyof either a

capacitiveor inductiveE!I’ssystemwill be cm the

order of 70%; both inefficiencieswi~ require

-400 MT/m to be transferredto the liner reactor

b yield 1400N/n (20 MeV/n) of thermal ener9Y.

This exanpleis based upcm the inj=tion of O.1-keV

preampressicm plasma at a density of
~ o x ~024m-3
. . In additim to liner cxxnpressibil-

ity, liner heating by both return currents and

fusicm neutrons may significantlyaffect pl-

conpressionif a less resistive/absorptiveliner

cans-lot.be found; increasi~ the liner thickness

will amelioratethe joule heating, while exacer-

batingnuclearheatirg.

b. Blanket Neutronic Studies. Initi&l

scopingstudieshave been performd to determine

the breedi~ potential.of LiPb + Pb alloYwhen USed

in an impl~isq liner. The technologicalinterest

in such alloysstemsfrcm the ne~ to breed tritium

fr~ Li, while at the same time having a high-

densityand relativelyincompressibleliner. Lead

is a desirablematerialfrcxninertial and compres-

sibilityconsiderations. Xlloys of Pb and LiPb

with less than 1.0 rmle lithiumper nnle of I% have

teen found” to be chemicallyunreactivefor use as

shieldsad mllimators.
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Neutronicscalculationsfirst were performed

b firxlan envelo~ of parameters in which accept-

able tr itium breeding couldbe achieved. AIJ. neu-

trcn ad gamna-ray transprt calculationswere

based upcm a onedimensicnal cylidrical mdel

proposedby Turchi and Robscn
14,15,and useda

one-dimensionaldiscrete-ordinatescede M’F-IV in

a S~P3 tie, with the LASL/CI’Rcoupled cross

sectionlibrariesfor 25 neutronand 21 gamna-ray

groups. Parametersstudied for their effeet on

breeding ratio and neutron leakage were: (1)

blanketthickness,(2)Li concentrationin LiPb,

and (3)~ poisoning:concentration in Pb. The

cylindrical.model has a 10-cm radius plasma

region,which is representativeof the stage of

implosim during the maximun thermonuclearturn

for a LINUS reactor.
9,1.1Outbcardof this region

is the implcdingLiPb + Pb linerof varying thick-

ness and Ccmpc6ition, followed by a 15-cm

structureof type 316 stainlesssteel.

Rough estimates of the instantaneouspwer

densitywere first made by simple slcwing-dcwn

calculations,16 and by ccxnparisonwith time

dependent calculations for laser-fusicm re

actors?’ Based upon a slming-down time calcu-

lati.cmin Li, an u~er limit of % 10 ps can be

inferredfor the energy depsi tion time. Fran

Reference16 the time is kmwn to be > 0.1 VS.—

Prelimimry Monte Carlo calculations,using the

MXG Code,’a itiicate that 81.4% of the total

energyis depc6itedin ~ 0.5 us.

Initial oneedimensioml discrete-ordintes

Cakulaticns considered a huncgeneous blanket

usingnaturalLi am3 50 wt% LiPb in the alloy. It

was expectedintuitivelyand later verified that

high Li concentrationsare !?& necessary for ef-

fectivetritiumbreeding. Fran these Preliminary

calculationsit a~eared that the best attenuation

of the primary2.25-Lx7(14-MeV) neutrons and the

most neutrcnmultiplicaticmtry(n,2n)reactioms in

Pb, wuld cccur at liner cxx?centrationsof LiPb.

A referenceblanketthicknessof 1 m was chcsen,

and the breedingand leakage characteristics were

investigatedas a fur&ion of the LiPb weight

percentin the LiPb + Pb alloy. FigureXVII-I.5

sh- the resultsof this study.

Using the results of the parametric study

shcwn in Fig. XVII-15, the LiPb Weight fraction
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Wpendence of tritiun breeding ratio [RR] and
neutron leakage L2 on the lithium weight fraction
fW(LiPb)in aAR = l.O-m-thickLi/LiPbblanket.

was chosento be 0.5. Next, an alloying element

for the LiPb was sought which muld have the

propertiesof both alloyingwith LiPb + Pb without

seriously altering mechanical or chemical

properties(especiallymeltingp3int) and provid-

irq a neutrcnpiscm b control the high tritium

breeding ratio, while decreasing the leakage.

Cadmiunwas selectedas a trial material. Figure

XVII-16shcws the relative ineffectivenessof Cd

in reduci~ leakage, as well as its effective

Competitionwith 6Li for absorptionof lczv-energy

neutrons. Fran Fig. XVII-16 it can be inferred

that significantpoisoningcan be tolerated in a

l-m-thickblanket, so leakages of N 0.1 a~ar

achievable. The largeexcessof neutrons in the

blanket results almost exclusively frcin (n,2n)

reactionsin %, which alnmst double the initial

neutra

XVII-16

is 1.81

0.187.

of

design

population. For example, fran Fig.

at fi(Cd in Pb) = 0.0, the breeding ratio

d the leakagefran the blanket (L2) is

am.siderable interest in any blanket

is the spatial distriktion of nuclear
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Dependenceof neutrcnleakageand tritium breeding
on the isotopicfracticmof Cd poison, fi(&l in
Pb) for a 0.5-m-thickLi/LiPbblanket.

energy (neutronand gamna-ray)in the blanket and

structure,as we13 as ths volume integral of the

energy. FigureXVII-17presentsthe spatial dis-

tritutim of neutrcnplus gamna-rayenergy deposi-

tion in the referenceblanketand cylirder blcck.g

Valuesgiven in Fig. XVII-17are normalizedto 1.0

D-T neutronper an lengthof the cylinder. For a

wall.loadingof I (1.W/m2), where the neutrcn cur-
rent ~ ~ ~~ ~ 7.171. the renormalizedsource

W8
wculd be SL(aT-lS‘1 ) = 2.79 X 10151 . AS-

sum.ing a wall loading of Iw . 1.IJw/~2, the

maximunheatingin the blanket and the cylinder

bl~k are 5.0 and 2.8 x 10-2 l&4/m3, respec-

tively. Also, the integratedtotalheatingin the

blanketis 2.807pJ psr D-T neutron and 0.0736pJ

in the cylinderblock. The energy multiplication

of the 2.25-pJ WT neutrons is 1.248 in the

blanketad 1.280 in the cunbined blanket and

cylitierblcck. The latteris the equivalent of

18.0MeV per D-T neutron.

Relat&icalculationshave been made for the

FLCl?conceptin order to estimate the degree of

nuclear (gamne@eutron)heatingirxxsrredwithin a

fullycapressed Li0.1 Pbo.9 liner. The peak-to-

n-.
I 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 I 1

J%, .2907 w.

J%, . ..,= H,. I

%d.. h,

Fig. XVII-17.

Spatial distributionof neutron plus gamna-ray
energydepositionin a 0.5-m-thick LiPb blanket
normalizedto one neutrcnper cm of blanketlength.

average energy density in the FLR liner is 3-4, sO

localheatingnear the innersurfacewill be more

severe than that given by the average value.

Nuclearheatingwithinthe liner material may be

-rable to that predicted for joule heating;

both beingsufficientlyhigh to vaporize a sig-

nificantpcrtionof the Liner. The spatial and

tenpor~ behaviorof both jouleand nuclear heat-

ing, the relatedevapxation rates, and the ef-

fectsof these prcxesses on liner dynamics and

thermonuclearyield represents a ccxmplexproblem

which has yet to k calculational.lyexplored.

These preliminary estimates shcw, hcwever, that

linerheatingad mass transportmay be @rtant,

and mxe detailedanalysesare certainlywarranted.

4. Linear Theta-Pinch Hybrid Reactor

(LTPHR). ‘l?hepssibilityof reducing the energy

requirementsof a fusicn reactor by the intro-

ductionof a fissioningblanket around a thermo-

nuclearD-T plasmahas been discussed at varying

levelsof engineering detail.19~20 References 20

and 21 in particular address the questions of

blanket neutronics and energy balance for a

pulsed,high-8Linear Theta-Pinch Hybrid Reactor

(LTPHR). Although this study does not give a

detailedengineering design, key physics, engi-

neeringand eanmnic uncertaintiesare addressed

in a systems analysis cwstext. Specifically,a

revisal and mre realistic energy balance is

developed ad evaluated parametrically. This

energybalanceis conservativelybased on free-
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streamingend loss of the plasma, altlxxqh the

feasibilityof eti sto~ring is considerd. A

simpleeconcmicnrdel has been developed,by which

the ergcmicperformance of the LTPHR is evalu-

ated. The major intent of this study is the

identificationof an economically attractive,

albeitunoptimized,designpoint for the LTPHR, as

well as the identificationof

develqnent requirements for the

ducticnof fissile fuel and net

fran a theta-pi~h hybridreactor.

summarizesan interimdesignpint

concept. For a 14.1-MeVfirst-wall

EW/m2,the @se frequencyvxmldbe

electrical out~t is 8.1 We/m,

prcductim is 1.62 kg/yin,and the

cost anmnts to 634 $/kWe.

c. NEUIRNIC SI’UDIES

1. Neutronics

key researchl

econcmic pro-

electric ~er

Table XVII-III

for the LTPHR

loading of 1

2 Hz, the net

the net 233U

total capital

a. QuantitativeData Assessment. The

nuclear data assessment prcgram based on

sensitivityand uncertaintyanalysis,as develcped

ad demonstratedfor the TETR design, has con-

tinued with attenticn to ‘Ibkamak Experimental

PcwerReactor (EPR)data requirements.As a first

step,the existingdata basewas broadened to in-

cludemultigroupcross sections ad cross-section

error estimatesfor the ntxt imprtant materials

for the ANL-EPRdesign. Cross-secticmsensitivity

profileshve been -ted for toroidal field

coil heatingad radiaticndamageresponses, radi-

aticndamageto supxin.sulationand activation of

the cutermoststainlesssteelstructure. Ccmplete

cross-sectim error files (multigroupcovariance

ma&ices) have been establishedfor Fe and C, which

shcw largest integral sensitivities,and less

detailed cross-s=ticm error estimates were

performedfor all other materials. A ccmplete

uncertainty analysis of the abovemntiored r-

Spalses with respect to all. estimated

cross-secticmerrorshave beenmade.

In Conjunctim with this EPR sensitivity

analysis,a newmethcd was formulated to ccmpute

the sensitivityof any integral respcmse to the

distributicmof secondary particles (neutrons or

gamna rays)frcm (n,2n), (n,y), or similar re-

acticms. Uncertaintiesin such secondary distri-
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butionsthatare an integralpart of all presently

used data sets are expect~ to add a significant

contributionto ths totaluncertainty of integral

designparameters. AS a side product fran other

programs,the IASL system is king developed to

processcovariancedata into multigroup form, to

apply empirical formalisms to covariance esti-

mation,to minimizediscrepanciesbetween differ-

ential and integral cross-secticnmeasurements,

and to fold any given data uncertainty information

with sensitivityprofiles.

b. Cede Develoganentfor TRIDRW-CI’R. The

TRIDIW’IWTRcode,a two-dimensionalr-z and x-y

geanetrycode specificallydesigned for the Cl’l?

comnunity,was ccanpletedand released. TRIDllW!-

CIT?solvesthe r-z geunetrymul.tigroupneutrcn and

gamna-ray transgnrt equaticns within a general

spatial &main having curved or other non-

orthqonal boundaries. The spatial discretization

is accomplishedusing triangular finite elements

and discontinuouslineartrialfunctions. The use

of trianglesin r-z gaanetryal.1.cwsTRIDEW—Cl’R to

mcdel both circular arM5 rmcircular toroidal

shapes.

TRIDml’—CTRwas developed frcm another IASL

code,TRIDEN1’.The major modificationsincorpo-

rated in TRIDIN1’-CI’Rwere: the alteration of the

code so that only the informaticmrequiredfor the

calculationof cne band of triangles is contained

in fastmenmryat one time,and the relaxation of

the restrictim

every interior

allows the de

second provides

shapes.

that six triangles must meet at

vertex. The first modification

to handlelargeproblems, and the

flexibility in modeling toroidal

c. Conmitteeon Canputer Cede Coordination

(m) . Neutrcm cross secticns in 171-groups,

which were receivedfrcmSIC in the IWI’XS format

have been processed. problem associatedwith the

largesize of the filewere solved by separating

the file into four smaller, more manageable

files. The data were thenussd in a version of

the ~ code, mcdified to accept extremely

fine group structures,to =lculate CI’R benchmark

blanketparameters. This effort had a threefold

m=e: to evaluatethe practicabilityof data

in the ISOTX8format,to evaluatethe actual data

in the file,and to examinethe abilityto perform



TABLEXVII-III
SUkMIUWOF INTERIMLTPHR DESI~ FCIINI’

AND ENEKGYBALAPKX
INTERIMLTPHRD~IGN FQIN1’VALUFS INITRIMLTPHRINERGYEAIANCE
Firstwall radius,b (m) 0.200 ‘lbtalshockenergy,Ww (MJ/m) 0.37

IHC outer radius,b~(m)

Am innerradius,b2(ITI)

Am outer radius,b3(m)

Outer radiusof IHC
fecxiiplates,b5(m)

Distancefran centerline
of LTPHR to A(32paver
SUPPIY,b6(m)

Numberof turns in the
A02 fed by each
lead set

A(?2structuralvalues
fraction,fST

Implosionelectricfield
Ee(kV/cm)

InitialD-T filling
pressure,PA (nWorr)

InitialD-T filling
density,no(ions/m3)

Shockmagneticfield,
B= (T)

Sbck radiusratio,XSH

Burn time,TB(ms)

Flat top time,‘rm(ma)

Maximumaxnpression
field,B.(T)

Maximunion temperature
Ti (keV)

Maximumelectron
temperature,Te (keV)

Minimumradiusratio,x

Energyworthof fusion
neutron,(E+EY)(MeV/n)

EffectiveLTPHR length,
L*(kIn)

Nomiml LTPHRlength,
!z(km)

Lawscn arameter,nT,
5(s/cln)

0.204

0.234

0.304

3.0

4.0

10

0.6

2.0

19.0

Initialplama internal
energyjWm (lW/m)

Fin&_@&~ig~~

EIS efficiency,n~

Thermalenergyconversion
efficiency,n*

Fusionneutronenergy,
~ (m/m)

Fusionalpha energy,
Wa(hiJ/m)

Directanversion energy,
Wm (M3/m)

Transprt lossesin ACC,
WT(MJ\m)

ExternalEI’Slosses,
‘s=(m/m)

End loss energy,Wm ~/m)
1.35X1021

1.3

0.632

10.0

0.0

20.0

6.6

6.4

0.114

412.4

4.0

1.0

4.13X1014

Maximum storedmagnetic
energy, w= (m/m)

Total recoverablethermal
energy,Wm (MJ/m)

Total circulatingelectrical
energyWC(MJ/m)

Total electricalenergy
cut of LTPHR,Wm (MT/m)

Net electricalenergyout of
LTPHR,WE(MJ/m)

0.05

0.03

0.95

0.40

17.20

0.15

-0.09

0.92

1.67

0.19

33.43

17.34

3.04

6.94

3.90

Recirculatingpcwer fraction,c 0.44

Engineering Q-value,(2E 2.3

Thermalfi st wall loading,
5Iw (1.M?/m) 1.0
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largenultigroupcalculaticmswith males developed

under~ guidelines.

A new Cross-secticmformathas been propxed

to replace the ISWI!XSformat. Evaluations of

thesenew formatsare beingmade to examine their

usefulnessto CITIneds ad the a~licability to

existingcedes. These EW formats should elimi-

nateClT-related deficiencieswhich cccurred in

the ISWI’XSformat.

d. Cross-SectionDevelopnent and Support.

(1) Multigroup Cross-Section Library

Develcgsnent.Anew secticnhas been added to the

IJ!SL/CIllcross-secticmlibrary. Neutron/gamna-ray

coupledsets have been prepared* from ~F/B-IV

using the new LASL-developedpr~ssing systa

NJOY.’2
library

Si, Ti.,

l%. P.

neutron

Materialsadded to this swticn of the
4 9= 10B l’C 160

includelH, He, 27Al,

Cr,
55
Mn, Fe, Ni,

93; ‘ ‘ ‘
, Nb, Mo, Ta, and

through P3 tables are includsd for 30

groupsand 12 gamna-raygroups. Consider-

able progresshas been made towardthe development

of highly flexible formats for interlabooatory

data exchange within the cccc framework. The

currentIASL format propc6al, called mm, has

been sent to(x?NLfor review. MTU?XScunbines the

functicns of the previous CCXX files ISOTXS

(isotope-dependentcross sections) and BRKoxs

(Ecndarenkoself-shieldingfactors). A MATXS

featureof particularvalue to the CIT? program is

the inherentflexibilityto add new typesof data,

such as kermafactors,partialreacticm scattering

matricesEUKIg-arrma-~yproduction data, rmne of

which are all.cwsdby the current~ formats.

(2) EPRCovarianceData Library. In support

of the LASLprogram to assess the nuclear data

requirementsfor the design of an Experimental

Power Reactor (EPR), a library of multigroup

cross-secticninvariancedata (Urrcertainties)has

been assembled. Materials nw contained in the

covariancelibraryare =rbcm, oxygen, aluminum,

arxlircn. Uncertainty data for C ad O were

taken frcfnENDF/B-IV (MM’ 1274 and MAT 1276,
24

respectively), Al fran a IASL evaluaticm in

ENDF/B-IVformat,and Fe from an ORNL eValUati~

in ENDF/J3-IVformat.

* The cross-secticm prmessing effort was
s~rted in part & the Divisicm of Military
Applicaticm ofERDA.
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The ORNL Fe evaluation,which was prepared

specificallyfor fast-reactorstudies,25 contains .

no error informaticmon the high-thresholdreac-

tions (n,2n)ad (n,n’continuum),which are very

importantin fusionapplications. Subsections to

the errorevaluationfor Fe have been added to

describethesetwo reactions. These new data also

make possiblea nme reasonable estimate of the

uncertainty in the elastic scattering cross

section. The four error evaluations have been

processedinto the IASL 30-energy-groupneutron

multigroup cross-ssdicn structure, using the

ER3KIRRnmdule24 of NJOY. ERR3RR has the unique

advantageof directly processing energy-dependent

“&r ivaticn formulas,” which are important

featuresof both the Al.and Fe evaluations. The

GROUPRmdul~6 of NJOY has been used to prepare

transfermat.ri-cesfor each individual scattering

reacticnfor thesematerials,as is required for

inputto sensitivity calculations. All of the

above data have teen stored in a standard

convariancelibraryformat.

(3) MultigroupCross-SectionAdjustment. A

methcdhas been develqed for analyzing fusion

neutronicsintegralexperimentswith the goal of

@roving the consistent between the integral

resultsand the multigroupdata used for reactor

design. This accunplishmenthas been made in a

statisticalframework by assigning uncertainties

(includingcorrelations)to all. integral. and

differentialdata and then performing a least

squaresadjusbnen#7of all data. ‘his system has

been a@ied* to an early IASL measurement of

tritiumprcducticmin a large sphere of lithium

deuterate. The results’8 of the leastsquares

analysis suggest a nwlest reduction in the

high-energyLi(n,n’ t) cross section.

(4) Data Evaluationand Model Cede Develop-

ment. The neutron cross-s-tion data for 6 Li

~12C has been reevaluated. This work was

undertakento correct kncwn deficiencies in the

existing ~F/i3-IV evaluations,particularly in

the energy spectra of inelastidly scattered

neutrons. The new evaluations incorporate

* The lithium data adjusbnent was supported in
part by the Divisicnof Physical Research under
the auspices of the Associated Western
Universities.



“pseudo-levels”and a simple phase-space ncdel

thatpermitreasonablerepresentationof measured

data, inchdimg energy-anglecxxrelaticm,without

introducingnew processing code requirements.A

new statisticalpre-equilibriumtheory nuclear

mcdel code has been developed for more accurate

determinationof nucleardata reguired in energy

programs. The code, calledGNASH, allows great

flexibility in calculation of neutron cross

sectionsand the spectraof cutgoing particles or

gamna rays,up to neutronenergies of 40 MeV or

higher. The code has been used to predict

measuredproton,deuteron,and alpha spectra frcxn

14-MeVneutrcninteractionswith Al, Ti, d Nb as

well as a varietyof (n,n’), (n,2n), and (n,3n)

cross-sscticnmeasurements.29,30

2. ShieldingAnalysisof Fusion. Among the

Cl!R-relatedneutrcnic activities are shielding

analysis for two 2.25-W (14+.leV) neutron-

prcducingdevices: (a)The IntenseNeutrcn Source

(INS)for irradiaticmstwiieswith a point 2.25-@

(14-MeV)O-T neutronsourceof 1015 S-l operating

at an assumed 100% duty factor, and the High-

EnergyGas Laser Facility (H13SLF),designed to

producea amcentratfsd source of 4.5x1017 D-T

neutronsper pulsead 200 @sea per year. The

INS and HD3LF designswill require detailed two-

ard threedimensional calculations in mnplex

geanetries. Studieswill resultin a design ready

for transformaticminto constructia details by

the architect-engineer.

a. INS Shielding Studies. The main INS

shield material will be ordinary concrete

(2.25g/cm3). One-dimensionalspherical calcu-

lationshave beenmade to solvefor the transport

of neutronsand gamna rays in the shield walls of

the scurcecell. Bssed cn a dose criteria of- 100

mr~y at the Laboratory-ffice-Controlbuildirq

ad publicparkirqlot, the ccxnputedwall thick-

ness is between3.05 and 3.35m. An occupancy of

2000h/yr (50wk x 40 h/wk)and a 1015 S-l 14-MeV

neutronsourcewere assured. A mre exact value

for the wall thicknesscannotbe quoted until the

dose omtributicn fran skyshine is determined.

Becauseradiaticn which escapes the Sourc-cell

rmf reachespersonnelat groundlevel cnly after

beingscatteredin air, the rcof need not be as

thickas the walls. Mcnte Carlo calculations are

requiredto obtainaccurateestimates of skyshine

effects, although one-dimensional calculations

with air or vacuum outside the shield indicate

that a 2.1.3-m-thickrcofmay be adequate.

b. IIEGIFShielding Studies. Calculations

were made to ccnpare the activation of 304

stainlesssteeland carbonsteel in the HEGLF en-

vironment. The gamna-raydose ratesat 1 m fran a

l-cm unshielded sanple for selected times were

takenas a measureof the inducedactivities after

irradiation.For a @se of 4.5x1017 neutrons

it was cordudsd that the dose rates fran E&h

materialswouldhe ccxnparableaftera l-year shut-

dm.m. The dose rate fran the carbcnsteelafter a

.100-imur shutdcwn,hwever, is an order of magni-

tude lc.werthan that fran the stainless steel.

Assuminga plse frequencyof me every two days,

the residualactivities resulting frcm the most

recent@ses are important,and the carton steel

wouldbe preferable. Calculationsare in progress

to determine

laser flight

control roan

vicinity.

D. INsuLAm

Insulator

evaluationof

ceramics,with

gen chemical

ttie neutron

tubes, as

and other

RESEARCH

streaming through the

well. as doses at the

occupied areas in the

researchfocused primarily on the

physical properties of irradiated

additionalstudieson atanic hydro-

erosion and on the nature of

radiatim-inducexl defe.ets. ‘IWee irradiation

cawules were placedin E8R-11, the first beirxj

remved in January1976 after receiving a fluence

of~3 x 1021n/cm(E ~ 0.1 MeV) at 10I.5K. Physi-

cal propertystudieswere carried out on sanples

fran this irradiation. The S&Od and third

capsuleswill be rennved fran E%3R-11 in January

1977.

1. ElectricalEffects. Fulssd-voltagedie-

lectricbreakdcwnstrength(dbs)measurements have

been carriedout cn a number of unirradiatedand

irradiated insulators at elevated temperatures.

Pulsesof -3-w duraticn (with rise and decay

timesof -2-us) were appliedat 875 ad 1025K to

sir@e-crystal~~, Y@15012t and @J.204 and to

polycrystilline~03.

The fol.kwingcannentssumnarizethe signifi-

cance of the results. First, the dts values
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measuredfor the unirradiatd single crystals are

very high,particularlyfor the few cases in which

testswere termimted by surfaceflashover. These

dbs values will be reduced when engineering

ceramicsare used in real environments,including

fabricatim effects, lifetime effects (su~ as

multiplepulses),finitearea effects, and radi-

aticn effects. For example, for Ccors AD995,

which is representativeof a very gcmd poly-

crystal.lineAI.203,the dbs is aht half that for

singlecrystals.

secondly,the degradation in dbs from this

neutrcn irra5iaticn is negligible ccmpared to

probableCkgradaticmfranother causes likely to

be encountered in engineering a@ications. In

particular,therea~rs to k negligible degra-

dationin A1203 due to the presenceof pores-40 ~

in diameter.

2. StructuralEffects. swellingof ceramics

irradiated in E8R-11 has been determined w

micrometric measurements. Whereas A12~ and

dispersion-hardenedI?@ swelled -2 vol %, all

other ceramics stzwed growth of less than

0.5V01 %. w materials have thus far been

examined by transmission electron microscopy

(~); swellingin A1203 a~ars to be attribu-

tableto the presenceof a high concentrationof

-40-~ diameterpores,while lw-swelling MgA1204

is characterizedby the absenceof any resolvable

damageaggregates.

Thermal diffusivity of irfadiatcd ceramics

was measuredat rmn temperatureby a flash tech-

nique. Significant degradation was observed in

all materials except single-crystal MgA1204

(Table XVII-IV). A reductia in the thermal dif-

fusivityis inportant in that higher operating

temperaturesand thermalstressescan result.

TA8LEXVII-IV

SWELLINGAND IHERMALDIFFUSIVITYCHANGES

FCRCERN41CS IRRADIATEDAT1015K

Sapphire

Sapphire

%03

M9A1-204

*O4

‘3”5012
Y3A150~

Si3N4

Si2N4

Si2CCJ2

Sialcm

Y203

Y203-lZr02

NIEERIOX“)

BeO-5SiC

DEXRI.PTICX4

r-Plane,Saphikon

c-Plane,Linde

Ccors,AD-995

Linde,SingleCrystal

IASL,hot-pressd

Linde,SingleCrystal

IASL,hot-pressed

NQ?’TCN,hot-pressed

Ceradyne,hot-pressed

NOF.TON,

Polycrystalline

FOly-PhaseCeramic

AE14L,Sintered

Ceradynerhot-pressd

Ceradyne,~t-P~ssed

NationalBeryllia

Ceradyne,lint-pressed

tmL.ME

IXRE2U3E,%

2.41

0.21

1.94

0.08

0.26

-0.02

0.02

0.39

0.28

0.05

0.47

0.08

0.29

1.2

3.3

THERMALDIFFUSIVITY

RIHXKX’ION,% at 296 K

45

46

53

8

45

62

54

52

53

68

22

ND

ND

ND

ND

(a)Swellinawas determined bv measurementsof dimensions in the. .
plane o; the sample. Sin&most of the swelling in AL O is
perpendicular to the c-plane, this sample appeared awnalously

(b) ;~~rsicn-strengthened BSO. The dispersed phase is proprietary
but kncxm to containm, Al, ad Si.
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Thermalenergy in electrical insulators is

carried predominatelyby phonons; tke observed

reduction in thermal diffusivity is caused by

phoncm scattering fran irradiati-induced de-

fects. Calculations
31

were made to determine the

effectivenessof variousdefect configurationsin

degradingthermalconductivity.It was found that

trothpint defects ad three-dimensionalaggre-

gates (e.g., pores)are effective,with point de-

fectsbeingmere effectiveby roughlya factor of

two for temperaturesgreaterthanone-thirdof the

IX@e temperaturead an equivalentnumber of de-

fect sites. ‘I@3-dimensionalaggregates (e.g.,

stackingfaults)have less effect. The measured

reductionin thermaldiffusivityof Al@3 can be

takeninto account by attributing t-thirds of

the effectto pint defectsand one-third to the

observedpore concentration.

3. ChemicalEffects. The chemicxalerosicn

of refractoryceramicse~ed to atomic hydrogen

at high temperatureshas been sttiied. Studies to

date have consideredcnly AI.203at 2000K ad a

hydrogenpressureof 10-7 to 10-3 ‘mrr.

Weight-1oss measurements on singlecrystal

A1203 have shown considerable scatter, but M

observationscan be made: (a) at lw pressures

(lo‘7-10-5‘Itxr)the erosim rate (-5 x 10-5g/

cm%) is roughly independentof the pressure,

indicating that sublimationprmesses are pre-

dominant; the erosion rate increases to about

5 x 10-3g/an2sat 10-3‘Iorr,indicating a chemi-

cal prccess. Examination of polished (1011)

surfaces after expc6ure revealed a~reciable

rougheningat high temperatures. These data can

be a@ied to a practical erosicn problem. The

ORNL EPR tokamakdesignstudyestimates the equi-

libriumdensityof neutralgas cutside the plasma
13 -3

tobelx10 cm (.-10‘3 Torr at 2000K). A

radiaticxwcmoledA1203 liner at 2000 Kexposcx3 to

this neutralatan densitywould erodeat a rate of

4 -Y.

4. The Natureof Radiation-InducedDefects

in Ceramics. Identificationof defect aggregates

in irradiatedceramicsis importantfor the under-

stiing of theireff=t cn physical properties.

Radiatim-irduced 3-D qgregates in alkali

halides32 have been identifiedas caticm mlloids

and anion inclusias, rather than pores such as

are seen in metals. Col.loids are analcgous to

voids cm the anion sublattice, and anion in-

clusions are analogous to voids on the cation

sublattice.

In thisproject, nuclear magnetic resonance

has been us~ to testfor the prese~e of metallic

aluminumcolloidsin irradiatedA.1203,where ~

has shown 1.6 vol % of 3-D defects ’40 ~ in

diameter.
33 No aluminum was detected with a

sensitivityof 0.05vol %. ~ evaluatethe possi-

bilitythat the objects were oxygen inclusions,

sampleswere crushedin a vacuum system and the

releasedgases analyzedby quadruple mass spec-

tranetry. No oxygen was detected, to a sensi-

tivityof 0.07 vol %. These defectswere shcwn by

a processof eliminaticmto be pores. This obser-

vationleads to the predictionthat little degra-

dationin dielectric strength would result fran

the presenceof such ~resr this prediction king

confirmedby experiment.

14nunderstandingof the nature of radiation-

inducedpint defects in ceramics is important,

since these can directly influence physical

propertiessuch as thermal conductivity and are

the progenitorsof extendeddefectssuch as &se

discussed above. In cooperative studies with

NRL34opticaleffectshave teen observed in room-

t~erature, ion-irradiation~03 which sU99est

that&mag&itiuced mloration bands are associ-

atd with oxyyen vacancies. In related work,

measurementof the absorption spectrum of rocin-

temperature neutron-irradiated ‘3q012 and

M@.204J follcwd by this comparison with

publishedspectraof A1203,m, ~, ~, ~ SKO

stied a simple correlaticm of peak absorption

wavelengthwith averageoxygenspacing. Since the

bands in the last threeare km to be due to

electronstrappedat oxygen vacancies, this sug-

gests that the prominentmint defect in the other

irradiatedoxides is also the oxylenvacancy.

In armtherprojectwithNRL, A1203 heavily

irradiatedwith fissicnneutronsat 650-1025K has

been shcwn to contain a high concentrationof

pint defects (not further identifid at this

time). The persistenceof pointdefects at these

temperatures,which would not be expected in

metals,is consistentwith some mcdels of radi-

aticndamage in ceramics. This observaticm is
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also consistentwith the interpretationof large

decreasesin thermal conductivityof irradiated

~03 partly in termsof suchdefects.

E. ALLOYRHIARCH

& jor effortswere directedto the study of

cyclictemperature,cyclic stress ti radiation

damageeffects. The alloyNblZr was subject to

cyclicthermal.excursicmsat high temperature,and

cyclicstresseswere applid b Nb and Nb-lzr at

high temperaturein vacuo..—
1. Effectsof Thernd Cycleson Nb-lZr. On

ths basis of experimentalwidence, Pant ti

Lidsky35claimedthat a Nb-lZr first wall.could

not withstandthe thermalexcursion projected for

the ReferenceTheta-Pirmh Reactor.3 Samples fr~

the Pant-Lidskyexperimentwere examined at LASL

and were fcund to bs sufficientlycontamimtcd

with oxygenat a level to accountfor the observed

embrittlement.3’The thermal cycle experiments

were repeatsdat LASL under superior vacuun con-

ditions,and each spscinm was subjected to ~

chanid testingaftera significantthermal cycle

history;all.sanples failed in a ductile tie.

Repeated thermal shocks in Nb-lZr at elevated

t~rature in ultrahigh vacuumhad m effect cn

the dwtility of this material.. The major ccxl-

clusicnfran thisexperienceis that Nb-lZr will

enbrittleif heatedin a poor vacuum,tut if pre

muticns are takento eliminate oxygen gettering

@ the test sample, Nb-lZr can experience many

high-temperaturethermalcycleswithout measurable

loss in ductility.

2. ~clic Fatigue. Ur&r mntract with the

Universityof Illimis, samplesof Nb were cycli-

cally stressedat 1093 K in tensim at 55, 70, and

77 MPa, for 106 cyclesat a peak stressof 170MPa

producedno cracki~ in Nb-lZr,whereas740 cycles
37 ~

producsdruptureat peak stresses of 70 MPa.

high-temperature,ultrahigh-vacuumstress facili-

ty has been constructed,ad preliminary tests

have been cmnductedcm Nb-lZralloy.

3. Radiation Damage Analysis. The sensi-

tivityof the currently acceptsd procedure for

calculatingthe expc6ureof material to damaging

neutronirradiationsto changesin the calculatd

electronic stopping was calculated. The m

nnde138-41for calculatingths numberof displace-

214

ments per atomwas adoptedin the ~rk Of

fusicnreactorenvironments.~lications of the

nmdel to fusion reactor environmnts is a mre

severetestof the electronic stowing formalian

used.

The sensitivity of displacement cross

sections to changes in the amount of electronic

stopping was examined by replacing the II%

stopping parameter k= given in -f. 38 by an

alteredvaluek. Results for Fe are given in

Table XVII-V,in which spsctral-averagedvalues of

the respectivecross secticmhave been normalized

to EBRII-2. For the fissicn reactor spectra the

variation in relative cross section ccmpared to

(k/kL- 1) is at most 6%. If the LUXealistic case

of nc electronicloss (k/kL= 0) is excltied, the

variaticmis at most 3%. AS would be expected the

“14-MeV” spectnnn is the IIY3st sensitive to

electronic loss. Fusicn radiation damage experi-

ments will be preformsd in a wide variety of en-

vironments such as fissicm reactors, 14-MeV

sources, (drn)stri~ing sources,and with ener-

geticchargedparticles. Each environment repre-

sentsa characteristicdifferentenergy range for

‘E4ELEXVII-V

SENSITIVITYOF RELATIVEDISPLACIMiNl!

~SS SEC?l’IONSIN Fe ‘IS)VARIATIU’JSIN

ELEmmNIc mPPING@)

sp2ctrLnn~3”Jkik= = O k/kL= 0.5 k/kL = 1.5

EBRII-7 -3 -1 +1

E13RII-2 — — —

Ll?TR(E-1) +1 +1 -1

HFIR (PTP) +2 -1 -3

mm-lo +3 +1 -1

LPTR (c-4) +4 +1 -1

ENIF-1 +6 +2 -1
235U +6 +2 -2

“14MeV” +38 +12 -7

(a)
The tatulatedvalues are the changes in per
cent in the spectra-averageddisplacementcross
secticnsrmxnalizedto the EBRII-2values. The
hardnessof the spectrun generally increases
frcm top to bottanof the table.



electronicstowing. The increasd sensitivity to

electronicstoppingneutrcmspectraindicates that

a betterunderstandingof electronicstopping will

be neededto develop a materials expcsure index

thatwill be useful for fusicn radiation damge

programs.

F. APPLICATICRJSOF IASERFUSION-FEASIBILITY AND

SYSTEMSSI’UDIES

Feasibility and system studies have been

performd to analyze various commercial ap@i-

caticns of laser fusion, and to identify

technological problems requiring lcng-term

development.Analysis,optimization,and tradeoff

studiesare performed cn conceptual pcwer-plant

designs, and al.ternati,vea~licaticms of laser

fusicnare investigated.progresswas made in the

fol..hwingareas.

The flow of lithiumwhichprotectsthe cavity

wall in a spherical wetted-wall laser-fusicnre-

actor has been analyzed in greater detail.

Gravityflowof a thin filmof lithium,with vari-

ations in the lithium source, was considerai.

Indications are that lithium fihns ~ 1 mn in

thicknessm he obtained for the concept shmn

schematicallyin Fig. XVII-18.

—Lithium Blanket Outer Shell

~ ‘, Pellet Injection ;
1’

Porous Wall_ 6

— ‘“ #’-

, Structural

-
L --

- Mirror

‘-. &
‘\>

\\ k——

‘“., 64! “.conde”,er
. —— Laser Beam

Fia. XVII-18.

Cmcept of a wetted-walllaser-fusionreactor.

Investigationhas continuedto determine the

behavior of ionized fusicm-pelletdebris in a

magnetically protected reactor. Analytic ex-

pressionsto predictsputteringof solid materials

by energeticicnswere derivedin parallel to the

determinatimof icm fluenceson cavity ccxnponent

surfaces. Ihergydepsition, both frcinenergetic

particlesin the fusion-pelletdebris and fran

radiationsources,representsa second source of

reactoI-cavitysurface erosion. The calculation

of surface-twrature time histories and evap-

raticmrateshas beenmodeled in a general way,

whichpsrmitsvolumesources, the arbitrary time

dependenceof energydepositim, and finite shell

thicknessesto be specified. These conputer axles

will k used to investigatereactor-cavitydesigns

for structuredfusicnpellets.

The operating characteristicsand the per-

formanceof a laser-fusioncentral-stationgener-

atingplantbased cm the magnetically protected

reactor concept has been reevaluat~. Figure

XVII-19givesan artist’sconcepticmof this power

staticn. A recalculaticmof the blanket energy-

multiplicationfactor asscciatcxlwith exoergic

nuclearreacticnsand from an up-datedmdel of a

@assium topping cycle indicated significant

changesin the ~formance and capital costs of

currentdesigns. A surveyof available data did

not changepreviousestimatesof maximum permissi-

ble totalneutrcnfluencesfor determining laser-

fusicxireactor-cavityccmponentlifetimes.

Fig. XVII-I.9.

.*

Laser-fusia electricgeneratingstation based on
the mgneti~lly protectedfirst-wallconcept.
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Evaluation of the
239m

burner-233U

breeder hybrid concept is continuing. This

fusicn-fissicm breeder concept, producing large

anmnts of thermal power ard fuel for thermal-

fissionreactors,may be attractive as a direct

substitute for the liquid-metal fast-breeder

reactor, but retains essentially all the

envircmmentdisadvantagesof tk latter.

TIE investigationof syntheti~fuel produc-

tionby using the radiation fran fusion-pellet

microexplcsionsto deccxnposeH20 or (X)2 radio-

lyticallyintoH or (Xl was continued. Estimates

of prcductcosts frcinsuch processeshave been up-

dated. Radiolysiswould require high-energy neu-

trons,and tritium for the fuel cycle would have

to be ~rchased fran an outsidesource. An opti-

mistic econcxni.canalysis of a producticm-plant

mcdel iniiicatesa cost between2 ad 2.5 dollars

per cae Gigajouleof neutronenergyas is shvn in

Fig. XVII-20. syntheti~fuel production frcm

I.aser-fusicnreactors dedicated to this propose

tid not be ccznpetitivewith standard coal-

gasificatia processes in the mntext of 1973

marketvalues. These conclusions could be re-

versed by dramatic changes in relative market

valueor by scarcitiesof feedmaterials.

I 1

2.5 –

using neutrm energy
for circulolmg power

: L5~z
15 20 25

Costof Supplementary Power(mill/kWh)

Fig. XVII-20.

Neutrcn production cost (1973 dollars)
functicxlof the cost of Supplenwltary
pcwer purchased.
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XVIII. INTENSENI171WNWURCE FACILITY

D. D. Armstrcmg,W. C. Barnett,J. B. Bartlit,M. E. Battat
R. A. Briesmister,E. A. Brown,A. N. Demuth,W. DentOn,

R. Dierckx,D. J. Dudziak,C. R. Rnigh,W. Ford,E. S. Foster
A. E. Greene,R. A. Haarman,R. A. Jalbert,R. W. Lee,

A. M. Lockett,III,K. LMeier, E. A. Meyer,J. C. Milligan
J. L. Robinson,J. D. Schneider,R. H. Sherman,J. H. White

A. INXKUXCCN

The IntenseNeutronSource (INS) Facility is

beingdesignedat LZKSLto filla need to determine

mterials suitabilityfor use in a fusicm reactor

firstwall. This facilitywill have two indepen-

dent sources each producing, on a continuous

basis,an intense source (-1015n/s) of 14-MeV

neutronswith an energyspectrum nearly identical

to that fran the ET turn in any proposed fusion

reactor. The D?S Facility will use colliding

beamsof tritiumionsand deuteriumgas to produce

neutronsby the fusicnof D-T nuclei.

Amajor benefitof the facility will be the

kmwledge to be gainedfrom the materials damage

causedby sustained high flux neutron irradia-

tion. Of secondary importance will be the op-

erati~ experiencegainedfran INS’shadling of a

few tensof gramsof tritium, an inprtant step

prior to the safe and effective use of several

kilogramquantities of tritium by fusion reac-

tors. The uniquefeatureof the INS facility is

the use of a supersonicflm of deuterium gas as

the mediun for remval of heat generated by

mulcxnbcollisias of ircidenttritium icns. Use

of gasecustargetsratherthan solid targets al-

lcws at leastcne orderof magnitude increase in

neutrcnflux. A flc.wingliquid lithium target

txxmbardedby a deuterium beam can also handle

largeheat loadswhileprovidingvery high neutron

fluxes,lmt prcduces a neutron energy spakrum

whid is significantlydifferentfrcanthe spectrum

franD-T fusicnreacticns.

Primaryemphasisof the INS group in 1976 was

the finaldesignand testing leading to the op-

eraticmof a Beamon-Target (B-&T) test stand

utilizinga proton beam cn a hydrogen gas jet

target. While not prcd~ing neutrons or causing

any radiaticnhazard,the B-O-T tests will other-

wise simulate a tritium-on-deuteriumsource ad

will allcw precise optimizationof parameters

related to the production of a continuous crM2-

ampere icn beam, beam transport, gas jet target

operation under full heat deposition, and dif-

ferential pumping requirements for gas back-

streaming from the jet target.

B. INTENSENEUI’KN SfXIPCEFPCILITY.

A view of the INS facility is given in Fig.

XVIII-1which shcws the locaticm of the major

~ents in the experimentalbuildingalong with

the officeccmplex. During 1976, design of the

INS facilityprogressedto the point of negoti-

ating

Burns

mates

Find

a contract with the Architect-Engineer,

and Roe, Inc. for Title I work. Cast esti-

ard design criteria were updated and the

EnvironmentalStatemntl was issued by ERDA

/ .../
k .’

Fig. XVIII-1.

Artistsconcepticmof the INS facilityshaving, A)
the icn source; B) the target area where the tri-
tium icn beam and deuterium jet target converge;
C) the two source cells containing the intense
neutrcm sources; D) the three-stage isotope
separation system; E) the Laboratory4ffice-
ControlBuilding that contains the cxmpterized
controlcenterand offices; F) the wing of the
building containing two high-voltage pxter
suppliesand capacitorbanks.
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in July 1976. Sane specificareasof activity are

discussedbelw. Other areas,which concern both

INS and B-O-T,are discussedin S=. C.

1. Engineering.A second300-kV, 2-A FCWer

supply,a sisterunit of the one presently as-

signed to the INS project, was lccated at

Kwajalein Islandin the Pacific. This unit was

transferredto the INS project and shipped to

IASL. With thisunit,the neutron cutput of the

INS will be doubled.

Procurementwas begun cm the INS gas mm-

pressors,the processwatersystem,and the emer-

gency and uninterruptible)pver supplies. A bid

was receivedfor a ccxnpressorsystem which usd

all diaphragmmmpressors. Becauseof the expense

of thissystem,an alternativedesignwas investi-

gatedwhichwuld use eitherpistonor centrifugal

canpressorsfor the la pressurestages. Attempts

were made to locateexcessprocess water euipmnt

in order to reducethe cost of this system. some

equi~t was obtainedfrom a missile radar site

in North Dakota. A 300-kW diesel electric

generator was located at the Nuclear Rccket

Development Station in Nevada. With some

mdificaticm, this unit will serve as the

emergencypmer source.

2. Isotope SeparatorSystem. In INS it will

he necessaryto recoverthe tritium for the ion

source frcxna deuterium-tritiummixture. This

will.be acccmplishsdby a cryogenic distillaticm

still.. A prototype still was cmnstructd and

successfullyoperated,usinga ternary mixture of

hydrogen,hydrogendeuteride,and deuterium. The

resultssh that the progressive enrichment of

deuteriumtowardthe bottcmend of the column is

close to theoreticalpredictions.

Considerable effort and progress was @e

tcwarddevelopingcunputercodes for the design of

interlinkedsystem of xrulticunponent,multifeed

distil.latiacolumnswhichwill be needed to make

the D/T separationfor INS. The cnnputer cdes

were also used to generatedesignsfor a hydrcxjen

isotopedistillationsystemto be part of a pro-

posedTritiumSystemsTest Facility. This facil-

ity wm.ld be used for testirigmqcmnts of the

fuel-hardlinglcopof fusicnpcwer reactors.

The relative volatilities for the isotope

system deuterium-deuteriumtritide-tritiumwere

measured for the first time in a laboratory.2

Such measurementswill be used in the detaild

designof the INS isotope separation system and

a&l to the krxwncharacteristicsof tritium.

3. Shielding Studies. Neutronics calcu-

lationsweremade for various materials and wall

and rcof thicknessfor the INS source cell (Fig.

XVIII-2). The sourcecell.wallsad rmf will be

of concreteand calculationswere made for both

pre comrete and concrete with ircn reinforcing

bars. The effectof a gypsuminnerlinerwas also

studied. Radiation levels were calculated for

areasoutsidethe sourcecell while the facility

is in operaticmand also inside the cell as a

functicnof time after shutdwn of the neutron

source.

c. BEYJ4-ON-TAXE!I’FACILITY

During1976,much prcgress was made on the

designand constructionof the proton beam on a

hydrogentargettest stand. Initial startup of

this facility is anticipated in June 1977.

Activitiesconcerned with various parts of the

facilityare describedbelu.f.

1. Ion Source. Both B-O-T and INS will use

an annular-typeduoplasmaton as an ion source.

The mdel I source,operatingwith a single arc,

was run for over 500 h at ion mrrents of over 100
mA. Subsequent inspection of the ion source

shcwed little wear and demonstrated the high

reliabilityof this type source.

NkxlelII of the icn source was constructed.

It was designsdto minimize solders, seals, ard

joints while retaining a versatile gecm?etry.

L

ION SOURCE ‘g
ROOM c

lNTENsE NEU TRON Sou RC&
sOURCE CELL

Fig. XVIII-2.

INS SourceCell Facility
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After initial.problems with instabilitieswhen

more than two arcs were operated simultaneously,

it was fcund that proper conditioningof the

filamentsallcwed stable multipl-arc opxation.

In the presentmnfiguraticn,more than600 mA dc

of totalicn currenthas been extracted frcrnthe

sourceusingeightof the sixteen available arcs.

The Scura has run over 10 h at this level with

little or no a~arent damage. This level of

operatim is satisfactoryfor initial.turn-cm of

the B-O-T,althoughthe specie ratio, emittance,

ad otherbeam characteristicsare not k~ at

present.

2. Acceleratingcolumn. Design of the 200-

kV acceleratingmlunn ad the high voltage feed-

throughs was mnpleted and the parts ordered.

Modificationsto the existingvacuumtank for the

ion scurce and acceleratingcolumn were almcst

canpleted.

FigureXVIII-3shcws the general layout of

the acceleratingCX21umn,icn source, corom tube,

and cne of the high-voltage feedtiughs in the

2.13-m-diametervacuum tank. The accelerating

columnconsistsof a voltage graded support box

which holdsthe acceleratingelectrodes and which

providescantileversupport for the 340 kG icm

m
Ili f-MT~

.~f

(—.—----
Fig. XVIII-3.

B-O-T 200 kV acceleratorsshuvingthe accelerating
column,icn source,and high-voltage feedthroughs
in the vacum tank.
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source. The fourpts of the support box are

acceleratingtube sections fabricated by metal

bondingtechniquesfor strength and to preserve

strmtural integritywhen a similardesignis used

in a tritiumenvironmentin INS. Adhesive lmnded

su~rt posts could fail with disastrous results

due to degradation in a tritium environment.

Electricalconnections between the small corom

tubeat the top providevoltagegrading to a 200

kv feedthroughcm each side. llachfeedthrough has

twenty-threeleads going to the icn source at

approximatelythe same potential.. A tubular

electrontrapoperatedat proximately 5 kV is

plannedadjacentto the groundelectrodeto reduce

electronbackstreaming.

The 200-kVper supplyfor the accelerating

column is operational. Sane difficultieswere

encounteredin the regulator system and work to

eliminatetheseproblemsis continuing.

3. Eeam Transport. The beam transport sec-

ticnof B+-T accepts the ions fran the accel-

eratingcolumnand uses adenoids to focus the

ionsm the gas target. l%e out~t beam fran the

acceleratingcolumn contains several species of

ions. In B-O-T it is estimatedthat tke beam will

be 60% #, 35% Hi , and 5% H~ . Extensive calcu-

lationswere made of the expectedbehavior of the

variousicnsand the resultsof these calculaticms

were used in the design of the beam transport

secticn. This design was ccmpleted and cm-

structicmbegun. In initial operation of B-O-T

the energycontainedin the ion species which are

not focusedcm the targetwill rmt k large enough

to causeproblemsto the beam transport section.

After behavior of the beam, particularlybeam

neutralizationeffects,are studied, a heat ex-

changerwill be built to remve the heat generated

by the icnswhich striketin?wall.

4. Vacuum System. A differential-in9 .

systemis requiredcm the B-O-T facility to keep

the bwkflcxvof gas fran the targetchambercut of

the mcelerating column and beam transport sec-

tions. A four-stage system will be used. The

requirementfor the systemis to keep the cpeni~s

between the differentialpnnping stages large

enoughto let the beam throwghwithout impingement

yet mall enough and of suitable geanetry to

reducegas flm betweenstagesto a minimum.



It is also importantto reduce the distance

betwem stages to a minimum, especially at the

high-pressure end, to keep team scattering and

beam heatingof the gas to a minimum. Fortu-

nately,the backflw of gas into * first stage

of the differentialpnnpingsystem appears to k

at a high cmoughpressureto form a gas jet as it

emergesfran the l-cm-diameterjet nozzle. calcu-

lationsstxx that a slmckdisk is expecte~alxxt 6

cm fran the mzzle with a pressure minimum at

abouthalf thatdistance. If a sharply tapered

cone with a l-cm-diameterorificeis positioned at

the lW pressurepoint,flcw through the aperture

into ths stage-2 chamber will be minimizsd.

Furthermore,the sharptaper will force mat of

the gas flew aroundthe outsideof the cone to the

firststagepump. This technique has been used

effectivelywith aperturesup to 3-rimdiameter.3,4

Calculationswere made of the expected flew

an.5 a clifferential primping test stand was

constructedand used with air to measure flow

rates. The air was accelerated to supersonic

velccityproducing a jet with a barrel shock.

~ agreementwas obtained between measured and

calculatedfkw rates. Becauseof this agreement,

there is sane assurance that the processes are

understrxdand an be extrapolated to hydrogen.

This informatim was used in the design of the

B-O-T differentialpmping systemwhere the back-

flm gas will be hydrogen. Preliminary design of

the fcur-stagedifferentialpmping systemis ccm-

plete. Pressurein the fourth stage is expected

to bedown@ainlt2x lo-5 ‘Ibrr.

The originaldesignfor the icn source ard

acceleratingmlumn vacuum ~ used a 9000-1/s

cryosorptia pump. B-U.Se of vendor difficulties

with the performanceof the primp,the cryrsorption

pump will be paral.leladwith an oil diffusion pump

which has a 14,000-1/s pmpirq speed for hydro-

gen. This will.preventany delay of startup of

&o-’l?if cliffialties mntinue.

5. Jet Target. The jet targetis the region

where the icn beam dlides with the gas jet. One

modelof the B-O-T jet target is illustrated in

Fig. XVIII-4. Gas flows from the high-pressure

plemnnthrough the jet throat forming a shock

wave. Becauseof the directicmof the shock, very

littlegas flms to the left throughthe icn beam

hPo
42

35

14

7

.~
-2 –1; –1 -+ o ++ +1 +1$ +2(id

-50 -2s o +25 +50 mm

DISTANCE

Fig. XVIII-4.

One designof the jet target. Curve is pressure
measured with an open ended probe as a function of
axial distance.

accessprt. In B-UT the flew is only about O.2%

of the totalgas load.

Calculations were made of the gas fluw

patterns. A mcdel of the jet target was con-

structedand testswere made of the flow. One

exampleof these measurements is slxxm in Fig.

XVIII-4. Problemswere encountered in setting a

uniform throat spacing. Modifications ircorp-

rated in the final design should cure this

problem.

Leakageflmrates into the ion beam access

port were measuredas a functionof throat spacing

and plenumpressure. It was discovered that the

leakageis a boundarylayerproblem. Most leakage

cccursnear the walls of the accessPrt. Various

boundarylayer trip devices such as grcoves and

small protrudirq lips were investigated. They

were largelyineffective and sane of them even

interferedwith shockformaticn.

The mS facilityhas been designed to a-1..lcw

for the possibilitythat all of the energy depos-

itedby the tritcmbeam shcws up as thermal energy

in the ~ targetgas. If, hutiever,some of this

energyis not convertsdto thermal.until after a

given elementof gas has left the target region,

then the tritcnbeam intensity can be ircreased

witlmutchokingthe flcxv. A detailed study was

undertaken to examine this possibility. This

sttiy considered varicxls mechanisms of heat

depositionsuch as ionization,and excitation and
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depositicms~h as icnizaticm, and excitatim and

disscciatim of the D molecules due to both the

tr itona and to the secondary electrons that they

create. Resultsof the studyat present itiicate

that roughly-thirds of the energydepcsited is

ccnverted to heat in the targetregion.

TO test the effectof heat depositim cm the

leakage flowrate, a jet target with an ele

tricallyheatedrod &wn the center was construc-

ted. With a heat additicnof

enthalpy,the flcw remained

ad the leakageflcxvratewas

over the unheatedcxmditicn.

48% of the jet flcxv

unchked and stable

only increased 20%

6. Beam stop. Design of a beam stop for

B-O-TwZ!S bqm . ‘II-E beam stop will absorb the

200 kW of H+ icn beam energy which is dqmited

directlycn the walls when the gas jet is not

cperating. When the jet is q?erati~, it will

remmvethe beam heat fran the hot gas prior to its

exhaustthrougha ckwnstream vacuum valve.

7. Controland Data Acquisition System. A

controland data ecquisitia systemfor the B-O-T

facility,which uses microprocessors,was designed

and scxneparts kilt. A manual system will also

be availableso that full operation of the B-O-T

can be effectedbeforethe fmility is tied into

cxan~ter control. The Canplter system will

providethe fol.lxwingthreemajor functicns.

a. Fast Protect - to quickly (less than

10 s) s~t dcwn the intense beam in event of

majormalfunction, prior to excessive equipnent

damage.

b. Data Acquisition - to provide a means for

remrdicg at frequent intervals all significant

parameters to permit detailed evaluation of test

resultsat later times.

c. On-LineCunputerNonitorand Control- to

providefor mare rapidrespxse ad more precise

controlthancan be achievd by manual omtrol

only. illso,thiswill provide valuable operating

experiencefor a similartit nw-e ccmplex _ter

controlsystemwhichwill be necessaryfor the IN

facility.

Mditicmal detailscxxwerningthis and other

areas of activitycan be foundelsewhere.5-8
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